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Beautiful Flowers
AND SEEDS THAT GROW
FOR EVERY HOME.
FINE ROSES
"ON OWN ROOTS"
OUR SPECIALTY

... THE ... 
C.A. Reeser Co.,
URBANA, OHIO.

The Beautiful New Everblooming Rose, BALDUIN, "The Red Kaiserin."
FOR NEW CREATIONS in Roses and other Plants of high order and great merit, our prices are made Wonderfully Low in order to encourage all to give them a trial. They will bring pleasure and profit to all who plant them.

NEW EVER-BLOOMING HYBRID TEA ROSE CREATION,
"BA DUIN"
The "Red Kaiserrin"

This fine, new Hardy Ever-Blooming Rose we show on the outside cover page. The color is a very soft, almost pink, crimson, the depths of the petals, in color very like "American Beauty." The profusion of bloom is truly marvelous, every shoot producing a flower. It is a grand acquisition to our new list, especially valuable for Winter forcing or for Summer Winter forcing in the open ground. Mr. John Cook, of Baltimore, Md., the raiser of Souv. de Wootton, Mrs. Robert Garrett and other fine Roses, wrote as follows: "It would like to draw your attention to the new red Rose. 'Baldwin' (or Red Kaiserrin), the best clean carmine or red Rose yet introduced. I have grown it now for four years and can guarantee it as being the best outdoor Rose in its color." We have the stock of this new Rose and offer it very low, and at a price that is within reach of all, considering its great merit and its being a novelty of 1900. We have every confidence that this grand new Rose will attain widespread popularity for outdoor bedding or as a grand pot variety on account of hardiness, superb color and fine double flowers. Price, for strong one year old plants, 15 cents each; two for 25 cents; ten for $1.00, net. Large two year old plants, 50 cents each; three for $1.25, net.

TO OUR PATRONS AND FRIENDS: We desire to thank you for your kind patronage in the past and earnestly solicit our esteemed favors in the future. Our catalogue is small and unpretentious, and does not appear so attractive as those with detailed illustrative text and elaborate descriptions, so often overdrawn and imaginary. We ask as a special favor that you give this book a careful reading, comparing our low prices with others.

"HIGHEST QUALITY" OUR AIM, and first consideration. "PRICES THE LOWEST" for Good Seeds and Plants as they can be sold.

OUR DETERMINATION is to grow and distribute nothing but the VERY BEST and the VERY BEST VA-RIETIES. We never offer for sale any plant that is not of the very best quality. We can assure our friends and patrons of the same liberal treatment, prompt and faithful execution of all your valued orders as in the past.

SEEDS THAT GROW Always reliable. Our stock first class, new and fresh every year and grown by the most reputable growers in the world, and unsurpassed for purity and viability. Please Notice our liberal discounts on all Seeds, we sell no decks. Orders only in $1.00, $5.00, $10.00, $25.00, or $50.00 lots. Nearly all our packets are priced at 3 cents each, they are as large and well filled as any other firm's 6 cents packets. From good seeds only can good crops be grown. Nothing should induce you to risk planting any others.

WE PAY THE POSTAGE On everything in our Catalogue except where noted. Pecks or bushels must go by express and the cost be added to the price of the order, and the number of packages will be given on the catalogue page. Remitting—PAYMENT ON ORDER. In sending your order by mail, please see that the name of the post office to which your order is sent is noted on the outside of the envelope, otherwise the post office nearest to your address will make delivery as per our rules. The name is necessary for proper classification of your order and prompt dispatch.

SPECIAL EXPRESS RATE. A 30 per cent reduction on plants, seeds, bulbs, and small fruits is now granted by the express companies on the regular merchant rate. Express charges are now very moderate, minimum charges being 35 cents on small packages.

READ REMARKS ABOUT ORDERING CAREFULLY. It will greatly assist us in getting your order shipped promptly.

Our Prices Are Strictly Cash—The proper remittance must in all cases accompany the order, and should be in-cluded in it to insure prompt dispatch.

Lost Orders—Letters are sometimes lost, stolen or de-stroyed in transit, so that they fail to reach us, and are never heard from. Please remember that however safe the U. S. mail service is that some vexatious losses and delays are liable to occur. In some instances mail is burned up in railroad wrecks, and delayed for days in unknown places. Therefore our prudence dictates that remittances must be made in the following manner so that in case of loss duplicates can be had:

Postoffice money orders can now be had at almost all postoffices, and are absolutely safe. If the letter enclosing it is lost, send us the number, date, amount, the office at which it was payable, a list of what you ordered, and we will fill the order at once and apply for a duplicate of the lost money order, which the government will furnish in such cases.

New York or Chicago bank drafts drawn by your local banks and made payable to our order are good, and can be used at all banks. If lost the bank will issue a dupli-cate.

Express money orders are one of the cheapest and best ways of sending money. Perfectly safe, because if lost a duplicate can be had by applying to the express company.

Do not send personal checks, as it costs 25 cents to collect them by the banks, and we cannot accept them unless the cost of collection is added, then some delay is caused in making collection also.

Registered Letters—When you cannot get money orders, or do not wish to pay the small charge on them, we would suggest that you remit by the postmaster and the money counted in his or her presence.

Cost of Remitting—On all orders of 50 cents and over the cost of remitting by any of these methods may be se-

lected in seeds or plants in accord with the character of your order. Do not expect us to send you a single plant for this where your order calls for seeds entirely; it is asking too much of us, for the cost of packing and postage amounts to more than the plants.

When coin is sent in letters it should be passed up in strong paper wrappers, or sent by express, postage being prepaid. We do not encourage it as being a danger and a waste of time. We also do not encourage it as being a danger and a waste of time.

Postage stamps in small amounts are taken as cash, but they must be sent so that the sender will not stick together. A good plan is to wrap them in wax paper. Do not handle them with damp or moist hands.

Free by Mail—At the prices named in this book we send everything offered by mail, postpaid, except where otherwise noted. When we ship by express it is at the purchaser's request and expense.

Remember to always sign your name the same. No mat-ter how often you write us do not forget to give your Postoffice, County and State. We always have orders on file with deficient addresses—some forget to sign their names, others their post office or state. Some we can truce, but usually we have to wait for complaints.

It is important that you keep a exact duplicate of your order. Check it off carefully before you send it, so there can be no question of mistake made.

We guarantee all orders to arrive safely at any point in the United States, whether sent by mail or express, and to arrive in a good growing condition, but here our respon-sibility ceases. If anything is injured or spoiled in any way before delivery write us by return mail and it will cheerfully be replaced without cost. We do not guarantee that our Roses and other Plants that we send out will not die from neglect or careless treatment: killed by drought, insect depredations, accidents or frosts after they are planted, and we should not be asked to be responsible when plants die from any of these causes.

THE C. A. REESER CO., Urbana, Ohio.

FORMERLY OF SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
Read this Page Carefully for Our Liberal Premiums.

HOW TO GET YOUR PLANTS FREE

There are those who do not wish to spare the money, or do not feel able to purchase flowers, although they dearly love and enjoy them; and there are those who, through lack of time or space, cannot give them the attention of all such plants. But we are working for us they are at the same time providing themselves with plants at no outlay of money to themselves, but are practically getting them free, and with that our Liberal Inducements in Clubbing Rates, Premiums or Discounts, any person may have very Lucrative Employment for spare time.

HOW TO SEND CLUB ORDERS—Keep each person’s order separate, giving his or her full name, with the amount of the order. Then make your selection of the amount due to you, naming the plants desired as your discount, or premium, signing your name as the CLUB RAISER.

HOW WE PACK CLUB ORDERS—Each person’s plants will be packed separately, so you can use the packing cases to order from your friends and neighbors. If the plants are to be go by mail and you desire them to be sent direct to the person, we will do so when the order amounts to 50 cents or more.

NOTE OUR VERY LIBERAL DISCOUNTS—If $2.50, $5.00, $6.00, $8.00 and $10.00 orders. You do not know how easily you can secure an order from among your friends and thus secure the benefits of the most liberal offers, until you try. Individual orders are allowed same discount as club orders.

REMEMBER that the getter-up of the clubs is entitled to all discounts. We cannot allow each member of the club to select discounts, etc., and then allow the getter-up of the club to select another discount. We will, however, add one plant of our selection for each dollar’s worth that any one member of your club may send.

PLEASE NOTICE—Clubbing Rates or Discounts do not apply to COLLECTIONS or SPECIAL OFFERS of plants or bulbs, and we reserve the right to sell such plants or bulbs at prices per single plant, bulb, seeds in packets only, and must be included in your order when you send it. We cannot send your order at one time and the discount or premium at another. Be sure and include the discounts or premiums in your order when you send it. Do not include Collections or Special Offers in your Clubbing Rates or Premiums.

We cannot fill PLANT ORDERS for less than FIFTY CENTS, by mail, unless TEN CENTS is added to pay postage, but for seeds we will accept any amount, but very small, without additional postage.

MAIL CLUBBING RATES.

Your Choice from Catalogue. Raise a Club and Secure Your Plants Free.

Express clubbing rates. The discounts or premiums we offer you to have your plants sent by express will more than pay expressage on them, and you usually get larger plants.

Notice to club raisers. We furnish extra order sheets, envelopes and catalogues to all who need them in aiding in the getting up of their clubs. Ottimes you may have friends residing at a distance from you who would be glad to join your club did they but know you were engaged in such work. We will mail all such persons our catalogue if requested to do so. If you wish them to be sent to any other part of the States, or of the United States, or Canada, they can join your club and the plants will be sent direct to them. We will be glad to write you explaining any of these offers should they not be plain to you.

Please Remember to Keep Your Seed and Plant Orders Separate—It will greatly facilitate the filling and packing of your orders promptly. USE OUR ORDER SHEET.

OUR LIBERAL DISCOUNT or PREMIUM on all orders for Seeds, in packets only, the purchaser may select 50 cents worth extra for each $1.00 sent; thus anyone sending $1.00 can select seeds in packets amounting to $1.60, and for $2.00 seeds in packets amounting to $3.60 and upwards. Ounces or pounds, pints or quarts, not entiti to discount or premiums.

THE MOST LIBERAL PREMIUMS TO SEED BUYERS EVER MADE.

The Average Net Price for a Packet of Pure and Reliable Seed is 2 Cents.

Remember, the Following Discounts Apply to Seeds, and in Packets, Only.

TAKEN WITH OUR LIBERAL DISCOUNT or PREMIUM marks a majority of seed down to 2 cents a packet. THINK OF IT! How can we afford to do this? By importing direct from the growers. We handle only pure and reliable European and American growth. Thus we propose to benefit our patrons. Be sure to buy the INNISFALLEN Tested Seeds.
CULTURE NOTES FOR THE ROSE.

UNPACKING PLANTS—When received they should be unpacked at once. Do not allow roots to be exposed; it is dangerous to the vitality of the plants. Should they have a withered appearance when received, caused by an unusual delay in transit, (which does not often occur), soak them in lukewarm water for an hour or so before planting. This will restore their vitality.

SOIL—Take a very good, rich soil, mellow and fertile, made from old, decomposed sods is best, cleaning out all insect germs and worms.

FERTILIZERS—Fine, well-decomposed stable manure is best for all purposes. If this cannot be obtained, ground bone or other commercial fertilizers may be used, taking care to use sparingly, as most of them are very strong. We find Bower's Ammoniated Food for Flowers the best.

WATERING—If the ground is dry when planted, water thoroughly, so as to soak the earth down to the roots of the plants. After this very little water is required, unless the weather is dry. Plants will not thrive if kept too wet.

PLANTING—Mellow the ground thoroughly and mix a little well-rotted manure in. Make holes in the soil about twelve inches apart, set plants a little deeper than formerly. Arrange roots in their natural position; do not hesitate to place the roots well below the surface of the soil. Cover with fine earth, pressing it down firmly upon them and in around the stems, then water freely. If the sun be strong, or very windy, protect them for a few days with a covering of newspaper or other material that is at hand. Water judiciously every day until plants show signs of becoming established as growing.

GENERAL REMARKS—Our Roses are all grown on their own roots and are plants of strong, hardy constitutions, and are not forced by any natural or artificial means. This is the most important point in successful Rose culture. Our mottoes are prices the LOWEST and our stock of the HIGHEST QUALITY.

New, odorless fertilizer, makes plants grow and bloom luxuriantly. It drives worms and other troublesome insects from the soil. Only artificial fertilizer which can be used without danger or injury to the plants. Takes the place of liquid manure and is just the thing wanted for a long time. We have yet to hear a complaint. One package, sufficient for 300 square feet of ordinary sized plants, costs 60 cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. Get a package and try it. Acts like a charm.

BOWER’S AMMONIATED FOOD
For Flowers.

HAMMOND’S SLUG SHOT
Destroys Insects of all Kinds.

A cheap powder, destructive to insects that are injurious to house and garden plants, shrubs, trees, potatoes, currants, melons, cabbage, curants, etc. Used in all latitudes since 1880, with safety to man, beast and fowl. Put up in perforated screw-top canisters, and is handy to points. Send along the plant with the can. If you are troubled with insects on your Rose bushes, we recommend you to try this. It does its work quickly and thoroughly.

TWO TWELVE LARGE SIZE TWO YEAR OLD ROSES FOR IMMEDIATE EFFECT.

$3.00 Worth of Large Size Roses for only $1.25 by Mail. Postage Paid; or by Express for $1.00. Our Selection of Varieties only.

In no case can we allow purchasers their selection. We guarantee all of the varieties to be of the “HIGHEST QUALITY” and all labeled.

A splendid inducement to have you try our large two year old Roses. They are strong, stocky, robust plants, ready for immediate effect. The increasing demand for large-sized Roses for outdoor planting, or for house culture, by mail, post-age paid by us, for $1.25. Or we will send them by express, you paying the express, for $1.00, and packed for light weight. When ordering by express we leave a portion of the soil on the roots, enabling them to take hold and grow sooner than when sent by mail, with no soil.

SAMPLE OF A TWO YEAR OLD ROSE, SHOWING HOW THEY GROW AND BLOOM.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER: We will send you 12
fine, large two year old Roses, of our selection only, for outdoor planting, or for house culture, by mail, postage paid by us, for $1.25. We will send them by express, you paying the express, for $1.00, and packed for light weight. When ordering by express we leave a portion of the soil on the roots, enabling them to take hold and grow sooner than when sent by mail, with no soil.

CULTIVATION—The soil around the plants should be kept moist and free from weeds. It is necessary to ensure their vigorous growth. During protracted droughts, if the soil becomes dry water freely in early morning or evening.

PRUNING—No rule can be regularly applied, plants differ in vigor. In general, cut away dead, diseased, or poor growth. Many are neat and compact, requiring little or no attention; others are vigorous and straggling. Pruning should be related to the habits of the different varieties. Usually about one-third or one-half of last season's growth is cut out; trim so as to plant a well-balanced, shapely appearance, cutting out all dead and diseased wood. This should be done in early Spring before the buds start. Remove the flowers before the petals begin to drop.

INSECTS—For green fly, use tobacco smoke or water, or dust on in a powdered form. For slugs and worms, use Slug Shot.

HOUSE CULTURE—Roses should be grown in three or four-inch pots, placed in a warm, light situation near a window, where plants can get as much sun as possible. Temperature ranging from 60 degrees at night to 70 degrees during the day should be maintained as nearly as possible. This is not difficult.

WINTER PROTECTION—Do not cover the plants until Winter has fairly set in. This may be done with leaves, straw or light manures, placing a few boughs or pieces of boards upon the litter to keep it from being blown away. Winter plants properly should be staked; then drive a stake in the ground and tying the bush together and then bend down within three or four inches of the ground, tying the bush securely to the stake; then cover with coarse litter. Remove as soon as the buds start in the Spring.
ROSE NOVELTIES FOR 1901.

All Varieties of Accepted and Tried Value. Prices Remarkably Low.

Duc Engelberg d'Arenburg—Hybrid Tea.

This is a strong, vigorous grower, with beautiful foliage freely produced. Given a proper root bed, it is an excellent grower, and flowers are large and fully, and elegantly imbricated—color is white with a rosy center, and has all of the indications of making a fine forcing rose. A seceding of Kals- rine August Victoria: its fine growth and profusion of bloom can not help but make an extra fine garden rose. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Johannes Wesselhoff—Hybrid Tea.

Is of strong, branching habit. The buds are long, forming large flowers on extra long, stiff stems. The color is a soft, clear yellow, extremely free flowering, and has all of the indications of making a fine forcing rose. A seceding of Kals-rine August Victoria: its fine growth and profusion of bloom can not help but make an extra fine garden rose. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Sunrise—Tea.

This is bound to be the most sensational Rose of recent years. It has very dark bronze foliage, probably the deepest and darkest among any of our Roses: is of itself beautiful indeed. It produces magnificent blooms in mid winter in England and when a Rose will produce flowers in that foggy island in winter its prestige is established. The buds and flowers are exceptionally large, full and very high colored, deep orange and red on the outer petals, the full bloom is a deep orange yellow. The center is a deep rosy red, and very much in keeping with the outer petals. One of the best new Roses ever sent out and surpassing our charming old friend, Sunset, as much in the summer as does the moon. Price, 50 cents each; large two year old plants $1.00 each.


A beautiful new Rose. The outer petals are white, inner petals are crimson and the shadings of coppery salmon. A distinct and curious color; very free flowering. Large sized, full and beautifully formed, and an elegant grower. Received two first-class certificates and a medal at the exhibition in Paris. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Marquis Litta—Hybrid Tea.

Known as No. 19, or 1900.

This is a blue-blooded pedigreed thoroughbred Rose, and the roses of the same class, between Kals-rine August Victoria and Md. Caroline Testament. This crossing of blue blood insures hardiness, vigorous growth, freedom of blooming, and early blooming Rose we have ever seen. One of its strongest points is its wonderful root action, which is quick and ready to take hold and grow to perfection in almost any soil. It is a strong shover, the most superb flowers are borne in the greatest profusion that we have ever seen. It is literally true in the case of this wonderful Rose that it grows like a weed. It is a dwarf, yet strong, compact grower, especially adapted to pot and garden culture. It is already an established fact that it is more forcing than any of our Roses and will prove a delight to our patrons. It is the strongest growing and freest blooming Rose we have ever seen. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Lucie Faure—Tea.

This pretty new rose is a seedling of Niphelos, which is an excellent recommendor. The flowers are large, full, of good substance and ivory white. The buds and flowers are held on very good stems, large outer petals, diminishing in size to the center. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

F. L. Segers—Tea.

A fine new seedling; has a long bud on the stem; buds are freely produced. The flowers are large and full, and varying shades of orange, nankin yellow and creamy white. A very fragrant and charming variety. Price, 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Madame Husson—Tea.

A dwarf branching grower, producing many flowers. The open flower is large and full, and varying shades of orange, nankin yellow and creamy white. A very fragrant and charming variety. Price, 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Mrs. Mawley—Tea.

A beautiful bright carmine, shaded with yellow; edges of petals slightly paler; flowers very large and very bright. A very vigorous and healthy grower, producing the greatest profusion of bloom. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Queen Olga of Greece—Tea.

A soft rose pink, center shaded with yellow; edges of petals slightly paler; flowers very large and very bright. A very vigorous and healthy grower, producing the greatest profusion of bloom. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Souvenir de Rose Chenes—Tea.

Beautiful flowers of yellowish white, with aurora and carmine shadings; very large, full flowers. Plant strong growing and free blooming. Price, 26 cents each, large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Shandon—Hybrid Tea.

This is one of the most promising new Roses we have to offer this year. A strong, healthy grower, like our hardy garden Roses, extremely large flowers, perfectly double to the center; the fragrance is strong and intense. The color is especially desirable, a bright crimson red, produced with great freedom, and rivals our best Hybrid Perpetual Roses. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Liberty—Hybrid Tea.

It is agreed among professional growers that this is one of the most sensational Roses ever introduced. The color is a crimson scarlet, after the style of Meteor, but more brilliant. Its wonderful beauty created a furore from ocean to ocean, and wherever exhibited it has won first honors. The flowers are perfectly formed, being full and double, and this is perhaps the greatest Rose of the color. We think it will do as well in open ground as in the greenhouse. It has an extensive introduction, and we think it known, the price given for the original plants having been stated at $7.500. Price, 25 cents each; large plants from four inch pots, 50 cents each.

Admiral Dewey—Hybrid Tea.

The color is that of the Daybreak Carnation; it is a sport of Md. Caroline Testout, and is one of the largest and most beautiful of our new varieties, unusually fine for forcing; grand for old weather cutting. The flower is very fragrant; its size, color and form are all ideal. It is of healthy and vigorous growth. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.
TWO NOVELTIES OF 1901 INTRODUCTION.

Psyche, New Pink Rambler.
Has all of the characteristics of Crimson Rambler, with the same large clusters of flowers, the same identical strong, clean growth, but it is the first true Pink Rambler and is bound to be, and justly so, as popular as Crimson Rambler, to which it is a beautiful companion. Its individual flowers are larger than its parent variety, ranging from 2 to 5 inches across, not quite so numerous, they are so much larger and so much more beautiful in the clusters. The color is an exquisite rosy pink; base of the petals suffused with yellow, the beauty of this combination is beyond description. We predict a career for this grand new Climbing Rose as notable as that of Crimson Rambler, of which we will venture to say that there is upwards of a half million plants sold in this country alone during the past year which is, as you can imagine, prodigious for the sales of one solitary variety. Price, for this grand novelty is 50 cents each for strong one year old plants; large two year old plants, $1.00 each.

New Dwarf Rose, Snowball.
A new polyantha rose; one of the most charming acquisitions. Dwarf, compact habit. Flowers are as white as snow and are produced in large clusters of from 25 to 60, literally covering the plant. It is an elegant pot plant and is also fine for bedding. Price, 25 cents each; only one size.

New Hybrid Tea, Marjorie.
This is a charming variety, robust growth, medium size, exquisite form. Color, white, suffused with salmon pink; flowers full and freely produced throughout the season. An excellent rose, both for garden decoration and exhibition purposes. For pot culture and forcing purposes this is most valuable. Price, young plants, 20 cents; 3 for 50 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents.

New Rose, Red Marechal Niel.
A cross between General Jacqueminot and Marechal Niel. Flowers very large, well shaped, full; form of buds and flowers like the Yellow Niel; color, carmine red, shading to pink; very sweet; most floriferous on the last year's branches; growth very strong; climbing; leaves very large. Received a gold medal at the Rose Exposition in 1897, at Frankfort-on-Main. Price, 15 cents each; 3 for 40 cents; large plants, 40 cents each.

White Papa Gontier, Fiammetta Nabonnand
It is conceded by all that Gontier is one of the finest and most profuse bloomers of all red Tea Roses; this new variety is identical with it in every way except color; same habit of growth, freedom of bloom, size and shape of flowers, which in this are a beautiful satin white delicately tinted light rose. Fine, large sized flower, elegant shell like petals, very handsome buds. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 60 cents; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

New Blood Red Rose, Gruss an Teplitz.

Beautiful New Blood Red Rose, Gruss an Teplitz.
This beautiful new rose is a remarkably strong grower. The flowers are very large, full and of that elegant cup shape that is so fetching with many of our fine roses. The color is an intense bright scarlet crimson, exceedingly free blooming. It is recommended as being far superior to the magnificent but now rarely found William Francis Bennett. Truly a superb rose; every one should try it. You will be delighted with its beautiful brilliant color. Price, 15 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; 5 for 50 cents; 12 for $1.00; large two year old plants, 40 cents each; 3 for $1.00.

A lovely new Tea Rose. A sport from that famous old variety Bougere. For open ground planting it has no superior. The flowers are unusually large, deep, full and double; long, stiff stems and borne throughout the season in great abundance. The color is pure ivory white. Very beautiful and a particularly good rose for general planting. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

New Yellow Hybrid Tea Rose,
Mademoiselle Germaine Trochon.

An ever blooming, hardy, yellow rose. Among the many new roses imported by us of late years there are none, in our opinion, which are liable to have a wider popularity than this. It is an entirely new color in the hybrid tea class and it has proven hardy in our climate. The best description we could give of the rose is that given to the Tea Rose, “Sunset,” which we introduced some years ago, and which created a profound sensation. Technically described, it is orange yellow, with shades of buff, fawn and light yellow; the interstices between the petals show depths of coloring approaching what is very frequently seen in our sunset skies and which originally suggested the name for the “Sunset” Rose. Price, 16 cents each; 2 for 26 cents; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

Beautiful New Tulip Rose, Emilie Gonin.

This magnificent new rose is certainly the most beautiful Tulip Rose we have ever sent out. We believe it is largely planted when our patrons know of its great beauty. The color is a remarkable thing, creamy white, tinted with orange yellow, on a deep ground. The petals are large, wax like, each broadly margined with bright carmine crimson. The border is two or three times as wide as that found on any other of the older varieties of Tulip Roses. The flowers are very large, exquisitely formed and perfectly double; fragrance delightful. A very profuse bloomer and a strong, healthy grower; seems imperious to all diseases. Will be prominent as a bedder or as a pot plant. It is unsurpassed for cutting, excites wonderful admiration whenever seen. We want every planter to try this grand new rose. We have grown a large stock and have made the price remarkably low. Price, for fine young plants, 16 cents each; 2 for 26 cents; 6 for 50 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each; 3 for $1.00.

New Rose,
Hallowe’en—The Striped Meteor.

The flowers have the same fine, large size and the perfect form of Meteor, while the color is a rich dark crimson, each petal freely and distinctly striped pure white and pink. Like its parent, the flowers are double, exceedingly sweet and borne in endless profusion, both in summer and in winter. It is quite hardy in the open ground. The only distinctively striped ever blooming rose in cultivation. A great beauty. It creates a genuine sensation wherever seen. Price, 20 cents each; 8 for 60 cents; large two year old plants, 80 cents; 2 for $1.00.

Ferdinand Jamain.

Strong, vigorous grower, free bloomer, of Hybrid Tea class, flowers large, full, globular; color, rosy carmine, shaded salmon. 20 cents; two year old plants, 50 cents.

Grand New Tulip Rose,
EMILIE GONIN.
Newest and Rarest Roses

OF RECENT INTRODUCTION IN BOTH EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN PRODUCTIONS.

UNDER THIS HEADING we are offering, after carefully testing what we believe to be the best of the New Roses introduced in this and the last few years. They represent the brains and skill of the most celebrated Rosarians of both this country and Europe, and are produced by the most scientific hybridization, and are not offsprings of haphazard chance.

Antoine Rivoire.
A handsome new Rose of vigorous habit of growth, with large, full Camellia shaped flowers. Color, rosy flesh, on a yellow ground, shaded with a border of carmine. Flowers are very large and shaped like the beautiful wax-like Camellia, and have been exhibited five inches in diameter. A remarkable variety of great worth. Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; two year old plants, 40 cents, 3 for $1.00.

August Metral.
Buds crimson red; large, full, red flower, varying from purple to crimson red; fragrant and very beautiful. Very choice. Price, 15 cents each; two year old plants, 40 cents.

Auguste Comte.
A fine all-round Rose; one that we recommend: very odd and entirely distinct. Color, rose red; outside petals carmine red, with broad border of a deeper color, and the center salmon colored rose ochre. Flowers of good size, double and full. Substance excellent. Well worth having. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents.

The bud is long and flower large; an odd shade of red, changing to yellow; a vigorous, free grower and bloomer. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents.

Souv. de President Carnot—New French Hybrid Tea Rose.
Nothing we have seen is so fascinatingly attractive, or that will compare with the beautiful flowers, which are very large, perfectly double, exquisitely shaped, with heavy, thick, shell-like petals. Superb buds; long and pointed and borne on long, stiff stems, and are produced in remarkable profusion. The color is new and refined, a very delicate shade of rosy blush, shaded a trifle deeper at the center of flower. The fragrance is deliciously refreshing and charming. The plant grows strong and sturdy and has no weak spot in its constitution. The foliage is unusually large and full-shaped flowers. Consequently it is one of the handsomest Roses, and perfect in its graceful form and finish. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents.

La Niege—A New Bengal or Daily Rose.
We have only a few Roses of this class, and this lovely variety is a welcome addition to our list. It is pure white, medium in size, very double, and so freely produced that a bed of it will be in bloom the entire Summer. The form of the full flower is that of the fullflowered Tea, the center petals are formed like an Anemone, while the outer ones are reflexed. We know that this variety will be very popular when once planted. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents.

Queen Mab—Now China Tea Rose.
This variety belongs to the decorative and buttonhole class of Roses. It is, however, perfectly distinct from all others, and is much superior in its sturdy habit of growth and the substance of the petals of the flowers, the latter quality enabling it to last longer when cut than any other Rose we are acquainted with. The color may be described as soft rosy apricot, the center of the flower shaded with orange, and the outside tinted with rose and violet. It blooms with extraordinary freedom and is most excellent for garden decoration and for cutting. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents.

A Rose of Many Colors.
The most remarkable Rose in cultivation, extremely novel and beautiful. Jewel produces flowers that range in color from dark orange yellow to crimson, variegated, blotched, mottled, etc. A plant in bloom shows no two flowers alike. Some will be dark yellow, others light yellow, but light and dark crimson, pink, blush, etc., while others will be beautifully variegated. As may well be imagined, the sight which such a plant in bloom presents is a novel and beautiful one. It is a true Tea Rose, the flowers being large and delightfully fragrant, and, in both bud and bloom exquisitely beautiful. It is a free grower and profuse bloomer, especially in the open ground. As a Rose novelty this is the most remarkable ever introduced, and, as may well be imagined, creates a sensation wherever seen. Price, 15 cents, 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

Clara Watson.
Beautiful salmon-pink color; large buds and flowers; vigorous grower; fine for bedding. Price, 15 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents.
New Ever Blooming Climbing Rose, Mrs. Robert Peary.

Is a sport from one of the most magnificent and celebrated roses grown, i.e., Kaiserine Augusta Victoria. This fact alone is sufficient to guarantee its advent, no matter what the climate may be, and it surely meets a demand that has never been supplied. The flowers are extra large, full, deep and double. They are of excellent substance, and are produced on long, stiff stems, like a forcing rose: in fact, both in bud and flower, this grand new variety is superior in grace and finish to any white cut flower rose. The buds are long and pointed, a remarkable feature not found in any other Climbing Rose: the fragrance is delicious. The most remarkable feature of this variety, however, is that it blooms continuously the first year, a characteristic found in no other white climbing rose. Then it is absolutely hardy and its flowers are truly beautiful. If you want a quick growing, hardy climbing rose—one that will give you flowers this year—this is the only white variety that will do it. It has no weak spot. It grows to perfection outdoors, throwing up numerous shoots, 10 to 15 feet high, in a single season. We regard it as the most important introduction of modern times. Be sure to include this variety with your order. Its beauty and healthy, thrifty growth will astonish you. There is no better value in this book. For a sensational new rose, of pronounced superiority over all others, the price is wonderfully low. Be sure and try it.

Price for strong plants, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each; 3 for $1.00.

New Roso, Sweet Little Queen.

Plants extra strong and vigorous, with handsome sea green foliage. The buds are long, and, when open, full and double. The outer petals are large while those of the center are pointed like those of the Chrysanthemum or Cactus Dahlia, which lends a peculiar aspect to the flower. Very sweet and floriferous. An entirely new form and color among Roses. Excellent for forcing and out-door use. In fact it is one of the sweetest, daintiest Roses in our collection, producing flowers in continuous profusion. Color, a bright Daffodil yellow, center ochre with blush and orange shadings; very fragrant. Price, for strong young plants 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

New Rose, Pink Bedder.

Most profuse bloomer of its class. Perfectly hardy and a free grower. Should be in every collection. In color it may be described as a charming peachblow pink, or rather pale rose madder, deepening toward the center, reminding one of a perfect Hermosa, although more double than the latter. The flower is medium size, very full and beautifully cupped, and without exception is the most profuse bloomer in our entire collection. In fact, either in the open ground or under glass, it is always a mass of flowers, from Spring until early Winter. Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

Katharine Warren.

This is a beautiful new China Tea Rose of rare and exquisite beauty and elegantly formed, both in bud and open flower. Color, a fine deep carmine, with shadings of garnet that lighten on the inner petals, a grand composition of color. Price for strong young plants 15 cents; two year old plants, 40 cents.
**THE C. A. REESER CO., SEEDSMEN AND FLORISTS.**

**New Crimson Rose, Climbing Meteor.**
This new Rose might more properly be called a Perpetual Blooming Climbing General Jacqueminot. Though a spot on the finest of all hybrid Roses—the Meteor—it is much larger, and of a deeper, richer color, equalled only by the perfection Jacqueminot, and produces twenty blossoms to Jacqueminot's one. It is a Rose which will make ten to fifteen feet of growth in a season, and show a profusion of blooms every day. Foliage strong, healthy and luxuriant. Bush exquisite; flowers large, beautifully shaped, and of that rich, dark velvety crimson color seen only in the Jacqueminot. Much deeper and richer than Meteor. We do not hesitate to pronounce it the finest Rose in existence for summer blooming as it will make a large growth and is loaded with its glorious blossoms all the time. For Winter blooming it has few equals in beauty and permanence. Just the Rose to train up in a conservatory or on a window, where its exquisite blossoms will show to advantage. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents; large two year old plants 36 cents each.

**New Hardy Hybrid Tea Rose, Princess of Naples.**
A cross between Captain Christy and La France. The plants grow very solid and compact, and stronger than those of Captain Christy: have more spines and very dense, healthy, large, dark green foliage. It flowers very freely and easily, and keeps on flowering for a long time. The flowers are of good form, solid, but nevertheless of very loose, graceful appearance; color, delicate-staining pink. The fragrance is excellent; better, stronger and more agreeable than that of La France. The whole plant is covered with flowers in the main blooming season. The fact that the plant grows so easily makes it especially suitable for early and late forcing and cut flower purposes; also to pot plants and outdoor work. Price, 20 cents each; three for 60 cents. Large two year old plants 50 cents each.

**Grand New White Rose, L'Innocence.**
This great Rose may be called the White Madam Caroline Testout, of which it is an offspring. It is a strong, symmetrical grower, quite free from thorns. Foliage large and tough; flowers large, full, deep, and double; globular in form; color bright snowy white. The flowers are borne with great freedom upon long stems. Indoors or in open ground this is a superb Rose. Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

**New Tea Rose, Mad. Reine Gerard.**
Very sweet scented, nicely shaped bud, opening out to a bloom of perfect form when fully developed. Edge of petals bright salmon, shading to a center of bright yellow. The plant is of remarkably vigorous and healthy constitution. Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

**New Fancy Colored Tea Rose, Souvenir de J. B. Guilhot.**
A new and thoroughly distinct Rose, especially in its coloring, which is extremely odd and unique, varying from Nasturtium red, shaded with crimson, to a bright coppery red; new and brilliant. 20c., large two year old plants, 50c.

**The Sensational Tea Rose from Canada, Lady Dorothy.**
This magnificent new Rose is a great improvement on that grand and well-known variety, Sunset, and is destined to become even more popular, and will become the greatest favorite wherever known. The coloring is a deep old gold, or a dark and rich golden amber, margin faintly shaded with a dark coppery crimson, resembling the ruddy sunset skies; the flowers and buds are extra large in size, lasting a long time; cat, and are very full and elegantly formed and delightfully perfumed; it is a very strong and vigorous grower, of fine habit and a very free ever-blooming variety. Comes with the highest recommendations both for open ground and house culture; extra fine for forcing. Without doubt one of the finest Roses we have to offer our patrons this year. Price 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

**New California Rose, Santa Rosa, the Improved Hermosa.**
Originated with Luther Burbank, whose skill as a hybridizer has earned him the title, "The Wizard of Horticulture." Seedlings of Hermosa are always scarce, as it is very shy in seeding. This grand variety is a cross between Hermosa and a thick-petaled seedling of the old and well known Bon Sienne. It will prove quite hardy everywhere with slight protection. Santa Rosa is a Rose that is wonderfully improved in size, brilliancy of color and perfection of form, and with Hermosa's reckless habit of blooming at all seasons. Every little plant commences to bloom as soon as it starts from a cutting. It grows so rapidly that it makes a fine shapely bush in a short time. The flowers are a rich shell-pink, inclining to crimson, very full and double, with reflexed petals. The foliage is always free from rust, mildew, or any defect. It is a Rose for everybody to have; will grow any place where it can get a chance for life.

Price, 16 cents each; two for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each; three for $1.00.

---

**CLIMBING METEOR.**

**SANTA ROSA, THE IMPROVED HERMOSA.**
The Beautiful Rose, David Pradle.

One of the most charming Roses we have, and one that will surely become prominent for summer bedding or indoor planting when it becomes known. While this is an old-blue Rose, with good reason for its oblivion, as the stock which has been generally sent out was not true to name, and was very inferior if not an almost worthless variety, we have lately secured, direct from Europe, the true stock. Its habit is perfection, of strong, upright growth, with the cleanest and healthiest foliage that is almost impervious to disease. The flowers are produced in wonderful profusion on long, straight shoots, deliciously fragrant and of the largest size, double to the center, and of the most beautiful form. The coloring is an exquisite blending of lilac and rose, with a delicate and rich crimson center. It is very beautiful in the bud state, but particularly so when the bud is unfolding into the open flower. Then the beauty of the petals of color and the shading is almost indescribable and must be seen to be appreciated.

Don't fail to secure one or more of this beautiful Rose. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents; large, two year old plants, 30 cents each.

Sylph.

Flowers ivory white, tinted with peach color—a very beautiful blending of colors; large, high-centered, stiff petal; habit erect; a magnificent exhibition Rose; vigorous growth, abundance of flowers, Moderately hardy. Desirable for garden decoration or cutting purposes. Price, 10c. each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

Souv. de Mad. Eugene Verdier.

This is one of the grandest Roses in this book. It is a very strong, free-grower, throwing up strong, erect canes. Every shoot is crowned with a large, full, deep, double flower of exquisite shape and color. creamy white, shading to yellow. Beyond question this is a superb Rose, and one that will draw forth exclamations of admiration from all who see it. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents.

Mrs. Pierpont Morgan.

New Tea Rose. One of the finest Roses ever introduced in America. Enormous flowers, petals broad and massive. Color, intensely bright cerise or rose pink. Prize medals and certificates wherever exhibited. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents.

The Sensational New Hybrid Tea Rose, Mrs. Robert Garrett.

A beautiful large Rose of exquisite shape, finish and blending of colors. It was raised by Mr. John Cook, of Baltimore, Md., the result of a cross between Sombreuil and Madame Caroline Testout. It partakes largely of the latter variety in habit of growth, in foliage, spines and stems, and in shape of flowers shows a complete blending of both parents. The flowers are very large, on strong stems, clothed with clean, heavy foliage and strong spines. The buds are long and pointed in shape, and open up beautifully into a full, rounded flower. In shape of bud and half-open flower it very much resembles Souv. President Carnot, but is very much larger; color, a glowing shell pink, very deep in the center, the fragrance is delicate and pleasing. A correspondent of the American Florist, in commenting on this Rose in last March, says: "The exhibit of Mr. Cook was a departure from the rest, as it was a vase of Roses. But such Roses! They towered above the Carnations, on strong stems clothed with heavy foliage, and were as large as American Beauties, but of a beautiful clear pink, almost light enough to be called a shell pink." Price, 15 cents each, or two for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents, 3 for $1.00.

Comtesse de Breteuil.

An exquisite Tea Rose; fine shaped buds and flowers. Color, a rich shade of golden amber, delicately tinged with apricot and ruddy copper; beautiful in bud or flower; fragrant. 10c. each; large two year old plants, 35c.
OUR FASCINATING "QUINTET" OF
Five New Ever Blooming Roses,
FOR 50 CENTS, NET.
No other premium on this offer.

Highland Mary.
The most beautiful and novel new rose ever produced. It has the most
delicate color, distinctly bordered petals. A sport from Agrippina
and a most persistent bloomer, both in summer and winter, with a much
stronger and better growth; the flowers are exceedingly fragrant. As
to color it is without doubt the most exquisitely beautiful and deli-
cately colored rose that has ever been our pleasure to see. The blooms
are beautifully cupped, with each petal delicately bordered by a lovely
band of pink, which, blending with the white and lemon tinge, makes
a combination that is truly fascinating beyond all description we might
be able to give; there is no other rose in the world like it. It will bloom
all the time, either planted outside in garden, in the conservatory or
in pots in the house; it is hardy in the open ground with slight protec-
tion, and a more exquisite variety for cutting we could not recommend.
In fact, it will keep twice as long as any other rose after being cut.
Buds partly expanded have stood in a vase for 10 days before any of
the petals dropped off. A most remarkable and glorious rose, Price,
16 cents; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents; 3 for $1.00.

A strong grower, producing a long bud; flower large, moderately
full and beautifully formed; color, nankeen yellow, with shadings of
carmine; a most remarkable combination of colors. Price, 18 cents
each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each; 4 for $1.00.

New White Ever Blooming Tea Rose, Priscilla.
A pure white, hardy, everblooming Rose has been at length obtained
in this grand variety. It has all the requisites of a perfect garden rose
substance, size, fragrance, hardness, vigor and profusion of bloom,
rivaling the best of the monthly everblooming roses in the latter all-
important quality. A sport from Maman Cochette, inheriting all its fine
qualities—buds long and pointed, keeping a long time when cut. The
fact that we include it in our "Select Quintet" is sufficient to indicate our high opinion
of it. Wherever fine roses are grown, or a hardy, white,
everblooming rose is want-
ed, the Priscilla should be planted. Price, 16 cents each; 2 for 25 cents;
large two year old plants, 35 cents each; 4 for $1.00.

New Crimson Ever Blooming Rose, Princess Bonnie.
A new ever blooming Rose of
great promise for outdoor bed-
ing. It is one of the most prolific
blooming roses we know, the color
is a grand, solid crimson, just the
shade wanted in the ever-bloom-
ing section, the base of the inner
petals prettily marked with clear
white, the fragrance is delightful,
superior to most. If not surpass-
ing, any rose in its class and equal
to the finest hybrid perpetuals. It
is a most valuable addition to our
garden roses and also for Winter
blooming. Price, 15 cents; 2 for
25 cents; large two year old plants,
35 cents; 4 for $1.00.

New Pink Hybrid Tea
Rose, Mad. Abel Chatenay.
The celebrated rose which the
Washington, D. C., society people
have used almost exclusively dur-
ing the past season in their social
events. This is a wonderfully
strong, healthy growing variety,
with rich, bright foliage. A grand
bedding rose, as is a profuse and
continuous bloomer. Flowers
large and full, petals recurved and
of a beautiful, creamy rose, shad-
ed with rose vermilion and tinged
with salmon; the base of the
petals is very highly colored, be-
ing a combination of the forego-
ing shades strongly accentuated.
This will undoubtedly make a fine
garden rose, because of its sub-
stance and hardness. The flowers
are borne on long stems, so that
it is exceedingly well adapted for
vases of cut flowers.
Price, 16 cents each; 2 for 25
cents; large two year old plants, 35
cents each; 4 for $1.00.
An extra fine novelty, producing a long pointed bud, of the color of the Austrian Copper. The open flower is large and full and a wonderful combination of colors. Very fragrant and a very fine, easy grower. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents.

Mlle. Helene Cambier,
New Yellow Hybrid Tea Rose.
This is a decided advance towards a true yellow Hybrid Tea. The color at first is a salmon rose, varying to apricot yellow at base of petals, changing to rosy flesh with deeper center in the open flower. The plant is a robust, bushy grower with erect stems and beautiful bronzy green foliage, a prolific bloomer. Flowers large, very double with full high center. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents.

A beautiful "Frenchy" Rose of most exquisite color. It is very large and very full, and its chief beauty is in the rich center, when its appearance is that of a pink rose set in the heart of a large orange rose. The outer petals are coppery yellow, the center bright carmine pink. It is a strong grower and free in bloom. Whenever bedding roses do well this will be a delightful addition. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents.

Ferdinand Batel, Hybrid Tea.
A strong, healthy grower and remarkably free flowering; color, variable, changing from a rosy flesh on a yellow ground to a nankeen orange. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants. 35 cents each.

Elise Heymann.
Light yellow, shaded with nankeen yellow, center rosy peach; very free flowering. An excellent bedding sort. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 36 cents each.

Madame Jules Grolez.
An exceedingly free blooming variety, with very bright, large, full, finely formed flowers. Color, a distinct and charming shade of satiny china rose; extremely beautiful. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

Duke of York.
Flowers variable between rosy pink and white; sometimes white edged and tipped with deep carmine, sometimes pale with deep red centers, but always beautiful and quite distinct from any other rose; of vigorous growth and good habit; a splendid, constantly flowering decorative rose. Price. 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

New Rose, Coronet—Sweetest, Largest and Freest Blooming Hybrid Tea Rose in Cultivation.
It is a cross between that superb variety Paul Neyron and Bon Silene, grand old favorites. Coronet is a true ever blooming Hybrid Tea, identical in form and size with Paul Neyron. No description or illustration can do justice to the remarkable beauty and splendor of its flowers. They are grand in every way. From the time the plant is 4 inches high it blooms steadily, bearing in unbroken continuity, on good, stiff stems, magnificent large flowers that frequently measure from 4 to 6 inches in diameter. The form is full, deep and wonderfully double. It is full to the center and when entirely open the flowers do not look unlike peonies. This resemblance is made all the more striking by the peculiar color which is absolutely unlike any rose we know. In the bud the color is a deep, rich carmine, which, as the flower opens, lightens to a soft, clear pink, with each petal distinctly edged with silvery gray. The effect is beautiful. The fragrance is simply delicious. In flower and foliage it resembles Paul Neyron, while in vigor of growth the Bon Silene blood is shown. It is a strong, healthy grower, forming a compact bush. In the open ground, where it is hardy, it does splendidly, commencing early in the season and continuing until severe freezing weather; slight protection during Winter will be beneficial. Probably the most valuable and satisfactory rose for general cultivation sent out for many years. Price, strong, healthy, young plants, 15 cents; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

Corinna.
Has taken a gold medal and several certificates of merit. The tints of color blended in the flowers of this beautiful rose render it so attractive and distinct from all other Tea Roses that the blooms exhibited have created quite a sensation. They are flesh color, shaded with rose and suffused with tawny copper: large size, full and of excellent shape, very freely produced on strong stems. We feel assured that for decorative purposes, cutting or exhibition it is invaluable. The growth is vigorous, and for a Tea Rose the plant is very hardy. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents.

Joseph Teysier.
A beautiful new Rose, freely producing flowers of elegant form and substance. Color odd and attractive—on the order of Beaulite Inconstante. One bush will produce many different colored flowers—carminé, chrome, yellow and rose. Particularly fine in the open ground. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents.

New Tea Rose, Empress Alexandra of Russia.
An exquisite new rose of a novel and very taking shade of color. The buds are bronzy salmon, open flowers, rich lake red, shaded with orange and fiery crimson. Very large, full and globular, of vigorous growth and of extraordinary freedom in blooming, the flowers presenting a splendid effect both on the plant and when cut. A gorgeous decorative rose, quite distinct, both in color and form, from any rose hitherto introduced. The introducers, Messrs. Wm. Paul and J. H. Wight, Waltham Cross, Herts, Eng., received for this variety an award of merit and gold medal at Lyons Rose Exhibition from the Royal Horticultural Society. Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 80 cents each.
White Marechal Niel.

The fame of Marechal Niel, with its large, deep golden yellow flowers, that nothing further need be said of this new variety to make it instantly popular than that it is the exact counterpart in every respect of Marechal Niel in color, save the color of flower, which is a pale creamy white; totally distinct. This remarkable variety is selling at a tremendous price in Europe, where it originated. We consider ourselves fortunate in possessing some of the original stock plants procured directly from the introducer, from which our stock has been propagated. It is a rapid climber and quickly makes a bush of considerable proportions. For Southern culturists, it will be of great value, and as a companion plant to Marechal Niel we anticipate a splendid demand for it.

Price: 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants. 30 cents each; larger size, 50 cents and $1.00.

New Hardy Climbing Rose,
Ever Blooming Prairie Queen.

Among hardy climbing roses, that good old variety, Prairie Queen, has long been considered the best of its color. In this new Rose we have a climber of a variety that is better. It blooms profusely the first year; small pot plants even produce numerous clusters of flowers, while a two year old plant will bear more flowers than a five year old plant of the older variety. Again this variety is a perpetual bloomer, while Prairie Queen produces but one crop of flowers in a year. Ever Blooming Prairie Queen produces bloom continuously throughout the entire season. At this writing November 18, plants outdoors are still producing their beautiful flowers in large clusters. The flowers are very fragrant and in color dark carmine rose; very double and borne in clusters. It is of strong, climbing habit, perfectly hardy, having with us withstood 10 degrees below zero unprotected and in an exposed situation. This is a wonderful new Rose. Can not be had elsewhere. Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.


This is a new variety of the delicately tinted class of Tea Roses, so beautiful in flower, with a combination of color that is so difficult to describe. The ground color is ivory white, beautifully tinted and edged with various shades of pink, the center slightly tinged with yellow; very large and full, with fine long buds and a good grower. We consider it a first-class new Rose that all should try. Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

The Beautiful New Ohio Rose, "Cleveland.

This is a new Tea Rose of American origin, that we offer for the first time, and promises to be of extraordinary value, both for outdoor planting, for house culture or for forcing. It is a strong grower with deep green foliage, extremely healthy; not attacked by any disease affecting certain varieties of roses. The flowers are of copiously size, beautifully shaped, perfectly full to the center and borne on extra long, stiff stems, which greatly enhances its value for cutting. The petals have an exquisite waxy texture which defies description and rivals the most exquisite and lovely of all flowers, the Camellia. The color is the most charming color we have ever seen, a rosy blush, elegantly clouded with fawn, and our description utterly fails to do justice to this beautiful blending of color. Its fragrance is delightful and its free blooming qualities will be a welcome indeed to all lovers of the "Queens of all Flowers." We have put the price in reach of all and for a novelty, the first time out, is remarkably low. Price, for strong young plants, 16 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

New Crushed Strawberry Colored Rose, "Mota."

A superb variety of novel coloring; crushed strawberry, suffused with saffron, base of petals coppery yellow. Buds long and pointed. Good habit of growth and prolific bloomer. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

New Golden Yellow Rose, "Beryl."

A deep golden yellow flower of perfect form and very fragrant. Plant is of robust, vigorous growth and free branching habit. A fine addition to the small list of yellow roses. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.


Distinguished for its striking shape and contour, which are as beautiful as they are unusual. Buds solid and beautifully moulded and the petals close upon each other in folds of deep carmine crimson, shaded with velvety maroon; in the open flower they are regularly divided almost to the center, with a soft light effect that has no suggestion of heaviness. A faultless, glowing flower. The color lightens somewhat as the rose opens and shows touches of vermillion in center; at night it looks like real fuchia. The blooms are long and the foliage rich dark green. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.
Six
Magnificent
New
Roses.

Climbing Wootton,
New Hardy, Ever Blooming, Crimson Rose.

The great value of this new rose is apparent upon taking into consider-
ation its hardiness, having withstood a temperature below zero; to-
gether with its ever blooming habit. It makes an early growth and in
one season produces shoots 18 to 20 feet in length, the branches being
literally laden with its superbly formed flowers, which are bright mag-
enta red, passing to violet crimson, shaded. The flowers are large, full and
regular, with thick, leathery petals and deliciously scented. Can not fail to give
universal satisfaction. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old
plants, 36 cents each.

A Charming New Tea Rose, Princess Alice De Monaco.

We give our best indorsement to this charming, new, ever blooming rose, whose
merits are of the highest order. It is a strong upright grower with clean, healthy
foliage. The flowers are produced in wonderful profusion on long, straight shoots,
are large in size, double, of fine form and deliciously fragrant. The coloring is
exquisite—a creamy white on the outside of petals, with a faint, rosy blush on the edges; as the
flowers expand they disclose a charming shade of pink, deepening to rich blush. The flowers are
borne in remarkable profusion throughout the growing season. This is a grand rose and one
that will give splendid satisfaction. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants,
36 cents each.


Remarkable for the size, fullness and brilliant color combination of its blossoms. Color, light
yellow, bordered with china rose, deepened at base of petals; the full, rich center of flower is
bright, peachy pink. Fragrant, free blooming, robust in growth. Price, 15 cents each; large two
year old plants, 36 cents each.

New White Hybrid Tea, Beaute Lyonnaise.

This magnificent New Hybrid Tea Rose is the result of a cross with the most celebrat-
ed and beautiful hardy Baroness Roth-
schild, which it greatly resembles in general characteristics, such as size of bloom, large,
leathery foliage, etc. Flowers profusely; color, white, on a ground slightly tinged with
yellow; hardy in the North. Price, 20 cents
each; 3 for 60 cents; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

The Burbank Rose.

A perfectly hardy, free flowering, ever blooming rose. The Burbank Rose is well adapted
both for outdoor bedding and for blooming in pots in the house
during Winter. It is strong and
vigorou,s with neat, rich green
foliage, not liable to mold or
spot. The plant is of bushy sym-
metrical form, and does not
make sparse, open growth out of
doors, as do so many other
choice varieties. Each plant
becomes a well rounded bush that is most ef-
fective when grown at some little distance from other plants. It is perfectly hardy. The
plants begin to bloom when only a few inches
high and flower most profusely all through the
Spring and Summer until stopped by heavy
frost late in the Autumn; a bed will furnish a
constant supply of beautiful flowers for cutting
all Summer, and is without exception the finest
flowering rose in cultivation. The flowers are double, of fine form,
nearly three inches across. The color is a deep rose pink, shad-
ing to a beautiful soft rose at the center. The petals are well
incurred so that the center is hidden. In September and Oc-
tober the outer petals change to a deep, rich Carmine. The whole
flower is most pleasing in its rich, graceful beauty, and is de-
lightfully fragrant. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large
two year old plants, 35 cents each; 4 for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER — We will send you Sixteen Fine Young Plants
for $1.00, postpaid. These will make you a
fine bed, a glorious bouquet. No other premiums or discount allowed.


Flowers large, double; buds long and pointed; free blooming. Color, creamy
white, with pale yellow center. Recommended as being better than Kaiserine
Augusta Victoria, from which it is distinguished by more vigorous growth. Fine
for cutting and forcing. Fragrance extremely sweet. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for
26 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.
7 Splendid New Climbing Roses.

New Double White Hardy Climbing Rose. The Royal Cluster.

Undoubtedly the most magnificent Double White Hardy Climbing Rose. Blooms in immense clusters. The name "Royal Cluster" has been given to it because of the great size and beauty of its enormous clusters. One hundred and nineteen flowers and buds have been counted in one cluster at one time. The flowers are full medium size, quite double and beautifully formed. Color, white, sometimes faintly tinged blush. Has a delicious spicy fragrance. A hardy, vigorous climber and a prodigious bloomer, being far superior in every way to all other Hardy Climbers up to date. It does not mildew, and is remarkably free from insects and disease. Has no equal in its class as a forcing Rose for Easter decorations. Continues a long time in bloom, and the flowers are very double. We recommend it as the best Hardy Climbing Rose to date. Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

Grand New Climbing Tea Rose— Climbing Paul Neyron—Mrs. Wagram. (Comtesse de Turrenne.)

One of the most beautiful of the New Climbing Tea Roses. Strong, rampant grower; very large, magnificent full flowers, a satiny rose color. Extremely beautiful when fully opened, often measuring 4 to 6 inches in diameter. Will be one of the most popular sorts for the South and Pacific Coast. It resembles that grand old hardy rose, Paul Neyron, but full and finer in this Rose. Price, 15 cents each, or 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants 40 cents each.

New Ever-Blooming Rose—"Climbing Malmaison."

A "sport" from the well-known Souvenir de la Malmaison, similar in flower and foliage to its parent; of exceedingly robust, climbing habit. There is no finer Rose than the old well-known Malmaison, or "Souvenir of the South," and we are sure our patrons will be glad to know that we have a climbing variety identical with the parent. First time offered. Of inestimable value to rose growers. Perpetually hardy south of Washington. D. C.

Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.


An unusually strong, vigorous grower, with clean, handsome foliage, producing in wonderful profusion flowers that are charming in form. They are of medium size, very double and full, and borne in large clusters. This new variety is quite a novelty. The new Climbing Rose, being as vigorous as Empress of China and as free as any Polyantha in the list. It is a nice companion to Climbing Rambler. Hardy with moderate protection. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

New Hardy Perpetual Blooming Climbing Rose—Empress of China.

This remarkable new variety from China has been thoroughly tested; its excellence is guaranteed. Its valuable feature, apart from its entire hardiness, is its perpetual blooming. Comes into bloom early in summer and blooms continuously until late in the Fall. Entirely hardy, having withstood a temperature of 16 degrees below zero, unprotected, without injury. Habit of growth is vigorous, and in this respect it is unsurpassed. Small plants made a growth of 6 to 8 feet in a single season. Foliage and habit not unlike Marechal Niel. Hardy, of medium size, very graceful in form and highly fragrant. Pointed and very shapely bud, borne on long, stiff stems. Color of bud is a soft, dark red, and, as the flower expands, changes to an apple-blossom pink. This Rose is a favorite with growers all over the country. Planted with Roses from May to December! It is surely the Rose for amateurs, as it needs but slight attention and no protection. Price, 10 cents each, 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

A Glorious New Rose—Climbing Marie Guilot.

If you have never seen Marie Guilot growing at its best in the open ground, you cannot conceive of the beauty of its flowers. It is often termed the "Queen of White Roses," and while there are many white varieties of unquestionable excellence, there are none more reliable for outdoor cultivation than Marie Guilot. It possesses all the valuable features of its famous parent, with which it differs only in habit of growth. It is one of the most rapid-growing and vigorous Climbing Roses we have ever seen, small plants making a growth of 10 to 20 feet in five months. It is an exceedingly healthy Rose, possessing every attribute that a perfect Rose should have. It blooms continuously throughout the season, the first and every year. The flowers are magnificent made of extra large, deep and double. The buds are particularly beautiful and the fragrance delightful. The color is pure snow white, sometimes faintly tinged toward the center with pale yellow. It will prove moderately hardy with protection, but it will be seen at its best in the South, Southwest and Pacific Coast States, where the Winters are mild. It will bloom the whole year around in the South, and wherever Marechal Niel is grown this variety will undoubtedly equal it in beauty of flowers and surpass it in vigor of growth. It is one of the real "roses of the gods." Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; two year old plants 35 cents each.

A Rose Among Roses—Climbing Bridesmaid.

The standard pink cut-flower Rose of America. One of the greatest varieties in commerce, representing as it does the highest degree of beauty yet attained in a Rose of this class. A strong grower, and possesses all the features that might be asked for in any Rose. It grows rapidly, attaining a height of 10 to 15 feet in a single season, and blooms the first year as freely as does its parent, Bridesmaid, and produces in profusion its beautiful, dark pink flowers, which, in the bud and when fully open are simply superb. Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.
NEW RACE OF ROSES.

These are the most remarkable achievements and improvements of a new race and a distinct type of Hardy Roses that have been made for a generation. The growth is remarkable for its freedom. A single plant, four years old, covering a space of 20 feet, with long shoots, twelve to twenty-five feet in length, completely covering the ground with its bright, glossy foliage and showy, fragrant flowers. The foliage of all is leathery in texture, shiny, and not only proof against insects, but Evergreen always, that is keeping the foliage on all Winter; a characteristic in Roses never before obtained. The use of these Roses will be unlimited; to cover graves, roots, stumps and stems of trees, walls and trellises, also for forcing as for pot plants during Spring, especially for Easter.

EVERGREEN GEM.

(Wichuriana × Madame Hoste.) Not only evergreen, but grows during mild Winter weather. Stems long, branching, rich bronze color, covering the ground closely. Foliage deep green, the young leaves line, rich bronze color, closely matted; flowers double, produced singly on stems; yellow buff in bud, opening almost white, two or three inches in diameter; perfectly double, and with a delicate Sweet Brier fragrance. This will be found most valuable for landscape. (See illustration.) Price, young plants, 20 cents each; 3 for 60 cents; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

JERSEY BEAUTY.

(Wichuriana × Perle des Jardins.) Extremely vigorous grower, foliage shiny, thick, of leathery substance, flowers singly or in clusters of 2 to 4; large, single, 3 inches in diameter, opening pale yellow, with clusters of bright yellow stamens, which give it a more striking appearance; fragrant and produced in greatest profusion, covering the plant entirely, and having the appearance of a Yellow Cherokee Rose, the most striking variety of the set. Price, young plants, 20 cents each; 3 for 60 cents; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

GARDENIA.

(Wichuriana × Perle des Jardins.) Strong grower with large green foliage. Flowers produced singly on stems one-half to one foot long. When in bud hardly distinguishable from Perle, bright yellow, and when open, cream color; three to three and a half inches in diameter; incurring towards evening to perfect imitation of Gardenia, or Cape Jasmine as to shape and color, hence the name. Flowers are delightfully fragrant, and produced freely. A grand Rose for any purpose. Price, young plants, 20 cents each; 3 for 60 cents; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER — The Set of Three Varieties, Strong Young Plants, for 50 cents; Twelve Plants of Either Variety for $1.00, net. The Set of Three in Large Two Year Old Plants for $1.00, Net.
The Baroness Set of Magnificent New Tea Roses.

EACH AND EVERY ONE IS A GEM.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send you this set of Beautiful New Tea Roses, six in all, for 50 cents; three sets for $1.25. The set in large two year old plants for $1.00. No other discount or premium allowed on this offer.

MAMAN GODET—With only exception the best new Rose introduced. Up to date is best of all pink roses for garden or house, is selected for exquisite form and color. Full, firm rounded buds long and elegantly arranged. As they expand petals show a great depth of rose mauve at base the deep, rich, full center has a glow of soft chamois orange. Plant is strong, clean in growth, blooming constantly and profusely. Foliage dark and glossy, flower stems stiff and long. A peerless, well nigh faultless rose. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

BARONESS BERGE—A New Tea Rose. A bewitching rose, full to the center, and rather short petal, but with plump, chubby buds, that are dainty and pretty for wearing. Colors old and almost in the center, catching the eye at once; outer petals a tinge of white, passing to lilac rose on reflected edges, which overlap each other regularly, just enough to glimpse the yellow shade below. The center curls into pretty cup shape, lighted by tints of apricot and soft rose pink. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

FRANCOIS DUBREUIL—New red Tea Rose of unusual merit, fine, large, double flowers; equal in color to the best deep colored Hybrid Perpetuals. Flowers large, very full and double, with thick, regularly arranged petals. Color, deep crimson with velvety shadings, rich and fine; buds of large size and of beautiful shape built, of a strong, free growth, and a profuse cutting. A grand bedding, of a strong, free growth, and a profuse cutting. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

ENCHANTRESS—New Tea Rose. Introduced from England. Flowers are beautiful creamy white with a tinge of pink and shaded with buff in the center; large, full and globular; the petals slightly recurved at the edges of vigorous growth, fine foliage and great freedom in blooming; a most distinct and effective Tea Rose, of equal value for exhibition and decorative purposes. A splendid new variety for cutting. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.
New Hardy White Hybrid Rose, 

Clio.

Grandest addition to our list of white or blush, hardy garden roses. Flower is simply perfection in form; fine, broad petals; high, full center; magnificent in all its stages of growth. Color, delicate satin blush, a light shading of rosy pink at center. Plant is a strong, vigorous grower; producing large handsome flowers. Added to other good qualities, has the merit of being a prolific bloomer; without question the finest white hybrid to date. Large illustration will give you a faint idea of its magnificence. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 60 cents; large two year old plants, 60 cents.

New Hardy Hybrid Rose 

Helen Keller.

Won first-class certificates and first honors at all leading shows. True perpetual bloomer; an ideal hardy garden rose; strong, vigorous grower; producing large handsome flowers in the grandest profusion throughout growing season. Flowers of great substance, large, full, fragrant; buds and petals superbly beautiful; color, brilliant rosy pink; certainly a lovely acquisition. Price, 15 cents each; large two-year old plants, 50 cts.

New Hardy Hybrid Rose, 

Spencer.

A perfect rose in every particular; as an effective rose for outdoor planting is unrivaled by any of its color. Flowers are of a double satiny pink, outer petals shaded and reflexed with white; very large, full, of compact form; are produced freely and, owing to the wonderful substance of the flower, keep for a long while after cutting; growth is robust. Worthy of extensive cultivation. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 26 cents; large two-year old plants, 60 cents each.

A PAGE OF NEW HARDY ROSES.

New Velvety Crimson, Gold 

Medal Rose, 

Jubilee.

HARDY PERPETUAL ROSE.

It is a true Hybrid Remontant Rose, perfectly hardy, blooming in the Fall as well as in the early Summer; very vigorous, large, dark green foliage, one of its distinguishing features, short jointed, long flower stems and branches freely; blooms most abundantly, three flowers and over on each shoot, the ideal habit for a hardy garden rose. The flowers are very large, reaching six inches across under good culture; outer petals partially reflexed and recurved, the center petals upright and very gracefully disposed, giving grace and finish without showing the center; they last a long time when cut. The buds are long and rounded, the petals falling away gracefully, revealing the rich, velvety texture. The fragrance is strong, delightfully rich and very lasting. Its wealth of color a pure red in its deepest tone, shading to deep crimson red and velvety maroon red in the depths of the petals. Fine, rich, velvety finish to the petals is all its own, and is not even approached by any other rose yet introduced. Price, 16 cents each; 2 for 26 cents; large two-year old plants, 60 cents each.

New Cherry Red Hardy Rose—Tom Wood.

A new Irish variety, now offered for the first time; either for garden decoration or for cut flowers. The color is cherry red, petals large, shell shaped and of immense substance. Flowers very large, full and perfectly formed. Growth vigorous and of free branching habit, flowering freely and continuously from early in Summer until late in Autumn. The foliage is distinct and proof against mildew. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two-year old plants, 50 cents each.

New Hardy Rose—Salamander.

One of the leading prize winners of recent years. Flowers are a bright scarlet crimson; very vivid in Summer and a free Autumnal bloomer. A brilliant and most effective rose, either for garden or exhibition purposes. Attracts attention wherever seen. Price, 16 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two-year old plants, 35 cents each.
Margaret Dickson, New Hardy Rose.

Awarded the gold medal and six first class certificates in England. This magnificent new white Hybrid Perpetual Rose was raised and sent out by Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Sons, of Belfast, Ireland. It is unquestionably the greatest acquisition made in Roses for the past ten years. Some idea of its worth can be formed from the fact that wherever it has been exhibited in Great Britain it has carried off the first honors, receiving in one year the gold medal of the National Rose Society of New England and six first class certificates. No other Rose has ever received so many certificates of merit in a single year. It has been thoroughly tested in America, and we have no hesitation in saying it is the best white Hybrid Perpetual for planting in the garden. The color is white, with pale flesh center, petals very large, shell-shaped, and of immense substance. The flowers are of magnificent form, produced singly on long, stiff stems and very double, and have the true Magnolia fragrance. The habit of growth is vigorous, with large, luxuriant foliage. Price, 20 cents each; two year old plants 50 cts.

Laurence Allen.

This beautiful new Hybrid Perpetual is perhaps the finest light Rose of its class introduced since Her Majesty was distributed. The extra large, handsome flowers stand up in great fashion and are full, deep and well built. The color is rare and beautiful—clear soft pink with lighter shading. The flowers are sweetly perfumed. It blooms early and with great freedom. The producer, the late Dr. Henry Amos, received three certificates of merit for it. It is the only rival of Her Majesty. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 76 cents each.

New Crimson White Bordered Hardy Rose, Roger Lambelin.

Greatly reduced in price. One of the most remarkable Roses yet offered. Petals irregular on the edges like a double and crowned with magnificent large flowers, is a majestic Rose. It will be found to be a grand acquisition to our gardens, and is sure to be in great demand. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 76 cents each.

New White Hardy Rose, Bladud.

New hardy hybrid Rose. A very distinct and beautiful light colored Hybrid Perpetual. The flowers are large, very full and globular in shape, the outside petals silvery white, the center pale blush pink. The growth is strong, erect and branching. It is very free blooming, and, with every shoot standing firm and crowned with magnificent large flowers, is a majestic Rose. It will be found to be a grand acquisition to our gardens, and is sure to be in great demand. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 76 cents each.

Imported Hardy Yellow Rose, Persian Yellow.

Dark golden yellow; best variety of its color; entirely hardy. It is difficult to imagine a finer sight than this when in full bloom, covered with its bright yellow blooms, which are borne along the ripened wood in sprays. Must not be pruned much, if any, unless to cut out dead or diseased branches. Fine plants, 60c.

New Hybrid Perpetual Rose, Captain Hayward.

When first exhibited this remarkable Hybrid made quite a sensation, and was judged superior to even General Jacque- minot. This is not a matter of surprise, however, when its beauty is considered. The flowers are large and bold, thor- oughly double, perfectly formed, and of a most intense, velvety, glowing red. Thrown into prominence by long, strong stems above dark, massive foliage, they are well calculated to create a sensation, whether cut for decoration or growth on the bush. The habit of the plant is vigorous, upright, free blooming and hardy, even in the North. Recommended as one of the best Hybrids of its color in cultivation. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

Silver King.

This new Rose is a beauty indeed. In fact, to see a bed of it in bloom is absolutely startling, they are so grand and beautiful. The bud and flower are of the largest size when fully expanded, cup-shaped, full and double. Inner petals so arranged as to crowd one another. The color is a clear shell-pink, so exquisite as to resemble the delicate soft pink of a deep sea shell. It is very fragrant, so true ever-bloomer and hardy everywhere. This is the grandest of light pink Roses. Be sure and try this Rose. Price, 26 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

New Hardy Rose, Paul's Early Blush.

Light, silvery blush; of large, fine, bold shape, producing its bloom amongst the first, so it is decidedly the earliest light Rose. For forcing it has proved of exceptional value, blooming very freely in March and so perfectly as to again bloom in May, so that when early flowers are wanted for market or otherwise, it will be invaluable. It was awarded a prize at the International Exhibition, for "New Rose of merit." Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants 60 cents each.
THE BEAUTIFUL
LA FRANCE FAMILY

The La France Family of Roses are certainly nearest perfection of all flowers, and nothing can compare with them in the eyes of the true rose lover. A distinctive characteristic of the set is the true La France fragrance by which every one may be known.

Set of Six Hardy, Ever Blooming La France Roses—Red, White, Pink, Striped, Crimson and Yellow.

WHITE LA FRANCE.
Augustine Guinoisseau.
Here we have a beauty indeed, one we can recommend to all, whether for outdoor culture or for pots in the house in Winter, if you were to ask us to select of the very finest roses for you, we should be sure to include it in the six. It is identical with La France, except color. Pearly white, sometimes tinted with fawn. We predict for it more popularity than La France ever attained. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 5 for $1.00.

PINK LA FRANCE.
Undoubtedly the most perfect type of a cut flower rose. Its large, well opened flowers, with long stems and elegant foliage, shown in finest cut flower stores of the largest cities, are considered by cut flower buyers the most beautiful of this class. No variety surpasses it in delicate colorings. A silvery rose, shaded pink, large, keeps well; of distinct prevailing fragrance, which, more than anything else, marks this rose and the other six which we offer with it. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents; 5 for $1.00.

STRIPED LA FRANCE.
Angelique Veyset.
Imagine a lovely rose with the shape and fragrance of a La France, of a rich, creamy pink, with a silvery gloss, growing deeper at base of petals, the whole beautifully etched and streaked with delicate carmine. This rose is a sort of La France, but, if anything, stronger in growth, with the same elegantly shaped bud and same beautiful, full blown flower. We find it the most attractive and showy Tea Rose of recent introduction. A very free bloomer, every shoot producing a bud. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 5 for $1.00.

RED LA FRANCE—Duchess of Albany.
Every one who loves a rose is familiar with La France, the Queen of all Roses, for not only is it a constant bloomer, but is perfectly hardy and deliciously sweet. The new rose, Duchess of Albany, is a sport from La France and retains all the characteristics of the type, with the blooms three or four shades darker, of a deep rose pink hue. The flowers are produced in wonderful profusion upon long stems, very large, double and superb form. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 5 for $1.00.

LA FRANCE DE 1889.
New Crimson Hybrid Tea Rose.
The most remarkable Hybrid Tea of late years. One notable peculiarity of this variety is its long, elegant buds, while the expanded flowers are of immense size. Color, very nearly scarlet, sometimes lined and bordered pure white. The brightest and most brilliant rose we know. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

YELLOW LA FRANCE—Mad. Pernet Ducher.
A charming rose and a new shade in this section, being the first with a distinct yellow coloring. The outside petals are sulfur yellow and assume a deeper shade toward the center, with a polished, glittering surface like a water lily. The open flower is semi-double, very graceful and holds well together. The habit of the plant is free and graceful: the fragrance of the flowers is delightful. This is in every way a charming rose and should be in every collection. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each; 4 for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER——For only 50 cents we will send the above set of Six Hardy Ever Blooming La France Roses; or three sets for $1.25; or the set in large two year old plants for $1.25. No further discount or premium allowed on this offer.

NOTE—We have abandoned the growing of Climbing La France on account of its strong tendency to revert to its original form, losing its climbing habit entirely.

The Most Fashionable Cut-Flower Roses Grown.

The MERMET ROSES have no equal. They are unique in every respect. Vigorous growers, true bloomers, while the flowers are as handsome as any we have ever seen. They rank in popular favor with the La France type. Amateurs will succeed with the Mermet Roses when they would fail with others. They are identical in variety with Catherine Mermet, except in the colors of their flowers.

Bridesmaid, Deep Pink Mermet.

Here we have a new Rose, a sport from that old standby, Catherine Mermet. This new variety retains all the good qualities of the parent, besides adding charm not possessed by the same. Catherine Mermet takes precedence as a pink rose. More plants of it are cultivated by the amateur and more cut blooms sold by the flower dealer of It than any other. Why? Because it is of exquisite shape and contour, so solid and firm, and the stems are so long and stiff that no other Rose will compare with it in keeping qualities after being cut. It is about two shades deeper in color—just enough to brighten it, and it is the same color all the time, under every condition of weather and surroundings. We have procured a good stock of this valuable Rose at a very small price, and we have no doubt of it keeping up to our recommendation. We recommend this Rose, knowing that our patrons will be pleased with it. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

Mrs. James Wilson, Yellow Mermet.

Similar in shape to Catherine Mermet. Pale yellow, tipped with pink rose. A strong and vigorous grower, and will prove to be valuable. All who know that old favorite, Catherine Mermet, will be pleased with this Rose, as it is one of the most beautiful Roses we grow. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

The Bride, or White Mermet.

The purest white Tea Rose. The bloom is not finer than Niphetos, for that is impossible, but it is a stronger grower and will thrive where a Niphetos will not do so well. It is the most perfect of all the Tea Roses. The Bridesmaid, from which it is a "sport." The buds, which are a grand size, and carry with them the purest white color of any flower. An excellent Rose, and will prove to be more valuable than the Bridesmaid. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each. 

Wahan, Carmine Mermet.

In foliage and vigor it resembles its parent. Flowers borne on long stems, in form somewhat larger, and exceeding in size and number of petals. Color, carmine pink—(when we say carmine, we mean a rich carmine pink shaded brilliantly on the outside petals, color increasing in intensity toward end of petal: approaching center of bud each petal increases in intensity of color, but the petals remain more delicate in color, but shaded stronger at the end of the petal. From our knowledge and experience in growing Roses we do not hesitate to say that this is one of the greatest acquisitions to the Tea family, the finest which has yet come to our knowledge. A gem in every way. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

Maid of Honor—Miss Clara Barton—Sensational New Pink Rose.

This is a sport from one of the most famous Roses known to the Horticultural world, the Bridesmaid. This magnificent variety still retains the beautiful characteristics of its justly famous parent and has other additional charms not possessed by its parent. It is bound to precede Bridesmaid in the "Maid" do. It was first introduced in Cincinnati, where this fine Rose originated, and is in advance of anything else that is offered to the flower buyer. It has a decided advantage in living qualities and its keeping qualities are phenomenal, and the buds and flowers are even more beautiful when fully opened. The petals open in rings and are slightly recurved, which adds greatly to its magnificent beauty. The color is still darker toward the center, but brighter toward the edges, and always vary in every condition of weather, and does not fade out. We have a fine stock of this grand Rose, and offer it at a very low, and to us the natural price, vengeful. The similarity is detrimental to a large number of buyers, but don't fail to add it to your order, as there is not the slightest doubt of its being a grand and valuable Rose. Price, for strong young plants, 15 cents each, or two for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER:—The Set of 8 Mermet Roses for only 75 cents. The Set of 8 in Large Two Year Old Plants for only 1.50. No Further Discount or Premium.
EIGHT BEAUTIFUL EVER BLOOMING RED ROSES.

We Do Not Know of Better Red Roses than This
Set of Eight Beautiful Varieties.

New Crimson Rose—Princess Sagan.
The flowers of this variety are the richest crimson of any
rose in our collection, a single bud or blossom will catch the
eye at a great distance, so brilliant is the color. Indeed it is
unmatched in its velvety richness, could well be termed "The
Velvet Rose." It is as free in blooming as Bon Silene. One of
our customers in California writes that she is kept busy by
people asking what rose it is. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25
cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

New Hardy Bedding Rose—Dr. Reymont.
This fine, hardy, ever blooming sort was obtained by crossing
the well known General Jacqueminot and the Rose Polyantha, or Multiflora. It inherits the hardiness and splendid
 crimson colored flowers of the General Jacqueminot—which are but little reduced in size—with the profuse blooming
qualities of the Polyantha class, thus combining the two
qualities most desired in a garden rose. Bear in mind that
this rose is entirely hardy, ever blooming and delightfully
fragrant. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

New Hybrid Tea Rose—Augustine Halem.
In this rose we have a beauty indeed, as it fairly rivals the
well known American Beauty in size and color of its flowers.
It has well developed buds, having good, thick, waxy like
petals of excellent substance. Color, clear, bright, rosy red,
verging to deep, rich crimson. With these changes it adds
the delightful fragrance of the old June Roses. Taken alto-
gether, we are much pleased with this beautiful variety. It
is very free flowering. Offered for the first time last year.
Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

New Hybrid Tea Rose—Meteor.
A velvety red ever bloomer of the deepest glowing crimson
as fine as a Hybrid. Flowers of medium size, very double and
lightly recurving. Beautiful open rose, free bloomer and a
very excellent pot rose. It has no tinge of violet or purple to
mar its beauty. A vigorous, bushy grower with healthy,
bright foliage of the deepest green. The best red rose for
the garden ever introduced. The flower equals General Jac-
queminot and will produce fifty flowers to Jacqueminot's one.
This is unquestionably the best dark velvety red rose yet
produced. Grand, both in bud and flower. It has our highest
commendation. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large
two year old plants, 30 cents each; 4 for $1.00.

Francois Gaulain.
A continuous blooming Tea Rose, with an unusual and
remarkable color for this type. Bright, rich, velvety,dark crimson; very fragrant and handsome. Don't fail
to try this rose. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old
plants, 25 cents each.

Papa Gontier.
Grand Red Tea, fine crimson shade, silken texture (dis-
tinct from velvety texture); bud of fine size, graceful
form; extremely free growth and bloom. Long, beautifully
leaved stems can be cut, foliage being very dark and
beautiful. One of the best and a perfect bedding. Price, 10
cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

New Crimson Tea Rose—Christine De Noue.
This beautiful new red Tea is a very charming rose, ex-
ceptionally fine color; a splendid grower, making large
-sized, graceful bush, with bright, deep green foliage; a
constant and very free bloomer; flowers are well borne
upon strong stems and are usually large and handsome.
buds are long and finely pointed; color, clear, rich ma-
room or deep purplish red, passing to lake, center some-
times streaked with silvery white; petals are finely im-
bricated and flowers deliciously sweet. Highly recom-
manded as a valuable and, in every way, desirable rose
for general planting. Price, 15 cents each; large two year
old plants, 30 cents each.

New Crimson Tea Rose—Marion Dingee.
Strong, vigorous grower; handsome, graceful bush; large,
thick, deep green leaves. Flowers large, beautiful cup
shaped, moderately full, borne in wonderful profusion all
through growing season. We scarcely know of any other
rose that will produce so many perfect flowers in a given
time; whether in open ground or under glass is a most
constant and profuse bloomer. Flowers are borne nearly
upright on long stems, of excellent substance, having
thick, leathery petals, holding form and color a long time.
Color is perhaps its most remarkable feature—deep, bril-
liant crimson, one of the darkest and richest colored Tea
Roses in existence. Price, 10 cents each; large two year
old plants, 25 cents each; 5 for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send you the set of 8 Red Roses
for 50 cents, postpaid; in large two year old size for $1.25.
No further discount or premium allowed.
EIGHT GOLDEN YELLOW BEAUTIES.

The Best of All Deep Yellow Roses.

SPECIAL OFFER—The eight beautiful golden-yellow Roses on this page for 60 cents; large two-year old size, the eight for $1.25. No further discount or premium on this offer.

**New Golden Yellow Tea Rose—MEDIA.**

This is the grandest of all Yellow Roses, and should be planted by everybody. When we first saw this Rose two years ago, we predicted then that it would create a furor among Rose growers, and it has verified the prediction. Its flowers are of the largest size, perfectly double to the center, and of the most perfect shape, both in bud and blossom, while its color is a degree of loveliness unapproached by any other Rose, being a rich, deep golden, with decided sulphur tints. The brightness and richness of this Rose is the admiration of all beholders. We have grown in our establishment some fifty varieties of Yellow Roses, and think Media the best. Try it.

Price, 10 cents each; large two-year old plants, 36 cents.

**PERLE DES JARDINS.**

"Pearl of the Gardens."

The one Tea Rose you positively can not do without. The majority of cut-flower buyers who order a "dozen Marechal Niel buds" the year round do not know their orders are filled with Perles, and quite to their satisfaction, for Perle does not suffer by comparison with Niel. Has no weak point; a perfect and popular Rose. Color is faultless, whether the waxy petals show the rich cream tint of cool weather, or take richer golden shades of a warmer sun. Form of bud, rich, rounded and luxuriant; only equalled in beauty by the open Rose, which is large, full to center. No shy, creeping plant, but fairly riotous in growth; sends out beautiful foliage, thick, glossy, dark, each branch tipped with dark reddish maroon of the young shoots, bearing clusters of buds high above the leaves. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year old plants, 36 cents each.

**PERLE DE LYON.**

Beautiful orange yellow, with peach shading, sometimes coppery gold, stained with crimson; charming buds and large, globular flowers, full and deliciously perfumed. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year old plants, 36 cents each.

---

*Countess de Frigneuse—THE GOLDEN PERLE.*

In color; charming; in freedom, second to none. The buds are long and pointed, not unlike Niphetos in form and of good size. The color is deep golden yellow, with softer shade inside of petal. As a yellow Rose it ranks next to Marechal Niel. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 30 cents each.

*Étoile de Lyon—THE STAR OF LYON*

This magnificent Tea Rose is a rich golden yellow, a strong, healthy and vigorous grower, immense bloomer, bearing flowers and buds early and late. The flowers are very deep, rich and full excellent substance, very sweet. Surely one of the best and most beautiful yellow Tea Roses for general planting ever introduced. Remarkably hardy, both as to heat and cold, frequently standing the Winters here uninjured in open ground, without protection, and blooming nicely all through the hottest part of the summer. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

*ISABELLA SPRUNT.*

A bright canary yellow, large, beautiful buds, suitable for cut flowers. Very sweet Tea scent, profuse bloomer. Freest blooming of all Yellow Roses. Has been a favorite in all gardens where good Yellow Roses are grown for the past twenty years. None better. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

*MADEMOISELLE CECIL BERTHOD.*

Most beautiful in bud and flower, which is deep golden yellow. Deepest yellow color of any Rose we grow; foliage very bright. Of magnificent size and color. A grand Rose and always in bloom. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

*MADEAME PELLISIERS.*

A grand new Tea Rose, and a most beautiful yellow bedder; broad, creamy outer petals, deepening to fine yellow in center; large shell-shaped petals. 10c. each; 2-year-olds 35c.
The Queen Set of Lovely Pure White Roses.

To all who wish the best pure white roses we can recommend these eight varieties as being desirable every in respect.

They are hardy, vigorous growers, are abundant bloomers, deliciously fragrant and of the purest color. TRY THEM.

SPECIAL OFFER—Eight pure-white Monthly Roses on this page for 50 cents; or the eight Roses in large two-year-old plants for $1.25.

NO OTHER DISCOUNT OR PREMIUMS ALLOWED ON SPECIAL OFFERS.

New Pure White Royal Tea Rose,
QUEEN OR KAISERIN AUGUSTA VICTORIA.

The Best White Rose in the World.

THIS beautiful Rose has not only a royal name but is a royal Rose as well. We have white Roses that have elegant buds, but when full blown are not all that is desired. Then, again, we have white Roses that are elegant when full blown, but have poor buds. This Rose combines both good qualities: is of finest bloom, bearing producing successive crops of buds and flowers in the greatest profusion. Buds are very beautifully formed, with large petals of best substance; shows no center when fully open; color, pure showy white, and when you add a rich perfume, coupled with a vigorous growth, what more could you ask? This Rose is an easy winner over all competitors, in its color, and we predict that more of it will be planted than all other white Roses combined. We have tested it thoroughly. Price, 15 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 35 cents each.

THE QUEEN.

A most charming Tea Rose. The offspring of that fine old Rose, Souvenir d'un Ami, whose many good qualities it seems to possess in a remarkable degree. It is pure white, makes good, lightly formed buds; is quite full, showing the center but slightly when fully open. The petals are thick and of good substance, open well, is very sweet, and has proven valuable both for forcing and open ground planting. We recommend it for extended trial, as it will be found a valuable acquisition to our list of pure white bloomers. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants 25 cents each.

MARIE GUILLOT—a Snow White Rose.

We consider this variety the equal, if not the peer of any Rose of its color in cultivation. A trial will convince anyone that this introduction is not extravagant. The flowers are full, extra large very double and sweetly scented; has many rivals, but none equals, for open ground cultivation. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

SNOWFLAKE.

This is a lovely white Rose, a pure Tea, but a foreign seedling, the freest-flowering white Rose we have seen. It will be especially useful in set designs. For a pot plant it cannot be excelled, as it possesses every good quality of a pot Rose. We counted on one plant one hundred and forty-three buds and flowers in a single day, and the plant was only nine months old. It can be used in place of white Carnations for set pieces at an immense saving, because it can be bloomed profitably at one dollar per hundred buds. Not only will it cover two and three times the space in a funeral design, for instance, that a Carnation covers, but it will give greatly superior results. Try it. Price, 10 cents each, large two-year old plants 25 cents.

MADAME HOSTE.

One of the finest ever sent to this country. It is a strong, bushy grower, and a bud can always be cut with a long stem and closely set leaves, of heavy texture and dark green color. It is like Perle in growth, and also the fact that the bud shows different shades in different temperature. In cool weather it is an ivory white, scarcely cream colored. In July and in the summer it is a bright canary, with a deep amber center. We know of no Tea Rose with larger or more finely shaped bud. It is globular, and at the same time distinctly pointed, and, as this shape of bud always indicates, is very double, and an unusually beautiful open Rose. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year old plants 25 cents each.

NIPHELOS.

Large, graceful, immense buds of snow white, remaining in perfect form many days. No other Rose bears buds of this peculiar, elegant form. Plant is dwarf; requires great care if grown outdoors; does finely as a pot Rose; blooms profusely and constantly, and for whatever attention it may require the bloom is ample return. It forces readily in Winter. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants 35 cents each.

The Beautiful New Tea Rose,
WHITE MAMAN COCHET.

The finest Rose of the year. Like its parent, the growth is vigorous with rich healthy foliage; producing large, fine flowers of the purest white—in fact, it is an exact counterpart of the beautiful Maman Cochiet and all who have tried it pronounce it the finest bedding Tea Rose in existence. We would advise all who love choice Roses to plant at least one of this new beautiful Rose. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants 36 cents each.

CORNELIA COOK.

The buds are most beautiful of immense size, and are borne up high on massive stems, and, with the round, full, heavy form, carry an air of grace and dignity quite unusual. The flowers are the clearest, snowiest white, and are arranged in the most faultless and symmetrical manner. Cornelia Cook has the largest bud of any of the white Roses. It is a massive and magnificent Rose. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants 25 cents each.
NEW EVER-BLOOMING ROSE OF AMERICAN ORIGIN, GOLDEN GATE.

Probably the largest Tea Rose known, and we gladly add to our praise of it, if this were possible. The engraving gives you some idea of its great beauty. There are so many beautiful Roses, and they are so different in many different ways, that it scarcely seems possible for any one variety to be the most beautiful, and yet, if the question was to be decided, we are strongly of the belief that the palms would have to be awarded to the New Rose, Golden Gate. This magnificent Rose is the result of a cross between those old and greatly admired varieties, Safrano and Cornellia Cook, and while combining the good qualities of both, is vastly more beautiful than either, and of great substance; buds long, of most desirable form; color, rich, creamy-white, beautifully tinged with fine golden-yellow; petals large and broad, exquisitely bordered and tinted with clear rose, making a Rose of the rarest and most indescribable beauty. A strong, healthy grower, and a most profuse and continuous bloomer. Will produce more perfect buds and bloom than almost any variety we know. It is unsurpassed for bedding, also for house culture. In short, we can heartily recommend it as one of the finest and most beautiful Tea Roses ever grown. Price, 16 cents each; two for 25 cents; large two year old plants 35 cents each.

NEW TEA ROSE—SOUV. GABRIEL DREVET.

This is a superb rich Rose, carrying such fine combinations of color that it is sure to please all. It is so thick in petal as to resemble soft velvet to the touch. It belongs to the Tulip class, salmon-pink in the center of coppery-rose, elegantly edged darker. We have had many letters from the South praising the great beauty of this Rose, probably the most distinct Rose we grew; the petals are so thick and velvet-like as to almost resemble a Rose. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants 40 cents each.

NEW TEA ROSE—MARQUIS DE VIVIES.

Here we have a beauty indeed. The flowers have a great depth and substance, and are of fine globular form, with broad thick petals and large, finely edged. The color is a bright carmine at the edge of the petals, soon graduating into light rose and becoming lost in the pale yellow center and shows to perfection. A Rose of the Tulip section, very highly colored and blooming without cessation. It would be difficult to imagine a more lovely Rose. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants 40 cents each.

MADAME DE WATTEVILLE.

This grand Rose is one of the most beautiful varieties we have ever sent out, and is very largely planted by those who know its beauty. The color is a remarkable shade of creamy-yellow, richly colored with pink; the petals are large and each one widely bordered with bright crimson, which gives it a very striking and beautiful appearance. The petals are full and finely perfumed. For planting in the open ground Madame de Watteville takes care, being a hardy, vigorous grower, standing the sun and weather well, a profuse bloomer and unsurpassed for cutting. Price, 10 cts. each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

NEW TEA ROSE—PRINCESS BEATRICE.

A pure Tea, of strong habit, heavy foliage, coloring deep red, after the style of the Perle, flower stems stiff and upright, and bright red, carrying large buds of an exquisite color. The petals are large and each one widely bordered with bright rose color. From its first opening the petals roll their edges backward, displaying the bright Austin center. A Rose of the most exquisite beauty, very double, and lasting well when cut. Strongly Tea-scented. It has proved a fine garden Rose. The writer well remembers the first time he saw this Rose, and how he was captured by it. The bed comprised some five hundred plants of this variety, and it was truly a gorgeous sight. Its foliage and growth were a picture of health. The buds and bloom stood erect, being borne on strong stems, and placed the most beautiful blooms we have to offer. Price, 15 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 40 cents each.

NEW TEA ROSE, MADAME MARTHA DU BOURG.

One of the most beautiful of the new Roses. The habit and foliage are beautiful, denoting a ready grower. The flower is large, perfectly double, and of beautiful form. The outer petals recurve at the edges, showing a beautiful pointed center. The color is creamy-white, touched with carmine or pale yellow老虎机 the edges. Of heavy texture, like a Camellia flower. Price, 16 cents each, large two-year-old plants 30 cents each.

SOUVENIR DE VICTOR HUGO.

One of the most beautiful "Tulip" Roses. Color lovely citron, with amber and fawn shadings. Price, 16 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 30 cents each.

NEW TEA ROSE—PRINCESS OF WALES.

This grand new Tea is almost unsurpassed in beauty. A greater number of persons have written us concerning its enchanting loveliness than almost any Rose we send out. The color is a beautiful amber-yellow, deepening toward the center to orange or coppery-yellow, delicately tinged and shaded with crimson, distinctly edged with carmine, long pointed bud, extra large flower, fine globular form, very double and full, and exceedingly sweet. Price, 15 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 35 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—THE 8 TULIP ROSES for $1.50. No Premiums or Discounts allowed on Special Offers.
New Hardy White Hybrid Rose,
CLIO.

Grandest addition to our list of white or blush, hardy garden roses. Flower is simply perfection in form; fine, broad petals; high, full center, magnificent in all its stages of growth, Color, delicate satin blush, a light shading of rosy pink at center. Plant is a strong, vigorous grower; large, handsome foliage. Added to other good qualities, has the merit of being a prolific bloomer; without question the finest white hybrid to date. Large illustration will give you a faint idea of its magnificence. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 50 cents; large two year old plants, 50 cents.

New Hardy Hybrid Rose
Helen Keller.

Won 9 first-class certificates and first honors at all leading shows. True perpetual bloomer; an ideal hardy garden rose; strong, vigorous grower; producing large handsome flowers in the grandest profusion throughout growing season. Flowers of great substance, large, full, fragrant; buds are superbly beautiful; color, brilliant rosy pink; certainly a lovely acquisition. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cts.

New Hardy Hybrid Rose,
Spencer.

A perfect rose in every particular; as an effective rose for outdoor planting is unrivaled by any of its color. Flowers are of a double satiny pink, outer petals shaded and reflexed with white; very large, full, of compact form; are produced freely and, owing to the wonderful substance of the flower, keep for a long while after cutting; growth is robust. Worthy of extensive cultivation. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plant 50 cents.
Margaret Dickson, New Hardy Rose.
Awarded the gold medal and six first class certificates in England. This magnificent new white Hybrid Perpetual Rose was raised and sent out by Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Sons, of Belfast, Ireland. It is unquestionably the greatest acquisition made in Roses for the past ten years. Some idea of its worth can be formed from the fact that wherever it has been exhibited in Great Britain it has carried off the first honors, receiving in one year the gold medal of the National Rose Society of New England and six first class certificates. No other Rose has ever received so many certificates of merit in a single year. It has been thoroughly tested in America and we have no hesitation in saying it is the best white Hybrid Perpetual for planting in the garden. The color is white, with pale flesh center, petals very large, shell-shaped, and of immense substance. The flowers are of magnificent form, produced singly on long, stiff stems and very double, and have the true Magnolia fragrance. The habit of growth is vigorous, with large, luxuriant foliage. Price, 20 cents each; two year old plants, 50 cents.

Laurence Allen.
This beautiful new Hybrid Perpetual is perhaps the finest light Rose of its class introduced since Her Majesty was distributed. The extra large, handsome flowers stand up in great fashion and are full, deep and well built. The color is rare and beautiful—clear soft pink with lighter shading. The flowers are sweetly perfumed. It blooms early and with great freedom. The introducer recently received three certificates of merit for it. It is the only rival of Her Majesty. Price, 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

New White Hardy Rose, Bladud.
A very distinct and beautiful light colored Hybrid Perpetual. The flowers are large, very full, and globular in shape, the outside petals silvery white, the base pale blush pink. The growth is strong, erect and branching. It is very free-blooming, and, with every shoot standing firm and crowned with magnificent large flowers, is a majestic Rose and will be found to be a grand acquisition to our gardens, and is sure to be in great demand. Price, 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 75 cents each.

Imported Hardy Yellow Rose, Persian Yellow.
Dark golden yellow; best variety of its color; entirely hardy. It is difficult to imagine a finer sight than this when in full bloom, covered with its bright yellow blooms, which are borne along the ripened wood in sprays. Must not be pruned much, if any, unless to cut out dead or diseased branches. Fine plants, 60c.

New Hybrid Perpetual Rose, Captain Hayward.
When first exhibited this remarkable Hybrid made quite a sensation, and was judged superior to even General Jacqueminot. This is not a matter of surprise, however, when its beauty is considered. The flowers are large and bold, thoroughly double, perfectly formed, and of a most intense, velvety glowing red. Thrust into prominence by long strong stems above dark, massive foliage, they are well calculated to create a sensation, whether cut for decoration or growing in the bush. The habit of the plant is vigorous, upright, free blooming and hardy, even in the North. Recommended as one of the best Hybrids of its color in cultivation. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

Silver King.
This new Rose is a beauty indeed. In fact, to see a bed of it in full bloom is absolutely stately, brilliant and beautiful. The bush and flower are of the largest size when fully expanded, cup-shaped, full and double, but the petals so arranged that color is not crowded on one another; a clear shell-pink, so exquisite as to resemble the delicate soft pink seen in deep sea shells. It is very fragrant. A true ever-blooming and hardy everywhere. This is the grandest of all light pink Roses. Be sure and try this Rose. Price, 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

New Hardy Rose, Paul’s Early Blush.
Light, silvery blush; of large, fine, bold shape, producing its bloom amongst the first, so it is decidedly the earliest light Rose. For forcing it has proved of exceptional value, flowering very freely in March, and so perpetual as to again start in June, so that when early flowers are wanted for market or otherwise, it will be invaluable. It was awarded a prize at the International Exhibition, for “new Rose of merit.” Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.
THE BEAUTIFUL

LA FRANCE FAMILY

The La France Family of Roses are certainly nearest perfection of all flowers, and nothing can compare with them in the eyes of the true rose lover. A distinctive characteristic of the set is the true La France fragrance by which every one may be known.

Set of Six Hardy, Ever Blooming La France Roses—Red, White, Pink, Striped, Crimson and Yellow.

WHITE LA FRANCE.

Augustine Guinoisseau.

Here we have a beauty indeed, one we can recommend to all, whether for outdoor culture or for pots in the house in Winter. If you were to ask us to select 6 of the very finest roses for you, we should be sure to include it in the six. It is identical with La France, except color. Pearl white, sometimes tinted fawn. We predict for it more popularity than La France ever attained. Price, 10 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 6 for $1.00.

PINK LA FRANCE.

Undoubtedly the most perfect type of a cut flower rose. Its large, well-opened flowers, with long stems and elegant foliage, shown in finest cut flower stores of the largest cities, are considered by cut flower buyers the most beautiful of this class. No variety surpasses it in delicate colorings, silver rose, shaded pink; large, keeps well; of distinct pervading fragrance, which, more than anything else, marks this rose and the other 5 which we offer with it. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 6 for $1.00.

STRIPED LA FRANCE.

Angelique Voysset.

Imagine a lovely rose with the shape and fragrance of a La France, of a rich, creamy pink, with a silvery gloss, growing deeper at base of petals, the whole beautifully etched and streaked with delicate carmine. This rose is a sort of La France, but, if anything, stronger in growth, with the same elegantly shaped bud and same beautiful, full blown flower. We find it the most attractive and showy Tea Rose in introduction. A very free bloomer, every shoot producing a bud. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 6 for $1.00.

RED LA FRANCE—Duchess of Albany.

Every one who loves a rose is familiar with La France, the Queen of all Roses; for not only is it a constant bloomer, but it is perfectly hardy and deliciously sweet. The new rose, Duchess of Albany, is a sport from La France and retains all the characteristics of the type, with the blooms three or four shades darker, of a deep, rose pink hue. The flowers are produced in wonderful profusion upon long stems, are very large, double and superb form. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 6 for $1.00.

LA FRANCE DE 1889.

New Crimson Hybrid Tea Rose.

The most remarkable Hybrid Tea of late years. One notable peculiarity of this variety is its long, elegant buds, while the expanded flowers are of immense size. Color, very nearly scarlet, sometimes lined and bordered pure white. The brightest and most brilliant rose we know. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

YELLOW LA FRANCE—Mad. Pernet Ducher.

A charming rose and a new shade in this section, being the first with a distinct yellow coloring. The outside petals are sulphur yellow and assume a deeper shade toward the center, with a polished, glittering surface like a water lily. The open flower is semi-double, very graceful and holds well together. The habit of the plant is free and graceful; the fragrance of the flowers is delightful. This is in every way a charming rose and should be in every collection. Price, 16 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each; 4 for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER—For only 50 cents we will send the above set of Six Hardy Ever Blooming La France Roses; or three sets for $1.25; or the set in large two year old plants for $1.35. No further discount or premium allowed on this offer.

NOTE—We have abandoned the growing of Climbing La France on account of its strong tendency to revert to its original form, losing its climbing habit entirely.
Catherine Mermet, Light Pink.

This is one of the finest Roses grown. Its buds are inimitable, faultless in form and charming in their every shade of color, from the purest silver to the exquisite combination of yellow and rose, which illumines the base of the petals. Beyond doubt the Rose of all Roses. This charming Rose deserves and receives recognition from all Rose lovers. It is eagerly sought after in Winter by the ultra fashionable, and is perhaps the most admired of all the Tea Roses. The color is a delicate rose pink, unapproached by any other. The buds are large, long pointed, and of great substance and most delicious fragrance. For over twenty years it has reigned supreme in its class and color. You should not fail to have a Mermet in your collection.

Price, 10 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

Madame Etienne, Dwarf Mermet.

One of the very finest clear pink Tea Roses. The form of the flowers is quite similar to that of Beatrice—that is, the petals recurve, giving it the shape of a Camellia. The texture is heavy and the color is a warm, yet delicate pink, slightly deeper on the edge of the petals. A very beautiful variety, and finer in bloom than Catherine Mermet. The Rose is staked the Dwarf Mermet by the French growers.

Price, 10 cents each, 3 for 25 cents; large two year plants, 25 cents each.

Muriel Graham—New Tea Rose, the Cream Colored Mermet.

This superb new Rose is from that favorite variety, Catherine Mermet, and is perfectly distinct in color from anything extant, which is a pale cream, faintly blushed rose. The habit of growth is similar to its parent. Sent out by Alexander Dickens & Sons, Belfast, Ireland, who consider it one of their best introductions. Well worth our best recommendation.

Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants 35 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER:—The Set of 8 Mermet Roses for only 75 cents. The Set of 8 in Large Two Year Old Plants for only $1.50. No Further Discount or Premium.
EIGHT BEAUTIFUL EVER BLOOMING RED ROSES.

We Do Not Know of Better Red Roses than This
Set of Eight Beautiful Varieties.

New Crimson Rose—Princess Sagan.

The flowers of this variety are the richest crimson of any rose in our collection, a single bud or blossom will catch the eye at a great distance, so brilliant is the color. Indeed it is unmatched in its velvety richness, could we well be termed "The Velvet Rose." It is as free in blooming as Don Silene. One of our customers in California writes that she is kept busy by people asking what rose is this. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, $1.26 each; for $1.00.

New Hardy Bedding Rose—Dr. Reymont.

This fine, hardy, ever blooming sort was obtained by crossing the well known General Jacqueminot and the Rose Polyantha, or Multiflora. It inherits the hardiness and splendid crimson colored flowers of the General Jacqueminot—which are but little reduced in size—with the profuse blooming qualities of the Polyantha class, thus combining the two qualities most desired in a garden rose. Bear in mind that this rose is entirely hardy, ever blooming and delightfully fragrant. Price, 15 cents; large two year old plants, 30 cents.

New Hybrid Tea Rose—Augustine Halem.

In this rose we have a beauty indeed, as it fairly rivals the well known American Beauty in size and color of its flowers. It has well developed buds, having good, thick, waxy like petals of excellent substance. Color, clear, bright, rosy red, vering to deep, rich crimson. With these changes it adds the delightful fragrance of the old June Roses. Taken altogether, we are much pleased with this beautiful variety. It is very free flowering. Offered for the first time last year. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

New Hybrid Tea Rose—Meteor.

A velvety red ever bloomer of the deepest glowing crimson as fine as a Hybrid. Flowers of medium size, very double and slightly recurving. Beautiful open rose, free bloomer and a very excellent pot rose. It has no tinge of violet or purple to mar its beauty. A vigorous, bushy grower with healthy, bright foliage of the deepest green. The best red rose for the garden ever introduced. The flower equals General Jacqueminot and will produce fifty flowers to Jacqueminot's one. This is unquestionably the best dark velvety red rose yet produced. Grand, both in bud and flower. It has our highest commendation. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 30 cents each; 4 for $1.00.

PAPA GONTIER.

Francois Gaulaine.

A continuous blooming Tea Rose, with an unusual and remarkable color for this type. Bright, rich, velvety, dark crimson; very fragrant and handsome. Don't fail to try this rose. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

Papa Gontier.

Grand Red Tea, fine crimson shade, silken texture (distinct from velvety texture); bud of line, graceful form; extremely free growth and bloom. Long, beautifully leaved stems can be cut, foliage being very dark and heavy. One of the best and a perfect bedder. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

New Crimson Tea Rose—Christine De Roue.

This beautiful new Red Tea is a very charming rose, exceptionally fine color; a splendid grower, making large sized, graceful bush, with bright, deep green foliage; a constant and very free bloomer; flowers are well borne upon strong stems and are usually large and handsome; buds are long and finely pointed; color, clear rich maroon or deep purplish red, passing to lake, center sometimes streaked with silvery white; petals are finely imbricated and flowers deliciously sweet. Highly recommended as a valuable and, in every way, desirable rose for general planting. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

New Crimson Tea Rose—Marion Dingee.

Strong, vigorous grower; handsome, graceful bush; large, thick, deep green leaves. Flowers large, beautiful cup shaped, moderately full, borne in wonderful profusion all through growing season. We scarcely know of any other rose that will produce so many perfect flowers in a given time: whether in open ground or under glass is a most constant and profuse bloomer. Flowers are borne nearly upright on long stems of excellent substance, having thick, leathery petals, holding form and color a long time. Color is perhaps its most remarkable feature—deep, brilliant crimson, one of the darkest and richest colored Tea Roses in existence. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 5 for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send you the set of 8 Red Roses for 50 cents, postpaid; in large two year old size for $1.26. No further discount or premium allowed.
EIGHT GOLDEN YELLOW BEAUTIES.

The Best of All Deep Yellow Roses.

SPECIAL OFFER—The eight beautiful golden-yellow Roses on this page for 50 cents; large two year old size, the eight for $1.25. No further discount or premium on this offer.

New Golden Yellow Tea Rose—MEDIA.

This is the grandest of all Yellow Roses, and should be planted by everybody. When we first saw this Rose two years ago, we predicted then that it would create a furor among Rose growers, and it has verified the prediction. Its flowers are of the largest size, perfectly double to the center, and of the most perfect shape, both in bud and bloom, while its color is a degree of loveliness unapproached by any other Rose, being a rich, deep golden, with decided sulphur tints. The brightness and richness of this Rose is the admiration of all beholders. We have grown in our establishment some fifty varieties of Yellow Roses, and think Media the best. Try it.

Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cts.

PERLE DES JARDINS.

"Pearl of the Gardens."

The one Tea Rose you positively can not do without. The majority of cut-flower buyers who order a "dozen Marechal Niel buds" the year round do not know their orders are filled with Perles, and quite to their satisfaction, for Perle does not suffer by comparison with Niel. Has no weak point; a perfect and popular Rose. Color is faultless, whether the waxy petals show the rich cream that of cool weather, or take richer golden shades of a warmer sun. Form of bud, rich, rounded and luxuriant; only equalled in beauty by the open Rose, which is large, full to center. No shy, creeping plant, but fairly riotous in growth; sends out beautiful foliage, thick, glossy, dark, every branch tipped with dark reddish maroon of the young shoots, bearing clusters of buds high above the leaves. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cts each.

PERLE DE LYON.

Beautiful orange yellow, with peach shading, sometimes coppery gold, stained with crimson; charming buds and large, globular flowers, full and deliciously perfumed. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cts each.

Countess de Frigneuse—
THE GOLDEN PERLE.

In color, charming; in freedom, second to none. The buds are long and pointed, not unlike Niphotos in form and of good size. The color is deep golden yellow with softer shade inside of petal. As a yellow Rose it ranks next to Marechal Niel. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 30 cents each.

Etoile de Lyon—THE STAR OF LYON

This magnificent Tea Rose is a rich golden yellow, a strong, healthy and vigorous grower, immense bloomer, bearing flowers and buds early and late. The flowers are very deep, rich and full excellent substance, very sweet. Surely one of the best and most beautiful yellow Tea Roses for general planting ever introduced. Remarkably hardy, both as to heat and cold, frequently standing the Winters here unjured in open ground without protection, and blooming nicely all through the hottest part of the summer. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

ISABELLA SPRUNT.

A bright canary yellow, large, beautiful buds, suitable for cut flowers; very sweet Tea scent, profuse bloomer. Freest blooming of all Yellow Roses. Has been a favorite in all gardens where good Yellow Roses are grown for the past twenty years. None better. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

MADEMOISELLE CECIL BERTHOD.

Most beautiful in bud and flower, which is deep golden yellow. Deepest yellow color of any Rose we grow; foliage very bright. Of magnificent size and color. A grand Rose and always in bloom. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

MADAME PELISSIER.

A grand new Tea Rose, and a most beautiful yellow bedder; broad, creamy outer petals, deepening to fine yellow in center; large shell-shaped petals. 10c. each; 2-year-olds 35c.

EIGHT GOLDEN YELLOW BEAUTIES.
The Queen Set of Lovely Pure White Roses.

To all who wish the best pure white Roses we can recommend these eight varieties as being desirable every in respect.

They are hardy, vigorous growers, are abundant bloomers, delicately fragrant and of the purest color. TRY THEM.

SPECIAL OFFER—Eight pure-white Monthly Roses on this page for 50 cents; or the eight Roses in large two-year-old plants for $1.25.

NO OTHER DISCOUNT OR PREMIUMS ALLOWED ON SPECIAL OFFERS.

New Pure White Royal Tea Rose, QUEEN OR KAISERIN AUGUSTA VICTORIA.

The Best White Rose in the World.

This beautiful Rose not only has the usual white color, but is a royal Rose as well. We have white Roses that have elegant buds, but when full blown are not all that is desired. Then again we have white Roses that are elegant when full blown, but have poor buds. This Rose combines both qualities, it is a Royal Rose, producing successive crops of buds and flowers in the greatest profusion. Buds are very beautifully formed, with large petals of best substance: shows no center when fully open: color pure white, and when you add a rich perfume, coupled, with a vigorous growth, what more could you ask? This Rose is an easy winner over all competitors in its color, and we predict that more of it will be ordered than all other white Roses combined. We have tested it thoroughly, Price, 15 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 35 cents each.

THE QUEEN.

A most charming Tea Rose. The offspring of that fine old Rose, Souvenir d'un Ami, whose many good qualities it seems to possess in a remarkable degree, is white, and in every way a beautiful white, and to that extent very desirable. The flowers are large and showy, the bushy, and well formed, and the price is altogether 25 cents each.

MARIE GUILLOT—a Snow White Rose.

We consider this variety the equal, if not the peer, of any Rose of its color in cultivation. A trial will convince any one that this indorsement is not extravagant. The flowers are full and extra large very double and sweetly scented; has many rivals, but no equals for open ground cultivation. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

SNOWFLAKE.

This is a lovely white Rose, a pure Tea, but a foreign seedling, the finest-flowering white Rose we have seen. It will be especially useful in set designs. For a pot plant it can not be excelled, as it possesses every good quality of a pot Rose. We counted on one plant one hundred and forty-three buds and flowers in a single day, and the plant was only two months old. It can be used in place of white Carnations for set pieces at an immense saving, because it can be bloomed profitably at one dollar per hundred buds. Not only will it cover two and three times the space in a funeral design, for instance, that a Carnation covers, but it will give greater superior results. Try it. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year old plants 25 cents each.

MADAME HOSTE.

One of the finest ever sent to this country. It is a strong, bushy grower, and a bud can always be cut with a long stem and closely set leaves, of heavy texture and dark green color. In growth, bud and bloom it is a bright canary, with a deep amber center. We know of no Tea Rose with larger and more finely shaped buds. It is globular, and at the same time distinctly pointed, and, as this shape of bud always indicates, is very double, and an unusually beautiful open Rose. Price, 10 cents each; large two-year old plants 25 cents each.

NIPHELOS.

Large, graceful, immense buds of snow white, remaining in perfect form many days. No other Rose bears buds of this peculiar, elegant form. Plant is dwarf; requires great care if grown outdoors; does finely as a pot Rose; blooms freely and constantly, and for whatever attention it may require the reward is a simple return. It forces readily in Winter. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants 35 cents each.

The Beautiful New Tea Rose, WHITE MAMAN COCHET.

The finest Rose of the year. Like its parent, the growth is vigorous with rich healthy foliage, producing large, fine flowers of the purest white. In fact, it is an exact counterpart of the beautiful Maman Cochety, and all who have tried it pronounce it the finest bedding Tea Rose in existence. We would advise all who love choice Roses to plant at least one of this beautiful new Rose. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants 35 cents each.

CORNELIA COOK.

The buds are most beautiful, of immense size, and are borne up high on massive stems, and, with the round, full, heavy form, carry an air of grace and dignity quite unusual. The flowers are the clearest, snowiest white, and are arranged in the most faultless and symmetrical manner. Cornelia Cook has the largest bud of any of the white Roses. It is a massive and magnificent Rose. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants 25 cents each.
GOLDEN GATE SET OF EIGHT BEAUTIFUL HIGH Colored.. TULIP ROSES.

These are called Tulip Roses because of the feathery shading of bright rose around the edge of every petal. Distinct from all other Roses in the peculiar manner of this i. arking.

New Ever-Blooming Rose of American Origin, GOLDEN GATE.

Probably the largest Tea Rose known, and we would gladly add to our list of colors if this were possible. The engraving gives you some idea of its great beauty. There are so many beautiful Roses, and they are beautiful in so many different ways, that it scarcely seems possible for any one variety to be the most beautiful, and yet, if the question was to be decided, we are strongly of the belief that the palm would have to be awarded to the new Tea Rose, Golden Gate. This magnificent Rose is the result of a cross between those old and greatly admired varieties, Safrano and Cornelia Cook, and while combining the good qualities of both, is vastly more beautiful than either, and of great substance; buds long, of most desirable form; color, rich, creamy-white, tinged with fine golden-yellow; petals large and broad, exquisitely bordered and tinted with clear rose, making a Rose of the rarest and most indiscribable beauty. A strong, healthy grower, and a most profuse and continuous bloomer. Will produce more perfect buds and bloom than any variety we know. It is unsurpassed for bedding, also for house culture. In short, we can heartily recommend it as one of the finest and most beautiful Tea Roses ever grown. 

Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants 35 cents.


This is a superb rich Rose, carrying such fine combinations of color that it is sure to please. It is so thick in petal as to resemble soft velvet to the touch. It belongs to the Tulip class, salmon-pink, with the center of coppery-rose, elegantly edged darker. We have had many letters from the South praising the great beauty of this wonderful Rose, probably the most distinct Rose we grow; the petals are so thick and Avery-like as to hardly resemble a Rose. 

Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants 40 cents.

New Tea Rose—Marquis de Viviens.

Here we have a beauty indeed. The flowers have a great depth and substance, and are of fine globular form, with broad thick petals and large, finely shaped buds. The color is a bright coral, with a pink edge of the petals, soon grading gradually into light rose and becoming lost in the pale yellowish white and yellow. So charming is this Rose of the Tulip section, very highly colored and blooming without cessation. It would be difficult to imagine a more lovely Rose. 

Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants 35 cents.

Madame de Watteville.

This grand Rose is one of the most beautiful varieties we have ever seen, and is very largely planted by those who know its beauty. The color is a remarkable shade of canary-yellow, richly colored with the petals; the petals are large and each one widely bordered with bright crimson, which gives it a striking and beautiful appearance. The buds is very full and high perfumed. For planting in the open ground Madame de Watteville takes front rank, being a hardy, vigorous grower, standing the sun and weather well. A profuse bloomer and unsurpassed for cutting. 

Price, 10 cts. each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.


A true tea, of strong habit, heavy foliage, coloring deep by the style of the Floribunda Rose, stems stiff and upright, and bright red, carrying large buds of an exquisite color, outer petals varying from canary-yellow, edged lightly with bright rose color. From its first opening the petals roll their edges backward, displaying the bright and beautiful color of the flowers, which is distinctly and beautifully, very double, and lasting well when cut. Strongly Teascented. It has proved a fine garden Rose. The writer well remembers the first time he saw this Rose, as he was completely captivated by it. The bed comprised some fifty plants of this variety, and it was truly a gorgeous sight. It is a fine shape and growth of the variety.

Price, 10 cts. each; large two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

New Tea Rose, Madame Martha Du Bourg.

One of the most beautiful of the new Roses. The habit and foliage are beautiful, denoting a ready grower. The flower is large, perfectly double and of beautiful form. The outer petals recurve at the edges, showing a beautiful pointed center. The color is creamy-white, touched with carmine or pale heliotrope on the edges. The texture, like a Camellia flower. 

Price, 15 cents each; large two-year-old plants 30 cents each.

Souvenir de Victor Hugo.

One of the most beautiful Tulip Roses. Color lovely citron, with amber and fawn shading. 

Price, 15 cents each; large two-year-old plants, 30 cents each.

New Tea Rose—Princess of Wales.

This grand new Tea is almost unsurpassed in beauty A greater number of persons have written us concerning its enchanting loveliness than almost any Rose we send out. The color is a beautiful amber-yellow, deepening toward the center to orange or coppery-yellow, delicately tinged and shaded with crimson, distinctly edged with carmine. Long pointed bud, extra large flower, fine globular form, very double and full, and exceedingly sweet. Very choice and very fine appearance. Supreme. 

Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants 35 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER — The 8 Tulip Roses for $1.50; large two-year-old plants the 8 for $1.50. No Premiums or Discounts allowed on Special Offers.
New Yellow Soupert, "MOSELLA."

This splendid novelty is from Germany. Its origin is almost identical with that of the Soupert, a cross of the Polyantha and the beautiful Tea Rose, Madame Piacent. Blooms in profusion in clusters of 3 to 5 flowers, which are very double, ball-shape and open like a Camellia flower. Each petal is very thin and highly fragrant. The beautiful light yellow ground extending to middle of petals, deep, beautiful tints of pinkish red. This rose is wonderful in perfection, dwarf, bushy and free-blooming. We take great pleasure in offering this fine Rose. It is a popular and fitting companion to Clotilde Soupert. Price, 10 cts. each; 3 for 25 cts.; large two year old plants, 25 cts. each; 5 for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send you 20 fine plants of Moella for $1.00. Will make you a most beautiful bed, from which you may cut a handsome bouquet of flowers for the table, for tea, for parties, or for pots; makes a gorgeous bed when massed. 10c. each; 3 for 25c; large two year old plants, 25c.

New Silver White Soupert, LEONIE OSTERREICH.

Large, full flowers, cup-shaped; color, brilliant porcelain white, shading to very delicate light yellow in the center. One of the grandest blooming Roses known, and the coloring is magnificent. Price, 10c. each; 3 for 25c; large two year old plants, 35c each.

New Pink Ever-Blooming Bedding Rose, PINK SOUPERT.

A seedling from that premier Bedding Rose, Clotilde Soupert, of which so many have spoken so highly, "Pink Soupert" inherits all the grand garden qualities of its parent, and is a clear pink throughout, bright and attractive; the coloring deepens in some flowers to cherry red, and in others it loses to clear Cerise pink. The profusion of bloom is wonderful, the whole plant being a mass of flowers. No rose can possibly excel this for outdoor bedding, and none can be more attractive. It is in bloom for an ever-blooming Rose that it will remain out all Winter safely with slight protection. Price, 10 cents each; or three for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; five for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER—for 50 cts., we will send one plant each of the five members of the Soupert family, Including Queen's Scarlet, or two sets for 75 cents. Set in large two year olds, $1.00. No further premiums or discounts allowed.

The Best Crimson Bedding Rose, QUEEN'S SCARLET.

Without a doubt the very best of all Red Roses for bedding. Can be planted anywhere; entirely hardy. Large sized flowers; color, beautiful crimson scarlet, of dazzling brilliancy. A bed of this Rose produces a mass of color equaling, if not excelling a bed of Geraniums. Planted everywhere on account of its freedom of bloom and charming color. Price, 10c. each; 3 for 25c; large two year old plants, 25c each.

Two Best Bedding Roses Grown, CLOTILDE SOUPERT and QUEEN'S SCARLET

FINE FOR POT CULTURE.

SPECIAL OFFER—24 Plants of the Best Bedding Roses for $1.00.

Twelve Plants of Clotilde Soupert and Twelve Plants of Queen's Scarlet. You can plant them anywhere in the garden, in the flower bed, in the place you have a little room. By planting Clotilde Soupert in the middle and surrounding it with Queen's Scarlet it will make the handsomest bed you ever saw, and you can gather a beautiful bouquet of Rose every day. They are strong growing and nearly if not quite hardy: should be planted twelve to fifteen inches apart each way. ALL THIS FOR $1.00.
HYBRID TEA ROSES.

Price. 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; except where noted.

AMERICAN BEAUTY—Many of our friends know all about this grand rose and value it accordingly. To others we would say that it is well known as one of the best and most valuable roses, both for garden and cutting. Color, rich crimson; exceptionally handsome. Extra large, full flowers, exceedingly sweet, makes magnificent buds, is a constant bloomer. Price, 40 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

ANTOINE VERDIER—Large, beautiful flowers; bright, glowing pink, beautifully shaded rich crimson; very full and sweet. A constant bloomer; fine for cutting. No better garden rose in our list.

BEAUTY OF STAPLEFORD—Color, clear bright pink, shading to bright rosy crimson. A most charming rose with beautiful buds. Fine for cutting. No better garden rose in our list.

BELLE SIEBRECHT (New)—Described as imperial pink of good form, large flowers, borne on good strong stems and retaining a good shape when fully developed. Good vigorous grower and free blooming, with fine, handsome foliage and altogether, a very desirable addition to this class. Also a very hardy variety, valuable for bedding. Has received awards wherever exhibited. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

GRACE DARLING—A splendid rose, not new, but always scarce and rare; the flowers are large and full, exquisite form and very sweet; a strong, vigorous grower; color, a porcelain rose, elegantly shaded with vivid crimson; a decided color, but never quite obscuring the ground of beautiful, yellow upon which it rests. A beautiful rose, when once planted will never be forgotten; this is one of our pet varieties and we think there is nothing sweeter than this.

LADY H. GROSVENOR—Flowers flesh color, large, full and globular, an extremely free and effective variety. Fine for forcing.

MADAME CAROLINE TESTOUT—The petals are large and of the elegant La France form; exquisitely edged and bordered with clear silver, very rose; color, a brilliant satiny rose, deepening to clear red.

MADAME VEUVE MENIER—A strong, vigorous grower, producing buds in great profusion. Pale, light rose; flowers of good size, double and very free flowering.

MAD. JULES FINGER—(New.) A rose of great beauty. The large and handsome flowers are full and globular, well poised and can be cut with long stems. Color, a beautiful clear white, shading with salmon color at the base and passing to pure white. Price. 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

MRS. W. C. WHITNEY—A new American Seedling Hybrid Tea. The buds are large, long, full and pointed; the flowers are full and dense. Color, a clear, deep, even pink. The plant is robust and free blooming. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

A Grand Hybrid Tea Rose—MADAME SCHWALLER—has the strong, firm growth of the Hybrid Perpetuals, the same form and finish of flowers, and is perfectly beautiful when full bloomed. It is very free in bloom and has the fragrance of the old June roses. The color is a bright rosy red flesh, paler at the base of the petals and deepening at the edge. A pet to come in clusters. A rose from which we hear very flattering reports from all directions. This grand rose has more perfume than any we offer. Try it: it is magnificent. A veritable Pink American Beauty.

VISCOUNTESS FOLKSTONE—(Southern Queen.) Unsurpassed in grace and among light colored varieties. It is very graceful and has strong, heavy foliage. The flower is delicately tinted flesh color, almost white and lustrous as satin. When in full bloom it is like a white peony, but without a suggestion of softness. The petals often measure six inches in diameter and are delightfully sweet. Vigorous and free blooming.

MRS. DEgray—One of the best roses for general cultivation. It is entirely hardy and equals the tender sorts in profusion of bloom. From early summer until frost it may be depended upon to produce flowers in abundance. In color it is a rich, glossy pink, delightfully fragrant and is such a strong grower that it is almost impregnable against the attacks of insects, which usually destroy some of our finest roses; thus it is certain to be unequalled for the garden.

SOUV. DE WOOTTON—A Magnificent Crimson Hybrid Tea Rose; carmine crimson, with deeper shadings at the base of petals, which only tend to lessen the color more. One of the most deliciously scented roses in the whole list. It is very hardy and a constant and prolific bloomer, every shoot forming a flower bud. It is one of the most satisfactory of all ever blooming garden roses, and is also highly valued as a Winter flowering rose. We think it equal to the much lauded American Beauty and prefer it above that noble rose inasmuch as its color is so much purer and brighter.

TRIUMPH DE PERNET PERE—Originated and sent out by Jean Pernet, one of the most celebrated rose growers of France, who considers this the triumph of his life. The flowers are extra large, having broad, thick petals and long, tapering buds, with delicious tea fragrance. Color, fine, clear red, somewhat shading to bright crimson; very striking and beautiful. Exquisitely formed buds and flowers, perfectly double to the center.

PIERRE GUILLOT—One of the most valuable of all Hybrid Teas and remarkable for its very brilliant color, bright, dazzling crimson, passing to vivid carmine red. Flowers large, very double and full; highly scented; profuse bloomer; moderately hardy.
MINIATURE POLYANTHA OR FAIRY ROSES

A beautiful class of everblooming Roses from Japan, utilizing as they do, hardiness, fragrance and constant bloom, we know of no more satisfactory plant for general use. The flowers are small, perfectly formed, produced continuously in clusters of from 10 to 25 Roses.

PRICE—6 cents each; large 2 year old plants, 25c. each, except where noted.

ETOILE D'OR—A new Polyantha resembling Perle d'Or, excepting in color, which is a deep, chrome yellow. A dainty beauty that will win its way wherever planted. Price, 10 cents each.

ETOILE DE MAI—(New). Wonderfully free, both in growth and flower. A continuous and persistent bloomer, being literally covered with bloom the whole season. A beautiful, light pink from bloom, changing to creamy white, with lemon center in the open flower. Price, 10 cents each.

ELIZA CHATRAND—One of the most lovely of all Roses; lovely rose colored flowers, elegantly penciled and touched with ruddy saffron. Very free bloomer.

FLORA—A charming Polyantha Fairy Rose; the flowers are quite large, very full and round, delightfully perfumed and borne in immense clusters. The color is the ivory white, delicately tinged with soft rosy blush. Price, 10 cents each.

GLORIE DES POLYANTHAS—A beautiful dwarf variety, with small cup-like flowers. A real "Fairy Rose." The color is a bright rosy pink, with a red ray through each petal. This Rose is very distinct and beautiful. Flowering in large clusters of from twenty to twenty-five flowers each. For growing in pots for Winter blooming no plant can surpass it in delicate coloring, flavor in bloom or delicious fragrance. Price, 10 cents each.

GEORGE PERNET—Flowers bright rosy pink, of medium size, with petals beautifully ruffled and reflexed; soft and pleasing in color; fragrant.

MIGNONETTE—Very small flowers, about one inch in diameter; produced in large clusters; color, delicate rosy flesh, fading to pure white; dwarf, vigorous growth.

MACOMOISELLE CEIL BRUNER—Plants grow nearly two feet tall in the ground. The flowers of the class. Fine for flower beds or borders; beautiful clusters of double flowers of rosy pink; creamy-white edges. Splendid for beds.

Mlle. E. A. NOLTE—(New). Flowers small, full, of perfect Rose form; color, deep' yellow, passing to rosy. A true "Fairy Rose." Price, 10 cents each.

Mlle. ANAIS MOLIN—(New)—A dwarf, compact grower, flowering in clusters; bloom small and very full; color, flesh with rosy white. Very free and fragrant. Price, 10 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send the Set of 15 FAIRY ROSES, postpaid. The Set of 15 large two year old plants; for $2.00, postpaid. No further discount or premium.

THE OLD ENGLISH SWEETBRIAR ROSE.

No Garden Should Be Without One Plant at Least.

EGOLANTE—Very desirable for shrubberies and general planting. Flowers are bright pink and single, but the exquisite fragrance of flowers, leaves and young branchings in the early Spring frequently perfumes a whole neighborhood. Price, 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

THE VIOLET-SCENTED LADY BANKS, OR BANKSIA ROSES.

These are fine Climbing or Trailing Roses, very good for the South or Pacific Coast, where the Winters are not too severe. They require two or three years' growth to bloom to perfection, and are then very beautiful. Flowers are produced on the old growth; prune very little, merely cutting away what is absolutely necessary. The flowers resemble a double cherry blossom, the size of a silver dime; produced in large clusters, and have a decided violet perfume.

WHITE BANKSIA—A pure, untinted white. 10 cents.

YELLOW BANKSIA—Rich golden yellow. 10 cents.

THE CHEROKEE ROSE.

A strong, erect-growing shrub, with glossy green leaves, and bearing large, pure white Roses in great profusion; the flowers are double, very beautiful and waxy-like. It is much esteemed in many parts of the South and Southwest, where it is extensively used for hedges, etc. It is a beautiful shrub, and is worthy of more general planting; requires protection in Winter north of Washington, D. C.

Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each. SPECIAL OFFER—10 fine plants, suitable for hedge planting, for $1.00, postpaid. No other discount.
Our "Champion" Set of Hardy Ever-Blooming Roses

SPECIAL OFFER—For 50 CENTS we will send free, by mail, the Champion Set of SIX Hardy Ever-Blooming Roses; for $1.25 we will send THREE Sets. This Set in large two year old plants for $1.00. No further Discount or Premium.

CHAMPION SET OF HARDY ROSES PLANTED ALONG THE WALL. SHOWS HOW THEY GROW AND BLOOM.

BALL OF SNOW.

(Boule de Niegé.) In this variety we have a hardy, ever-blooming Rose of great value. It is a Rose of great size, perfectly double, exquisitely fragrant, pure white in color and entirely hardy. Invaluable for cemetery planting, or where the white flowers are desired, as it blooms freely all Summer. Price, 10 cents each; extra large plants 36 cents each.

CAPTAIN CHRISTY.

New Hardy Rose. The flowers are of magnificent form, very double, and stand erect in their martial bearing. The color is a delicate flesh pink, with deeper shading in the center of the flower, the whole flower possessing a bright, satiny appearance. A desirable variety. Certainly the most beautiful Rose of this color we grow. It is a free and continuous bloomer. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

CHAMPION OF THE WORLD.

A very hardy, ever-blooming Rose; advertised extensively. The introducer claims that it is the champion in hardiness, fragrance, vigor, form and color, and for Winter blooming. While we cannot endorse all the good qualities claimed for it, we have found it a remarkably free-flowering hardy Rose, resembling very much Mrs. DeCrav. Color, a rich deep rosy pink, darker and richer than Hermosa. It is always in bloom, and is quite hardy. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants 36 cents.

DINSMORE.

A Magnificent Hardy Rose. Very similar to Madame Charles Wood, but claimed by the originator to be much stronger in growth and more fragrant. It is a vigorous Rose of dwarf, branching habit, and is fairly loaded down with flowers all Summer long. The flowers are large, perfectly double, of a dazzling scarlet crimson color, with a rich, spicy fragrance. It is entirely hardy and blooms incessantly. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

MADAME MASSON.

An excellent Hybrid Perpetual, noted for its constant and profuse bloom. The flowers are large; color, a clear bright Rose, highly perfumed. One of the best for planting. This Rose is a very superb variety, and should be more generally known. Try it. Price, 16 cents each; two year old plants, 35 cents.

MADAME ALFRED de ROUGEMONT.

A strong, vigorous grower; begins to bloom at once and continues until stopped by severe freezing. Pure snow-white flowers, finely tinged and clouded with pale rosy blush. Large, full and double, and borne in large clusters. Fragrant and fine. Price, 10 cents each; two year old plants, 35 cents each.

THE FIVE HERMOSAS.

Best for House or Garden Culture. Constantly in Bloom.

RED HERMOSA—Color, a rich dark velvety crimson scarlet, literally loaded with flowers at all times, extra good for the house or garden.

WHITE HERMOSA, or Marie Lambert—Pure white. It has been called Hermosa, as it resembles Hermosa in form and freedom of bloom, and is quite valuable, for though no claim has been made for it, as a fancy Rose, its persistence in bloom will make it a very popular white variety for bedding or for pots. (See Illustration.)

PINK HERMOSA—A clean, healthy grower; color, bright pink. It is grown largely in New York cemeteries for its hardiness and continuous blooming.

YELLOW HERMOSA, or Coquette de Lyon—This is a most charming yellow Tea Rose; a good grower, has elegant buds, and is so free a bloomer as to be called the Yellow Hermosa. A Rose that will please all.

BLUSH HERMOSA—This elegant Tea Rose has been thoroughly tested and has given perfect satisfaction. It is a strong, robust grower, and a constant and profuse bloomer. The color is a soft white blush, delicate rose center shaded with fawn; flowers of large size, very full and delightfully sweet.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will mail the Five Hermosas, one of each, for 35 cents, four sets for $1.00. The set in two year old plants for 75 cents. No further discount.
AMERICA—Very large beautiful buds, flowers a rich creamy yellow, passing to orange and full and sweet. A rampant climber.

CLIMBING PERLE DES JARDINS—In every respect same as and very similar to the "Pearl of the Garden," except that it is a rampant climber. The buds and flowers are much larger than those of the parent. Price: 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

CAROLINE GOODRICH—Or Climbing General Jacqueminot—This rose has deeply fragrant, very double flowers and its fragrance is most delicious. This is a hardy Climbing Tea and should not be classed with the hardy climbers that bloom but once a year. The color is the same as that of General Jacqueminot. Price: 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

CARL FORESTER—Deep sulphur yellow, flowers large, very full and double; extremely fragrant. Much prized in the South for pillars and verandas.

CARMINE PILLAR, New Clematis Flowered Rose—One of the really charming roses, with single flowers 1½ inches in circumference: the brightest rosy carmine and produced in great profusion. A favorite of Gardening says of it: "Paul's Carmine Pillar Rose is in bloom and what a beauty it is! Saber shaped single roses, 1½ inches in diameter of the edge that it is known as the bush from the ground up to its tips, some eight or more feet high. A matured plant must be a sight worth going miles to see." This rose is undoubtedly hardy in most sections of our country, and in all sections under protection, and should be as universally grown as Crimson Rambler. We offer the true stock. Price, strong young plants, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

ESTELLA PRADL—Lovely pure white buds; flowers full and sweet.

FURST BISMARK—An improvement on Glorie de Dijon. The color is a blending of amber, carmine and cream and of delicate fragrance. One of the most exquisite roses and hardy. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

GLORIE DE DIJON—Our Southern friends are unbounded in their admiration of this fine rose, which is seen here in its fullest perfection, being hardy in their section, where it is used as a pillar rose. It is noted for the great size of its flowers, its delicate fragrance, and its exquisite shades of color, being a blending of amber, carmine and cream. One of the finest cross roses ever grown. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 60 cents each.

GOLDEN CHAIN, or Climbing Safrano—(Reve d'Ori)—A beautiful pillar rose, being a strong climber. Color orange-yellow or deep saffron, good size; full and sweet.

GOLD OF OPHIR, (Ophire)—Nasturtium yellow, suffused with coppery red. One of the most beautiful of the Climbing Roses.

JAMES SPRUNT—Deep velvety crimson: very double.

LAMARQUE—Flowers of medium size, borne in large clusters; pure white and double. A most beautiful rose. A strong, hardy grower and free bloomer.

MADAME ALFRED CARRIERE—Extra large, full flowers, very double and sweet; color, a rich, creamy white, faintly tinged with pale yellow; exceedingly beautiful.

MADAME BESSONNEAU—New Climbing Tea Rose. Large sized flowers, with a delightful tea fragrance. Color, blended shades of amber, carmine and cream; one of the only new double tea roses ever offered. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

MADAME CLAIRE JAUBERT—New. Extra large, full flowers and borne in large clusters; pale apricot yellow, beautifully clouded with rich Indian red.

MARECHAL NIEL—One of the most magnificent roses ever grown; superb buds and flowers, extra large, very double and deliciously perfumed; color, deep golden yellow; its beauty is such that plants, both greenhouse and garden, and in the South a splendid climber. Price, first size. 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents; extra large two year old plants, 8.00.

PINK ROVER—A decidedly meritorious new rose of rampant habit. The color is pale pink, deeper in the center of the flower. The open flowers have the delicate tints of Alba or Malden's Bush roses. The flowers are large full and correspondingly large and very useful in the bud state for buttonholes. A most desirable variety for pegging down for pillars, standards, or covering less valuable trees. Colors: yellow, white or green; is hardy with moderate protection. The growth and bloom is extremely free; worthy of extensive planting. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

REINE MARIE HENRIETTA, or Red Flowering Glorie De Dijon—A strong, vigorous grower; flowers large, full and of finest form; color, a pure cherry red; sweet scented. Succeeds well in the South. Price, 10 cents.

REINE OLGA DE WURTTEMBURG—This is a splendid rose. Should be grown where the Marechal Niel succeeds. The people of the South would do well to employ this beautiful stock for raising on verandas and trellises. Color, rose crimson, suffused with yellow.

SOLFADERRE—Climbing habit: fine, clear, sulphur yellow: large, full and double; very sweet.

THE MARY WASHINGTON CLIMBING PILLAR ROSE—This rose, so widely advertised, is claimed by the introducer to have originated in the garden of George Washington, at Mt. Vernon, over one hundred years ago. It is an ever blooming Climbing Rose of vigorous, rapid growth, and makes a profusion of fine buds, which are borne in large clusters. The flowers resemble the Poyantha Roses and are of medium size, perfectly double, very sweet and borne in endless numbers on a strong grower. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

WALTHAM QUEEN—A splendid, new, ever blooming Climbing Rose; hardy in the North. It is a strong grower and continuous bloomer. The flowers are large, full and sweet; the color is of medium size, very crimson, very beautiful and a profuse bloomer. Nothing can compare with this for beauty of bud and foliage, and it literally lavishes a constant supply of flowers. Price, 10 cents each; large size, 35 cents.

WILLIAM ALLEN RICHARDSON—Orange yellow, with coppery petals, bright rich scarlet on the edges; rich, rapidly becoming popular. All rose growers, where the Climbing Teas are hardy, should plant this beautiful rose, as it is the most magnificent very shady of yellow: something entirely distinct in Climbing Roses. Price, 10 cents each; large size, 30 cents each.

Please read what we have to say about PSYCHE, New Pink Rambler Novelty for 1901, also of RED MARECHAL NIEL on same page. Then don't forget to look over page 28, which describes the Magnificent Climbing Roses we especially recommend.
Aline Sisley One of the best. This is a splendid, free Stock, with large, strongly growing, dark colored Tea, and beyond a doubt one of the most satisfactory varieties for open ground culture, if kept in bloom to perfection. The flowers are very large, full and double. The color is a rich, rare shade of red, brightened with crimson maroon. The fragrance is exceedingly sweet and more pronounced than is found in most Teas. It blooms with wonderful freedom. A grand red variety.

American Perfection—This is a very fine Rose, and worthy of a place in the list. The color is light pink, shading deeper toward the center of the flower. The flower is very double, full and deep; in the bud it is exceedingly handsome. When the bloomer and strong grower; especially adapted to Winter blooming.

Andre Schwartz (Ever-blooming, "Jack")—Since its introduction this Rose has been known as the "true Tea, Jacques de Latt," because of its striking resemblance to that famous variety. The flowers are beautifully made, being large, full and of excellent substance. The color is pinkish crimson, passing to rich crimson, very bright and strikingly beautiful. It is a strong, sturdy grower, and a constant and prolific bloomer. Cannot be surpassed in the open ground.

Beaute Inconstant A very wonderful, new changeable rose, "Beaute Inconstant," taking its name from its quality of producing flowers of different shades on the same plant. The colors vary from crimson to light pink. The flowers are all shaded chrome and deep rose, all three colors being frequently seen on one bush at the same time. The beauty of color effects is indescribable.

Bougere Old and famous. Any one who has seen this grand old sort growing in the open ground will agree that it deserves the brightest words of praise we can give it, having been introduced in 1855. Since then it has been tried, and found to be of rare value for general planting. The flowers are unusually large, deep, full and double. They are supported on long stems, and are produced in bountiful abundance throughout the growing season. In color they are bronze rose or violet crimson, delicately shaded with lilac; exceedingly sweet; remarkably hardy.

Bon Silene A grand old rose. This remarkable rose was introduced in 1830 and up to this time no new variety has ever equalled it in this particular, a fact that bears ample testimony of its valuable qualities. It is superb in every way. Perhaps the most noted feature of its immense size and beauty of its buds, which cannot be surpassed for bouquets and decorative purposes. The color is deep rose, with crimson rich rose crimson, occasionally pale light rose. In the open ground it grows to perfection, producing crop after crop of its beautiful flowers in unbroken continuity, from early Spring until late in Autumn. Of all the Teas there are none better, none sweeter. It is now being generally planted by cut-flower growers. It is exceedingly hardy, and like Marechal Niel the color is peculiarly its own.

Charles Legrad A fine bedding rose. This splendid rose is almost unexcelled for general planting, particularly for bedding purposes. The color, fine chamois red, richly shaded dark crimson: very sweet and a constant bloomer; we recommend it as extra fine.

Comtesse Lily Kinsky—Flower large, moderately full, of beautiful form, blush white with yellow shading; color almost ochre-yellow; very fragrant and very beautiful.

Countess Eva Starshemburg Long, pointed buds of rich deep beauty; color, creamy yellow, shaded and touched with rose.

Dr. Grill—Coppery yellow, with fawn rose reflex; a fine garden rose. Remarkably handsome.

Duchess of Edinburg Large buds of the most intense dark crimson.

Duchess of Brabant The People's Rose. Every order we get from New Orleans includes this charming variety. In the desire to obtain new varieties,alers, Rosarians and dealers are too often prone to overlook old standard sorts which are unquestionably meritorious. Some sorts are too good to be crowded to the wall by new aspirants for honors, as with the Gen. Jacqueminot, Marechal Niel, La France, Malmaison, and many others, and to this class belongs the Duchess of Brabant. It is a beautiful, freely flowering, and exceedingly hardy. A favorite everywhere.

Duchess of Meudon This charming rose is peculiarly one who does not know of the beauty of this famous old favorite. There is no other variety like it, and none more beautiful yet more desirable. This variety may be regarded as an antique, and is any one who is acquainted with the history of flowers.

Duchess of Orleans The charming, Magnolia Rose. We know of no Rose like this. The color is crimson, and of an exquisite beauty, changing from white to pink, and then to crimson. A charming rose. A most desirable possession.

Duchess of Devonshire—The most remarkable rose we have ever grown. It will flower in any soil, and the flowers are of the most delightful shade of pink. A highly popular rose.

Duchess of Edinburgh We have only rarely seen this one; at least, we cannot locate it. It is a very fine rose, of the best coloring.

Edouard Littaye A free bloomer; flowers medium size and quite double, borne on strong, erect shoots; color, a lovely shade of pink and carmine, changing to pale rose.

Enfant de Lyon Creamy pink center, rosy blushed. An excellent bloomer. Its fragrance is quite distinct from that of any other Rose—like sweet anise.

Fire Pearl—(Perle de Feu) New Tea Rose. A flowers and buds are perfectly formed, and the color so intense that its name, "The Fire Pearl" is a better description than any we can give. Rosarians declare that it is a poppy-red, shaded vermilion and nankin yellow, with chamois tints on the reflex petals. A captivating Rose.

Gen. R. E. Lee—A general planter. It grows with great vigor, and is one of the Roses that is valuable the whole year round. It flowers in open ground; it quickly makes a large bush, and commences to bloom almost as soon as set out, continuing up until severe freezing weather. It produces its lovely flowers so freely that it is the best it can do. It ranks among such Roses as Princess Bonaparte and Gloriflora Souper. As a pot Rose for Winter blooming it is exceedingly fragrant, and it is used both in bud and full-blown flower they are beautiful. Color, orange yellow, and as the weather becomes colder the color intensifies until it reaches rich salmon tints.

Honey Nut Stanley—The color is a rare shade of amber rose, tinged with apricot yellow.

J. B. Verrone—Intense scarlet crimson, rich and bright, shaded with salmon yellow.

Joseph Metral—Extra large flowers, very full; deep crimson red, passing to cherry carmine; a good, healthy grower and a free bloomer.

Lady Zoe Brougham—Bright, tawny yellow; a charming color.

La Phoenix Fine, brilliantly carmine rose; good-sized flowers and a very free bloomer. One of the best bedding sorts in the list. A grand pot plant.

Luciole Unequaled in its delightful coloring and size of buds; color, bright carmine rose, tinted and shaded yellow.
La Princess Vera—A splendid outdoor Rose. For strength, clean growth, freedom and constancy of bloom, beauty of flower and color, this variety was one of the few selected as the best. Without doubt this is a great rose, and may be relied on to flower in the open garden. The flowers are large, finely made and open beautifully. When fully open there appears to be a great deal of the petal effect in the form. The color is rich ivory white, shaded and veined with a fine copper yellow, and delicately penciled with yellow. It is grand and beautiful Rose, and one that by virtue of its great excellence ranks among the best in cultivation. 

Letty Coles—Very large, sweet and handsome, with purplish buds; flowers yellow, sweet-scented, flowers that look more like a Hybrid Perpetual than a Tea Rose. This variety is justly regarded as one of the finest and most beautiful Tea Roses. It is fully double, deep yellow, and globular in form, very double, and are produced in wonderful profusion on stiff stems. The color is a soft, rose bloom, free from every shade of the rose crimson. The tea-fragrance is exceedingly sweet. We recommend it as one of the very finest and strongest-growing Roses in our list, and one that will give entire satisfaction.

Madame Caroline Kuster—Bright lemon yellow; very large and handsomely shaped; one of the finest Roses, very free flowering. When its wood has once been hardened it bears buds as large and handsome as Marechal Nell.

Mad. Pierre Guillot—A magnificent Rose. This is undoubtedly one of the finest and most beautiful Tea Roses. It is double, deep yellow, and globular in form, very double, and are produced in wonderful profusion on stiff stems. The color is a soft, rose bloom, free from every shade of the rose crimson. The tea-fragrance is exceedingly sweet. We recommend it as one of the very finest and strongest-growing Roses in our list, and one that will give entire satisfaction.

Madame de Vaty—one of the brightest Roses. We believe this to be not only one of the brightest, but one of the very best and most satisfactory Roses for general planting, especially in borders. It makes big, clean flowers of great beauty, and opens well, showing the large, full, double flowers to great advantage. The color is a rich crimson scarlet, in its buds red; but fully open a rich crimson, gradually growing strong and healthy; holds the foliage well. In every way a fine Rose.

Madame Eli Lambert—An exquisite Rose, rich salmon blossom; leaf, with purple veins. Petals with pale yellow, and bordered and shaded with soft, rose flesh.

Madame E. Resal—Flower of medium size, with long pointed buds; semi-double when fully open; a novel and distinct color—orange and scarlet; shades of this color take to pink and orange in the open flower. Profluse bloomer.

Madame Honore Defresnes—Beautiful citron yellow, copper yellow shading.

Madame Lombard—A first-class Rose for bedding. The color is a rich, clear, full, double flower; very double and sweet. Color, a beautiful shade of rose bronze, passing to salmon and fawn, beautifully shaded with white and crimson.

Madame Louis Patry—A new Tea Rose, with large, fine, tapering buds of excellent form and substance. Extra large, bright scarlet, covered with a tea-scent.

Madame Rivoy—Looks like a Hybrid Perpetual in flower and foliage; is hardy. In this grand old variety of Rose there is a good deal of excellence. It is entitled to a place among ever-blooming Roses equal to that which General Jacquemont takes among ever-blooming lilies. Madame Rivoy is a Hybrid Perpetual in the extra large, full and loosely-formed double flowers, enchanting fragrance, intensity of color, large and vigorous bush, and double pointed buds. It is hardy with slight protection, a quick, constant and profuse bloomer. For outdoor culture it is not excelled by any other variety of the Hybrid Perpetual. The flowers produced in great abundance upon long, stiff stems, and in color may be described as a rich crimson scarlet, very bright and effective. We doubt if there is any other Rose and it is for their beauty that all may secure one of these. This is one of the best of Roses grown, that we call special attention to it.

Madame Scipion Cochet—Color, a soft, primrose yellow, with Rose shadings: unique in size and shape of flowers.

Madame Welche—Color, soft Rose, with pale yellow, sometimes cream. A charming Rose.

Madame Jean Sisley—This is a splendid pot Rose, blooming very freely. Flowers of fine shape, outer petals delicately imbricated. Color, pure white. Equally as valuable for outdoor culture as for pots. Distinct and fine.

Mademoiselle Franciska Kruger—The striking effect of this handsome rose places it at once in the front as a great rose. It is quite allied to Catherine Merced, but much more grand and beautiful. The shad- ing of deep copper yellow it stands unique and distinct from all others. The flower, when open, is of good size. One of the finest to plant in Madison, for its beauty, value and excellence.

Mademoiselle Perreau—A splendid new Rose. The flowers are very large, full and double; the shape is very round and beautiful; color, bright rose flesh, and have ever seen this lovely flower with rich crimson center. A strong grower and profuse bloomer. Delightfully perfumed.

Malmaison Pink—This is certainly one of the choicest and most beautiful of all the old-fashioned Roses. While it is not a peony center, it has a peony center and is rich and beautiful. It is a beautiful, rich, creamy flesh, shaded clear peachy red, with a rose center.

Malmaison Red—An exact counterpart of Malmaison Pink, except in color.

Malmaison Striped—Color, creamy white, with rose center, reverse of petals striped crimson.

Malmaison White—(Crown Princess Victoriu.) The color is pure, waxy, snow white. The center of the flower has a delicate lemon tint.

New Rose, the Gem (or the Fair Unknown)—This Rose is identical with Marie Van Houtte, except that it is claimed to bloom later. We have seen enough to know that it will do to talk about, and praise. It is a very fine rose, of a beautiful color with pale rose, and pale pink. It grows strong and sturdy and blooms constantly with great freedom. As an outdoor rose for bedding purposes, it offers no weakness.

Mrs. Paul—Fine garden Rose; color, blush white, usually overlaid with rose peach shading; exquisite variety.

Rheingold—Color, a rich, clear, full, double flower; very double and sweet. This Rose produces a mass of color equaling, if not excelling, a bed of geraniums. It is planted everywhere on account of its great freedom of bloom and charming color. None better.

Ruby Gold—(The Pearl of the West.) The pearl color, shading to old gold; crimson; rich in bloom and in Spanish.

Soux De Laurens Guillot—A novel, new and distinct Tea Rose, with a marvelous combination of color and shading. Flowers very large and double, with recurved petals. A splendid grower, with dense foliage; a very profuse bloomer. Color, deep pink, shading to a center of yellowish peach; edge of petals distinctly bordered carmine. Very showy and distinct.

Sunset—This exquisite orange yellow variety is one of the handsomest known. The color is a rich, clear, full, large and double. The exquisite shades of coloring in this variety can only be compared to the gorgeous colors of a summer sunset. It is a very handsome and large grower. A strong growing and free flowering variety.

Vallee De Chamounix—A changeable Rose. This is one of the handsomest varieties of the modern Roses and extremely showy. A distinct, and beautiful very double, full and sweet; buds exceedingly pretty. The color is rich, and, like Beaur (


White Bon Silene—A companion to and an exact imitation of the last—equally as perfect in every save color. This elegant variety is valued for its buds, which are identical with Bon Silene, except in color, which is pure white. It is a sport from the real Silene, and the same vigorous habit of growth; it is exceedingly fine for open ground planting.
Standard Ever Blooming Roses.

Price, Strong Young Plants, 6 cents each; Large Two Year Old Size, 15 cents each.

Abbe Roustan—Creamy white, shaded rosy blush.
Adam—Bright, flesh salmon rose. Extra large and double.
Admiral—A shade of apricot, citron and fawn.
Agrippina—Rich velvety crimson.
A grand beider.
Alba Rosea—Beautiful rose colored center, shaded blush.
Anna Olivier—Lovely blue, shaded with carmine.
Appoline—Clear pink, dashed with rose carmine.
Archduke Charles—Brilliant crimson, shaded violet.
Aurora—Beautiful creamy white, rose colored center.
Beau Carmine—Carmine red, rich, large, with pale rose.
Bella—Pure snow white; long, pointed buds; tea scented.
Canary—Light Canary yellow; beautiful buds and flowers.
Charles Rozoff—A lovely shade of brilliant carmine.
Chesnut Hyibrant—Red, shaded with violet; large, full.
Clement Nabonnand—Coppery rose, tinged with crimson.
Comtesse de Barbantme—Color, a flesh white and sweet.
Comtesse Riza du Parc—Copperry rose, tinged soft violet.
Cramois Superieur—A rich velvety crimson: fine.
Douglas—Dark, cherry red, rich and velvety; large, full.
Duchess de Thurne——Beautiful silver rose; finely cupped.
Eugene Beaumarnais—Beautiful deep red.
General de Tartas—Deep mottled rose, often tinged buff.
Jean Pernet—Buds of light canary, suffused with salmon.
Julie Finger—Bright rose-scarlet and intense crimson.
Lady Warrender—Pure white, sometimes shaded with rose.
La Sponde—Blush to fawn center; very large, double.
La Pactole—Elegant buds; color, pale sulphur yellow.
Louise de la Rive—A flesh white, changing to a rose center.
Louis Philippe—Rich, dark, velvety crimson; free, beautiful.
Louis Richard—A coppery rose, beautifully tinted lilac.
Lucullus—A beautiful dark crimson; full and fragrant.
Marechal Robert—Pure white, tinged rosy blush.
Mile. Rachel—A lovely Tea rose; pure snow white.
Mme. Bonaparte—Color, a pink, with fawn color; fine, beautiful.
Mme. Bravy—Creamy white; large, full, very symmetrical.
Mme. Camille—Delicate rosy flesh, changes to salmon rose.
Mme. Dora—Waxy white center, shaded pale pink; large.
Mme. Faucett—Color, a deep, apricot yellow; very beautiful.
Mme. Joseph Schwartz—White flushed pink; cupped.
Mme. Lawrence—A beautiful dark crimson; full and fragrant.
Mme. Margottin—Citrone yellow, with coppery center.
Mme. Pauline Labonte—Salmon rose; large, full, sweet.
Mme. Philomene Cochet—Rose, shaded with rose; very fine.
Mons. Furtado—A beautifully formed yellow; very full.
Monthly Cabbage—A rose red; globular shape; fragrant.
Pink Daily—Large pink flowers, produced in clusters.
Purple China—Rich purplish crimson; velvety.
Queen of Bourbons—Care and fanning to rose.
Roi de Caramoiti—Bright purplish crimson; very double.
Rubens—White, shaded with rose; yellowish center.
Safрано—Apricot yellow; color of a very deep orange.
Sanguinea—Rich, dark, velvety crimson; semi-double.
Sombreuil—Beautiful white, tinged with delicate rose.
Soleil d’Ami—Pure creamy white; strongly and evenly flushed.
Susanne Blanche—a pure white, shaded in bloom; rose.
Thermophie de Luxembourg—Rose carmine on ground.
Viridiflora—This flower is pure green.
White Daily—Pure white; beautiful, long, pointed buds.
Yellow Tea—Pale lemon yellow; beautiful; large buds.

SPECIAL OFFERS. You may select any 10 plants from this list for 60 cents; or we will send you 12 of OUR selection for 60 cents; or for 25 cents we will send you 50 seeds of our choice, or 30 seeds of any other species of rose. If you desire to plant two kinds or more we will send you the number of plants in the ratio of the respective prices, or we will send you 10 two year old plants of OUR selection only for $1.00, postpaid. THIS IS A GREAT OFFER and we defray all expenses. REMEMBER, that the above offers are net; no other discounts or premiums given.

NEW HARDY MEMORIAL OR CEMETERY ROSES—Rosa Wichuriana.

This rose is especially desirable for planting in cemeteries, as it is a very hardy and vigorous grower and also a perfect sheet of bloom. All who adopt a beautiful rose garden on a grave should plant this one. Six plants will completely cover a grave with a most beautiful show of rose the first year. It then increases very rapidly and will soon be a mass of blossoms. It does not grow upright, but spreads on the ground like myrtle. It reaches a diameter of over 6 inches in height, quickly covering the ground with a mass of very glossy green foliage. In middle of June the flowers appear in profusion and continue all summer. Flowers are 2 inches across, single, cream, yellow, with a red anther and intensely fragrant. For use as a ground cover it is unsurpassed, quickly producing ground cover in very small space, and especially adapted for use in gardens where space is limited. It is a showy variety and is used extensively in public charity work.

Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; or for $1.00 we will send 16 plants; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

NEW HYBRID MEMORIAL ROSES.

This new race of pretty, hardy, running roses need no protection in Winter and from their trailing habit are very valuable for the private garden and for covering rocky slopes, embankments, etc. They are also very fine for planting in border or along paths and roadsides. Make grand pot plants for the house or conservatory, and can be used as climbers.

Manda’s Triumph—This is a grand hybrid of free growth, with fine foliage and clusters of from twelve to eighteen flowers on even a small side shoot, literally covering the plant with its perfectly formed, double, white flowers. The center of the flower is beautifully imbricated; a valuable sort, either for cut flowers or pot plants. It is also very sweet scented—a valuable variety.

Pink Roamer—The growth is very rampant, and the luxuriant foliage parts more of the Wichuriana. The single flowers, which are produced in close heads, are nearly two inches in diameter, bright, rich pink, with almost a white center, which lightens up the orange red stamens, producing an effect which, combined with fragrance, makes it one of the most valuable Roses in cultivation.

Mrs. Lovett.—A double, bright pink form of Rosa Wichuriana. In every respect it is a true Memorial Rose, save the flowers. In habit of growth and foliage, hardiness and abundance of bloom, it is identical with its parent, but the flowers are double and of a half inches in diameter, of bright, rosy pink color.

General Favor—A new flower, producing long, branching shoots, with bright, shiny foliage in abundance, and soft, light pink, double flowers, two inches in diameter, strongly fragrant.

South Orange Perfection—This is a gem, with free growth, close to the ground, and multitudes of the most perfectly formed, rich, red-colored, and a half inches in diameter; soft blush pink at the tips, changing to white.

Price, 10 cents each.

Special Offer—The set of Six New Memorial Roses 40 cents. No further discount or premiums allowed.
THE PREMIER BEDDING AND
POT CULTURE ROSES.

Continually in Bloom. It Makes no Difference What Season of the Year it May be. Almost Entirely If not quite Hardy. Will Live Out in the Open Ground with Slight Protection. The Very BEST Roses for Any Situation.

New Yellow Soupert, "MOSELLA.

This splendid novelty is from Germany. Its origin is almost identical with that of the Soupert, a cross of the Polyantha and the beautiful Tea Rose, Madame Falcon. Blooms in profuse clusters of 3 to 5 flowers, which are very double, ball-shaped and open like a Camellia flower. The petals are tinted white, on beautiful light yellow-green extending to middle of petals, deepening to orange yellow. Plant is dwarf, bushy and longer lasting. We take great pleasure in offering this fine Rose. It is a popular and fitting companion to Clotilde Soupert. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; 5 for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send you 20 fine plants of Mosella for $1.00. Will make you a most beautiful bed, from which you may cut a handsome bouquet of Roses from early Spring until cut down by the heavy Winter frosts.

New Silver White Soupert, LEONIE OSTE REITH.

Large, full flowers, cup-shaped; color, brillianc porcelain white. Shading to very delicate light yellow in the center. One of the grandest blooming Roses known. Its coloring is magnificent. Price, 10c. each; 3 for 25c; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

The Crimson Soupert—RED PET.

Beautiful dark crimson maroon; large, full and fragrant, very double; a constant and profuse bloomer; extra good for outdoor culture, and for pots; makes a gorgeous bed when massed. 10c. each; 3 for 25c; large two year old plants, 25c.

New Pink Ever-Blooming Bedding Rose, PINK SOUPERT.

A seedling from that premier Bedding Rose, Clotilde Soupert, of which we have spoken so highly. "Pink Soupert" inherits all the grand garden qualities of its parent, and is a clear pink throughout, bright and attractive; the coloring deepens in some flowers to cherry red, and in others it lessens to clear Hermosa pink. The profusion of bloom is wonderful, the whole plant being a mass of flowers. No Rose can possibly excel this for outdoor bedding, none can be more attractive. It is compact and sturdy in habit, and so hardy for an ever-blooming Rose that it will remain out could the winter be worse with slight protection. Price, 10 cents each, or three for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; five for $1.00.

The Best Bedding or Pot Culture Rose Known—CLOTILDE SOUPERT.

This lovely Rose comes from the Garden of Luxemburg, France. The flowers are borne in clusters, and are of large, round, flat form, with beautifully imbricated petals; perfectly full and double, and deliciously sweet; color, beautiful plash of amber or pale, creamy yellow, delicately flushed with silver; sometimes shaded, sometimes tinged with pale salmon, and sometimes both red and white flowers are produced on the same plant. It is a particularly elegant and handsome Rose, always greatly admired. The bush is a vigorous, compact grower, and a continuous and remarkably profuse bloomer, being literally loaded with roses. It is highly recommended for window and house culture. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; five for $1.00.

SPECIAL OFFER—For 60 cts. we will send one plant each of the five members of the Soupert family, including Queen's Scarlet, or two sets for 75 cents. Set in large two year old, $1.00. No further premiums or discounts allowed.

The Best Crimson Bedding Rose, QUEEN'S SCARLET.

Without a doubt the very best of all Red Roses for bedding. Can be planted anywhere; entirely hardy. Large sized flowers; color, beautiful crimson scarlet, of dazzling brilliancy. A bed of this Rose produces a mass of color equaling, if not excelling a bed of Geraniums. Planted everywhere on account of its freedom of bloom and charming color. Price, 10c. each; 3 for 26c; large 2 year old plants, 26c each.

Two Best Bedding Roses Grown, CLOTILDE SOUPERT and QUEEN'S SCARLET

FINE FOR POT CULTURE.

SPECIAL OFFER—24 Plants of the Best Bedding Roses for $1.00.

Twelve Plants of Clotilde Soupert and Twelve Plants of Queen's Scarlet. You can plant them anywhere in the garden, on the lawn, in fact, any place you have a little room. By planting Clotilde Soupert in the middle and surrounding it with Queen's Scarlet it will make the handsomest bed you ever saw, and you can gather a beautiful bouquet of Roses every day. They are strong growing and nearly if not quite hardy, should be planted twelve to fifteen inches apart each way. All this for $1.00.
Hybrid Tea Roses.

Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each; except where noted.

AMERICAN BEAUTY—Many of our friends know all about this grand rose, as it is well known as one of the most valued roses, both for garden and house culture. Color, rose crimson, exquisitely shaded and very handsome. Flowers, large, full, flowers, exceedingly sweet, makes magnificent buds, is a constant bloomer. Price, 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

ANTOINE VERDIER—Large, beautiful flowers; bright, glowing pink, beautifully shaded rich crimson; very full and sweet. A constant bloomer; fine for bedding.

BEAUTY OF STAPLEFORD—Color, clear bright pink, shading to bright rosy crimson. A most charming rose with beautiful buds. Fine for cutting. No better garden rose in our list.

BELLE SIEBRECHT (New)—Described as imperial pink of good form, borne on good strong stems and retaining a good shape when fully developed. Good vigorous grower and free blooming, with fine, handsome foliage and altogether a very desirable addition to this class. Also a very hardy variety, valuable for bedding. Has received awards wherever exhibited. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

GRACE DARLING—A splendid rose, not new, but always scarce and rare; the flowers are large and full, exquisitely form and very sweet; a strong, vigorous grower; color, a porcelain rose, elegantly shaded with a rose tint; a decided color, but never quite obscuring the ground of beauty; yellow upon which it rests. A beautiful rose, when once seen will never be forgotten; this is one of our pet varieties and we think there is nothing sweeter than this.

LADY H. GROSVENOR—Flowers flesh color, large, full and globular. An exceedingly fine and effective variety. Fine for forcing.

MADAME CAROLINE TESTOUT—The petals are large and of the elegant La France form; exquisitely edged and bordered with clear silvery rose; color, a brilliant satiny rose, deepening to clear red.

MADAME VEUVE MENIER—A strong, vigorous grower, producing buds in great profusion. Pale, light rose; flowers of good size, double and very free flowering.

MAD. JULES FINGER (New.) A rose of great beauty. The large and handsome flowers are full and globular, well poised and can be cut with long stems. Color, a beautiful cream white, shaded with rose and salmon colored center passing to pure white. Price, 16 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents.

MRS. W. C. WHITNEY—A new American Seedling Hybrid Tea Rose. The buds are large, long, full and pointed; the flowers are full and delightfully sweet. Color, a clear, deep, even pink. The plant is robust and free blooming. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

A Grand Hybrid Madame Schwaller—Like Puritan, this rose has the strong, firm growth of the Hybrid Perpetuals, the same form and finish of flowers, being especially beautiful when full blown. It is very free in bloom and has the fragrance of the old June roses. The color is a beautiful deep rich, paler at the base of the petals and deepening at the edge. A delight to grower. A rose from which we hear very flattering reports from all directions. This grand rose has more perfume than any we offer. Try it; it is magnificent. A veritable Pink American Beauty.

VISCONTRESS FOLKSTONE—(Southern Queen.) Unsurpassed among light colored varieties. It is very graceful and has strong, heavy foliage. The flower is delicately tinted flesh color, almost white and lustrous as satin. When in full bloom it is like a white peony, but without the suggestion of stiffness. Full flowers often measure six inches in diameter and are delightfully sweet. Vigorous and free blooming.

MRS. DEGRAU— Entirely hardy and equalis the tender sorts in profusion of bloom. From early Summer until frost it may be depended upon to produce flowers in abundance. In color it is a rich, glossy pink, delightfully fragrant and is such a strong grower that it is almost impregnable against the attacks of insects, which usually destroy some of our finest roses; thus it is certain to be unequaled for the garden.

SOUV. DE WOOTTON—A Magnificent Crimson Hybrid Tea Rose: carmine crimson, with deeper shadings at the base of petals, which only tends to the color more. One of the most deliciously scented roses in the whole list. It is very hardy and a constant, prolific bloomer, every shoot forming a flower bud. It is one of the most satisfactory of all ever blooming garden roses, and is also highly valued as a Winter flowering rose. We think it the most handsome lauded American Beauty and prefer it above that noted variety, as its color is so much purer and brighter.

TRIUMPH DE PERNET PERE—Originated and sent out by Jean Pernet, one of the most celebrated rose growers of France, who considers this the triumph of his life. The flowers are extra large, having broad, thick petals and long, tapering buds, with delicious tea fragrance. Color, fine, clear red, some passing to bright crimson; very striking and beautiful. Exquisitely formed buds and flowers, perfectly double to the center.

PIERRE GUILLOT—One of the most valuable of all Hybrid Teas and so strikingly remarkable for its very brilliant color, bright, dazzling crimson, passing to vivid carmine red. Flowers large, very double and full; highly scented; profuse bloomer; moderately hardy.
A beautiful class of everblooming Roses from Japan, uniting, as they do, hardiness, fragrance and constant bloom, we know of no more satisfactory plant for general use. The flowers are small, perfectly formed, produced continuously in clusters of from 10 to 25 Roses.

**PRICE**—6 cents each; large 2 year old plants, 25c. each, except where noted.

ETOILE D'OR—A new Polyantha resembling Perle d'Or, excepting in color, which is a deep chrome yellow. A dainty beauty that will win its place wherever planted. Price, 10 cents each.

ETOILE DE MAI—(New). Wonderfully free, both in growth and flower. A continuous and persistent bloomer, being literally covered with bloom for the whole season. The flowers are a beautiful nankeen yellow, changing to creamy white, with lemon centers, in the open flower. Price, 10 cents each.

ELIZA CHATRAND—One of the most lovely of all Roses; lovely rose colored flowers, elegantly penciled and touched with ruddy saffron. Very free bloomer.

FLORA—A charming Polyantha Fairy Rose; the flowers are quite large, very full and round, delightfully perfumed and borne in immense clusters. The color is fine ivory white, delicately tinged with soft rose blush. Price, 10 cents each.

GLORIE DES POLYANTHAS—A beautiful dwarf variety, with small cup-like flowers. A real “Fairy Rose.” The color is a bright rosy pink, with a red ray through each petal. This Rose is very distinct and beautiful, flowering in large clusters of from twenty to twenty-five flowers each. For growing in pots for Winter blooming no plant can surpass it in delicate coloring, freedom in bloom or delicious fragrance. Price, 10 cents each.

GEORGE PERNET—Flowers bright rosy pink, of medium size, with petals beautifully rayed and reflexed; soft and pleasing in color; fragrant.

MIGNONETTE—Very small flowers, about one inch in diameter; produced in large clusters; color, delicate rosy flesh, fading to white; dwarf, vigorous growth.

MADEMOISELLE CECIL BRUNER—Plants grow nearly two feet in height; the strongest of the class. Fine for flower beds or borders; beautiful clusters of double flowers of a rosy color; marvelous habit; early; beautiful for beds.

Mlle. A. NOLTE—(New). Flowers small, full, of perfect Rose form; color, deep yellow, passing to rosy. A true “Fairy Rose.” Price, 10 cents each.

Mlle. ANAIS MOLIN—(New)—A dwarf, compact grower, from small and very full; color, flesh white, shading to snow white. Very free and fragrant. Price, 10 cents each.

**SPECIAL OFFER**—For $1.00 we will send the Set of 15 FAIRY ROSES, postpaid. The Set of 15 large two year old plants for $2.00, postpaid. No further discount or premium.

---

**THE OLD ENGLISH SWEETBRIAR ROSE.**

No Garden Should Be Without One Plant at Least.

EQLANTINE—Very desirable for shrubbery and general planting. Flowers are bright pink and single, but the exquisite fragrance of flowers, leaves and young branches in the early Spring frequently perfumes a whole neighborhood. Price, 25 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

---

**THE CHEROKEE ROSE.**

A strong, erect-growing shrub, with glossy green leaves, and bearing large, pure white Roses in great profusion; the flowers are double, very beautiful and waxy-like. It is much esteemed in many parts of the South and Southwest, where it is extensively used for hedges, etc. It is a beautiful shrub, and is worthy of more general planting; requires protection in Winter north of Washington. D. C. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 36 cents each.

**SPECIAL OFFER**—Five fine plants, suitable for hedge planting, for $1.00, postpaid. No other discount.

---

**THE VIOLET-SCENTED LADY BANKS, OR BANKSIA ROSES.**

These are the Climbing or Trailing Roses, very good for the South or Pacific Coast, where the Winters are not too severe. They require two to three years’ growth to bloom to perfection, and are then very beautiful. Flowers are produced on the old growth; prune very little, merely cutting away what is absolutely necessary. The flowers resemble a double cherry blossom, the size of a silver dime; produced in large clusters, and have a decided violet perfume.

WHITE BANKSIA—A pure, untinted white. 10 cents.

YELLOW BANKSIA—Rich golden yellow. 10 cents.
Our "Champion" Set of Hardy Ever-Blooming Roses

SPECIAL OFFER—For 50 CENTS we will send free, by mail, the Champion Set of SIX Hardy Ever-Blooming Roses; for $1.25 we will send THREE Sets. This Set in large two year old plants for $1.00. No further Discount or Premium.

BALL OF SNOW.
(Boule de Niege.) In this variety we have a hardy, ever-blooming Rose of great value. It is a Rose of great size, perfectly double, and with very rich color and entirely hardy, invaluable for cemetery planting, or where the white flowers are desired, as it blooms freely all Summer. Price, 10 cents each; extra large plants, 35 cents each.

CAPTAIN CHRISTY.
New Hardy Rose. The flowers are of magnificent form, very double, and stand erect in their martial bearing. The color is a delicate flesh pink, with deeper shading in the center of the flower. The whole flower possessing a bright, satiny appearance. A desirable variety. Certainly the most beautiful Rose of this color we grow. It is a free and continuous bloomer. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

CHAMPION OF THE WORLD.
A very hardy, ever-blooming Rose; advertised extensively. The introducer claims that it is the champion in hardness, fragrance, vigor, form and color, and for Winter blooming. While we can not endorse all the good qualities claimed for it, we have found it a remarkably free-flowering hardy Rose, resembling very much Mrs. DeGrave. Color, a rich deep rosy pink, darker and richer than Hermosa. It is always in bloom, and is quite hardy. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

DINSMORE.
A Magnificent Hardy Rose. Very similar to Madame Charles Wood, but claimed by the originator to be much stronger in growth and more fragrant. It is a vigorous Rose of dwarf, branching habit, and is fairly loaded down with flowers all Summer long. The flowers are large, perfectly double, of a dazzling scarlet crimson color, with a rich, spicy fragrance. It is entirely hardy and blooms incessantly. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

MADAME MASSON.
An excellent Hybrid Perpetual, noted for its constant and profuse bloom. The flowers are large; color, a clear bright Rose, highly perfumed. One of the best for planting. This Rose is a very superb variety, and should be more generally known. Try it. Price, 15 cents each; two year old plants, 35 cents each.

MADAME ALFRED de ROUGEMONT.
A strong, vigorous grower; begins to bloom at once and continues until stopped by severe freezing. Pure white flowers, finely tinged and clouded with pale rosy blush. Large, full and double, and borne in large clusters. Fragrant and fine. Price, 10 cents each; two year old plants, 35 cents each.

THE FIVE HERMOSAS.

PRICE, 10 CENTS EACH. LARGE TWO YEAR OLDS, 35 CENTS EACH.

Best for House or Garden Culture. Constantly in Bloom.

RED HERMOSA—Color, a rich dark velvet crimson scarlet, literally loaded with flowers at all times, extra good for the house or garden.

WHITE HERMOSA, or Marie Lambert—Pure white. It has been called Hermosa, as it resembles Hermosa in form and freedom of bloom, and is quite valuable, for though no claim has been made for it as a fancy Rose, its persistence in bloom will make it a very popular white variety for bedding or for pots. (See illustration.)

PINK HERMOSA—A clean, healthy grower; color, bright pink. It is grown largely in New York cemeteries for its hardiness and continuous blooming.

YELLOW HERMOSA, or Coquette de Lyon—This is a most charming yellow Tea Rose; a good grower, has elegant buds, and is so free a bloomer as to be called the Yellow Hermosa. A Rose that will please all.

BLUSH HERMOSA—This elegant Tea Rose has been thoroughly tested and has proved a satisfactory variety. It is a strong, robust grower, and as constant and profuse bloomer. The color is a soft white blush, delicate rose center shaded with fawn; flowers of large size, very full and delightfully sweet.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will mail the Five Hermosas, one of each, for 35 cents, four sets for $1.00. The set in two year old plants for 75 cents. No further discount.
UR CLIMBING TEA AND NOISTE ROSES

They are never to be forgotten when seen in full bloom, loaded with thousands of magnificent blossoms.

**PRICE, 8 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.**

Large Two Year Old Plants Cost 25 Cents Each, Except Where Noted.

**AMERICA**—Very large beautiful buds, flowers a rich creamy yellow, fragrant and long lasting. Full and sweet. A rampant climber.

**CLIMBING PERLE DES JARDINS** — In every respect same as American, but much larger and very double flowers and its fragrance is most delightful. A hardy Climbing Tea and superior classed with the hardy climbers that bloom but once a year. Price 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

**CAROLINE GOOD-RICH, or Climbing General Jacquemont**—This rose has a fine, rose tinge, very double flowers and its fragrance is most delightful. Quite a hardy Climbing Tea and superior classed with the hardy climbers that bloom but once a year. Price same as that of General Jacquemont. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

**CELLENE FORESTIER**—Deep sulphur yellow, flowers large, center. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

**CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS**—The same as Devoniensis, except that it is a rampant climber. A magnolia fragrance. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

**CLOTH OF GOLD, or Chromatella**—Clear, golden yellow; large, very full and double; highly fragrant. Much prized in the South for pillars and verandas.

**CARMINE PILLAR, New Clements Flowered Rose**—One of the really charming roses, with single flowers 12 to 18 inches in circumference of the brightest rosy carmine and produced in great profusion. The editor of Gardening says of it: "Paul's Carmine plan is in bloom and what a beauty it is!" Saucer shaped single roses, 3 inches in diameter of the color that gave it its name, dot the bush from the ground up to its tips, some eight or more feet high. A matured plant of this kind is undoubtedly hardy in most sections of our country, and in all sections under protection, and should be as universally grown as Crimson Rambler." We offer the true stock. Price, strong young plants, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

**ESTELLA PRADLE**—Lovely pure white buds; flowers full and sweet.

**FURST BISMARK**—An improvement on Glorie de Dijon. The color is a blending of amber, carmine and cream and of delicate fragrance. One of the most exquisite roses and hardy. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

**GLORIE DE DIJON**—Our Southern friends are unbounded in their admiration of this fine rose, which is seen there in its fullest perfection, being hardy in their section, where it is used as a pillar rose. It is noted for the great size of its flowers. Its delicate coloring and its exquisite shades of color, being a blending of amber, carmine and cream. One of the finest roses on our list. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

**GOLDEN CHAIN, or Climbing Safrano**—(Reve d'Or)—A beautiful pillar rose, being a strong climber. Color orange yellow or deep saffron, good size; full and sweet.

**GOLD OF OPHIR, (Opire)—**Nasturtium yellow, suffused with coppery red. One of the most beautiful of the Climbing Roses.

**JAMES SPRUNT**—Deep velvety crimson; very double.

**LAMARQUE**—Flowers of medium size, borne in large clusters; purplish with a beautiful rose. A strong, hardy grower and free bloomer.

**MADAME ALFRED CARRIERE**—Extra large, full tectors, very double and sweet; color, a rich, creamy white, faintly tinged with pale yellow; exceedingly beautiful.

**MADAME BESSONNEAU**—New Climbing Tea Rose. Large sized flowers, with a delightful tea fragrance. Color, blended shades of amber, carmine and cream; one of the first to flower, a 2 year old plant, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

**MADAME CLAIRE JAUBERT**—New Extra large, full flowers and borne in large clusters; pale apricot yellow, beautifully clouded with rich Indian red.

**MARECHAL NIEL**—One of the most magnificent roses ever grown; superb buds and flowers, extra large, very double and deliciously perfumed; color, deep gold. A very hardy climbing rose, highly useful in the garden and greenhouse culture, and in the South a splendid climber. Price, first size, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents; extra large two year old plants, $1.00.

**PINK ROVER**—A decidedly meritorious new rose of semi-climbing habit. The color is pale pink, deeper in the center of flower. The open flowers have the delicate tints of Alba or Maiden's Blush roses. The flowers are large, full and beautiful, and highly useful in the bush for buttonholes. A most desirable variety for pugging down for pillars, standards, or covering bodies of wall and fences; is hardy with moderate protection. The growth and bloom is extremely free; worthy of extensive planting. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants 55 cents each.

**REINE MARIE HENRIETTA, or Red Flowering Glorie De Dijon**—A strong, vigorous grower; flowers large, full and of fine form; color, a pure cherry red; sweet scented. Succeeds well in the South. Price, 10 cents each.

**REINE OLGA DE WURTEMBURG**—This is a splendid rose. Should be grown where the Marechal Niel succeeds. The people of the South would do well to employ this beautiful climber for covering pillars, verandas, and trellises. Color, rose crimson, suffused with yellow.

**SOLFATERRE**—Climbing habit; fine, clear, sulphur yellow; large, full and double; very sweet.

**THE MARY WASHINGTON CLIMBING PILLAR ROSE**—This rose, so widely advertised, is claimed by the introducer to have originated in the garden of George Washington, at Mt. Vernon, over one hundred years ago. It was described as the Climbing Rose of vigorous, rapid growth, and makes a profusion of fine buds, which are borne in large clusters. The flowers resemble the Polyantha Roses and are of medium size, perfectly double, very sweet and borne in endless numbers all summer. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 55 cents each.

**WALTHAM QUEEN**—A splendid, new, ever blooming Climbing Rose; hardy in the North. It is a strong grower and continuous bloomer. The flowers are large, full and sweet; the color is a rich scarlet crimson, very beautiful and a profuse bloomer. Nothing does compare with this for beauty of bud and foliage, and it literally lavishes its fragrant scented crimson red flowers of magnificent size. Price, 10 cents each; large size, 35 cents.

**WILLIAM ALLEN RICHARDSON**—Orange yellow, with orange petals. A splendid climber, very hardy and rich. Rapidly becoming popular. All rose growers, where the Climbing Teas are hardy, should plant this beautiful rose. It is a very delicate shade of yellow; something entirely distinct in Climbing Roses. Price, 10 cents each; large size, 35 cents each.

Please read what we have to say about **PSYCHE**, New Pink Rambler Novelty for 1901, also of RED MARECHAL NIEL on same page. Then don't forget to look over page 14, which was devoted to the Seven Most Magnificent Climbing Roses we especially recommend.
Aline Sisley One of the best. This is a splendid, free flowering, strong growing, dark colored tea, and beyond a doubt one of the most satisfactory varieties for open ground; of which Teas are perfectly large. The flowers are very large, full and double. The color is a rich, rare shade of red, brightened with crimson maroon. The fragrance is exceedingly sweet and more pronounced than is found in most Teas. It blooms with wonderful freedom. A grand red variety.

American Perfection—This is a very fine Rose, and was the first place in the Class of Teas. It is like in shading deeper toward the center of the flower. The flower is very double, full and deep; in the bud it is exceedingly handsome. Free and bloomer and strong grower: especially adapted to winter blooming.

André Schwartz (ever-blooming “Jack”)—Since its introduction this Rose has been known as the “true Tea Jacquimont,” because of its striking resemblance to that famous variety. The flowers are beautifully made, being large, full of excellent substance. The color is salmon passing to rich crimson, very bright and strikingly beautiful. It is a strong, sturdy grower, and a constant and profuse bloomer. Cannot be surpassed in the open ground.

Beaute Inconstant A very wonderful, new changeable color Rose, deriving its name from its quality of producing flowers of different shades on the same plant. The colors vary from crimson to light pink. With all shades of crimson, chrome and deep rose, all three colors being frequently seen on one bush at the same time. The beauty of color effects is indescribable.

Bougere Old and famous. Any one who has seen this grand old sort growing in the open ground will agree that it deserves the brightest words of praise we can give it. Having been introduced in 1848, then it has been tried, and found to be of rare value for general planting. The flowers are unusually large, deep, full and bright. The buds are supposed to be produced in bountiful abundance throughout the growing season. In color they are bronze rose or violet crimsons, delicately shaded with blend, exceedingly sweet; remarkably hardy.

Bon Silene A grand old rose. This remarkable rose was introduced in 1898, and up to this time no new variety has superseded it, a fact that bears ample testimony of its valuable qualities. It is superb in every way. Perhaps the most noted feature is the immense size and beauty of its buds, which cannot be surpassed for bouquets and decorative purposes. The color is deep crimson, and the flowers are unusually large light rose. In the open ground it grows to perfection, producing crop after crop of its beautiful flowers in unbroken continuity, from early Spring until late in Autumn. Of all the Teas there are none better, none sweeter. It is now being generally planted by cut-flowers men. It is exceedingly hardy, and like Maréchal Niel the color is peculiarly its own.

Charles Legrady A fine bedding rose. This splendid rose is almost unexcelled for general planting, particularly in size and color. The chamois red, richly shaded dark crimson; very sweet and a constant bloomer: we recommend it as extra fine.

Comtesse Lily Kinsky—Flower large, moderately full, of beautiful form, blush white with yellow shading; center almost ochre-yellow; very fragrant and very beautiful. A charming rose.

Countess Eva Starhemburg Long, pointed buds of great beauty: color, creamy yellow, shaded and touched with red. A charming rose.

Duchess of Edinburgh Large buds of the most intense dark crimson.

Duchess de Brabant The People’s Rose. Every order we get from New Orleans includes this charming Variety. In the desire to obtain new and different kinds of Roses, Rosarians and dealers are too often prone to overlook old standard sorts which are unquestionably meritorious. Some sorts are too good to be crowded to the wall by new aspirants for honors, as witness the Gen. Jacquemont, Marechal Niel, La France, Mai-maison, and many others, and to this class belongs this fine Brabant. We are confident that it will go on forever. Duchess de Brabant unites in a pronounced degree the highest attributes of a garden Rose. It is handsome, large; never becomes diseased; the flowers being rarely diseased in any way, large, full blossoms, beautiful in the bud; or open flower, a beautiful shade of soft rose flesh, deepening to warm pink and bright rose, delicately edged with silver. Delightfully fragrant.

Devoniensis The charming Magnolia Rose. We have seen some quite as lovely, but do not know of any which is so handsomely made. The flowers are extremely full, of an attractive rich color, with a lovely creamy white with rose center; large, very full and double, and deliciously scented. This is the one Rose that should be seen in every greenhouse. It is simply beautiful.

Earnest Metz Finely formed and beautifully tinted in buds and open flower. Color, soft salmon carmine pink, bordered with brilliant rich red. Very free and blooming. A favorite Rose everywhere.

Edouard Littay Free bloomer; flowers medium size and quite double, borne on strong, erect shoots; color, a lovely shade of pink and carmine, changing to pale rose.

Enfant de Lyon Creamy pink center, rosy blush.

Fire Pearl—(Perle de Feu) New Tea Rose. A delicious, very free bloomer; flowers and buds are perfectly formed, and the color so intense that its name, “The Fire Pearl” is a better description than any other. It is a poppy-red, shaded vermilion and merigun, together with chamois tints on the reflex petals. A captivating Rose.

Gen. R. E. Lee A fine new Rose of great value to the general public. It is vigorous and is one of the Roses that is valuable the whole year round. It being placed in open ground it quickly makes a large bush, and continues to bloom almost as soon as set out, continuing up until severe freezing weather. It produces its lovely flowers so freely that in this respect it ranks among such Roses as Princess Bonnie and Clotilde Souperet. As a pot Rose for Winter bloom its flowers are extremely large, full and double; both in bud and full-bloom flower they are beautiful. Color, orange, yellow, and as the weather becomes colder the shade deepens until it reaches rich salmon tints.

Henry M. Stanley—The color is a rare shade of amber rose, tinted with light yellow and do not deem the J. B. Verrone—Intense scarlet crimson, rich and bright, shaded with salmon yellow.

Hesper Metral—Extremely large flowers, very full; deep carnation red, passing to cherry carmine; a good, healthy grower and abundant bloomer.

Lady Brougham—Bright, tawny yellow; a charming color.

La Phénix Fine, brilliant carmine rose; good-sized flowers, full and double; forms bush, very strong and robust. One of the best bueding sorts in the list. A good pot plant.

Luciole Unequaled in its delightful coloring and size of buds; color, bright carmine rose, tinted and shaded yellow.
La Princess Vera. A splendid outdoor Rose. For strongly, clean growth, freedom and constancy of bloom and color. Virtue of flower and color, this variety was one of the few selected as the best. Without doubt this is a grand Rose for general planting, particularly for beds of roses. This Rare Rose is large, finely made and open beautifully. When fully open there appears to be a flower of the greatest beauty. The usual characteristic, the color is rich Ivory, shaded and veined with a fine coppery yellow, and delicately penciled and marked with a touch of crimson. Rose tea and fragrance of the finest and one that by virtue of its great excellence ranks among the best in cultivation.

Letty Coles. Very large, sweet and handsome, with powerful indications of being a fine new growth. Yellow flowers that look more like a Hybrid Perpetual than a Tea Rose. This variety is justly regarded as one of the very finest of its kind. It has large, full, globular flowers, a great substance. Color, delicate orange yellow, distinctly veined and bordered with a touch of red. This in the Pacific coast and exceedingly handsome. Flowers make quite large, pointed buds; is a good, healthy grower and a regular and strong bloomer. Valuable for forcing and conservatory, as well as for open ground.

Madame Caroline Kuster. Bright lemon yellow; very large and handomely shaped; one of the finest Roses; very free flowering. When its wood has once been hardened it bears buds as large and handsome as Marechal Nell.

Madame de Vatry. One of the brightest Roses. We do not believe to be not only one of the brightest, but of one of the very best and most satisfactory Roses for general planting. Especially outdoors. It makes big, clean buds of great beauty, and opens well, showing the large, full, double flowers to great advantage. The color is a rich crimson and it flowers so freely, constantly, strong and healthy: holds the foliage well. In every way a fine Rose.

Madame Eli Lambert. An exquisite Rose, rich crimson, very free, large, full, double and very sweet, with pale yellow, and bordered and shaded with soft, rosy flesh.


Madame Honore Defregne. Beautiful citron yellow, coppery yellow shading.

Madame Lombard. A first-class Rose for bedding. Very free, large, full, double and sweet. Color, a beautiful shade of rosy bronze, passing to salmon and fawn, beautifully shaded with rosy flesh. In every way a most desirable Rose.


Madame Rivoy. Looks like a Hybrid Perpetual in flower and foliage; is hardy. In this grand old variety we have a Rose of no ordinary excellence. It is easy to compare this new Rose with Old Roses equal to that which General Jacqueminot takes the credit of having selected and propagated. We have Hybrid Perpetual in the extra large, full and loosely-formed double flowers, enchanting fragrance, intensity of color, and the grand beauty of the flower and foliage. This is hardly with slight protection, a quick, constant and constant bloomer. For outdoor culture it is not excelled by any other Rose. With abundance on long, stiff stems, and in color may be described as a rich crimson scarlet, very bright and effective. We believe that in this beauty of the color we have surpassed our own most beautiful and it is for their benefit that all may secure one of the best and Roses grown, that we call special attention to.

Madame Scipion Cochot. Color, a soft, primrose yellow, with Rose shadings; unique in size and shape of flower.


Madame Jean Sisley. This is a splendid pot Rose, blooming profusely and with very rich, crimson, finely imbricated. Color, pure white. Equally as valuable for outdoor culture as for pots. Distinct and fine.

Mademoiselle Francisca Kruger. The striking color of this handsome rose places it at once in the forefront of the producer in the open air. It is closely allied to Catherine Mermet, and resembles it in everything save color. In its shauing and beauty of growth it has a brightness of color and from all others. The flower, when open, is of good size. One of the finest to plant in massing or as a specimen bloomer. Delightfully perfumed.

Malmaison Pink. This is certainly one of the choicest of the Double Lilies. The color is a beautiful, rich, creamy flesh, shaded clear peachy red, with a rose center.

Malmaison Red. An exact counterpart of Malmaison, except in color, being a rich, violetty crimson.

Malmaison Striped. Color, creamy white, with rose center, reverses of petals striped deep rose-red.

Malmaison White. (Crown Princess Victoria.) The color is pure, waxy, snow white.

Marie Van Houtte. A beautiful rose. This exceedingly lovely variety cannot be surpassed by any rose of its color. It is grown on our ground it is truly magnificent. The flowers are extra large, very double and full and are deliciously scented. The color is pale salmony yellow; blooms freely with a touch of red, and is most deliciously scented. In cool weather it almost equals or, taking on gorgeous crimson tints. Beautiful, superb Rose.

MRS. PAUL. Fine garden rose: color is blush white, usually overlaid with rose peach shading; exquisite variety.

New Rose, the Gem (or the Fair Unknown). This Rose is identical with Marie Van Houtte, except that it is claimed that we have been enough to know that it will do to talk and with. Of a fine, faultless, straw yellow color, with the distinctive marks with it produces a large, full, double flower. Occasionally the whole flower will be suffused with pink. It is vigorously, blooms freely and is most deliciously scented. In cool weather it almost equals or, taking on gorgeous crimson tints. Beautiful, superb Rose.

Pearl Rivers. The color of this rose is ivory white, with petals delicately shaded and bordered with pale rose.

Queen's Scarlet. A bed rose for hardy grower. It can be planted anywhere, being entirely hardy. Large sized flowers, a beautiful crimson scarlet color of dazzling brilliancy. A bed of this rose produces a mass of color equaling, if not exceeding, a bed of geraniums. It is planted everywhere on account of its great freedom of bloom and charming color. None better.

Rainbow. The color is lovely pink, blotched and striped with dark red, peachy red and crimson.

Rheingold. Long pointed buds: the color is a Naples yellow, shaded with orange: a beautiful flower.

Ruby Gold. Tawny yellow, shading to old gold: crimson center, with veins of rosy red and pink.

Sov. De Laurents Guille. Deliciously scented Tea Rose, with a marvelous combination of color and shadings. Flowers very large and double, is a perfect red petal. It is a splendid grower, with dense foliage; a very profuse bloomer. Color, a deep pink, shading to a center of yel low peach; edges of petals distinctly bordered carmine. Very showy and distinct.

Sunset. This exquisite orange yellow variety is one of the most classical in the world. It is a very large, double and double. The exquisite shades of coloring in this variety can only be compared to the gorgeous colors of a sunset. Very free flowering. One of the really splendid Roses. A strong growing and fine flowering variety.

Vallee De Chamounix. A changeable rose. This is one of the most unique of all the new Roses. It is rose, distinct and beautiful: very double, full and sweet; buds exceedingly pretty. The color is rich and, like Beauce l'Inconstant, is variable. One bush will produce flowers of many colors that are rich and charming in the extreme. The colors range from coppery yellow to rosy blush and to red. This is a lovely rose. The color is distinct and distinctly different from any other variety we know of: it is rich and suggests the delicious fragrance found in cherry blossoms. This is an exceedingly strong grower.


White Bon Silene. A companion to and an exact duplicate of the Rose "Bon Silene" in everything save color. This elegant variety is valued for its buds, which are identical with Bon Silene, except in color, which is pure white. Equally as valuable for outdoor culture as for pots. Distinct and fine.
New Hardy Memorial or Cemetery Rose—Rosa Wichuriana.

This rose is especially desirable for planting in cemeteries, as it is entirely hardy everywhere and is a perfect sheet of bloom. All who want a beautiful Rose to plant on a grave should plant this one. Six plants will completely cover a grave and be in bloom all the time. It does not grow upright, but spreads on the ground like myrtle. It is of a very rapid, prostrate habit of growth, not over 4 inches in height, spreading quickly over the ground with a mass of very deep, glossy green foliage. In middle of June the flowers appear in bunches in profusion and continue till the fall. Very hardy. It is one of the finest single, creamy white, with showy masses of golden yellow anthers, and intensely fragrant. For use as a center rose, on banks, edges, or masses of rock, this is unsurpassed, quickly producing the effect desired, and with this the showiest of foliage and at a season when flowers are becoming scarce. Used in quantities for landscape work in cemeteries, and no private place exists on the grounds of which it can not be used to advantage. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents; or for $1.00 we will send 16 plants; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

New Hybrid Memorial Roses.

Price, 10 Cents Each.

SPECIAL OFFER—The set of Six New Memorial Roses 40 cents. No further discount or premiums allowed.
ARBOR, OR HARDY CLIMBING PRAIRIE ROSES

Price, 8 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

The Hardy Climbing Roses are always valuable for training over arbors, verandas and screens for unighty objects, such as old fences, walls, etc. They bloom the second season, but are then loaded with splendid roses, and for a few weeks in June are the most beautiful of all flowers.

ANNA MARIA—Blooms in large clusters; color, a bright, rosy pink changing to blush.

BALTIMORE BELLE—Pale blush, shading to rose color; very double; flowers in beautiful clusters. The whole plant appearing a perfect mass of bloom. One of the best.

GREVILLE, or SevenSisters—Flowers in large clusters; varies in color from white to crimson. Luxuriant, dark, green foliage.

PRAIRIE QUEEN—Clear, bright carmine pink, sometimes with a white stripe; large, compact and globular; very double and full; blooms in clusters. One of the best.

BEAUTIFUL MOSS ROSES

Moss Roses stand alone in picturesqueness beauty different and distinct from all others. Their opening buds, half covered with delicate clinging moss of fairy-like texture, are the admiration of every beholder. Strong, vigorous growers, perfectly hardy and justly esteemed as very desirable for outdoor culture in the open. Being difficult and slow of propagation they are always rare and hardy.

Price of Moss Roses, 10 cents each, except where noted.

We will send 6 of these Roses, our selection, for 50 cents, net. Large two year old plants, 50 cents each, except where noted.


ALPHÉLIS PURPUREA—Deep, rich, velvety crimson; large, fine form, well covered with moss.

DE LUXE EMBRUSE—Bright crimson scarlet, large and double; very sweet and mossy.

COMTESSE DE MURINAS—Flowers white, sometimes tinged with flesh color; large, double, cupped, buds heavily mossed. Price, 15 cents each.

ELIZABETH ROWE—Extra-large, large masses of flowers, very double and well filled out; bright, satiny pink, elegantly shaded. Very fragrant, thinly mossaed.

GLORY OF MOSES—Most delicious fragrance; color, rich, glossy pink, tinged crimson; large, globular; buds almost hidden with beautiful moss.

CRIMSON GLOBE, New Centifolia Moss Rose—This is the richest crimson in color of all the Moss Roses; very large and bright; buds are well covered with moss.

Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

MOUSSELINE, New Perpetual Moss Rose—Extra fine, large, very full and delightfully fragrant; color, a pure white, sometimes shaded with rosy blush; elegantly mossaed and very beautiful. Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

HENRI MARTIN—Color, deep rose carmine, shaded bright crimson. Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

BLANCHE MOREAU, Perpetual Moss Rose—New and highly recommended; flowers are large, full and sweet. The color is a pure white and both flowers and buds have an abundance of deep green moss. Price, 20 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

JAMES VEITCH, Perpetual Moss Rose—One of the finest; has extra large flowers; very fragrant and full. The color bright carnation red; very fine. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

The Best Six Nearest Black Hardy Roses.

The set of 6 for 50 cents; the set, in large, two year old size, for only $1.25. No further discounts on these offers.

If you wish the nearest Black Hardy Perpetual Roses you should order the varieties named below. They are the darkest of any and exceedingly beautiful. Try them.

ANTOINE QUIHON—Extra large flowers, very full, compact and regular form. Color, a rich, violet crimson, elegantly tinged and shaded with maroon red; a free bloomer and very sweet. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

BARON DE BONSTETTEN—Splendid, large flowers, very double and full. Color, a rich, dark red, passing to a deep violet maroon, richly perfumed and very beautiful. Price, 16 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

BLACK PRINCE—A Superb Hybrid Perpetual Rose; very dark-blackish red, richly shaded with violet crimson; extra large, full flowers, delicately perfumed; good bushy habit, semi-hardy and vigorous grower and free bloomer. One of the very best dark roses. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 30 cents each.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH—Very dark, rich, crimson, semi-double flowers, passing to intense maroon, shaded black; large, full flowers, looking at a little distance as if really black. One of the darkest roses, very handsome. Price, 16c.; large two year old plants, 30c.

SOUVENIR DE DUCHER—A superb rose; extra large, compact flowers; very full, double and sweet. Color, a beautiful, brilliant scarlet, deepening to dark, glowing crimson; very rich and handsome. Price, 15 cents; large two year old plants, 30 cents.
For permanent planting the Hybrid Perpetual Roses are the most valuable of all hardy plants. The flowers are very large, of delicious fragrance, and the colors are much richer than the ever-blooming Rose. They are not, as a rule, constant bloomers, but live for many years, and flower profusely in June, with occasional flowers during the summer and autumn months. While they will thrive with very little care or attention, they will richly repay careful attention in pruning, cultivation, and mulching in the fall with stable manure. The following list embraces the best varieties in cultivation:

PRICE, 10 cents each, except where noted.
Large, two-year-old plants, 25 cents each except where noted.

ALFRED COLOMB—A bright carmine crimson. Very large, full and fine, globular form.

ANNA DE DIETERICH—Long and pointed buds; brilliant crimson, sometimes shaded with bright maroon.

BARTONET LOZOSCHILD—One of the grandest and most beautiful of all Hybrid Perpetual Roses. Immense flowers, of a lovely shade of bright, rosy pink; very handsome. Price, 25 cents each; one size plant only.

COUNTESS OF ROSEBERY, New Hardy Rose—We have in this charming variety probably the most beautiful Rose grown. No other Hybrid can approach it in exquisite coloring. Indeed, no one would take it for a Hybrid, as it is as delicate and beautiful in its tints as the most gorgeous of the Texas. Color, satiny pink in the center, and deepens in the outer petals to a bright rose. The feathery shading gives it the appearance of two distinct colors. Very free flowering; a good grower. Try it. Price, 15 cents each; large, two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

COQUETTE DES "ALPS"—A lovely, pure white Rose. Very full and fine in flower. Delicately fragrant.

COQUETTE DES BLANCHES—One of the finest white Hybrid Perpetuals. Flowers large; very snow white; very double, full and fragrant. A constant bloomer.

CAPTAIN CHRISTY—The color is lovely shade of pale peach, deepening at center to rosy crimson.

CHARLES DICKENS—A new hardy Rose. This we regard as a most wonderful Rose. It is vigorous in growth, with large and lustrous flowers. This flower starts all who see it by its great size and loveliness. The color is a rich glossy carmine tinged with bright crimson. Large globular flowers, full and sweet. Price, 15 cents each; large, two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

CHARLES GATER, New Hardy Rose—Award of merit. R. H. S., is one of the new race of large, shrub-like Roses, of exceptional value. Flowers large, very globular, deep crimson, of grand shape, and distinct in color. One of the grandest additions to the class of red. P. S. of recent years. Price, 15 cents each; large, two-year-old plants, 25 cents each.

CAROLINE MARINESSE, Grand Cemetery Rose—A hardy Rose that is always in bloom. A large, globular Rose, this variety has no superior. Is literally a continuous bloomer, being constantly covered with flowers the entire Summer. The blossoms are of medium size, full and double and borne in very pretty clusters. Color, pure white, slightly tinged with pink, with delightful tea fragrance. The bush is free growing, and especially adapted for a border or cemetery planting. It is entirely hardy, having withstood unprotected a temperature of eighteen degrees below zero without the least injury.

CHAS. LEFEVRE—A beautifully formed Rose, with large, full, heavy petals; color rich crimson, with dark scarlet shading. A very distinct variety.

DOCTOR HOGG—Deep violet crimson, richly shaded with maroon; shell-shaped petals; full, compact form. Very fine, fragrant.

EARL OF DUFFERIN, New Hardy Rose—Fine, velvety-crimson, beautifully shaded dark, rich maroon; very large full and finely formed; fragrant and free bloomer.

EMPERESS OF INDIA—Dark, rich, velvety crimson, perhaps the darkest variety.

GENERAL JACQUEMINOT—A rich, velvety, crimson, changing to scarlet crimson. A magnificent Rose, equally beautiful in the bud stage or open. This is the best known of all the Hybrid Perpetuals, and is without a rival in fragrance and richness of color. It is, moreover, as easy of cultivation as many of the more common varieties and perfectly hardy.

GEN. WASHINGTON—This magnificent Rose is one of the best for general planting. Color, a beautiful, shining crimson; very rich and beautiful; flowers are large and perfectly double. It is a very free and regular bloomer.

GIANT OF BATTLES—This is still esteemed the very best, rich, red Rose. Very large, full and sweet.

GUSTAVE PIGANE—The color is a beautiful shade of bright and brilliant carmine.

GLORIE DE MARGOTTIN—Clear, dazzling red; one of the most brilliant in the collection.

GLORIE DE LYONNAISE—The flowers are a pale shade of chamomile or salmon yellow and shaded white, orange and fawn.

GRAND MOGUL, New Hardy Rose—Splendid, large, bold flowers, borne on erect stems. Very grand and striking. Color, a deep crimson, elegantly shaded with scarlet and dark maroon. Price, 15 cents each; large, two-year-old plants, 35 cents each.

FISHER HOLMES—Dark, rich scarlet, elegantly shaded with deep, velvety crimson: beautiful, extra large, full flowers; fragrant.

FORTUNE'S DOUBLE YELLOW, Beauty of Glazenwood—Bronzed yellow or copper and fawn color. Remains a long time in bloom, a strong grower and very hardy.

FRANCOIS LEVEY—A very beautiful Rose. Soft China pink, delicately shaded carmine and blush; large finely formed flowers, delightfully fragrant.
JULES MARGOTTIN—Bright, clear, cherry red; large and very double; a general favorite. One of the best Roses.

JOHN HOPPER—One of the most reliable and satisfactory Hybrid Perpetual Roses; flowers are large, very regular and full; color brilliant Rose changing to bright glowing pink, shaded with rich crimson; very free blooming; a remarkably profuse bloomer.

KING OF SWEDEN—(The Black Giant) a wonderful new Hybrid Perpetual Rose was raised by Mr. Frank M. Almost. It has four to five flowers on each stem. Fragrant, very free and double and of the darkest velvety crimson black color yet seen in any Rose. Very sweet, perfect shape and the richest color some have seen. Introduced. Blooms when small. Price, 15 cents each; large one year old plants, 25 cents each.

LA REINE—A beautiful clear bright Rose, fine, full form; very fragrant. It is well named The Queen.

LADY EMILY PEEL—Very sweet; color, white, sometimes tinged and shaded with blush.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE—A rich crimson, heavily shaded maroon; beautifully formed and double. In every way one of the finest Roses grown. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

MADAME PLANTIER—The iron-clad white cemetery Rose. This is the old standby and is unequalled where a hardy white Rose is needed. It bears thousands of beautiful snowy white, fragrant Roses. It is as hardy as an oak.

MARIE BAUMANN—A bright carmine; flower very large and of exquisite form; free bloomer. In every way one of the finest Roses grown. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 25 cents each.

MAGNA CHARTA—A bright, clear pink, suffused with carmine; very sweetly scented. This magnificent Rose really seems to have been forgotten by the planters of later years. It should be planted in every garden, as it has a very free and vigorous habit and the flowers are exceptionally large, finely formed and very double.

MADAME CHARLES WOOD—A true perpetual bloomer. Begins to bloom almost as soon as planted, and continues all through the season. The flowers are extra large, very double and full, and quite fragrant. Color a bright, fiery scarlet, passing to fine rosy crimson, elegantly shaded with maroon. Very showy and handsome; one of the best Roses ever introduced for general planting.

MRS. JOHN LAING—Clear, bright, shell pink, exquisitely shaded. Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 35 cents each.

MABEL MORRISON—Petals thick and of a very soft, smooth texture; shell-shaped; very double and rounded in form of the purest white. Price, 25 cents each; one size only.

MARSHALL P. WILDER, New Hardy Rose—This fine new Rose originated in this country, and was named in honor of the venerable President of the Pomological Society. It is a rose of unusual excellence. Flowers are large, semi-globular, full and of good substance. Color, a bright, scarlet crimson, lightly shaded with maroon, very fragrant and a free bloomer.

MADAME JOSEPH DESBOIS, New Hardy Rose—A most vigorous grower and persistent bloomer. The flowers are very large and double on long stems of fine waxy texture and substance, and last a long time in a fresh state after being cut. The color is a pure rose. This we commend as being a very desirable sort. We had buds on this rose four inches through. A very attractive beauty. This no doubt is the very best white Hardy Rose in existence. It is difficult to propagate, and for this reason will always be scarce and high priced, but it is much desired.

NEW MARCHIONESS OF LORNE—This fine new English Hybrid Perpetual was introduced by Messrs. Whit & Son, of London, who say: "This beautiful Rose, dedicated by special permission to her Royal Highness, the Princess Louise, Marchioness of Lorne, produced flowers of an exceedingly rich, tulent rose color, slightly shaded in the center with vivid carmine; large, very sweet, solidly cupped shape; petals large, buds long and handsome; is especially remarkable for its truly perpetual habit; every shoot being crowned with a flower bud." Price, 15 cents each; large two year old plants, 40 cents each.

PRESIDENT LINCOLN—Beautiful dark carmine, shaded with red; very large, double, a magnificent hardy Rose.

PERFECTION DES BLANCHES—Best and freest blooming of the hardy white Roses; finely formed, pure white. Flowers good size, perfect and of fine form and finish. Very suitable for cemetery planting or for hedges.

PAUL NEYRON—Deep shening Rose, very fresh, pretty. Flowers—often measure 5 inches in diameter; though large the buds always develop fine, perfect Roses; bloom profusely. Price, 15c. each; large two year old plants, 30 cents.

ROSY MORN—A lovely name and a magnificent Rose. Extra large size, very double, fully, deliciously sweet. Color, an exquisite salmon rose; shaded delicate peachy red; sometimes pale blush, suffused with soft rosy crimson.

SILVER QUEEN—Silvery blush, center shaded delicate rosy pink; large, full, beautiful cupped form; very profuse; handsome foliage.

T. W. GIRDLESTONE, New Hardy Rose—Flowers of enormous size; very double, fine feathery form, bright vermilion, shadings of lake; strong, free grower; odorless. Received first class certificate from Royal Horticultural Society. Price, 15c. each; large two year old plants, 30 cents.

ULRICH BRUNNER, A Superb Rose—A seedling from Paul Neyron. Extra large, bold flowers, very full and globular; petals large and of good substance. Color, a rich glowing crimson, elegantly lightened with scarlet. Very fragrant.

VICK'S CAPRICE, the Striped Rose—Its great beauty is impossible to describe. It is a Hybrid Perpetual, commencing to bloom when very small and producing flowers of enormous size; are perfectly double to the center, and of perfect form. It is very fragrant, and its color is a deep, satiny pink with numerous wide stripes of pure white, making it the most odd and unique Rose in cultivation.

VICTOR VERDIER—Rich, cherry rose, shaded with carmine. Very attractive color; flowers large and beautifully formed, very full. A beautiful Rose.
THE NEW JAPANESE RAMBLER (CLIMBING) "CHERRY BLOSSOM" ROSES.

This grand family of Roses improves upon acquaintance—the better they are known the more popular they become. We have occasionally to modify opinions formed of the value of new Roses, but the "Crimson Rambler" is one that we recognize as a hardy, healthy, and free-blooming variety. It is a plant designed especially for free extension, with greater confidence in its merits. It is adapted to the entire country, and should be in every garden in America, for it large or small.

PSYCHE—The New Pink Rambler. For extended description, see Page 4. Price, 50c each.

New Crimson Rambler.

The plant is of very vigorous growth, making shoots from eight to ten feet during the season, rendering it a charming pillar Rose. It is also magnificent in bush form, and for covering buildings, trellises, etc., it cannot be excelled. The flowers are produced in great pyramidal panicles or trusses, each with thirty to forty blooms, the individual flowers measuring about one and one-half inches in diameter. It is covered with flowers from the ground to the very top. It is hardy in every latitude yet tried as far north as the lakes. We can recommend this novelty in the strongest manner as being a new Rose of great importance and value. A correspondent writes: "With me this Rose is grand. I have a dozen large plants on prepared land or turf. I did not prune much, merely shortening back and placing stakes to support the long growth. I gave a liberal mulch early in the spring with the result that the growths are very strong, and the clusters of bright crimson flowers at this date are beautiful. On one shoot alone I counted over three hundred blooms."

This new Rose, when potted early, and for Easter, make beautiful decorative plants, and readily retail from $2.50 to $10.00 each in the cities. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents, 15 for $1.00, net; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

New Pink Rambler.

(EUPHROSYNE.) The Pink Rambler completes the entire range of cardinal colors that can be embraced in these beautiful Climbing Roses. We next mention the Pink, White and Pink Rambler. This Rose is as charming as any of its rivals, and embraces all their good qualities. Price, 10 cents each; two year old plants, 50 cents.

New White Rambler.

(THALIA.) This charming new Rose of the Rambler variety is a wonder. Climbs rapidly, is entirely hardy, produces immense clusters of pure white Roses, perfectly double, of delightful fragrance, and of an immaterial light. Without question the best Climbing Rose extant. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents.

New Golden Yellow Rambler.

(ALISTER STELLA GRAY.) New Climbing Rose of decided merit, classed by many as belonging to the Rambler section of Roses. We know it by both names, and have tested its hardiness. You will make no mistake in buying it, as you will have a grand, free-blooming climbing yellow Rose. It is a continuous bloomer, laden with bunches of polyantha-like buds of orange yellow. Price, 10 cents each; large two year old plants, 50 cents each.

Yellow Rambler.

(AGLAIA.) Inasmuch as this is the only hardy Yellow Climbing Rose in cultivation, it is perhaps a more important introduction than its renowned relative, Crimson Rambler, with which it is identical, with the exception of the flowers, which are deep golden yellow. This is sufficient guarantee of its value and merit. It is a notable fact that we have no hardy Yellow Climbing Rose. This feature alone makes it an almost indispensable variety. The habit of growth is more vigorous and better than Crimson Rambler, and it is entirely free from mildew and blighted diseases. It blooms with great profusion, bearing large pyramidal trusses of golden-yellow flowers, which are cup-shaped, nearly full and very sweet-scented. As many as 120 flowers are frequently seen on the same shoot. With us it stood, unprotected and unjured, a continual abundance of from seven to twelve flowers per bunch. A grand Rose that has no equal. Price, 10 cents each; large, 3 for 25 cents, 15 for $1.00, net; two year old plants, 50 cents each.

New Rambler, Helene.

A strong, rapid grower, throwing up canes 10 to 12 feet high, and making a well-formed bush in a single season. In growth and habit it is similar to the Crimson, but the foliage is better, and it is almost thornless. It is entirely hardy and needs no protection. The flowers are larger and more double than Crimson Rambler, and borne in magnificent clusters. Climbs vigorously, and every year produces bunches from top to bottom, for weeks at a time. The color is soft, rosy red, base of petals yellowish white, while the anthers and pistils are pure yellow, rising boldly from the flower. Our price is 25 cents each, 8 for $1.00, postpaid; two year old plants, 75 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—The SEVEN RAMBLER ROSES, all different colors, for only $1.00; large two year old plants, the SEVEN for $2.50. No other discount or premiums allowed on these sets or special offers.
New Large Flowered
Ever-Blooming Cannas.

America's most popular bedding plants. The improvements made in the Canna during the past few years, in size of flower and diversity of color, have far exceeded the advancement of all other plants for bedding purposes, even surpassing the luxuriance of its gorgeous display of brilliant colors. In the list following will be found the best of the newer introductions and the most imposing effects are desired in bedding, the Canna is unequaled. A fine bed may be enjoyed by every one who has a few feet of ground.

**“Cream Collection” of 12 Most Valuable Dwarf Cannas**

**PRICE, 10 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.**

**ADMIRAL AVELLAN**—The best of the red-leaved French varieties. On account of its clean, uniform growth, attaining a height of about five feet, each plant will be the counterpart of its neighbor, thereby producing a most desirable effect when massed in masses. The flowers are of the rich, pure carmine color of some of the recent introductions, are of good size, and take a place of honor in the list of first-class varieties. Price, 15 cents each.

**AURELE**—In our field of Cannas during the past two seasons, we have been greatly attracted by the golden variety produced in plants of perfect bloom, whose sparkling brilliancy is as bright as the plumage of the Flamingo bird. Foliage a luxuriant deep green and tropical like. Price, 15 cents each.

**ALPHONSE BOUVIER**—This grand and luxuriant variety grows five to eight feet. Tips of shoots surmounted by immense clusters of brilliant crimson flowers of largest size. For bedding or as specimen plant it is unequaled.

**CHARLES HENDERSON**—Flowers of largest size. Color, a rich mahogany scarlet, center penciled with gold. Owing to dwarf habit, this makes a perfect pot plant; invaluable for outdoor bedding.

**EGANDELE**—Best of all dark-leaved Cannas for bedding. Flowers borne in compact heads, and in great profusion; unequaled by any other sort. Color, a deep currant red, of a pleasing shade; different from any other.

**FLAMINGO**—The color is a solid crimson, without spot or blemish; whether grown in masses or by itself, it is considered one of the finest, and when compared with the flowers of the Intense and Irish varieties, the Flamingo is beforehand declared the most desirable American Canna. Price, 75 cents each.

**FLORIDA**—Most imposing and magnificent of all Dwarf Cannas. The color might be called a bright salmon with carmine tint, with a silvery lustre which glistens and glows in different lights. To some it appears the fashionable apricot shade now so popular. Price, 75 cents each.

**QUEEN CHARLOTTE**—The finest of the gilt edged type, with heavy bluish green foliage; enormous flower spikes bears a beautiful bouquet of flowers, each a complete flower; a velvet red bloom, bordered with a bright crimson color.

**SUNBEAM**—Owing to its immense size, splendid finish and great substance of its petals, it colors and size exceed the most popular Canna ever introduced. The flowers are a brilliant golden yellow color, dotted with bright red on the edges of the petals. Price, 10 cents each.

**GRAND NEW “ORCHID” FLOWERING CANNAS.**

So Marvelously Beautiful. No description, no matter how well written, can begin to do them justice.

**AUSTRIA**—Is a counterpart of Italy in every way, except in the color of its flowers, which are of pure canary yellow, with but a few traces of red. In masses they are very effective.

**ALSACE, NEW WHITE Canna**—A vigorous grower, with clear green foliage, four feet high; an early and continuous bloomer. The trusses are full, rounded, densely crowded with flowers, which, when opening, are of a delicate sulphur yellow, changing very soon, however, to a creamy white without spots. Price, 20 cents each.

**AMERICA, NEW RED LEAVED**—First red leaved Canna in giant flowering class. Height, four to five feet. Foliage fine glossy bronze, almost as if varnished. Flowers extra large, deep orange-flamed and striped with deeper shade. Entirely distinct from any other canna, both in foliage and in flower. Price, 15 cents each.

**BURBANK, New Giant American Canna**—Grows about 5 feet tall, and bright green foliage. The flowers are truly gigantic in size, the upper petals spreading out fully seven inches, and the form is really of a semi-double nature. Towards the inner part of the flowers the petals show fine crimson spots, all the rest of the flowers is a beautiful, rich canary yellow. It even surpasses the Italian varieties. Price, 15 cents each; two for 25 cents.

**ITALIA**—Bright orange scarlet, with broad golden yellow border, massive stems, similar to Musa Ensete. 15 cents.

**PHILADELPHIA**—Undoubtedly the brightest and most beautiful Canna in cultivation. It is a dwarf variety, with deep glowing crimson scarlet, so bright and rich that it is at once distinguished from all others as far as the flowers can be seen. Price, 15 cents each.

**ROSEMAWR, NEW PINK**—The enormous masses of flowers and exquisite color attract immediate attention. Flowers frequently 2 inches across; petals large, bright pink, elegantly mottled with rose, shaded rich golden yellow at throat; immense trusses. A vigorous, handsome grower. An early and continuous bloomer. Price, 20 cents each.

**SECRETARIE CHABANNE**—A beautiful orange, with deeper shadings. In this variety, it colors and size exceed the most popular variety. It colors and size exceed the most popular varieties. Its greatest value consists in massing it in conjunction with other high-colored sorts, with which it not only harmonizes, but appears to intensify their color. Height about 5 feet. Green foliage. Price, 16 cents each.

**SPECIAL OFFER**—We will send the set of Eight New Orchid Flowering Cannas for $1.00. No further discount.
"President" Set New Everblooming Carnations

Price, 10 cents each, except where noted.

Special Offer—We will send the "President" Set of New Carnations for only $1.00.

America—The largest and most perfect shaped scarlet Carnation produced thus far, producing immense quantities of flowers.

Argyle—Color: A lovely shade of carmine pink, or rather pure cerise; flowers very large, about three inches in diameter. One stem produces fifteen flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

Evelina—A pure white of large size, good form and substance. An extraordinary strong calyx, fragrant and borne on long, stiff stems. The flowers are large, very white, clear, and continuous bloomer, is of fine habit; a strong, free and healthy grower: the best midwinter Carnation in existence. Price, 15 cents each.

Helen—Color: rich yellow, slightly marked with pink and occasionally splashed with white. A very strong, robust grower, continuous bloomer. Blooms measure two and one-half to three inches in diameter. Stems extraordinarily stiff and long. Price, 15 cents each.

Maud Adams—Deep, clear cerise, of very pleasing shade under any light. A most attractive color and handsome flower. Price, 10 cents each.

MRS. McBurney—Known as the "Bon Bleu, New Jack Jubilee—Gold Helen" is a very rich, clear, carmine scarlet. Flowers are large, very full and deeply fringed: deep, brilliant, scarlet maroon—fully as rich and striking as "Meteor." Price, 15 cents each.

J. Whitcomb Riley—Without doubt the finest and most striking of all. Color, white, striped and edged with pinkish scarlet; the petals are enormous, one and a half inches across. Price, 20 cents each.

MRS. Thomas W. Lawson, The Famous $300,000.00 Carnation—This famous Carnation was bought two years ago for $300,000.00, the highest price ever paid for a flower of any kind. A standing challenge of $50,000 for a twin plant, which has failed to the goal. Price, 15 cents each.

New striped Olympian—The largest Carnation yet produced, well grown flowers, measuring three and three-quarters inches across. The color is a rich, glossy, cerise; the petals are delicately pencilled of bright scarlet running through the petals. The stems are large, averaging seventy-four to thirty inches, strong, vigorous, healthy grower, flowering abundantly and sustaining its quality in hot weather. Deliciously fragrant. See cut. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 60 cents.

New Scarlet, G. H. Crane—The best scarlet Carnation, wonderfully productive. Tested four years, it stands pre-eminent. An early, continuous, all season bloomer, averaging three inch blooms. A well formed flower and calyx, long stems, stiff and erect. Color, a clear, brilliant scarlet, of strong, robust, clean growth, making well formed, bushy plants. Price, 15 cents each.

White Cloud—A remarkable new white, blooms very early, on strong, stiff stems and continuously, flowers large, of fine shape, and very fragrant.

"Bon Ton" Set Standard Flowering Carnations

Price, 8 cents each; 2 for 15 cents; any 4 for 25 cents.

Special Offer—The Entire Set of 21 for $1.00, postpaid.

Armazindy—Color, a pure white, very lightly penciled with scarlet. Stem is stiff and slender.

Alaska—The color is very pure, the flower is large, stem slender and stiff. It comes into bloom early, is extremely free and quite continuous. Price, 10 cents each.


Daybreak—Very large, perfectly double flowers of the most beautiful and delicate shade of brightest rose pink.

Flora Hill—Grand new white, has made a sensation wherever shown, looks like cut satin.

Gold Finch—Rich golden yellow, lightly penciled with clear carmine.

Helene Keller—Large and beautiful. Color, clear white ground, delicately marked with bright scarlet.

Jubilee—Color, intense scarlet of the richest shade. One of the largest flowering among the pink. Price, 10 cents.

Jack Frost—Largest white Carnation in cultivation. Flowers are of the purest white, of great substance.

Kitty Clogger—A very brilliant new striped yellow.

Lizzie Mcgowan—Pure white, petals lightly fringed.

Meteor—Deep brilliant crimson maroon; large sized bloom on fine, strong stem.

Painted Lady—Color, brilliant cherry pink, often splashed lighter pink at edges. A strong, healthy grower.

Portia—Brilliant scarlet flowers, very fragrant.

Robin Hood—A grand light scarlet of large size, with long, stiff stems. Very strong grower of compact habit.

Rose Queen—Color, soft, pure rose, so much admired. It does not rust and never bursts its calyx. Has a hardly constitution and a brittle keeper until after being cut. Color, a splendid pure pink, very beautiful.

Thomas Cartledge—Pure, deep pink, large size, noted for profuse flowering.

Victor—Color, a bright salmon pink which lights up beautifully and often develops beautiful flowers.

William Scott—Exquisite and lovely shade of pink with superb fragrance and deeply fringed flowers.

Hardy Scotch or Sweet May Pinks

Her Majesty—Flowers a lovely clear white, very double, on long, stiff stems, clove scented, rivaled the finest Carnations. Price, 10 cents.

Price of the following, 8 cents each.

Alba Fimbriata—Pure white, beautifully fimbriated.

Kitty Clogger—A very brilliant new striped yellow.

Lizzie McGowan—Pure white, petals lightly fringed.

Meteor—Deep brilliant crimson maroon; large sized bloom on fine, strong stem.

Painted Lady—Color, brilliant cherry pink, often splashed lighter pink at edges. A strong, healthy grower.

Portia—Brilliant scarlet flowers, very fragrant.

Robin Hood—A grand light scarlet of large size, with long, stiff stems. Very strong grower of compact habit.

Rose Queen—Color, soft, pure rose, so much admired. It does not rust and never bursts its calyx. Has a hardly constitution and a brittle keeper until after being cut. Color, a splendid pure pink, very beautiful.

Thomas Cartledge—Pure, deep pink, large size, noted for profuse flowering.

Victor—Color, a bright salmon pink which lights up beautifully and often develops beautiful flowers.

William Scott—Exquisite and lovely shade of pink with superb fragrance and deeply fringed flowers.

Hardy Garden Marguerite Carnations

Unequalled for garden or house culture; blooming continually. Every color known in Carnations is represented; but although all these colors are represented, our plants have been grown from mixed seed so we cannot supply any special color. Price, 5 cents each. Special Offer—Fifteen plants for 60 cents, net.
Black Calla, Arum Sanctum.

Solomon's Lily, or the Black Calla of Palestine.

This magnificent flower often measures 1 foot in length and 5 to 8 inches in width. Beautifully shaped and turned, sweet scented. The color is of the richest velvety purple black, while the outside is of pleasing green. Sure to bloom if planted in rich soil 2 inches below the surface.

Price, 25 cents each.

Spotted Calla, Richardia Alba Maculata.

This plant is always ornamental, even when not in flower; the dark green leaves beautifully spotted with white. In other respects the plant is the same as the old favorite White Calla, excepting being of smaller habit.

Price, 10 cents each.

White Calla, or Lily of the Nile.

This old favorite is too well known to require any description. We offer dry roots as they are superior for forcing and Winter flowering purposes; they come into bloom quickly and require less room—making less foliage.

Price, extra large, dormant roots 25 cents each; first size, 15 cents each; one year old plants, 9 each.

New Calla, Little Gem.

This little pigmy rarely exceeds 12 inches in height and blooms most abundantly. The flowers are not more than half the size of the common variety, and therefore can be used with telling effect in bouquets. It is in every way superior to the larger growing variety.

Price, 16 cents each; extra large bulbs, 35 cents each.

FIVE ROYAL NEW COLEUS.

Price, 10 cents each. The set of five for 35 cents, net.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send Twenty Plants of either of the following Five New Varieties, or Four Plants of each, for $1.00. No Further Discount.

MRS. F. SANDERS—The most beautiful and distinct Coleus yet raised; dwarf and bushy in habit. It makes a perfect pot plant; differs from all other Coleus in having a wedge of creamy white in the center of the leaf, with a clearly defined margin of oxide green, bronze, crimson and purple. This central wedge shaped creamy white blotch occupies the greater half of the leaf, and is sometimes splashed with magenta and porphyry. First-class certificate awarded.

QUEEN OF THE WEST—Large leaf and slightly serrated; outer band of bright oxide green with margin of bright yellow, and center wedge of creamy white; the whole covered with blotches and spots of bright carmine and deep maroon.

BECKWITH'S GEM—The leaves are large, of heavy texture and with finely scoloped edges. It is the finest bright colored bedder yet offered; it baffles true description. The center is of the darkest velvety maroon, bordered by a fiery red; the edge is green at the base, changing to cream yellow at the point of the leaf, marked and spotted with fine red and maroon.

KOLONDIKE—This new Coleus has large leaves, and belongs to the Sunset strain. The coloring is extremely beautiful, a creamy white center touched with carmine, surrounded by a broad green border at times exquisitely tinted.

MENTOR BEDDER—This is also a new Coleus of much merit as a bedder or a pot plant. It has a charming color which is only intensified by hot weather instead of washing or burning out as some are. The center of the leaf is a shaded crimson, from light to dark; bordered by a zone of chocolate, edged with a narrow band of green; a very striking Coleus.

NEW SUNSET LARGE LEAVED COLEUS—PRICE, 5 CENTS EACH.

SPECIAL OFFER—Twenty-five Distinct Varieties by mail, postpaid, for $1.00; or by express, at your expense, we will send One Hundred Choice Plants for $3.00. No further discount on these offers.

The Coleus is the gardener's paint box, bearing all the colors on its leaves, ready to be disposed in whatever ornate and parti-colored designs we may choose to display upon our lawns. Want of space forbids listing varieties.
OUR PRIZE LIST

Our "Fin-De-Siecle" Set of New "Mums."

UP-TO-DATE

The Grand New Chrysanthemums described below are recommended as among the best and most valuable varieties up to date, they will do well with growers, early and abundant bloomers and bear flowers of the largest size and most beautiful colors. All of them have taken many first prizes at the great shows and are all recognized as among the very best of their respective classes.

PRICE, 10 CENTS EACH: 3 FOR 25 CENTS.

SPECIAL OFFER—For a remittance of $1.00 we will mail the entire set of EIGHTEEN NEW "MUMS." or any EIGHT for 50 cents. No further discount or premium allowed.

BENJAMIN GOOROD—New early red. This is without doubt the earliest pure red to date; very large flower that does not burn or color dull for several weeks after the flower attains perfection; a strong grower of compact habit. A grand variety for pot culture and for exhibition purposes.

BLACK HAWK—The largest and most beautiful dark crimson scarlet yet introduced; shows no lighter color; looks like crimson velvet; very shade so much desired in Chrysanthemums. Flowers of immense size, on stiff stems, clothed with elegant foliage.

CRYSTALLINA—Snowball type, pure white flower, resembling a ball of cut tissue paper; petals being fine. It is a grand variety and can be roughly handled and will not drop or burst; it comes into bloom early; dwarf habit, unexcelled for pot culture. Winner of first prize for best white seeding in Chicago Exhibition of 1894.

DAYDAWN—A grand early variety; center creamy lemon on opening, gradually becoming pure white; the petals increase in length from the center; while the bloom is quite double, it is of informal and graceful arrangement, on a good, stiff stem, with foliage quite up to the flower. Received certificate after traveling to Boston.

GOLDEN TROPHY—A grand early yellow variety of elegant dwarf growth and beautiful foliage, quite up to the flower, which is very large, compact and crowned with petals incuring into a complete golden ball of the most beautiful color. A wonderful keeper, either cut or growing on the plant.

GLORY OF THE PACIFIC—A grand, new and magnificent pink! We predict that this fine variety will rank next among the pink sorts. Of magnificent size and depth, with broad petals, which finally reflex, showing the clear pink color to an excellent advantage. This variety will delight every lover of the beautiful and artistic.

KENTUCKY—A very fine variety for exhibition, with extra large, graceful flowers; petals long and narrow, much like our old favorite, Lillian L. First, strong and covered with handsome foliage, nearly up to the flower; a pure, even Shrimp color; a grand sort.

LADY PLAYFAIR—This is one of the grandest of all the lighter shades of pink, and is the finest of all the incuring varieties of this color; in size one of the largest, elegant in finish, color exquisite; early mid-season. One of the finest for bush form.

MRS. PERRIN—Has slender, stiff stems, ornamental foliage; the flowers is of a globular form, incurbed, tall and with a finish fine as satin; color, rose pink within, glistening pink without; recognized as the ideal variety in this color. Received first prize wherever shown as best pink, at Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago, and received the most flattering notices everywhere.

MRS. S. T. MURDOCK—Purest and brightest self pink; large, fine, firm foliage, stem perfect; first premium; grand under artificial light.

MODESTO—Among all yellow this variety will have first place. Among the finest. "The finest yellow yet produced for exhibition trade." Intense color, a real dandelion yellow, unsurpassed in size; incurved, slightly whorled form, full, high, centuries; mid-season.

MRS. HENRY ROBINSON—In the entire "Mum" family there is no other white variety no matter where; it is of the most popular style—immense incuring, broad channeled petals of great substance and the purest white can be used a few days later, but it is a sin to cut it until the center petals have begun to develop; from a flat, incurred form it gradually changes into a perfect ball of snow. It is in the middle circumference; foliage handsome; one of the easiest management. Winner of twenty-six first prizes.

OAKLAND—Clear shade of even terra cotta, full and deep; straight stem and incurved; four feet high; a splendid exhibition bloom; has taken first place wherever exhibited. One of the finest flowers of its color and should be in every collection.

SIGNAL LIGHT—Pale yellow, incurred, Japanese; reverse of flower petals tipped red bronze; finely built flowers, nails curved as a Chinese; solid, and perfectly double, lasting a long time; habit very dwarfed; clothed with beautiful foliage.

SILVER CLOUD—This is a grand exhibition variety; a beautiful grower, with heavy, stocky stems, clothed with elegant foliage; the flower is enormous size, crowded with wax like petals; of course, form of flower exquisite and at the same time imposing; color, a beautiful cream, citron shadings turning to a most delicate salmon.

VIOLESCENT—A magnificent variety for exhibition or commercial purposes, especially where dusty blooms are desired for Thanksgiving Day. It is of enormous proportions, building up extremely well, finishing with a slightly rounding, incurred center; color, white, with very pale yellow. It has received first-class certificate of merit from Chrysanthemum Society.

WESTERN PRIDE—A magnificent flower of grand size and form, with mammoth petals incurring and rolling toward the center; full and double of the incurred form so much admired; color, a beautiful amaril and old gold.

WHITE SWAN—New White Ostrich Plume. We have great pleasure in offering this beautiful new, pure white, airy Chrysanthemum, which is undoubtedly the most perfect of the type yet introduced. The color is a pure white, very large, full and double flowers, covered with the hairy like bristles which are very pronounced. Exquisitely beautiful and of enormous size.
Three Charming New

**CHRYSANTHEMUMS.**

Be Sure and Add Them to Your Order.

Price, 10 Cents Each. The Set of Three for 25 Cents, Net.

**LEOPARD** (New Spotted)—The engraving of Chrysanthemum "Leopard" gives an excellent idea of this most distinct variety. The ground color is a deep shade of carmine, irregularly splashed and spotted with pure white; entirely different from anything else. It is of full average size, graceful form and has the great advantage of being one of the latest flowering kinds. The cut flowers of "Leopard" sold at fifty cents per bunch while other sorts only brought ten cents, showing the appreciation of the critical New York trade for this variety.

**LILLIAN B. BIRD**—Of the very largest size, long, tubular petals of perfect form, producing flowers which are 12 inches in diameter; the color is an exquisite shade of shrimp pink, the flower, when fully open, being an immense half globe. A magnificent variety. This variety always has an immense demand.

**MRS. ALPHEUS HARDY** (The Out rich Plume)—No engraving can do justice to the unique and peeress beauty of this Chrysanthemum. Imagine plants completely covered with balls of flowers one foot in circumference, whose petals curve gracefully inward, and which, in turn, are dotted with a peculiar hairy-like growth, the whole resembling more than anything else, masses of snow-white ostrich plumes, and then you begin to form some idea of the beauty of this royal flower.

**SEPTEMBER SET EARLY FLowering CHRYSANTHEMUMS.**

Price, 6 Cents; 5 for 25 Cents, Except Where Noted.

**EUGENE FAREZ**—Indian red, reverse golden; flat petals, somewhat twisted; medium sized flowers, very early.

**GAETAN DE VENEGO**—Large Japanese flowers, nankeen yellow, with rose edges. Center creamy white, reverse rose.

**JEAN NICOLAS**—Japanese; petals slender and curled, glossy rose and a shade of dim white, with fine cream center.

**M. ZEPHIR LIONNET**—Japanese; flowers semi-double, very large; petals long, recurved and curled; violet-rose and purple.

---

An entirely new class of Japanese Chrysanthemums, invaluable on account of its early flowering. They embrace all the most desirable colors. Hitherto the great objection to Chrysanthemums in our Northern States was that the frost destroyed most of the flowers before coming to maturity.

**BARON VEILLARD**—Peony-flowered Hybrid Japanese; plant dwarf, flower very double and very large; brilliant yellow, each petal outlined in rosy crimson.

**CAMILLE BERNARDIN**—Very large, Peony flowered; amaranth violet and brilliant carmine, lightened with white.

**CHAS. GREARD**—Japanese; yellow ground, literally overlaid with tawny red; flowers often six inches and over. Very good.

**CHAS. JOLY**—Hybrid; flowers very large, with large petals; color, beautiful violet rose, glossy white center, dwarf habit.

**MAD. BERGMAN**—A grand, new early Chinese variety of dwarf habit; very full in growth, and with large, dark-green foliage. The flowers are large and globular, with reflexed petals; color, pure white, with creamy center; especially valuable because it is the earliest of all early flowering sorts.

**M. VALEY LARBAUT**—Creamy white and rose, lemon center; of excellent dwarf habit. Extra good for pot or garden culture.

**MAD. VE PASQUER**—A grand Japanese; clear cream color, with white edges and rose at the base of petals.

**MARION HENDERSON, New Early Yellow**—No engraving can show the rich, butty yellow color of the flowers, which is superb. It is full of petals and lasts a very long time; in fact, although very early, it can yet be made late, because it remains perfect on the plant for such a length of time. **Price, 10 cents.**

**MME. LOUIS LIOINET**—Peony Japanese Hybrid; flowers very large, brilliant silvery white, richly tinged with rose; center old gold.

**M. FRANCOIS KATZER**—Japanese; very large flower, curled and dishevelled. A rusty rose and light yellow, marked with long lines of deep yellow.

**MME. EULALIE MOREL**—Japanese Hybrid; flower very large, very long, recurved petals. Rich, Rosy pink.

**MARQUISE DE MONTÉMORT**—Japanese; flowers very large, pure glossy rose and silvery white. Unique.

**M. LÉ. JACOB**—Japanese; flower very large, petals are twisted and recurved, rosy lilac and silvery white, those at the center forming a large ball of silvery whiteness.

**M. FREDERICK L'USMAYE**—Japanese; flowers enormous and very double, large petals, those on the edge rolled up among themselves in a most brilliant deep yellow. Each petal regularly framed with crimson maroon.

**VÉVE OHIQUIT**—Ranunculus formed flowers of fine size and of remarkable color; center brick red, edged with brilliant yellow.

**SPECIAL OFFER**—For 80 cents we will mail, postpaid, the September Set of 18 Early Flowering Chrysanthemums. No further discount or premium.
OUR "INDIANA PRIZE" CHRYSANTHEMUM SET.

This collection is made up of such varieties that are generally grown for exhibition purposes. They are of the most attractive colors that constitute our very best commercial varieties.

SPECIAL OFFER—For 75 cents we will mail you this grand collection of 16 Prize-Winning Chrysanthemums, and it is certainly the best we have ever offered. No Further Discount or Premium.

**PRICE—8 cts each; 3 for for 20 cts, except where noted.**

Any 8 plants for 60 cents, net.

**BRONZE GIANT**—Exhibition bronze. This is an elegant grower; heavy, stocky stems, clothed throughout in fine foliage. Flower of immense size, crowded with petals, which are stiff and of great substance; form incurving; a most imposing bloom of large size; a beautiful, rich bronze or old gold color. Received premium of fifty dollars for best bronze. Price, 10 cents.

**EMILY LADENBERG**—Incurved Japanese bloom of large size and high built; solid form, deepest crimson, nearest approach to black. Never burns, as crimsons are apt to do. Strong, healthy habit. Winner of first prize at Madison Square Garden; best seedling exhibited.

**EUGENE DULLAUZ**—This beautiful variety captivated all who saw it at the World's Fair. There is nothing brighter or clearer among yellows. The center of the flower is folded close; the outer petals are broad, incurving, of great substance. Winner of twenty first premiums and gold medals. Price, 10 cents.

**FRANK THOMPSON**—A splendid flower, very nearly spherical in form, petals very broad and heavy and finely incurving. It is very nearly white in color, only showing a touch of pearl-pink at the base of the petals: magnificent flower. Received first-class certificate at Philadelphia and Indianapolis. A strong grower, stiff stems.

**GOLDEN WEDDING**—The grandest yellow ever offered. Swept everything before it at shows. Color, deep, bright, golden of shining texture. Is very large in size. The petals are both long and broad, and channeled lengthwise; a Japanese, incurved, of most beautiful form; very free in growth. A first-class exhibition variety. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

**GEORGIA B. HALL**—One of the finest sent out last year. Grand, globular flowers, incurving form; color, soft primrose yellow, almost a cream. Very fine and good.

**GLORIOSUM**—Light lemon color, with immense flowers, having narrow petals, gracefully curved and twisted; quite early and one of the best for exhibition purposes.

**GOOD GRACIOUS**—So remarkable for size as to suggest its name. First sight brings forth an exclamation of admiration. The color is also unique, being a delicate shade of peach pink throughout. The form is remarkable; the petals are incurved and twisted, overlapping each other in irregular fashion, and resembling talons. Alone in its unique beauty, there being nothing at all approaching it.

**GEORGE W.出售**—The Jacquemindsay Chrysanthemum. This variety is the best and most perfectly formed reflex crimson variety yet introduced. Flowers of massive size; broad, stiff, reflexed petals. Color, a deep, rich velvety crimson—no shade of brown or chestnut; strong, erect stems. Awarded Pitcher Gold Medal at Orange for best seedling; silver medal at Philadelphia and others.

**HELEN BLOODGOOD**—A very bold, round flower. When in perfection blooms measure 7/4 inches through, and 7 inches deep. It is the finest true clear pink, without shading of purple or magenta. It has received a certificate at New York and Philadelphia. Price, 10 cents.

**INDIANA**—New—Immense, full, globular flower, nicely incurved. Color, clear, bright pink, outside petals a little lighter. Has been grown measuring twenty-two inches in circumference. A grand show variety, and one of the very best of the new varieties. Price, 10 cents.

**MAJOR BONNAFFON**—New—Soft, clear yellow, full in center; eight inches in diameter and nearly as deep; of perfect form and finish, like ivy at its best; habit dwarf; keeping qualities excellent; foliage well up to the flower; stem stiff. An ideal variety. Bound to be one of the Chrysanthemums necessary to every collection.

**MRS. E. G. HILL**—This beautiful variety is one of the very earliest to bloom; of vigorous growth and of fine form. The blossoms are eight to ten inches in diameter; the color is a delicate lavender pink, petals incurved. At the World's Fair it attracted all and was admired greatly. The winner of twelve first prizes. Price, 10 cents.

**MISS LOUISE D. BLACK**—Color, reddish orange; height 4 feet; terminal bud; flower compact, very full and conical; lasts indefinitely, either on or off the plant. This color is the richest imaginable shade of orange. Makes a grand pot specimen. Won ten prizes. Price, 10 cents.

**Minnie Wankmaker**—Pure snow-white, incurved and perfectly double, with a breadth of petal and grandeur of build only found in the best varieties; flowers are exceptionally large, produced on long, stiff stems; large and handsome foliage. Has secured numerous medals.

**THE WHITE QUEEN**—Grandest double white: flowers enormous, of fine form. Best for every purpose, exhibition or house culture; a prize winner everywhere exhibited.
AUTUMN BRIDE—A beautiful incurved, grand white.

AUSTRALIAN GOLD—Calvat’s celebrated yellow. The blooms are of a larger size, pure canary yellow. One of the finest broad-petaled, incurved varieties. Prize winner. Price, 10 cents each.

BARBARA HEAMS—An excellent variety. The flower heads open and gradually changes to a soft, shrimp pink when fully finished. The flowers are of the largest size.

BOUNDLESS SNOW—An excellent variety. Large white, fully petaled. The color is bright and very effective. They are of a very large size and have a double and carried on a good stem. The color is a soft lemon, suffused with pink. This variety took the silver cup at Madison Square, offered for the best seedling.


CASTLEWOOD—One of the finest. Elegant Chinese incurred of largest size; color, deep rich yellow, quite globular. Probably the finest yellow of this type. Received award of merit.

DOROTHY DEER—This grand variety equals any other of the same size, color, which is a rich, deep, soft crimson. Large and most brilliant velvety crimson imaginable. The flower is very large and perfect, which gives the appearance of a flaming brand, from whence its name. Well clothed with the handsome foliage.

EFFIE DEAN—A beautiful sport from the fine commercial sort, Maud Dean. The color is a charming ivory white, beautifully veined. When flower is fully developed it shows a large red, which is a most brilliant velvety crimson imaginable. The flower is quite large and perfect. A very large size, color and excellent variety.

EVANGELINE—Grand pure white, similar in form to the grand old favorite Riotous, stem and foliage perfect.

FISHERY OCEAN—This grand variety excels any other of the same size, color, which is a rich, deep, soft crimson. Large and most brilliant velvety crimson imaginable. The flower is very large and perfect, which gives the appearance of a flaming brand, from whence its name. Well clothed with the handsome foliage.

FRANK HARDY—Magnificent. Extra large, mid-season white with orange cut. A very fine variety, not for exhibition; but for general purposes.

GOLDEN WONDER—Mammoth old gold yellow, shaded deeper to center, petals reflexed, broad bloom of immense size, 10 to 16 inches in diameter, stem and foliage perfect. Elegantly cut and very beautiful.

INFATUATION—At first clear white, changing to a beautiful creamy white. A great globular flower.

JOHN LIGHTFOOT—A very large reflexed flower, blush tints, a very handsome variety, and extra fine for exhibition or cutting.

L’AMETHISTE—A royal purple, finest shade, and of excellent quality. A very handsome variety, and extra fine for exhibition or cutting.

L A GARRONE—A novelty in color. One of the most delightful surprises, especially in form and color combination. The center is of a deep magenta, bordered with a distinct and broad band of bright magenta. The flowers are reflexed and very large, keeping intact for a long time.

LADY FITZWYGRAM—Grand flowers, pure white. One of the earliest and the very handsomest varieties, and a favorite for exhibition.

LADY SOPHIE—Grand flowers, pure white. The color is a rich, soft, deep ivory, very free flowering. Excellent variety.

MRS. JOHN WESCOOT—A superb variety, strong growth and fine foliage. Flowers of enormous size, of a delicate green. Color, a light ivory, quite globular. The flowers are reflexed and very large, keeping intact for a long time.

MRS. H. WEEKS—An immense flower, with broad petals incurving to form a perfect globe of white. This is a grand variety. Flowers are large and very fine. A very free exhibitor. An excellent grower; long, stiff stems.

MRS. M. M. JOHNSON—A very early variety. Flowers broad and very fine. Color, a rich yellow. Prize-taker wherever shown. Won 11 prizes.

MISS GLADYS VANDERBILT—Pearl white, with lemon-shaded center, a bright, beautiful color, and a decided growth both as to form and general bulk.

MERRY CHRISTMAS—A well-formed flower of purest white, large and of great substance, lasting well when cut. An excellent variety of good habit of growth. Sure to give satisfaction. Best about the last of December.

MRS. C. H. PIERCE—A soft, deep yellow that appeals to the eye at a glance. A variety of the largest size, globular in form, with straight petals curving in at the tips. Model stem, with heavy foliage.

MRS. C. H. PAYNE—An exceedingly pleasing shade of deep pink, rich and slightly reflexed, and very incurved, flower, with an extra good stem and foliage.

MORNING GLOW—A fine peach red of full rosette form faintly streaked with white; a mass of lovely colors unknown, never seen before. An excellent variety.

MERULA—A very double variety, of incurved form and a beautiful shade of light pink; dwarf and moderately early. Quite beautiful. A very free grower. Very unique.

MRS. E. BUTTNER—Mid-season. Clear bright yellow, of fine, reflexing Morel type. Full and informal, stem and foliage both excellent. A grand variety for cutting.

MRS. J. WITHERS—A clear, distinct yellow color, with a bold, handsome flower of fine form. Grows about four feet tall, with handsome foliage.

MRS. ROBT. CRAIG—Pure snow white, incurved to form a perfect sphere. Color, pure white, very free flowering. Very free growing. With and with the breadth of petal and grandeur of build found in the Japanese. Very large in size; secured the silver cup at Madison Square, Philadelphia; certificate of merit at Madison Square.

NEMESIS—Very early, and almost identical in color with Daybreak Carnation, a fine, bold, well-built flower, with straight, broad petals.

OCTOROON—Perfect, incurving, dark Japanese; bloom of great size; broad petals, perfectly double, forming a massive ball. Very free flowering. Very free growing.

PARTING QUEST—The most chaste and beautiful late incurred Japanese. Large and very deep, color, white, lower petals lightly tinted rose lilac.

PINK NOISE—(C. R. F. Banker)—Seldom grows in height over eighteen inches. Flowers of medium size and of a rich lemon yellow, slightly bafry.

PLUTO—A fine, bold flower, globular in shape and well-built. All except the center petals are reflexed and of a clear bright yellow, making the flower very effective. The color increases to the whole flower, excepting the center, which is incurred. The reverse being bright golden, gives it a novel effect.

Pride of EXETER—A grand exhibition variety of the largest size, with broad petals, incurved. A beautiful soft pink, with a deeper suffusion.

PENNSYLVANIA—A soft, deep yellow that appeals to the eye at a glance. A very handsome variety, of uniform size, well developed and makes an object of beauty not soon forgotten.

PINK IVORY—(Miss A. L. Dalskow.) A sport from the old favorite, Ivory. Identical with its parent, except in color, which is a beautiful shell pink.

PINK ELSKORN—An extra large, incurved flower of soft shell color. Very free flowering. Flowers seven to seven and a half inches in diameter by five inches deep. One of the most distinct varieties of the season. Mid-season. Fine size and form.

PINK FLEMING—A beautiful flower, of immense size, of a very rich, soft, deep red. Very free flowering. A very desirable flower.

RINALDO—Flower of rich crimson and old gold; very late. Stem and foliage perfect. A truly magnificent flower.

ROHALLION—While an old variety it was nearly last sighted of, we have managed to secure a small stock of this beautiful variety, which we offer with the assurance that we know of nothing that surpasses it to date. Color, a beautiful rich yellow, deepening to chrome, the petals are long and twisted, very striking and unique.

SILVER WEDDING—Purest white, very broad petals, reflexed forming a perfect sphere. Flowers seven to seven and a half inches in diameter by five inches deep. One of the most distinctive varieties of the season. Mid-season. Fine size and form.

THORNDEN—One of the most intense yellow, and has so many good qualities that it is certain to become a favorite. In form it is reflexed, with center petals somewhat incurved, giving it a rich, full, healthy foliage.

TIPPECANOE—An odd color, pink tetta-cotta, with a lighter-colored reverse of petals. Fine for exhibition.

THANKSGIVING—Very large Japanese; bloom of a delicate self-pink color. Medium height, good stem and habit. A good seed keeper.

YANOMA—Very late. The flower is very large, beautiful and substantial, very easy to bring to perfection, which is one of its main appeals. The petals and stems are free. The petals, some- times are poor, defective flowers. The form is rather flat, petals reflexing. Color, a beautiful shade of white.

YELLOW GOOD GRACIOUS—An ideal variety and a sport from Pink Good Gracious. Identical with that variety, except in color, which is a bright beautiful yellow, with the same remarkable size and form.
Ostrich Plume Chrysanthemums.

Price, 8 cents each; 3 for 20 cents; except where noted.

BEAUTE LYONNAISE—This new variety has very large petals; altogether a very peculiar flower. Color, an odd shade of red, somewhat atypical. 4-5 ft. high.

EIDERDOWN—Color, pure snow white, with broad, solid, incurving petals overlapping each other; a strong grower with stiff stems rising 2 ft. high, along with blossoms long after cutting.

GOLD DUST—Pure golden yellow; very full and large finely incurved petals, showing no center at all. The most brilliant yellow in this size. Recommened. Makes a fine, bushy plant.

LOUIS BOEHMER—Color is an exquisite shade of silverly pink, with deep proe on the inside of the petals. It is of a vigorous constitution, with the strorage of straw like texture of the roots.

MRS. WM. TRELEASE—Color, beautiful shade of pink and violet; large and full.

MONARCH OF OSTRICH PLUMES—Bright chrome yellow, shaded with amber; flowers very large, full and incurved.

MRS. HIGGINBOTTOM—Beeautiful pink, broad, spreading Japanese variety, with extremely wide cupping and incurving petals, covered with glandular hair. The largest.

MRS. HARDY—Plants completely covered with balls of flowers, 1 ft. in circumference, whose petals curve gracefully inward and which, in turn, are dotted with a peculiar hairy-like growth, the whole resembling, more than anything else, masses of snow white ostrich plumes.

PERLE LYONNAISE—New Ostrich Plume. Bright, clear, golden yellow, broad plumed, quite full. One of the very finest; of medium size; beautiful goal formular.

SAUTEL'S WHITE—Strong grower; early flowers large, perfectly formed, rose white center; inner petals fully incurved; well covered with hair.

WHITE LOUIS BOEHMER—In every respect identical with Louis Bohmer, except that it is a beautiful pure white. A gem in its style and a prize winner.

MRS. ROBER (New)—Color, a deep chestnut brown, shaded with amber; slightly hairy; distinct and unique.

CROWNING GLORY (Novelty)—By far the best of its class and color and size, filled out to the largest size, fine form and invariably covered densely with its unique purple growth. Price, 15 cents each.

ONION (New)—Very beautiful, rosy salmon and amber, passing to brown, the finest ostrich plume of this class. Price, 15 cents each; for 25 cents.

OUR STANDARD LIST OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

PRICE, 5 CENTS EACH, NO INFERIOR SORT AMONG THEM.

SPECIAL OFFER—Any TWELVE of your selection for 50 cents; you may select THIRTY varieties for $1.00. No further discount or premiums allowed.

Amoor—Large, amber bronze, lined with a deeper color.

Achilles—Very large flower, white, flushed with pink.

Amur Queen—Beeautiful, deep plum colored, exquisitely formed.

Autumn Queen—Large, globular flower, light bronze.

Ada Spauding—Waxy white with pink base.

Beau Ideal—A bright rosy pink.

Bride of Roses—An exquisite shade of rosy pink.

Camille d'Arville—Large white bloom on first opening.

Cardillac—Large, intense bright red, golden reverse.

Cullingfordii—Reflexed flower, color, brilliant crimson.

Chas. Davis—Light yellow, tinted apricot.

Christmas Eve—Late pure white, petals curved and tinted.

Col. W. S. Smith—Enormous; deep, golden yellow bloom.

Dr. A. W. Hakley—Rich chrome bronze, inside shaded red.

Decoration—Creamy white, extra large, early.

E. M. Bigelow—Magnificent red variety of even shade.

Edith Smith—Pale salmon, changing to cream.

Eda Prass—Deliicate salmon on opening, passing to creamy white.

Florencio Pulitzer—Pure white flower, very large and deep.

Fairview—Deep, rich, crimson lake, large, full, round flower.

Gettysburg—The rich, deep crimson variety; fine.

G. F. Mason—An excellent, old, gold reverse.

Golden Gate—Tawny yellow, distinct and striking.

Golden Thread—Beeautiful golden orange, tinged, threadlike petals.

Garnet—A fine wine red with silvery pink reverse.

Herone's Plumes—Immense flowers of pure frosted snow; finest variety of its class.

H. L. Sunder—Pure white, with rosy crimson and rose reverse.

H. L. Maloney—A pearl colored sport from Mrs. Hill.

Harry Bailey—A soft, pure, silvery, rose pink.

Heeks Arrow—Aged gold, with a few vesical red veins.


Ingomar—Yellow with brown shading, tubular petals.

Iris Queen—Large flower, with white and yellow, venation of rose pink.

Ivory—Exquisite pure white of globular form.

Joey Hill—A beautiful shade of deep cardinal red.

John Shippington—The finest large flower, brilliant scarlet.

Jos. H. White—A large white variety with upright petals.

Judge Holt—Anemone, fully 8 inches across, pale pink.

Kate Brown—Early white, good for cutting.

Kioto—An old timer, unsurpassed, deep yellow waxy lustre.

L. Canning—Pure white flower, very large, flat, good.

Leavens—Incurved Japanese flower of the purest white.

Mrs. J. Peabody—An enormous flower of pure white.

Mrs. G. M. Pullman—Very large, deep golden yellow.

Mad Gaztler—Large, early white flower, full and fluffy.

Malnaison—Very large, clear pink, shading to a flesh.

Marie Louise—Incurved white with interlacing petals, Mayflower—A magnificent incurved white.

Miss Gladys Spauding—One of the very best whites.

Mrs. J. A. Whidin—A light yellow variety of splendid size.

Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt—Very large, late flower, snow white.

Mutual Friend—Very deep flower of the purest white.

Mrs. Wm. E. Rand—A remarkably rich yellow color.

Mrs. Potter Palmer—Rosy pink, white, very fine wavy.

Minga—Gold clear yellow, flower very large and early.

Mrs. Chas. Egan—Ruffled, creamy white, of pure white.

Mrs. E. D. Adams—Immense flowers of pure white.

Mrs. Lews Chiilis Madeira—A great globe of golden yellow.

Maud Dean—Immense pink, petals broad and shell shaped.

Mrs. Carnegie—A bright, deep crimson, reverse of petals shaded lighter.

Manie Wansmaker—Snow white, incurved, very double.

Mrs. Jerome Jones—Magnificent waxy white, sometimes tinged pink.

Mrs. John Lewis Childs—Pure snow white, tinged of pink.

Mrs. W. Mck. Twombly—Dwarf, fine white, shaded pink.

Mrs. W. C. Egan—Color, creamy white, suffused with pink.

Nieve—A grand old snow white variety.

Pond Lily—The great two colored variety; center, canary yellow; outer petals, pure white; very beautiful.

Pres. W. R. Smith—A pure self pink, very heavy.

Robert Bottomley—Large and full, pure white, late.

Rutland—Immenous yellow flower of narrow petals.

Thistle—An odd flower of white, with fine, string like petals.

Vivian Morel—Beautiful pink, deepened with carlet.

Violet Rose—Fine, large flowers of silky texture, color, rosy violet.

Wm. Simpson—A pleasing shade of light pink; good.

Yellow Queen—Extra large, bright, clear color.
N O MATTER what the weather is, even in the
hottest and driest, the Bruants are
always green and crowned with flowers.
New colors, new styles, produce blooming sorts
—all these have combined to make the Bruant
family of Geraniums the most popular plant
for bedding or pot culture.

**BRUANT'S SUN-PROOF GERANIUMS.**

Price, 10 Cents Each; 3 for 25 Cents, Except Where Noted.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send you 18 fine plants of any variety priced at 10 cents each, assorted varieties,
your selection, not priced over 10 cents each. No other discount or premium offered on special offers.

**ALFRED TENNYSON**—One of our very best bedders. The trusses are extremely large and informal, in
immense spherical balls. The color is a bright orange scarlet, shaded vermilion red, semi-double.

**ALFRED MAME**—A magnificent variety. The trusses are of extraordinary size, the florets by actual measure-
ment being two and one-half inches long by two inches
wide. Of almost pansey form; the color is a soft sub-
scarlet, the lower petals shading to salmon in the center,
which is deeply-veined crimson. Price, 1.25 cents.

**Alphonse Ricard**—The color is a very bright vermilion scarlet; habit dwarf and very
glorious, truss very large, measuring 5 to 6 inches in diam-
eter. Large, semi-double floret sometimes exceeding 2
inches in diameter. The finest large flowered Bruant that
has ever been introduced and the best bedding scarlet. The
trusses are on long foot stalks and so freely produced as
to nearly conceal the foliage. It is a constant bloomer
from early in the season to late in the fall and almost every
joint producing a flower stem.

**AURORA BOREALIS**—Bright, brilliant red; large flowers.

**ACTEON**—New. Beautiful new color, a grand scarlet, upper petals tinted with rosy lilac, semi-double, very
fine and striking.

**BARBIZET**—Flowers very large; color, fresh, bright
rose, maculated with white on upper petals.

**BELLE ROSE**—Novelty—Grand single dwarf, produced
first year. Very fine, large flowers, semi-double, very
semi-double, with white edges.

**BELLE ROSE**—Novelty—Grand single dwarf, produced
first year. Very fine, large flowers, semi-double, with white
edges.

**BEAUTE POITEVINE**—Best salmon Geranium for bed-
ding purposes; most profuse bloomer of all Geraniums. Largest sized trusses, borne on
long foot stalks; florets very large, of a beautiful brilliant
salmon. What Alphons-Ricard is to scarlet geraniums, Beaute Poitevines is to salmons. Always in great demand
during spring; brings a higher price than any of the
others. No one can afford to be without it.

**CHAPLIN**—Large floret, semi-double, of brilliant red.

**COMTE DE BLACAS**—Of beautiful habit, foliage of
medium size, with good zone; large florets in good sized
truss; center, brilliant orange salmon, with brighter bor-
der and large white eyes.

**COMTESSE DE HARCOURT**—A snow-white Bruant,
strong, vigorous habit, with large, individual snow-white
flower. We consider this the best double white Geranium.

**COL. BARRE**—Novelty—Semi-double, dwarf in growth
and very free in bloom. Color, rosy crimson, base of up-
per petals marked orange red. Price, 1.50 cents each.

**COMTE D'ELBEE**—Single; habit rather dwarf; foliage
beautifully zoned; trusses immense, on rigid stems;
florets immense; color, tender rose, passing to bright
rose; very distinct. Price, 1.50 cents each.

**FRANCOIS ARRAGO**—A charming variety and free
bloomer; color, salmon pink shading to salmon in center.

**GENERAL DODDS**—Plant very dwarf in habit, and folly
very heavy. Leaves beautifully dented, trusses large indeed; florets more than two inches in diameter.
Color, soft vermilion, of grand effect. Single.

**GLORIE POITEVINE**—Immense truss of large single
flowers; color, bright rich red, shaded orange with dis-
tinct white eye.

**GOLD DUST**—Of the brightest scarlet color imaginable,
shining like a fleece of gold, a beautiful and charming va-
riety and one of the best bedding varieties in this class;
semi-double.

**H. DAUTHERAY**—An exceedingly strong growing and
free flowering single variety. The plant is all that could
be desired in form and produces large trusses of deep apri-
cot salmon flowers of great beauty.

**J. D. HARFORD**—Double, brilliant capucine scarlet;
florets of enormous size, habit all that could be desired.
A fine bedder and a most effective sort.

**Johnnie Doyle**—Always in bloom, whether in beds or
pots, indoors or outdoors. This re-
markable new geranium is a cross between Grand Chan-
cells and Bruant, and brings the best of both the most prom-
inent place in bedding or pot geraniums. In our grounds
during the past season this grand variety was the center of
attention; it bloomed throughout the entire summer through, which was one of
the hottest and driest known for years. It never lagged,
but grew and bloomed continually. The growth dwarf and
massive. Color brilliant and rich vermilion scarlet. Flower
trusses enormous on stiff, upright stems; fine for cutting.

**Jean Viaud**—Novelty This is the finest geranium
for blooming we have ever

grown. Flowers semi-double, of largest size, on immense
stalks. Color, a fresh, bright, rose pink, the two upper
petals marked with white blottches, adding greatly to the
freshness of coloring. Its habit of growth, uninterrupted
blooming and hardness will attract attention at once and
it will be grown in large quantities, when once known.
See last cover page for complete description. Price, 20
cents each; 3 for 60 cents.

**J. D. CABOS**—Single; of dwarf growth, flowing in the
almost abundance. Trusses of the largest size, composed of
very large florets, showing a distinctly new and delightful
color in the two upper petals; beautiful, soft, rosy pink; magnif-
icient bedding or pot plant.

**Mad. Landry**—Novelty. The finest new salmon

flowers very large, in immense trusses on long, rigid
stems; semi-double. Plant remarkably free in bloom,
being a mass of flowers until the end of the season. Color
rich salmon, shaded orange edge of petals of a brighter
shade than the rest of the flower. A beautiful and dis-
tinct variety. Price, 1.50 cents each.

**MME. CHARLES MOLIN**—Trusses and florets enormous;
color, clear, bright salmon, white eye. Remarkable for
the beauty of the trusses, and also for its lovely color.
Md. Jaulin Without question the finest new semi-double geranium offered in many years. This is an entirely distinct color in the Brunat or bedding type. Very large florets compose a truss of grand size, center of flower very delicate pink, bordered with pure white; for freshness and beauty, this variety is unrivaled by any bedding sort and is equally as valuable for pot culture and market purpose.

MADAME DE LA ROQUE—Enormous round flowers, in large trusses; color, a beautiful salmon, with orangeshaded center.

MRS. A. BLANC—Apricot red, veined darker; rose center

Monsieur Louis Fages—Semi-double; clear, bright orange scarlet. Extra fine.

MADAME DE LUD—New. This fine variety is without question the best single pink in the type. Color, a beautiful pure rose, upper petals blotched with white. A grand plant and an excellent bedding. Price, 16 cents each.

Mrs. E. G. Hill, Giant Single. A magnificent bedding and bordering variety. The trusses are of extraordinary size, the florets by actual measurement being two and one-half inches long by two inches wide, of almost panary form. The color, the center of each petal is a soft, light salmon, bordered with rose salmon and veined deep rose. This variety has been universally admired by the grower, has been sold in every bed; price, 80 cents each.

President Victor Dubois—New. A very distinct variety. Color, intense magenta rose. Extra large flowers on long, stiff stems; semi-double.

PROTEE—An exquisite variety. Flowers very large; color, silvery lilac white, changing to silvery pink.

Theodore Theulier—New. This is a very distinct color in the type, a brilliant vermilion scarlet, flowers of immense size; plant of strong-growing but compact habit. A magnificent bedder and a grand, showy pot plant.

Theorie—New Double. A distinct, new Geranium; producing very large, semi-double flowers of the most beautiful and unique form, borne in immense trusses; the individual florets large. Color, a soft, tender rose, with violet shadings. Heavy dense foliage, neatly zoned. Without a rival for bordering and bedding. Price, 15 cents each.

Thomas Meehan—Novelty—Fine semi double, of a bright magenta shade. Flowering very freely in large trusses of well-opened flowers, with distinctly fluted petals, the base of the petals marked with orange. Price, 15 cents each.

Ville de Poitiers There is nothing finer than this in the Brunat race. Color, rosy scarlet very clear and bright; trusses very large, composed of enormous florets, nearly 3 inches across and of the peculiarly beautiful form of Beatie Poitevins. Very free, producing an elegant effect when massed.

Van Dael—Enormous trusses of large florets. Center, fresh salmon rose, bordered white.

W. P. Simmons—Single. Remarkably dwarf stature; brilliant and abundant bloom; color, extremely bright orange scarlet; flowers well up above the foliage, and of grand size.

---

Every garden, large and small, has room for an attractive Geranium bed, and no Geranium gives better satisfaction for bedding than the now lustily celebrated Brunat.

A BED OF FORTY MAGNIFICENT GERANIUMS FOR $2.00.

FORTY PLANTS WILL NICELY FILL A BED FIVE OR SIX FEET IN DIAMETER.

BRUANTI. The Giant among Geraniums. We consider this the best bedding Geranium of all varieties. The plant abounds in vigor, foliage strong, striking and of perfect habit. Color of the flower is a bright vermilion scarlet; the trusses absolutely perfect in show; they are exceptionally large, and borne in immense spherical balls, often measuring eight inches in diameter. It makes a compact, dense growth, and has all the qualities that go to make the perfect bedding that it is. Fine also in pots. The flower of this Geranium is a happy combination of what it should be to bloom freely and to be the most effective in appearance. It is of the semi-double type (the most striking of all) only the double form takes place near the base of the petals, allowing them free development, and at the same time above the semi-double type. It embodies all the advantages of both types, the perfect development and free blooming qualities of the singles, the fullness and beauty of the doubles, without their great fault of having the florets damp and drop off and become unsightly when planted outside. We have grown an immense stock of this variety, without a single one falling off; we think nothing can be better.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 postpaid, 20 fine plants of the Giant Brunati, postpaid, or 40 for $2.00 postpaid. No other premium or discount allowed on special offers.

THE BEAUTIFUL SILVER LEAF GERANIUM PEARL GEM OR MD. SALLERAI. A grand companion plant for bordering the Giant Brunati beds with. It is a very compact variety of silver Geranium, very fine for massing or bordering, a thrifty, healthy grower, rarely reaching a height of more than eight inches. Leaves rather small, of a peculiar clear green, edged with pure white, makes a beautiful contrast in any Geranium bedding; equally effective in any kind of bedding. Price, 3 cents each; 4 for 25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—20 fine plants Pearl Gem for $1.00; postpaid. No other discount or premium allowed.
A PAGE OF THE BEST DOUBLE
Bedding Geraniums.
EQUALLY FINE FOR POT CULTURE.

The grand revival of elaborate and extensive bedding of Geraniums in the public parks and among the great railroad and street lines of the country has led us to grow a large number of the finest double varieties of Geraniums and to classify them together, for the convenience of those who are in a quandary as to what to buy. It is said that there is rarely a garden to be found which has room for a few Geraniums and no other plant is more eminently satisfactory to the planter than the Geranium.

REMEMBER, all Special Offers and Collections are net cash. No premiums or discounts can be allowed; they must not be included in your clubbing rates.

Emile de Girardin, Double Pink Bedding Geranium.

No one who has seen this lovely pink Geranium as it is grown in the beds and borders of the northern parks can imagine the beauty that lies in a flower of that color. Of a deep, soft rose, rather than pink, but fresh and true, the kinds of which are perfect in form and borne well and clear above the foliage. The long lines of it seen in the Chicago parks, with their edges of "Golden Bedder" Cocks, formed the most beautiful Geranium planting we have ever seen and the combination is delightful. It stands the sun perfectly and, in our opinion, the finest double variety of any color for massing, when a delicate and artistic effect is desired. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send 20 fine plants of Emile de Girardin, or 8 for 60 cents. No other discount or premiums.

Professor Poirault, a Standard Bedder.

One of the most beautiful of the pansy doubles; flowers large and of brilliant violet color, the petals very distinctly marked with orange. Price, 10 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—20 Fine Plants for $1.00, postpaid.

The Great Crimson Bedding Geranium, S. A. NUTT.

S. A. NUTT—The Great Double Crimson Bedding Geranium.

This is the finest of dark crimson Geraniums, having been used in the largest parks and public grounds of the country in preference to all others. Its dense, compact growth, profuse blooming qualities and sun-proof constitution, combined, give it the prominence as a bedder that it has attained. We sold upwards of twenty-five thousand plants of S. A. Nutt in the past season, as a pot plant it cannot be excelled, as it does not make the long, straggly growth so many other Geraniums do in the winter. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

NEW DOUBLE PARTICOLORED GERANIUM—QUEEN OF THE FAIRIES.

In Queen of the Fairies we have the finest double parti-colored Geranium ever introduced, and it is suitable for bedding and flowers as profusely as the best single varieties. The perfectly double flowers are unsurpassed for cut flowers. They are borne in large clusters, and retain their beautiful coloring even in the heat of Summer. In the Fall the plants can be taken in the house, where they will bloom profusely. Large, round florets of waxy appearance; colors, crimson and white, with crimson center, each petal delicately edged with crimson. An excellent pot variety, to which its habit is finely suited. It is one of the prettiest Geraniums we know. This is the most beautiful of the parti-colored Geraniums, which appear so bewitching to the eye. The very brightest color imaginable. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send you 20 fine plants of S. A. Nutt; or 8 for 60 cents, postpaid. No further discount or premium allowed.

Double Pure White Bedding Geranium, LA FAVORITE.

In this new Geranium we believe we have the finest double white Geranium in cultivation. The single Geraniums are valuable for bedding and present a beautiful effect in massing, but cannot be used for cut flowers on account of the petals falling. On the other hand, most of the double varieties of Geraniums are useful for cut flowers. In La Favorite we have a pure double white Geranium, as free flowering as the single varieties and which can be used for planting in beds, for furnishing supply of beautiful white flowers for vases, etc., or for pot culture for winter forcing. It is a dwarf, compact growing variety, the foliage is a bright, healthy green, with a band of darker green encircling each leaf. The flowers are borne in large clusters, of the purest snow white, retaining this pure whiteness even in the height of summer and for winter blooming it is all that can be desired. While "White Swan" is a beautiful variety, yet La Favorite is quite in advance of it. Do not fail to add this charming variety to your collection. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send you 20 fine plants, postpaid; or 8 for 60 cents. No other discount or premium allowed.

GREENHOUSES, URBANA, OHIO.
A Page of Our Best Single Flowering Geraniums

PLEASE NOTICE that all SPECIAL OFFERS and COLLECTIONS are not cash and must not be included in your clubbing rates for premiums or discounts.

Beautiful New Aureole Single Geranium, Madame Bruant.

No other Geranium has ever attracted so much attention or been so much admired as this beautiful new aureole-colored variety. It is entirely distinct from any Geranium in cultivation, so much so that visitors on passing through the greenhouses where hundreds of other varieties are in bloom, have it out at once as the most beautiful and attractive in the whole collection. It might with propriety be called the Pansy-Flowered Geranium, so striking is it from the ordinary style. The plant is a vigorous grower, making nice, compact plants, and very free flowering, producing fine large trusses of bloom in graces. Individual flowers large of line shape, center of flower white, veined with carmine lake, the five petals regularly and distinctly bordered with bright salmon. The arrangement of color is exquisite and entirely new in Geraniums. An excellent variety for pot culture, being a continuous bloomer Winter and Summer.

Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents.

A bed of this beautiful Geranium will excite the envy and admiration of your friends and neighbors for miles around.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send 20 beautiful Aureole Geraniums, Md. Bruant. No other discount.

New Aureole Single Geranium, Fleur Poitevine.

Another very distinct colored variety. Large, single flowers, color brilliant rose carmine, marbled and striped pure white, producing an aureole of deep orange carmine at the center; the plant is dwarf but robust, and wonderful for flowering. Price, 10c. each; 3 for 25c.

SPECIAL OFFER—16 fine plants Fleur Poitevine for $1.00.

New Aureole Single Geranium, Camille Bernardin.

Very large trusses, individual florets large and well formed, plant of excellent free flowering habit; rosy peach veined with bright rose and streaked and marbled with green, larger than any other variety we have seen in this class. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—16 fine plants for $1.00.

New Bedding Geranium, Columbian.

The Columbian is a perfect marvel among Geraniums, and is the best of the new dwarf-growing sorts, rarely growing over 16 inches high, of branching habit, flowering in the greatest profusion upon medium-sized trusses. Brilliant scarlet, with large, strong trusses; without an equal for either bedding or pot culture. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send 18 plants of this fine Geranium. No further discount on this offer.


The best bedding single Geranium in cultivation. Grows freely and blooms with the greatest profusion. Brilliant, deep, vivid scarlet flowers in large trusses. Stands the hottest sun and is always in bloom, Summer and Winter. Cannot be too highly recommended. A mass of this scarlet color and bright geranium, with an edging of Geranium "Crystal Palace Gem," is a pleasing sight. The bright scarlet flowers of the one and the golden yellow foliage below is beautiful beyond the belief of one who has not seen them together. Price, 10 cents; 3 for 25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send 20 fine plants for $1.00.

Beautiful New Single White Geranium, L’Aube.


SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send 16 plants L’Aube.

Standard Single Light Pink Bedder, Madonna.

Very soft, pale pink; a delicately beautiful color and striking variety. Floret perfectly round; the flowers are of the largest size and excellent form; trusses very large and spreading, flowering at all seasons of the year. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—20 fine plants Madonna, $1, postpaid.

Peony Blossom Geranium, Souvenir de Miranda.

The greatest novelty in Single Geraniums that has appeared for a number of years is undoubtedly Souvenir de Miranda. It is entirely different from any variety known, and quite different from the usual marked ones that have from time to time made their appearance. It has round florets, lower petals salmon rose, streaked with pure white; a most novel color. It is extremely free flowering, and produces fine trusses of beautiful blooms.

Price, 8 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send you 20 fine plants of Souv. de Miranda.
NEW PREMIER FLOWERING GERANIUMS.

PRICE, 10 CENTS EACH; THREE FOR 25 CENTS.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send Eighteen Varieties of Either Single or Double, or Half of Each, of Your Selection. No further Discount.

Double Varieties.

ALPINE BEAUTY—What S. A. Nutt is among dark reds, Alpine Beauty is among double whites. We consider this the finest double white up to date.

BONNAT—Large, spheroidal double flowers; flower full and of the finest varieties for pot culture or for bedding out.

CENTAURE—Color, the richest deep pink, shading near base of petal to light pink, the base of upper petals creamy white.

CONTRASTE—Very large. Lower petals orange and carmine, upper petals clear orange, striking contrast of colors that is unsurpassed for extreme beauty.

COUNTESS DE CASTRIS—Extra large, bright rose, base of upper petals pure white. Blooms in immense trusses on long, stout, strong stems. Robust growth, always producing a beautiful display of bloom.

COLOSSUS—Florist quite circular semi-double, 2½ inches in diameter; truss also fine. The color is very beautiful, a rich shade of crimson. Very free in bloom. One of the very largest and finest.

ERNEST KELWAY—A vivid scarlet, with grand truss. Everything that could be desired, both in habit and quantity of bloom.

DR. JACOBY—Enormous trusses of clear salmon.

DOUBLE GUINEA—It is a splendid grower, stands the sun well, and is of a very bright orange-yellow color. Florists call them 'sunburst.'

EULALIE—Double. Bright salmon; a beautiful, well-formed flower, and a distinct advance upon any previous striped varieties, both in bloom and habit.

FIRE BRAND—Color, a dazzling flame scarlet; fine truss, flowers large and of great substance. An excellent bedder and pot plant. For planting none equal it.

LE ETOILE—Color of the flower a clear, bright salmon, with center and outer edges touched with white, and with soft shadings of carmine, velvety texture, and of the most permanent semipetals.

GEN. MILLOT—Intense and dazzling crimson scarlet.

GLORIE DE FRANCE—Large, round flowers of waxy appearance; color, carmine and white, with carmine center. A peculiarly beautiful petal, and of an excellent pet variety, to which its habit is finely suited.

JOSEPHINE GERBEAU—Trusses of immense size, the largest of any variety, exceptionally large, carmine, with a very fine shading to rosy lilac, flower marked white.

LE CONTABLE—Large, full, double flowers of a beautiful bright rose color. An extra fine variety.

LE PILOTE—Crisp, showy crimson scarlet; large and beautiful florists.

M. LOCKROY—Stem stiff and trusses large; flowers very full. Color a beautiful shade of soft sub-scarlet.

MARVEL—Rich, bright crimson. One of the best dark-colored bedding varieties. The plant is compact and low-growing in form, making excellent plants for massing.

MME. CHAS. DBAUCHE—Double, extremely free flowering, with enormous trusses, composed of large, round flowers. Color, bright rose, shading to light pink.

MRS. GLADSTONE—Color, pure white and shaded flesh pink toward the center; a beautiful combination.


MRS. GLADSTONE—Grand color, pure white and shaded flesh pink toward the center; a beautiful combination.

MONTESQUI—Very large flowers and truss; color, an exquisite pale mauve, with white eye.

MONSIEUR PRESS—Enormous trusses of large flowers; rich, rosy salmon blended into carmine and white.

MADAME AYME CHEVRELIÉ—The best double white Geranium in cultivation. All through the Summer this superb native variety yields enormous quantities of the other white varieties. Trusses and flowers are very large.

ROSEBUD—A perfectly formed, bushy plant, constantly covered with well-proportioned trusses of exquisite little rosemaries. A distinct improvement upon any other white variety.

SIR TREVOR LAWRENCE—Enormous trusses of bright rose pink flowers; beautiful foliage. This is one of the best bedding and pot varieties.

WILLIAM PFISTER—Beautiful, bright apricot color, quite distinct and by far the best of the color.

Single Varieties.

ATHLETE—New, crimson Geranium. For many years it has been the aim of all Geranium growers to produce a true scarlet flower. Here we have a distinct true scarlet, with a very strong stem, and which is of the finest quality.

BILL NYE—Color, peach, shading to pale salmon; flowers of fine size and form; beautiful and odd.

BRILLIANT—A grand scarlet; very fine, circular florets and beautiful trusses, and the grandest of the singles.

DR. LEVASSEUR—New—A fancy variety, peculiarly shaded and blotted; immense trusses of large florets. The three lower petals are orange cerise, marked with lilac, which shades into cerise; the upper petals are lilac, veined with red and bordered cerise. Free and vigorous.

GRANVILLE—Florist perfectly round; a lovely bright crimson. The flowers are large; the peduncles are excellent form; trusses very large and spreading, flowering at all seasons of the year. A fine bedder; extra good for pots.

GETTYSBURG—Bright crimson maroon, of a beautiful shade; flowers very large and of fine form. Extra fine.

HECLA—A grand. Footstalks fifteen inches long are very rigid, branches numerous and strong. Produces immense circular florets of velvety crimson scarlet. This variety has the largest, finest, truss longest stem and the best color among the single reds. It is a fine and very free grower.

JAMES KELWAY—A most beautiful crimson scarlet on petal and satiny texture; two upper petals slightly recurving.

LOWELL—Soft scarlet pink, of beautiful shade, large trusses. Fine indoors or out. The best of its color.

L. SWARTLING—The center of the floret is scarlet flame, shading out to salmon; floret large and truss immense. A fine grower.

L. M. GARR—Dwarf, compact habit, and in freedom of bloom is superior to all whites, and equal to best scarlet bedders. Does not fade out.

MARIE STUART—Petals overlapping and floret slightly cupped, upon long footstalks; truss large and informal, color, bright rosy scarlet. A bedder of the very highest order.

PIERRE MAEL—New. This is one of the finest and most striking Geraniums we have seen. Color, violet lake or pure violet, upper petals peculiarly and delicately spotted and striped with white; trusses are extremely large.

PRINCESS MARGUERITE—A very large truss of pure white. A grand grower and large scarlet florets, circular and cupped, gives it the appearance of a beautiful ring. It forms magnificent trusses of the largest size.
The 12 Best Double Geraniums.


The 12 Best Single Geraniums.


SWEET-SCENTED GERANIUMS.


FERNIFOLIA ODORATA—The most delicious of all, with deep yellow fragrance, very free growing. The leaves are valuable for mixing with cut flowers. Price, 10 cents.

LEMON-SCENTED—Delightful lemon odor. Price, 10 cents each.

MRS. TAYLOR—Foliage not very fragrant, but beautiful; flowers make fine bush, shaded with a small Pelargonium; blooms freely and constantly. Price, 10c.

GOLDEN BRONZE, SILVER LEAVED AND TRICOLOR GERANIUMS.

ARBUTUS, New—Fine, large salmon-pink flowers, profuse bloomer; foliage like Crystal Palace Gem. Price, 10 cents each.

BRONZE BEDDER—The brightest and best of all; foliage yellow, with a narrow zone of deep chocolate, simply grand. Price, 10 cents each.

CRYSTAL PALACE GEM—Broad golden yellow margined, with a central disk of green; dwarf and free. One of the best. Price, 8 cents each; for 50 cents, net.

DOUBLE BRONZE GERANIUM GORMIRE—Clear golden yellow foliage, with elegant bronze double, fiery orange-colored flowers. Price, 15 cents each.

EXQUISITE—Large chocolate zone, large golden yellow center, edges variegated; flowers salmon, tipped white. A perfect beauty. Price, 10 cents each.

FANNY—Light golden foliage, chocolate zone; the flowers are large and of a delightful peach color; very free blooming. Price, 10 cents each.

PELARGONIUMS, LADY WASHINGTON, OR PANSY GERANIUMS.

The flowers have deep blotches on the upper petals and bright spots on the lower ones. When in bloom during the months of May and June, they are very beautiful and ornamental, either as pot plants or in the garden. Although their time of blooming is short, their great beauty while in flower makes them very desirable. We offer the newest and best varieties. We have six of the best varieties. Price, 25 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will mail you the set of SIX Lady Washington Geraniums. No further Discount.

TRAILING OR IVY-LEAVED GERANIUMS.

A splendid class of climbing or trailing Geraniums, unsurpassed for hanging baskets, vases, (especially those in cemeteries) rock-work and training on trellises; perpetually in bloom.

PRICE, 10 CENTS EACH; 3 FOR 25 CENTS.

CAMILLE FLAMMARION—A beautiful variety, and a general favorite with all lovers of the ivy leaf varieties; flowers orange, fall, cup-shaped, and a deciding rosy bloom. Price, 10 cents each.

CENTENNIAL—Rich, bright salmon, immensely sized flowers of the most perfect form. Without doubt the finest variety in the class. Price, 15 cents each.

COMTESSE HORACE de CHOISEUL—The plant is vigorous, leaves with zones, double and imbricated, in good trusses; color a bright golden salmon. This is the richest colored variety. Price, 10 cents each.

GENERAL CHAMPIONET—A grand pure scarlet color; flowers of beautiful rose form, quite circular, of the largest size; the most regularly beautiful of all the reds, set off by its bright green, and a little darker, besides being very double. Price, 10 cents each.

GARDEN GLORY—Fine bright scarlet; probably the best of its color, both for flower and growth and bloomer; one of the most useful of the ivies. Price, 10 cents each.

GALILEE—Rich, deep pink; large flowers of good substance and not, only flowers in Summer, but makes a beautiful plant for the window in Winter.

INCOMPARABLE—Trusses very large; florets immense and very regular in form, quite full; the color is an exquisite shade of pale rose. Price, 10 cents each.

JOAN OF ARC—The flowers are perfectly double, white as snow, and literally cover the plant when in full bloom. The foliage is extremely handsome, the dense, glossy green leaves making a most effective background for the great clusters of snow white flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

JOSEPH DE MAISTRE—Fine, large trusses of heavy flowers, clear and distinct. Price, 10 cents each.

LA ROSIERE—Flowers very large and perfectly double, making a lovely rosette in shape. Color of the most delicate soft white shade, and extremely graceful. Price, 10 cents each.

LA ROYALE—Phlox, somewhat like a Geranium, except the leaves are more concolorous. Price, 50 cents each.

LA VIOLETTE—Flowers of a deep violet, and always forming clusters; a most desirable variety. Price, 10 cents each.

LAVENDER BLOOM—Two kinds, beautiful purple, and another of lavender color. Price, 10 cents each.

MADAME GALANTE—Very popular variety; flowers large, well shaded with a salmon margin. Price, 10 cents each.

MISS FOOTE—Beautiful variety, flowers rich and profuse. Price, 10 cents each.

MRS. EDWARD BURACK—A handsome plant, flowers very double and of great vigor. Price, 10 cents each.

MRS. MYRTLE BRADLEY—Very handsome plant; flowers rich and of great size. Price, 10 cents each.

MRS. W. B. BURK—A large flowered variety with a decided black splashing. Price, 10 cents each.

NUTMEG-SCENTED—Small leaves, nutmeg perfume. Price, 10 cents each.

OAK-LEAVED—Beautiful foliage resembling oak leaves; black center, with green border. Price, 10 cents each.

PEPPERMINT—Fine cut foliage, with pepper scent. Price, 10 cents each.

ROSE-SCENTED—Two kinds, broad leaf and cut leaf; this is the most popular of all of the scented Geraniums. Price, 10 cents each.

SKELETON-LEAVED—Leaves finely cut; rose fragrant. Price, 10 cents each.

SHRUBLAND PET—Small light green; fragrant leaves. Price, 10 cents each.

PRICE, 6 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.

WAX-LEAVED—Vegetation very heavy; flowers rich and profuse; leaves waxed; foliage quite persistent. Price, 10 cents each.
**Beautiful New Geranium Creations.**

Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 50 cents; except where noted.

JEAN LAMOR—Plant free blooming, large trusses; very large flowers of beautiful effect with their blended and brilliant shades; color is variable according to flowers; ordinarily the border of petal is red, more or less vermilion; center clear violet mixed with lilac mauve; base of upper petals orange.

DR. DESPRES—Large trusses, very large, round, well opened flowers of variable color, sometimes bright violet with vermilion spots on upper petals; again bright blood red brightened with violet spots, making a beautiful contrast.

MAD. ALCOLDE BRUNEAU—Plant of finest habit; center milk white, regularly striped rose; edges of petals lined with narrow but distinct band of fresh rose lilac. This variety makes a departure in the list of zonales and is certainly one of the finest, most distinct and beautiful introductions in many years.

JULES LEMAITRE—Unapproachable for novelty and size of flower. One of the finest in our list. Each floret is extremely large, pure white, with each petal edged deep rose, two lower petals heavily bordered.

VERA VEND, New Double Corona—One of the most difficult to satisfactorily describe. Large flowered, double, entirely different from any other Geranium and is one of the oldest and most interesting. Border of petals deep rosy orange with large center striped white delicately marbled red and orange. Strong grower, continuous bloomer.

MONS. DE LA RUE—Rich carmine lake color of the most intense shade with white mark at base of petal; also lined and dotted carmine, very large flowers, color magnificent. Price, 15c.; 2 for 25c.

**DOUBLE NEW LIFE.**—The sensation which the Single New Life Geranium created when introduced into England is well remembered. The Double New Life is a much greater sensational departure in every way. The outer florets are brilliant red; in the center of these appears another semi-double floret, pure white in color, effecting a very charming contrast, difficult to realize unless seen, and having the appearance of being produced artificially. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents.

SOUTHEY—Bright vermilion, with white blotch in center of flower, running up into the two upper petals, which are suffused with crimson. Its gorgeous coloring and free blooming qualities render it one of the most valuable for all purposes.

DRYDEN—Fine for either bedding or pots; stands sun and storm remarkably well and is one of the most showy. Bright rosy red with large white blotches on two upper petals, smaller blotches on the three lower ones. Very free and continuous bloomer.

MARQUIS DE GALARD—This is certainly the most magnificent colored Geranium we have seen for some time. Trusses of immense size, semi-double; color, rosy cerise shading to orange; stems very stiff and long; color very beautiful and quite new, catching the eye at once; perpetual bloomer. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents.

FRANCIS PERKINS—This we consider the finest pink bedding Geranium to date for our climate. It is a decided improvement on that popular variety, Emile de Girardin, being a much brighter, cleaner color. The plant is a strong vigorous grower and a prolific bloomer; flowers are perfect in form and are borne well above the foliage on long foot stalks; color, a clear, bright pink. It stands the sun admirably and for missing there is nothing that equals it in its color. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents.

TRIOMPHE DE NANCY (New).—Flowers semi-double, carmine red, with white markings very peculiarly arranged; an entirely novel variety, with large trusses of immense florets. No other double variety has ever shown white markings similarly distributed. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents.

GERTRUDE PEARSON—One of the most beautiful varieties we have ever seen. The color is charming, a pure pink with a conspicuous white blotch on two upper petals. Flower is beautifully formed and we believe the largest of this color. Habit and growth are excellent, foliage nicely zoned. Single. Price, 15 cents each.

**M. POIRIER, Single.—**Perfect marvel among Geraniums; the best of the new dwarf grown sorts. Very dwarf, compact and of very branching habit. Flowers are produced in greatest profusion upon large sized trusses; color is like the beautiful Aurora unique and changeable, some can be seen with a deep rosy salmon, streaked and veined carmine, with deep magenta color; others with the outer petals almost a pearly white, carmine color. Price, 15 cents each.

Don't fail to read about Jean Vaud, New Pink Geranium, on last cover page.
BEGONIA REX, OR KING OF BEGONIAS.

The King of foliage plants, far out-showing all others. It seems to feed on the rich "metal" of the soil, and turns all shades of tints over its leaves. Give them a soil composed of rich loam, woods earth and sharp sand. They require a warm, moist atmosphere for shady situations. Allow the sun to strike the leaves while wet, and do not overwater. We have the leading and distinct kinds that we shall furnish for $1.00 each. For $0.50 each, we have the finest of all Begonias, and these are the most admired by all.

TUBEROUS ROOTED FLOWERING BEGONIAS.

For Pot Plants, are now classified among the handsomest Flowering Bulbs. Bloom continuously throughout the Spring and Summer, and outstrip in color the most brilliant and dazzling Geranium flowers, and from the finest buds until the very last out of bloom, are never out of bloom, and are highly prized for the rich profusion that the rich green foliage is usually found in the height of bloom. For bedding plants outdoors, or for pot culture in the house, the Tuberous Rooted Begonia can not fail to give satisfaction, even to the most inexperienced plants. We have fine bulbs in the following colors. Crimson, Scarlet, Rose, Yellow, Pink and White. To order, 10 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send you Fifteen Large Flowering Bulbs, assorted colors only; or, for 50 cents we will send you Six Fine Bulbs, assorted colors only.

BEGONIAS—FLOWERING VARIETIES.

Price, 8 Cents Each, Except Where Noted.

ARGENTEA GUTATTA—The leaves are oblong in shape, of a purplish bronze color, with silvery markings. The flowers are white.

ALBA PERFECTA—In all respects identical with the well-known "Alba," except that the flowers are larger and more perfect.

ALBA PICTA—Long, pointed, slender leaves, thickly spotted with silvery white. Foliage small and elegant.

BERTHA CHATEAU—An upright growing variety, with small, bright green leaves and flowers of a beautiful cur- ran red. Very floriferous and a charming variety.

BIJOU, New Dwarf—A very pretty dwarf variety, growing only a few inches high, and covered with intense scarlet crimson flowers. A perfect gem for pot culture, blooming continuously, equally valuable for outdoor bedding in masses or as a border plant. Price, 15 cents each.

DEWDROP—It can be planted out in the strong sun in the Spring, and will be one mass of bloom the entire Sum- mer. It will grow and thrive anywhere, and requires no more care than a Geranium. Color, pure white.

ERFORDIA, New—One of the most prolific bloomers. Continually covered with clusters of delicate rosy salmon flowers. Excellent for outdoor bedding, growing and blooming in our hot sun equal to the best Geraniums. A mass of bloom the whole season, lifted and potted before frost, will flower all Winter. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

FIORODI COCINA—Flowers a bright scarlet color.

FOLiosa—A handsome basket plant, foliage small and delicate, and contrasts well with its white bloom.

FLAMBEAU, New—Exceedingly free flowering, combi- nes with a wonderful profusion. Color, deep rosy pink, changing to delicate light pink. A valuable bedding variety, flowering freely as soon as planted, in pots or outdoors, and will bloom profusely in the pot all Winter. Price, 15 cents each.

HYBRIDA MULTIFLORA—Very free blooming, with beautiful pink flowers.

HAAGEANA, New—We consider this one of the finest ornamental flowering Begonias yet introduced. It is of strong, erect habit, producing naturally very symmetrical plants. The flowers which are of the largest size, are of a creamy white, with just sufficient pink to give them a bright, cheerful glow; the foliage is of large size, but not coarse, is of a bronzy green and red below. It makes an admirable pot plant. Price, 15 cents.

METALLICA—This elegant variety has large glossy leaves, shaded with green, coppery and olive, with a silvery lustre over all; large, dark pink flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

MARGUERIÆ—Similar to Metallica. Leaves bronze green, light rose-colored flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

MRS. C. A. TOWNSEND, A New Ornamental Begonia—This New Begonia originated with one of our customers, and is indeed one of the most beautiful and valuable species we have ever had the pleasure to offer our customers. It be- longs to the Recinifolia family. The leaves are of the finest quality, a charming variety, with bronze metallic green color, the under surface deep crimson at the ribs, shading out to carmine. An unusually profuse bloomer, with rosy pink, borne on long footstalks. Price, 15 cents each; two for 25 cents.

MRS. J. B. McBEATHY—Pollen-like, from pure white flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

NITIDA ROSEA—Beautiful, profuse blooming variety, immense panicles of rose-colored flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

NITIDA ALBA—Similar in every respect to Nitida Rosea, but with white flowers.

PRESIDENT CARNOT, New—A remarkably strong, vigorous grower of stiff, upright, branching nature. The flowers are large and showy, with a rich purplish bronze and a profusion of four petals. A large flowering variety. Price, 15 cents each.

OTTO HACKER, New—The plant is a strong, vigorous grower of stiff, upright, branching nature. The flowers are shining deep green leaves eight to ten inches long. The flowers are borne in immense pendant clusters eight to ten across, the large flowers in a cluster. Color, a beautiful bright coral red. Price, 15 cents each.

PURITY—The finest pure white Begonia grown. Its marvelous freedom of bloom and close, compact growth combine to make it one of the finest pot plants. Should be included in every plant collection. Price, 10 cents.

ROBUSTA—The stock, stem and under side of the leaf are Indial red, the upper side of the leaf glossy olive green. The flowers are of a beautiful, bright rose color.

RUBRA—If you only have one Begonia, let it be a Rubra for you. It pro « a cent in frost, and can stand cold. It is fast grow- ing that it will in a year or two reach the top of your win- dow, sending up heavy stiff canes an inch in diameter, and producing large flowers in profusion. It will do best in open, sunny positions, with a fine chalky soil. It requires considerable space, and is a fine plant for the greenhouse or pot culture. Price, 10 cents each.

SANDERSONI—Coral Begonia. The flowers are of a scarlet shade of crimson, borne in profusion. Leaves slightly edged with scarlet. Price, 10 cents each.

THURSTONI—Bright red foliage and velvety under-neath the leaves, and bright metallic green shading to red, in the younger growth on top. The flowers are a beautiful deep pink in bud, but when expanded become a beautiful shell pink; charming variety. Price, 10 cents.

VERNON—This excellent new variety is of unusual merit as a bedding sort, flowering fully as freely when planted out in the open ground, as when a pot plant. It begins flowering when first planted and continues throughout the whole season until stopped by frost. Foliage rich glossy green, often shaded deep bronze. Flowers at first opening are a deep red, changing to a beautiful clear rose in the fully open flower. 10 cents.

WASHINGTONI—Strong, robust grower, with large, deep rose-colored foliage; immense panicles of pure white tinted with pink. Price, 10 cents each.

WETTSTEINI—A beautiful upright growing sort, flower buds large, coral red in profuse pendants; very free flower- ing. Price, 10 cents each.

ZEBRINA, "ZEBRA BEGONIA"—This beautiful Begonia bears its foliage in the leaves, and produces in profusion running across the leaves, making a distinct and lovely plant. Price, 10 cents each.

10 FINE FLOWERING BEGONIAS, OUR CHOICE, FOR ONLY 50 CENTS.

SPECIAL OFFER—For only 50 cents we send, postpaid, 10 fine Begonias, of our selection only, from the above list, all different and all labeled. No further discount or premiums allowed.
GRAND NEW FLOWERING FUCHSIAS.

BON VOLOIR—Double white corolla, very full, of more than medium size; sepals bright red, the color from each being carried on to the petals. This flower is a most handsome and beautiful bloomer of very neat habit. Promises to prove one of our most useful varieties. Price, 10 cents each.

BOURGEOIS—This variety we have a decided novelty. The corolla is of immense size, composed of large petals, some of which are a rich royal purple, some spotted with bright scarlet, others entirely scarlet, making a most beautiful contrast in coloring that can not fail to please the most fastidious person. The sepals are large bright scarlet; the plant is a fine upright, strong grower and of compact habit. Large and free blooming. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 60 cents.

CONTRAST—Has beautiful flowers of oval form, very large double corolla, center petals rich violet lightened with azure blue, exterior petals bright scarlet, making a most beautiful effect. Vegetation is that of a very attractive and not found in any other Fuchsia. Sepals elevated, of a dark red color, plant of exceptionally fine, compact growth, very early and free blooming. Probably the earliest of all double Fuchsias. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 60 cents.

NEW GIANT FUCHSIS, MM. CARNOT

ROSE PHENOMENAL (New)—Identical with its parent. Phenomenal, except that it is a grand, large, double rose corolla, produced instead of double purple like Phenomenal. Flowers average three inches across and borne with the greatest profusion. In fact Rose Phenomenal may truly be called a perpetual bloomer so freely does it produce its beautiful flowers. The tube and sepals are a bright carmine, corolla rose color, base of corolla heavily shaded and veined with crimson. Price, 20 cents each.

MADAME BRUANT (New)—This is a novel and distinct new Fuchsia, entirely different in color from any other variety with which we are acquainted. The flower is very large and double; a fine, large corolla with strongly recurved sepals. This new is a delicate hellebore color, suffused with rose slightly marked and veined with carmine; sepals deep coral red; plant a vigorous grower of fine, graceful habit. This is a decided new color in Fuchsias, which, combined with its fine, large and splendid habit, will make it popular with all lovers of this beautiful class of plants. Price, 10 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $1.00 we will send you the Ten Grand New Flowering Fuchsias, postpaid. No other discount or premium allowed.

FLOWERING FUCHSIAS.

AVALANCHE—Rich golden foliage, large purple flowers.

ELM CITY—Sepals a rich crimson, corolla a deep purple, double, very free flowering. Extra fine.

JOSEPH ROSAIN—Very large scarlet tube and sepals. Corolla violet blue.

JUPITER—Is a sport from Phenomenal, and is similar to it in every respect, except in the coloring of the corolla. It is a beautiful shade of light magenta, dark crimson veins.

MOLESWORTH—Beautiful, white double corolla, tube and sepals bright. Fine for pot culture.

MRS. E. O. HILL—This is undoubtably the most beautiful Fuchsia ever raised. The tube and sepals are a bright red, rose corolla color. Fuchsias are large, full, and flowers of the largest size. The sepals are a rich crimson color, with veins of bright scarlet. Very large corolla of soft reddish violet.

PURPLE PRINCE—Tube and sepals a waxy crimson scarlet, with veins of bright scarlet. Very large corolla of soft reddish violet.


PRESIDENT QUNKNER—Light pruine colored corolla, with red sepals.

ROSA’S PATRIE—Very free bloomer and quite early. Tube and sepals rose carmine. Corolla pure white.

STORM KING—Corolla beautiful bluish white, veined with red, large, double, very fine. Produces great profusion.

SAPALY FRERES—Color very rich dark coral red. Corolla, violet and carmine red. One of the most beautiful varieties that we have ever seen.

SNOW FAIRY—This variety stands first among all double White Fuchsias for profuseness of bloom, earliness, dwarfy, compact growth.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send Ten Fine Sorts of Flowering Fuchsias for $1.00, our selection only, either Double or Single, or half of each. No further discount or premium allowed.

SINGLE COROLLA VARIETIES.

ARABELLA—Tube and sepals white; corolla, rose color.

ANNIE EARLE—Carmine corolla; waxy white sepals.

BLACK PRINCE—Single flowers, rose color, rich carmine and light carmine corolla; one mass of buds and bloom all year; one of the most satisfactory of all Fuchsias.

BENJAMIN PEARSON—Tube and sepals red corolla, crimson and purple, rather small, but freely produced.

CARL HALT—Corolla crimson, striped white, distinct.

CONSTANCY—Corolla, single, rich carmine, Sepals white.

DUCHESS OF ALBANY—Purple, drooping flowers; very fine.

EARL OF BEACONSFIELD—Deep orange corolla; extra large flowers.

LOTTIE—Tube cream; sepals rose: carmine corolla.

LUSTRE—Tube and sepals white, vivid crimson corolla.

MADAM CARNOT—Remarkably free flowering variety with flowers of very large size. The plant is of compact habit, and produces a profusion of flowers from April to the close of September.

MADAME DUKE—Very desirable single variety, bearing large double flowers, the tube and sepals being carmine and crimson.

MADAME VERNE—This new is a decided new color in Fuchsias, which, combined with its fine, large and splendid habit, will make it popular with all lovers of this beautiful class of plants.

MINNESOTA (New)—Corolla deep rose, tube and sepals white. Price, 10 cents.

MISTLETOE—Fine for pot culture.

NEW GIANT FUCHSIS, MM. CARNOT

NORTH STAR—Crimson corolla; sepals a rich crimson and dark red.

PERFECTA—Standard red, very large, double, profusely blooming. Price, 10 cents.

PUBLICITY—A splendid variety, with large handsome foliage of a delightful green tint. Flowers of unusual size. Sepals dark red, corolla rose vermilion, tinted violet.

PURITAN—Grand, white flower, corolla long and large.

RENOV—Large flower of fine form, purple corolla.

RIFFARD—This is a new variety we imported from France. It proves to stand the sun, as we had it blooming in the open ground all summer. Flowers, the corolla is crimson, sepals scarlet. Price, 15 cents each.

SPECIAL OR O—Corolla orange scarlet, sepals white.
**HERBACEOUS HYDRANGEAS**

HARDY JAPANESE HYDRANGEA, PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA, is a good variety for the eastern states. The flowers are white to bluish purple. 

**SAPPHIRE** (The Blue Hydrangea)—Strong, stocky grower: throws out numerous trusses of bloom of a beautiful porcelain color. **Price, 15 cents each.**

**THOMAS HOGG**—The immense trusses of flowers are first slightly tinged with green, becoming of the purest white and remaining so a long time. **Price, 10 cents each.**

**MONSTROSA GRANDIFLORA** (New)—One of the most valuable plants we have ever grown and we take great pleasure in endorsing it as the grandest and most beautiful of Hydrangeas. Great clusters of bloom are simply enormous; beautiful, most intense rose-color, shaded with white. **Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents.**

**OTAKSA**—Splendid variety from Japan. Flowers large, bright pink, tinted with blue; produced very freely. **Price, 10 cents each.**

---

**FRAGRANT HELIOTROPEs**

Price, 6 cents each, except where noted.

**ALBERT DELAUX** (Purple and Gold)—Foliage bright golden yellow, very pronounced, marked slightly with delicate green; bloom excessively beautiful, deep violet, rich rose, being produced in clusters of varying size; trusses large. **Price, 10 cents each.**

**CHANTELE**—Rich shade of white, highly fragrant. **Price, 10 cents each.**

**DARK BOUQUET**—An unusually rich, dark purple. **Price, 10 cents each.**

**HELIOTROPES.**

For some time we have been searching for a very fragrant variety to add to our list of Foliage Heliotropes. We have succeeded in getting one which we believe will be of great value. It is an entirely new variety, called "Chieftain." The color is a dark violet, very large truss; very sweet. **Price, 10 cents each.**

**QUEEN OF THE VIOLETS**—For neat, dwarf habit, profusion of bloom, richness of odor, this Heliotrope has no equal: its vivid color of rich violet blue, with its delicious fragrance, greatly approximates the color of the true Heliotrope in color; for summer decoration or winter blooming. **Price, 10 cents each.**

---

**NEW GIANT FLOWERED HELIOTROPEs.**

**THE CZAR**—Very dwarf grower, black stems and foliage, purple, large violet, violet, white; very rich in color; "Giant" type. **Price, 15 cents each.**

**GARABA**—Fine companion for above. Little taller grower; deep indigo blue, white eye; enormous trusses of the "Giant" type. **Price, 15 cents each.**

**LE POITEVINE**—Enormous flowers composed of large trusses of bloom; color, navy blue, and with shades of rose; robust, semi-dwarf grower; very free; continuous in bloom. **Price, 15 cents each.**

**LA DUSE** (Novelty)—Plants grow about 12 to 15 inches high, with the prettiest stiff, glossy foliage, unique and uniform habit. Trusses of bloom enormous, semi-globular form, covering entire plant. Color, beautiful blue, shading to lavender; odor is exquisite. This variety will be exceedingly useful for bordering beds and walks. A row of it in the field is a grand sight and is noticeable for a great distance. **Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 50 cents.**

**MAD. BRUANT**—Fine companion for above; little taller grower; color, lilac with white eye; enormous trusses of the "Giant" type. **Price, 10 cents each.**

**PICCOLA**—Rosy violet with white center, "Giant" variety; very free and of beautiful habit. **Price, 10 cents each.**

**PRINCE CHARMAINT** (Novelty)—Handsome foliage, extremely free blooming qualities. Color, lovely tint of bluish maroon. Panicles of bloom are enormous size. **Price, 15c.**

---

**SPECIAL OFFER**—For 75 cents we will send the set of 8 New Heliotropes. No further discount or premium allowed.
GORGEOUS COLORED HIBISCUS.

Large-growing tropical shrubs, with fine glossy foliage. The plants under the hottest sun produce enormous flowers in great numbers, and make noble specimens. They can be grown in tubs and kept for years. The blooms average five or six inches in diameter, and are gorgeous colored. When hedged out in the lawn the effect is simply grand and gorgeous, commanding the attention and admiration of all. The plant can be wintered over in a warm, dry cellar or pit.

PRICE.—8 cents each for small one year plants, or 4 for 20 cts. each; where noted large plants, 20 cts. each, or 3 for 60 cts.

AURANTIACA—Large, double, orange-colored flowers.

COOPERI TRICOLOR—Foliage beautifully variegated with dark green, pink and white; flowers crimson. This beautiful tri-colored plant is one of rare magnificence, and is unequaled by any other plant in brilliancy of foliage.

CARMINATUS PERFECTUS—Full, round flower of perfect shape and of rich, soft carmine rose, with a deep crimson eye. Price, 10 cents each.


DECORUS—Foliage very large and lobed; enormous single flowers, of rosy carmine; stamens and petals very showy.

GENERAL DE COURTIGIS—A very grand, large-sized flower; single; light scarlet; very showy.

GRANDIFLORUS—Rich, glossy green foliage, blooming continuously, literally covering the plant with crimson scarlet single flowers.

MINIATUS—Semidouble flowers of bright vermilion scarlet; petals waved and recurved. Are very handsome.

MAGNIFICUS—Very large flower; color, a deep magenta. Ends of petals touched with brown; foliage finely touched.

RUBRA—Fine double variety, with large, red flowers.

SCHIZOPETALUS—Petals are deeply laciniate and fringed; its drooping flowers, with reflexed, orange red and laciniate petals, render this plant not only a curiosity, but highly ornamental. Price, 10 cents each.

SINENSIS ROSEA—Flowers red, very large, nearly 5 inches in diameter; double.

SUB-TRILOCAUS—Flowers of enormous size, of a beautiful carmine, tinted with violet, probably the largest flower of the Hibiscus family.

VERSICOLOR—A variety combining in its flowers all colors of the whole family, being handsomely striped crimson, buff, rose and white.

ZEBRINUS—Double, outer petals scarlet, edged with yellow, inner petals very regular and curiously variegated with creamy yellow scarlet. Price, 10 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER.—For 60 cents we will send 10 fine varieties of Hibiscus, our selection only. No further discount.

OLEA FRAGRANCE, TEA OLIVE, SWEET OLIVE.

The most desirable flowering shrub of Southern gardens, and also a favorite house plant in the North. White flowers, very fragrant. Price, nice plants, 20 cts.; large plants, 60 cts.

The Old-Time Favorite, Stephanotis Floribunda.

Always Rare and Scarce. Rarest of all hard-wood vines. It makes a rapid growth, and bears large clusters of deliciously fragrant white flowers. Never offered at less than 75c or $1.00. Our price, 20c; 3 for 60c.

NEW PINK HIBISCUS,

"Peachblow."

One of the finest free-flowing plant novelties offered in recent years. The flowers are double and 4 to 5 inches in diameter, of a charming, rich clear pink color, with a small, deep crimson center, an entirely new and most beautiful shade. Blooms abundantly and continuously during the entire Summer and Fall months. It will give great satisfaction to all who grow it, either in pots or planted out in the garden. We offer two sizes. Price, strong young plants, 15 cents. 2 for 25 cents; large size, 36 cents, 2 for 50 cents.
NEW ABUTILONS

Flowering Maples or Chinese Bell Flowers.
8¢ each, except where noted.

ECLIPSE—An excellent plant for baskets, vases, or trailing habit, with large foliage, beautifully marked with deep green and yellow; flowers bright yellow with crimson throat.

GOLDEN BELLS—A bright golden yellow Abutilon of strong, bushy habit, and very free flowering.

INDIAN CHIEF—Dark blood red variety of great beauty.

INFANTA EULALIE—New and beautiful. An excellent variety for pot culture. The growth is short-jointed and compact, making a neat and bushy plant; flowers very large and much more cup-shaped than most of the Abutilons; color, delicate salient pink. A remarkably free bloomer, both in Summer and Winter. Price, 10 cents each.

PINK PERFECTION—Flowers a beautiful deep pink.

ROSE QUEEN—A beautiful deep rose-colored flower; perpetual bloomer. The plant is dwarf and compact in growth, making a fine specimen pot plant.

ROBERT GEORGE—Flowers broad, large, overlapping, incurved petals; color, orange, veined with erinaceus.

SPLENDENS—Dwarf, compact habit, flowers fine, deep red color.

SNOW STORM—Beautiful pure white flowers; growth dwarf. Price, 10 cents each.

NEW VARIEGATED ABUTILON, SAVITZI.

This is one of the most beautiful variegated foliage plants for house and outdoors, the variegation being pure white, the white predominating, and in some cases a great many leaves are almost entirely white. Is of dwarf, compact growth, thrives well outdoors, retaining its variegation in the hottest sun. Its most admirably adapted as a border for Cannas, Geraniums and other taller growing kinds. Very satisfactory. An ornament to the smallest as well as to the largest garden. Price, 16 cents each; two for 25 cents.

SWEET-SCENTED JASMINES.

CAPE JASMINE—Well known for its delicious fragrance and beauty of flower, white and double. Price, 16 cents each.

CONFEDERATE JASMINE, Rhyncospermum Jasminoides—Elegant hard-wooded climber or can be trained in bush form. It bears large bunches of pure white flowers; deliciously perfumed. Known in the South, where it is hardy, as the Confederate Jasmine. Price, 25 cents each.

GRAND DUKE OF TUSCANY—Very easily grown, even small plants bearing a profusion of double, creamy white flowers. A valuable and popular pot plant. Can be stored in a dry cellar in Winter. Price, strong plants, 20 and 50 cents each.

GRACILLIMUM—Extremely floriferous, flowering from every joint, which terminates in a dense cluster of pure white, fragrant flowers. Price, 16 cents each.

GRANDIFLORUM, Catalonian Jasmine—From Italy. Flowers pure white, long-stemmed, and richly scented. Price, 10 cents each.

MAID OF ORLEANS—This beautiful plant we place as peer over existing sorts. Easy culture, fine grower, good bloomer, elegant fragrance, waxy-white appearance. 30c. and 40c. each.

POETICA—Similar to Jasmine Grandiflorum. Flower smaller, but on longer spikes. Price, 10 cents each.

REVOLUTUM—A yellow-flowered Jasmine, nearly hardy and exquisitely fragrant. Price, 10 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—The 8 Jasmines for $1. No further discount.

LINUM TRIGYNUM.

A Winter-blooming plant of great beauty, producing in the greatest profusion very large, showy blooms of a bright yellow color. A complete mass of bloom for a long time during Winter. One of the most beautiful Winter bloomers it is possible to have. Flowers about the size of a Morning Glory. Small plants bloom profusely, and become more beautiful each year. Price, 15 cents each; two for 25 cents.

GOLDEN STAR OXALIS—ORTGIESI.

A perpetual bloomer in every sense of the word. Grows as freely as a Geranium in any situation. Is a shrubby plant, like a Geranium or Fuchsia without buds; about 12 inches in height, branching freely, and loaded at all times with clusters of bright golden star-shaped flowers, which do not close at night like other Oxalis. Highly ornamental foliage; leaves three-lobed, olive-green above, a beautiful shining metallic crimson-purple underneath, and wine-colored stems. It is surprising to see what attention it will attract. Price, 10c each; 3 for 25c.
CHEMILLE OR COMET PLANT—Acalypha Sanderi. This is the most distinct and striking ornamental plant introduced in many years. It is a native of the South Sea Islands. Of easy and rapid growth, and blooms continuously. Of branching habit, healthy foliage and remarkable flowers. The flower spikes, which appear in pairs from the axes of the leaves, grow from 2 to 3 feet in length, and are of bright crimson color, drooping and mixing among the green foliage with charming effect. For bright and curious effect it has no equal. Has attracted universal attention and admiration wherever exhibited. Our illustration is a very truthful. We offer strong, well-rooted plants of our own growing, mostly showing the flower spikes. Price, 15 cts; 2 for 25 cts.

ACALYPHA MARGINATA—Large and pointed oval leaf, center brown, marbled with rosy carmine. 10 cents each.

ACALYPHA MILTONIANA, New—Very valuable. The leaf is 4 to 5 inches long by ½ broad, notched and very sharply pointed. Bright green, bordered with creamy white; short jointed and a free, rapid grower. Price, 10 cents each.

ACALYPHA TRIUMPHANT, New—Ovate pointed leaf, 2 by 4 inches, very bright in color; a good red, marbled darker; a fine, free grower. Price, 16 cents each.

WEPPING LANTANA.

ACALYPHA GODSEFIANA, Novety—Coloring very marked—bright green leaves, broadly margined, creamy white. Very distinct and different from all the others. Price, 25 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—The set of 5 varieties for only 60c, net.

LANTANAS, OR SHRUBBY VERBENAS.

Price, 8 cents each, 4 for 25 cents, except where noted.

BEAUTIFUL WEEPING LANTANA—The plant is of very rapid growth and beautiful drooping habit, with lovely dark green foliage, producing a cluster of flowers at each leaf. The flowers are a most delicate, ciera, brillian, rosy lilac color, entirely distinct from any other flower we have ever seen. Indeed, we never grew a plant that attracted so much attention and gave such general satisfaction. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

COMTESSE DE BIENCOURT—Bright rose and yellow.

FRANCOINE—Quite dwarf; flowers large; rosy lilac.

GRAND SULTAN—Orange crimson with yellow center.

HARKETT'S PERFECTION—Golden foliage; color, yellow and pink. Extra fine for bedding or pots.

JACQUE MINOT—Yellow, changing to orange red.

JAVOII—Purest white; very large flowers.

JAUNE D'OR—Bright golden yellow, with bronze edges.

LA PLUE D'OR—Pure yellow flowers, dwarf and bushy.

M. SCHMIDT—Yellow, passing to a purplish vermillion.

RIGOLETTO—Pale pink, shading to rose.

SNOWBALL—Large, pure white flowers; very fine.

SERAPHINE—Dwarf; red, with yellow center.

SANSEVERIA ZEALANICA.

Beautiful plant, specially adapted for decorating drawing rooms and halls; stands drought and dust with impunity; leaves very beautifully striped crosswise: broad, white variegations on dark green ground. Will do well in any position. Singularly beautiful for decorative purposes; useful both summer and Winter. It makes a fine center piece for vases and baskets. Grows splendidly out of doors during the Summer. Fine plants, 10 and 25 cents each; extra large specimem plants, 50c. each.

CAMELLIA JAPONICA.

The Camellia is considered the queen flower of the South. During the month of May immense trees can be seen full in bloom, making one of the most gorgeous sights to behold. Their dark, shiny leaves contrast beautifully with the waxy-like blooms, which come in white, pink, rose, carmine and variegated shades. No garden is without them, as they are also quite hardy in the Southern States and require no protection or care. They are called the Royal Family of greenhouse plants. Leaves glossy and flowers of the most exquisite beauty: most endless variations of colors. We offer splendid plants, bushy, well-grown specimens, all in splendid health. The varieties are the best extant, the pick of a Continental collection. Fine large plants, 75 cents each; two for $1.25.

BOUGAINVILLEA SANDERIANA.

(CHINESE PAPER PLANT.)

Elegant Specimen plant; can be trained in any desired shape. This beautiful free flowering variety was introduced about three years ago and on account of its free blooming qualities has become very popular, especilly as a plant for Easter decoration. It is of strong and rapid growth. The brilliant rosy crimson blossoms are produced from early in February until mid-summer; in fact, a plant will frequently flower the greater part of the year. It is a most desirable subject for the conservatory or window garden. Price, 15 cents each; large size, 25 cents each.
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VALUABLE PALMS.

SPECIAL OFFER—Five choice Palms, of Our Selection of Kinds only, 50c., net.

NOTICE—All large sized Palms of over $1.00 in price must go by express, as they are too large to go by mail.

Indispensable for all decoration, whether in or outdoors, and for tropical bedding. They are easily grown and increase their value two to fourfold every year. Species of Java, Cocos, Club, Seafordia, and all Palms have, when grown, a kind of a long, narrow shape, developing as they grow older. Therefore do not think that a wrong sort has been sent you. KENTIA FOSTERIANA—This is one of the finest pot plants imaginable, being almost hardy, it is not injured by slight changes in the temperature. The leaves are a deep, green, fan-shaped, split deeply into segments. It is very graceful for table decoration. Price, small plants, 30 cents each; large size 50c. each; large specimen plants, $1, $2, and $5 each.

Cocos Weddelliana—Is undoubtedly the most graceful Palm yet introduced to our Collection. Stems are slender, leaves long and beautifully arched. Leaflets or pinnae are very fine; deep green above, white below. Good young plants, 25 cents, 50 cents, and $1.00 each.

KENTIA BELMOREANA—Kentias are among the best of Palm species for general cultivation, being almost impregnable against diseases. This variety is one of the best in its class, gracefully disposed; as a decorative plant for the window, dinner table or conservatory, it scarcely has an equal. Nice young plants 20 cents each; extra good plants, $1, extra strong, stocky plants, $2.00 and $5.00 each.

CHAMÆROPS EXCELSA—Handsome fan leaf Palm of rapid, easy culture. Very valuable and useful for outdoors during the Summer. Price, 25 cents and $1.00 each.

WASHINGTONIA FILLIFERA—A beautiful Palm. It has elegant dark green fan shaped leaves, from which hang thread-like filaments. 15 cents.

Corypha Australia—One of the most valuable greenhouse Palms; leaves very circular, margin divided into small segments, dark green, easy culture. Small plants, 25c. each; larger size, 50c. and $1.00 each.

Latania Borphonica—Well known favorite Fan Palm, beautiful in all stages of growth; their value two to fourfold greater. Please notice that all Palms have, when young, a pair of a long, narrow shape, developing as they grow older. Therefore do not think that a wrong sort has been sent you.

PHŒNIX CANARIENSIS, Canary Island Date Palm—Belongs to the pinnae class, which means that its branches are feather shaped. Small plants, 15 cents each; large specimen plants, $1.00 and $2.00 each.

ARECA LUTESCENS—This majestic Palm is without a peer for strength and elegance combined. Dark, glossy green leaves, gracefully curved on slender stalks, the entire foliage, trunk and stem are a golden yellow, irregularly spotted with bronze green, giving it a peculiar charm. Small plants, $1.00 each; large plants, 50c. each; extra large very strong, $1.00 each.

PHŒNIX REOINATA—Beautiful, reclinant foliage. Graceful and exceedingly ornamental Palm. Nice plants, 50 cents, $1.00 and $2.00. SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS—A most useful conservatory or lawn plant. Leaves two to 6 ft. long. Largely grown on account of its hardy constitution, useful and graceful character. They soon develop into noble specimens. Nice young plants, 20 cents each; large strong plants, 50c. and $1.00 each.

DWARF FAN PALM, LIVISTONA ROTUNDIFOLIA—Resembles Latania Borphonica, more dwarf and compact in habit, having smaller and handsomer leaves, perfect in shape, circular in form, deeply toothed. Small plants throw up an unusual number of these beautiful leaves, making perfect specimens when only a foot high. Nice young plants, 50c.; showing full character, $1.00 and $2.00.
India Rubber Tree, Ficus Elastica.
Very large, smooth, leathery leaves, evergreen foliage. Generally esteemed as one of the finest house plants grown, attaining large size. True size tree should be grown in large pot, not in window box. Price, $10 each.
Pandanus Veitchii.
One of the most attractive and beautiful of decorative plants. Leaves are light green, beautifully marked with broad stripes of pure white, gracefully curved. Price for strong young plants, $1.00; larger plants, $2.

Pandanus Utilis, the Screw Pine.
Vigorous constitution enables it to stand more neglect, without an ornament for the window its glossy, dark green, serated foliage renders it unusually attractive, while as a vase plant or single specimen in greenhouse or conservatory it is unsurpassed. Nice young plants, 26c. each; extra large plants $1.

Araucaria Excelsa, Norfolk Island Pine.
Various names have been suggested for this grand plant to properly convey to the mind the appearance of it. Some have called it the “Christmas Tree Palm” because of its resemblance to a Christmas tree; others have called it the “Star Palm.” Deep green, leathery foliage, in whorls or tiers, rising one above the other as in distance. Symmetry of form, grace, beauty of foliage are unequalled. Easily grown in the house; highly ornamental. Extra fine plants, $1.00 and $2.00, true stock.

BEAUTIFUL FERNS.
PRICE—15 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.


ALBOPHILA AUSTRALIS—The Australian Tree Fern. A very beautiful and rapid growing variety. Price, 26 cents.

DAVALLIA STRICTA—One of the finest decorative Ferns for the room or planting out. The fronds are of a strong texture and of a beautiful shade of green.

LABTREA ARISTATA VARIIGATA—This variety has a broad band of yellowish green running through the pinnacles along the course of the radius. Price, 20 cents.

MICROLEPIA HIRTA CRISTATA—This is considered one of the finest Ferns in cultivation to grow into specimen plants. It is of such a delicate and graceful appearance, the beautiful, drooping, broad fronds look like ostrich feathers. As popular as the Boston Fern. Price, 25 cents.

NEPHROLEPSIS PHILLIPENSE, or DWARF SWORD FERN—A very pretty, narrow-leaved variety, with dark green foliage; magnificent to fill in wire hanging baskets.

THE BOSTON SWORD FERN—(Nephrolepis Bostoniensis)—This graceful Fern differs from the ordinary Fern in having much longer fronds, which frequently attain a length of four feet. These fronds arch and droop, even very gracefully, on account of which it is frequently called the Fountain Fern. This drooping habit makes it an excellent plant to grow as a single specimen on a table or pedestal. Price, 75c. each; strong plants 50c; extra large specimen plants, $1.00 each.

POLYSTICHUM PROLIFERUM, or LADY FERN—A new Fern, which we have added because of its beautiful, lacy-like foliage and ease of cultivation.

THE WONDERFUL JAPANESE FERN BALLS, Davallia Bullata Nagahia—This Novelty, from Japan, take great pleasure in introducing as one of the most satisfactory house Ferns ever offered.

Center moss covered with Fern roots in very ingenious manner, in a ball of twisted roots. Watering they start into life, and in a short time are covered with a mass of beautiful green foliage. If desired, they may be allowed to dry up, which is very convenient when a person goes on Summer vacation. They may be started again by simply watering in the box. When growing they should be watered two or three times each week. $1.00 each, by mail. When sent by express, 75c. each.
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THE BOSTON SWORD FERN

Cycas Revoluta.

These are magnificent plants of noble, majestic habit and most impressive. They are probably the most valuable of all the House Ferns. These plants grow both for lawn and house decorations. Their heavy, glossy, deep green fronds resist alike the rain, dust, dry heat and cold to which decorative plants are frequently exposed. Our plants are an exceptionally fine lot of popular size for home decoration. Extra fine plants, $1.50, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and $10.00 each.

Nephrolepsis Cordata Compacta—Strong growing, wide pale fans; two feet high when fully matured. Fronds dark green, of erect growth. Gracefully arched. Price, 15 cents each; large size, 50 cents each.

Pteris Argyrea—Silvery Fern—Variegated foliage; fronds light green with a band of silvery white down the center of each.

Pteris Tremula, or Shaking Fern—One of the finest Ferns for house decoration, growing very rapidly and throwing up large, handsome fronds. Price, 10 cents each.

Pteris Serrulata—One of our prettiest Ferns; fine for fern dishes. Price, 10 cents each.

Pteris Gentrica Alba-Lineata—A very pretty and useful variegated variety. Price, 10 cents each.

Sword Fern—(Nephrolepis Exaltata)—The fronds are much longer, arching over in every direction in a most graceful manner. Excellent for outside planting in shady borders. It is a very fine plant for hanging pots or baskets on the porch in Summer, or conservatory or window in Winter. Price, 10 and 25 cents each; large plants, 60 cents each; extra large specimen plants, $1.00 each.

FERN BALL GROWING.

INNISFALLEN GREENHOUSES, URBANA, OHIO.
Asparagus Sprengeri, or Emerald Feather.

A most desirable new species, especially useful to grow as a pot plant for decorative purposes or for planting in suspended baskets. The fronds are frequently four feet long, are of a rich shade of green and most useful for cutting, retaining their freshness after being cut for weeks. It will make an excellent house plant, as it withstands dry atmosphere and will succeed in almost any position. No introduction of recent years has made such a favorable impression upon us as this graceful Asparagus. We have a large stock and offer good, strong plants. Price, 10 cents each, 3 for 25 cents; large plants, 25 cents each, and extra large specimen plants, 50 cents and $1.00 each.

Asparagus Plumosus Nanus, or Lace Fern.

One of the handsomest of foliage plants. The leaves are a bright green, gracefully arched, and as finely woven as the finest silken web, lasting and retaining their freshness for weeks. We consider it the most valuable plant we have for this purpose, surpassing Maiden Hair Fern in neatness of texture and richness of color. Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents; extra large plants, 60 cents each.

Asparagus Tenuissimus.

We consider this extremely elegant plant to be the greatest acquisition for decorative purposes or for cutting from that has been offered for many years. It is a climber, and is grown and can be strung like Smilax, but the extreme delicacy of the foliage cannot be described. It is as fine and graceful as Asparagus, finer than the fronds of the most delicate Fern. The sprays will be in great demand for bouquets and other floral work, as in addition to its gracefulness, it does not wilt like Smilax, but remains bright and green for weeks. Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents.

Antigonon Leptopus, or "Mountain Rose."

A lovely climber from Central Mexico, with beautiful rose-colored flowers in racemes two feet long. The profusion of bloom is such as to give the resemblance of roses at a distance, hence the Mexican name "Rosa de Montana," or Mountain Rose. Described by its discoverer as the most beautiful climber he had ever beheld. This is moderately hardy, with protection. The vines are killed to the ground by frost, but quickly shoots up in the Spring, and develops it flowers from June till frost. Price, 15 cents each.

New Ageratum Stella Gurney.

A short, compact grower, well branched, extremely free blooming, individual tufts are very large, dense; color intense blue; most beautiful ever seen in Ageratum. Has a velvety texture quite unlike the cotton-like flowers of this class. By its neat, short, dense flowers of brilliant blue, furnishes a bedding plant without equal. Can be used as a border. Price, 15 cents each, 2 for 25 cents.

New Ageratum Princess Pauline.

Most distinct, novel variety of dwarf habit, its peculiarity being that both colors, light blue and white, are combined in same flower. Price, 10 cents each, 3 for 25 cents.

New Ageratum Louis Bonnet.

Of dwarf, compact growth, covered the entire Summer with pure white flowers. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

New Giant Ageratum Le Geant.

Decided departure from the general run of Ageratum. This variety is tall enough to use as center plant in vases or baskets. Extremely rapid growth. Will carry a large feathered cluster with a cluster of bright blue flowers. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

Ageratums—Blue and White for Bedding.

Useful class of bedding plants, remarkably free flowering; also make excellent pot plants for Winter blooming. Price, 6 cents each; 6 for 25 cents.
PHRYNium VARIEGATUM—This is a very beautiful plant, highly valued for pot culture or for bedding out around Cannas or Geraniums. Succeeds well in all ordinary situations. An attractive ornamental plant, grows erect, resembling our Canna plants somewhat. A fine companion to Palms and Ferns. Leaves, bright pale green, beautifully Variegated with white and gold, the variegations being extremely diversified. In some leaves the whole area is white, in others only half, in others again it is confined to the interspace between the ribs, while in others it is reduced to a few stripes. The markings are faithfully depicted in our illustration. Price, 15 cents each; two for 25 cents.

SILVER STRIPED PEPEROMIA—So thick and waxy-like are the leaves of this parlor gem that nearly everyone takes it to be an artificial plant. Leaves distinct, variegated white and green, and have the appearance of being powdered with fine-ed silver. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents.

PURPLE VELVET PLANT, Gynura Aurantiaca.—A rare and beautiful plant. The leaves and stems are entirely covered with purple hairs, giving them the appearance of velvet. One would pronounce the plants artificial, so unlike nature they appear; flowers in brilliant orange clusters. Elegant for pot culture, vases of budding out. Price, 16 cents each; 2 for 25 cents.

OLERODENDRON BALFOURI—A rapid growing climber of great beauty; can be trained in bush form. Flowers, bright scarlet, excelled by a bag-like calyx of pure white; trusses of panicles of flowers upwards of 6 inches in length; elegant for trellis work. Price, 10 cents each.

CERESUS GRANDIFLORA, QUEEN OF NIGHT CACTUS—Imagine a dozen flowers unfolding with the setting sun their hundreds of wax-like petals, encircled by a wreath of gold in continual motion, perfuming the surrounding air with the most delicious fragrance known. Does it not deserve its royal title? (Grows and blooms with the greatest ease; requires absolutely no care, living for months without any water. Price, 10 cents each.

EPHYLLUM, OR LOBSTER CACTUS—A wonderfully free bloomer, frequently blooming three or four times during the year. Of drooping, weeping habit. The flowers are a bright and beautiful pink color. Price, 10 cents each.

EPHYLLUM MAKOYANA—NEW SCARLET LOBSTER CACTUS—This grand member of the Cactus family should be in every plant collection. Of easiest culture, requiring a poor, sandy soil and but little moisture. The plant has a beautiful habit, soon attains a large size, and literally bends under its weight of scarlet bloom, which continues for weeks. Price, 25 cents each.

CYPHERUS, OR UMBRELLA PLANT—This plant grows finely in shallow water with rich soil or mud, soon throwing up long stalks, which are surmounted with narrow dark green leaves, arranged in such a manner as to suggest the name of Umbrella Plant. It will also flourish and make a fine clump in the garden. Price, 10 cents each.

CYPHERUS GRACILIS—A pretty new dwarf form, with very narrow, delicate foliage, entirely distinct. It makes a very desirable green for putting in bouquets. As handsome as a Fern. Price, 10 cents each.

SWAINSONIA ALBA—A most desirable everblooming plant, with pure white flowers, produced in sprays of from twelve to twenty flowers each. The individual blooms resembling a sweet pea. As a decorative plant for the window or conservatory we know of nothing that will give as much satisfaction. Easy of culture, growing in almost any light position. Its great freedom of bloom, grace and beauty will undoubtedly make this one of the most popular plants now in cultivation. Price, 10 cents each.

SWAINSONIA ROSEA—A worthy companion for the above. The plant is an excellent grower and a prolific bloomer; color, rich, rosy red. One of the best introductions of recent years. Price, 15 cents each.
AZALEA INDICA, CHINESE AZALEA—These beautiful plants are now becoming more popularly known for window and conservatory decorations. The ease with which they can be grown, their diversity in color and freedom of flowering, and their ability to keep them in public view, make them popular with those who desire a bright, showy accent. The collection comprises the cream of the best Continental establishments. All the sizes offered will flower freely in proper temperature. A very careful selection should be kept outdoors in a sunny and moist place during the Summer. Price, large plants, 76 cents each; two for $1.25.

AZALEA INDICA

MARANTA LURIDA—The Crotons are among the finest decorative foliage plants known. The leaves are all more or less veined and margined, sometimes entirely variegated with shades of pink, orange and crimson. Some have long, narrow leaves, arching gracefully in a fountain fashion, others broad and short, oak-leaved. Some recurve very much, others twist, crook-screw like. Crotons love heat, sunshine and moisture. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents.

BABY PRIMROSE—A very attractive variety, blooming most profusely during the Winter and Spring; in fact it blooms continuously for nine months. The sprays of rosy lilac flowers are very graceful and exceedingly useful for cut-flowers. It is easily grown in the house. Should be planted or set outdoors in the shade from June to September and rested. Price, 10 cents each.

PRIMULA OBCONICA—A favorite pot plant for house and conservatory culture, on account of its wonderful blooming qualities. Bears delicate spray of pink and white flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

THE TRUE GIANT EVER-BLOOMING MOON FLOWER, IPOMEA GRANDIFLORA—If planted out in rich ground, in a situation where it has full exposure to the sun, it will attain a height of 10 to 15 feet by October 15th, blooming abundantly the entire season. It is called “Moon Flower” from its rare peculiarity of blooming best at night. Pure white flowers, 8 to 8 inches in diameter, emitting a rich, Jasmine-like odor at night. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents.

NEW MOON FLOWER, HEAVENLY BLUE—A splendid companion to the White Moon Flower, it is equally rapid in growth and as free blooming as the white variety, although blooming in the morning and dull days. The flowers are the most heavenly blue, with reddish purple rays, and are six inches across. Price, 20 cents each; three for 25 cents.

MARANTA MASANGEANA—Dwarf growing plant of light green, mottled maroon. Used extensively in filling fern dishes; foliage is always bright and attractive. Makes a very pretty effect when with other plants in plant decorations anywhere. Price, 16 cents.

NEW RUSSELLIA ELEGANTISSIMA—Scarlet Fountain—Here is certainly a fine new plant that you should not be without. A vast improvement of the old Russelia. The habit is drooping, the slender branches and leaves completely hidden by hundreds of the vivid scarlet tubular flowers. It is so floriferous that tiny cuttings show more flowers than leaves. It is one of the finest and best new plants ever introduced and one that will give satisfaction to everyone. Price, 15 cents each; two for 25 cents.

ASPIDISTRA LURIDA—A very useful and durable decorative plant of strong growth; will succeed in any ordinary or potting ground. Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00.

NEW DWARF JUSTIOIA—(Velutina). An elegant new plant for pot culture and bedding, which we are sure our friends will like to have; will bloom to bloom when only a few inches high and continues bearing its beautiful, feathery plumes of lovely pink flowers the whole season. Some taken indoors will bloom all Winter. Quite scarce as yet. Price, 15 cents each.

NEW DWARF BLUE JUSTIOIA—(Nervosa). A first-class novelty, very rare and scarce, entirely new; low, bushy, compact plants sun mounted with lovely, sky-blue flowers, borne well up on strong stems, covered with flowers nearly all the time. An elegant plant for bedding out in Summer and blooming in pots in Winter. Price, 10 cents; 3 for 25 cents.

NEW DWARF YELLOW JUSTIOIA—(Flava). A grand novelty, similar in growth and habit to Justicia Velutina, but covered for months in succession with splendid large feathery clusters of pure yellow flowers, surmounting dark, velvety green foliage. Very rare and handsome and a continuous bloomer. Price, 15 cents each.
Beautiful Flowering Plumbagos

SANGUINEA.—The Plumbagos are very desirable plants for bedding or house culture, and are admired by all for their elegant trusses of bloom and the delicate colors of their flowers. The light blue and deep blue and white varieties are well-known favorites, but with the new variety Sanguinea we have something that is entirely distinct and the prettiest of all Plumbagos. The trusses of bloom are larger than in the older varieties, often measuring ten inches in length, and of the loveliest bright pink or deep rose. Order and be surprised. Price, 15 cents each.

CAPENSIS, ALBA.—This is a splendid novelty. The exact counterpart of Plumbago Capensis, except in color, which in this beautiful novelty is a clear white. This is one of the leading new plants of the year. Do not confound this with the old worthless white. One of the most satisfactory bedding plants out. We recommend this highly. Price, 10 cents each.

CAPENSIS, BLUE.—This produces large heads of light blue flowers. It has the most peculiar shade of blue of any flower in cultivation. Always in bloom and an elegant bedder. Price, 15 cents each.

LADY LARPENT.—This beautiful variety of Plumbago was first popularly introduced in 1889. Since that time it has so thoroughly pleased all who have planted it, achieved such great popularity, which, coupled with our own thorough tests and observations, demonstrates that it is unquestionably the most distinct and valuable hardy herbaceous plant now in cultivation. The plants are strong, upright in habit, growing to a height of twelve to fifteen inches in compact clumps, and from the middle of July until severe frost are covered with lovely, rich violet-blue colored flowers borne in close terminal heads. Price, 10 cents each.

NEW DOUBLE-FRINGED PETUNIAS.
The double Petunia is one of the finest bedding plants for massing, mixed borders or for vases. They are of the easiest culture, growing in any soil that will maintain plant life, and producing in wonderful profusion. The brilliancy and variety of its colors, combined with the duration of its blooming period, renders it invaluable for garden decoration. Our collection is unsurpassed for brilliancy of color and size of bloom. They include all the brightest shades of pink, purple, rose, white, etc. We have 12 of the best varieties. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents.

VERBENA.—Mammoth Flowering.
In this grand new strain there has been developed a mammoth Verbena that produces uniformly magnificent large trusses, with flowers of unusual size. The colors are varied and embrace all desirable markings. We are so grand that we want all our friends to have it, and offer the plants at the moderate price of 5 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER.—For 50c we will send 15 Choice Mammoth Flowering Verbenas, or we will send you 100 Fine Plants for $2.50 by express, purchaser paying express charges. No further Discount or Premiums allowed.
**SALVIAS.** PRICE: 6 Cents Each, except where noted.

**SPECIAL OFFER**—Any 5 varieties, priced at 8 cents, for 25 cents; or 25 plants for $1.00, net.

A New Dwarf Salvia, Jean Ravelan—Early flowering; does not grow over 18 inches tall; blossom as soon as well rooted; blooms from early Summer till late in the Fall. An entirely new variety, different from what we have heretofore offered as dwarf flowering Salvia. Flowers "magnificent etulipred green," produced in grand spikes. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25 cents.

New Salvia, St. Louis—Great improvement over the old Salvia Splendens. Grows 9 to 3 feet high; large, buty plants, covered with immense flower spikes, 12 to 16 inches in diameter, of a vivid scarlet. Flowering from early Summer to late in the Fall. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

**New Salvia, “Bonfire”**—Finest of all Scarlet Sages; about 2½ feet high and 2 feet through, producing brilliant spikes of flowers among the foliage. Price, 10 cents each. three for 25 cents; $6.00 per 100, by express, net.

Salvia Rosea—A Winter-flowering variety with rose-colored flowers, borne in spikes six inches in length.

Salvia Splendens—The standard sort for bedding; flower spikes of the most brilliant scarlet.

Salvia Splendens Alba—White variety of Splendens. Idetical in every respect except color, being pure white.

Salvia Splendens, Variegata—White and red flowers, very evenly striped.

Salvia Vermont, or Yellow Bird—New and very dwarf plant of great beauty, with bright yellow foliage and scarlet crimson flowers. A magnificent plant for edging beds or for pot plants. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

**ABRIDGED LIST OF PLANTS AND VINES.**

**PRICE, 6 CENTS EACH, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.**

**Alternanthera.** Pachyoides Major—A clear carmine, the delicate foliage making a dense but soft cushion.

**Alternanthera.** Aurea Nana—Bright golden yellow under the sun of Summer; dwarf and compact.

**SPECIAL OFFER**—25 plants of the above for $1.00, postpaid; $2.50 per 100 by express.

Alyssum. Giant Flowering Double White—Very sweet.

Amania Malvavisceas—Scarlet flowers. Price, 10c each.

**Agapanthus Umbellatus**—A beautiful ornamental plant; evergreen foliage. Flowers borne on long spikes in clusters of 10 to 30 bright blue flowers. A very desirable pot plant. Price, 20 cents each.

**Agatha Celostis,** or **Celstial Daisy**—The flowers are a delicate sky blue with a yellow disc. A charming plant, Dwarf growing, not over a foot to eighteen inches in height and the bush easily swarmed with its lovely blue blossoms. Price, 10 cents each.

**Blue Solanum,** Seaforthianum (Azurcum). Price, 10 cents.

**Bouvardia**—Six sorts, single and double. Price, 10 cents.

**Cuphea** (Ogar Plant) —Bright red flowers, tipped white.

**Cuphea Lava**, (Fire-Flower) has two bright scarlet wings at end of each flower; tip of flower is bright purple; stems are pure white. Price, 10 cents each.

**Cocula Platyclada**—Singular and interesting plant.

**Centistem Piroschis**, or **White Blooming Jasmine**—10 cents.

**Crape Myrtle**—Fringed flowers; pink and crimson.

**Cyclamen Persicum**—This is a well-known variety of long standing, equally as beautiful as the giant strain; flowers smaller. Fine Bulbs, 15 cents each.

**Cyclamen Persicum Giganteum**—The flowers are monstros; colors range in crimson, rose and white; delicately scented flowers. Mixed colors. Price, 25 cents each.

**Cissus Discolor**—Handsome climber; leaves beautifully shaded dark green, purple and white, upper surface having a rich, velvety appearance. Price, 5 cents each.

**Eranthemum Pulchellum**—Deep blue flowers; fine.

**Eupatorium Sanguineum**—Plant with white flowers.

**Eucharis Amazonica**—"Lily of the Amazon." Flowers white, star-shaped, exquisitely fragrant. Price, 25 cents.

**Feverfew, Double White**—Valuable for cut flowers.

**Ficus Rens**—A fine creeper for house or conservatory.

**Goldofussia**—Dark green foliage; flowers pale lilac.

**Genista Canariensis** (Fountain of Gold)—Price, 10 cents.

**Grevillea Robusta**—Magnificent plant for decorative purposes of rapid, easy growth; finely cut foliage, rivaling a Fern. Young growing leaves a light brown color, tips covered with a soft down, resembling raw silk.

**Nicotiana hostlan**, 10 cents each; a large size at 25 cents each. 3 for 25 cents.

**Glechoma Hederaecea**—(Variegated Ground Ivy). Foliage bright green marked with pure white, and has a refreshing minty fragrance. Price, 10 cents each.

**Hoya Garnos** (Wax Plant)—Star-shaped, waxy flowers, in clusters; glossy, evergreen leaves. Price, 20 cents.

Impatiens Sultana—Distinct and beautiful either as a Winter blooming pot plant for the border in Summer. It is of a compact, neat habit of growth, and perpetual blooming. Flowers a brilliant rose-colored above the foliage. Price, 10 cents each. $4.00 per 100, by express, net.

**Ivy, German or Parlor**—A rapid growing vine.

**Ivy, English**—Splendid evergreen climber; hardy.

**Lophospernum**—Climber, with Fox-Glove-like flowers.

**Lopesia Rosea**—Small, spider-like flowers, rose colored.

**Leonotis (Lion’s Tail)**—Flowers a vivid orange color.

**Leonon Verbenae,** A. (Parvisora) Price, 10 cents.

**Manettia Bicolor**—Fire Cracker Vine—Desirable vine. It blooms profusely from time of planting. Flowers are from one to one and a half inches long, intense scarlet shirred into flame, with bright yellow, covered with scarlet moss. Price, 10 cents each.

**Mexican Primrose**—Clear, satiny pink flowers.

**Mayea Erecta**—Lovely Glosinia-shaped flowers of rich, roseblue, shading to deep crimson. A most desirable blooming plant. Suitable for house culture. Price, 10 cents.

**New Giant Browallia.** A most valuable addition to the list of blooming plants. Most people are familiar with the old form of Browallia, and would scarcely recognize this grand new variety of the same family. The flowers are indigo blue, fully two inches across, and cover the plant when in bloom. Invaluable for Summer beds of flowers or for pot plants in the Winter for greenhouse and window garden. Price, 10 cents each; three for 25 cents.

**Oleanders**—Three fine sorts. Price, 15 cents.

**Pomegranate**—Three sorts, Price, 10 cents.

**Pittosporum Tobira**—An evergreen, hardy, from the South. Winter-blooming shrub, of easy culture, producing small white flowers of exquisite fragrance, not unlike the orange. Suitable for house culture. Price, 10 cents each.

**Passiflora, or Passion Vines**—Blue and white. Price, 10c.

**Pilea Serpenteria**—The Wonderful Artillery Plant.

**Paris Daisy,** or **White Marguerite**—Fine for cutting.

**Paris Daisy,** or **Sorrel d’Or,** or **Yellow Marguerite**.

**Paris Daisy,** Md. Farfallan, (New)—A beautiful plant for edge of flower beds; bright sky blue green foliage, with white flowers; very dwarf grower.

**Primrose Chinesse Fringed**—Pink or white. Price, 10 cents.

**Russelia Juncea**—A lovely plant. Price, 10 cents.

**Ruellia Formosa**—Beautiful scarlet, nice for window boxes. Price, 10 cents.

**Smilax—Exquisitely beautiful; fine foliage for cuttings.**

**Strobilanthes, or Royal Purple**—Fine bedding or pot plant.

**Saxifraga Sarmentosa, Strawberry Geranium—**Of low vin- ing habit; leaves narrow and soft, with very pretty bands. **Tradescantia, or Wandering Jew—**Three sorts.

**Euphorbia Splendens,** or **Crown of Thorns**—A very thorny plant with pink flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

**Vinca Variegata**—Leaves are white and green.

**White Solanum Jasminoides Grandiflorum**—Vine.
Best Summer Flowering and Ornamental Bulbs.

FAVOR FLOWERING DAHLIAS—Always great favorites, and now have attained a height of perfection that seems impossible to improve. The roots should be set about 4 feet apart in a rich, loamy soil, mulched with well-rotted manure. Price, 15 cents each; 6 fine sorts for $1.00.

HYACINTHUS CANDICANS—Stately bulbus plant; large leaves, strongly growing. Flowers pure white, pendant on long whip-like stalks. Price, 5 cents each; 6 for 25 cents.

MADEIRE VINE BULBS—Beautiful, rapid growing climber, bearing graceful racemes of fragrant white flowers. Price, 5 cents; 6 for 25 cents.


CACTUS CACTUS—Beautiful blooming pots, lovely in their own right, or to attract attention, or as a decorative plant. Price, 6 for 25 cents.

FANCY LEAVED CALADIUMS—Plants are especially valuable for decorating conservatories, window boxes and as specimen plants. Are magnificent planted in beds out doors, nothing being more showy. Brilliant cardinal red, cream, pink, white and various shades of green are displayed in velvets and blotches of leaves, which can not be obtained in any other class of plants. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 50 cents.

NEW EXCELSIOR PEARL TUBEROSES—Universal favorite, easily grown; most popular of all flowers for butt-hole bouquets. This strain has been selected with great care and is superior to the ordinary Pearl Tuberoses. Twice the size of the common kind. Price, 6 cents; 6 for 25 cents. SPECIAL OFFER—10 for 50 cents, net.

AMARYLLIS FORMOSISSIMA—Crimson flowers, blooming early. Price, 15 cents each.

AMARYLLIS BELLADONA—Beautiful silvery white, turning to soft rose as the flower ages. Price, large bulbs, 25 and 50 cents each.

AMARYLLIS JOHNSONI—Very large flower of crimson scarlet, striped with white. Price, 30 cents each.

ZEPHYRANTHES, or FAIRY LILIES—White, pink or yellow. Price, 5 cents each; 6 for 25 cents.

BEAUTIFUL WATER AND POND LILIES.

NYMPHÆA ODORA MAXIMA—Flowers large, massive, cup shaped; broad petals of purest snow white, sepalis vivid green, without the slightest tinge of red. Vigorous, free-flowering variety. The hardy variety. Price, 25 cents each; 6 fine bulbs for $1.00, postpaid.

CHINESE SACRED LILY.

This will do well when grown in pots filled with a light soil, but the favorite method is to grow them in fancy shallow bowls of water, with a little coarse sand in the bottom. Run around the bulbs with pretty pebbles to prevent them from toppling over when in bloom. Bears a great profusion of flowers of silvery white with yellow centers. Will bloom in 4 or 5 weeks. Price, 15 cents; 5 for 50 cents.

SUPERB SEEDLING GLADIOLI.

Our New Superb Seedlings can be relied upon to flower freely, and embrace all shades of color; beautifully variegated and of the finest quality, in all the popular varieties, always in demand as cut flowers. Fine bulbs, sure to flower, 5 cents each; 3 for 10 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—For 50 cents we will send free by mail 20 good, large bulbs; by express, $2.00 per 100, net.

HARDY LILIES.

AURATUM (Gold-banded Japan Lily)—Considered by many the finest of all hardy Lilies. Flowers very large, made up of broad white petals, thickly studded crimson maroon, and bright golden band through the center of each petal. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 50 cents.

CANDIDUM (Madonna Lily)—This Lily is the emblem of purity. The deep lemon anthers contrast beautifully with the pure white, wax-like petals. Delicious fragrance. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25c.

LONGIFLORUM—Resembles EL(Ephant’s Foot Lily); flowers large and pure white. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25c.

SPECIOSUM RUBRUM—Most popular and satisfactory variety. The splendid large flowers are bright crimson and white spotted. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 50 cents.

TIGRINUM, fl. pl. (Double Tiger Lily)—Immensely clusters, flowers large, often 6 inches across, very double; deep fiery red, spotted with black. Price, 15 cents each; 2 for 25c.

IRIS (Clemence), or Easter Lily.—Pot and treat the same as for Hyacinths. Can be planted out for the Summer and early in the fall. Each bulb will give four to 12 flowers, in many cases many more. If often throws up a second stalk; bearing flowers, thus prolonging its season of beauty. The flowers are fully 6 inches in length, of the purest white and of the most delicious fragrance. Fine bulbs, 15 cents each; 4 for 50 cents.

GLADIOLI—New Superb Seedlings.

This gorgeous exotic is easily grown and cared for; will bloom in six weeks from time dry bulb is planted. Keep bulbs in pots in the house, or on the veranda, in boxes or little frames outside, and you can cut flowers all Summer. Bulbs should be started hotbed or sunny window. June or July is best. Dig up after foliage has died; pots can be kept over Winter in cellar free from frost. Price, 10 cents each; 6 for 50 cents.

12 SHOWY NAMED GLADIOLI—5 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—The set of 12 Named Gladiolus 50 cents. BRENCHLYENSIS—The flowers are of dazzling scarlet color, good size, enveloping the entire spike. CERES—Ground color is pure white, each flower has a conspicuous blotch of violet rose. MADAME MONNERET—A splendid, vigorous grower, with great clusters of delicate rose-colored flowers. NAPOLEON III—Fine, large spikes of intensely scarlet flowers, each with a clear white throat. REINE BLANCHE—Large flowers, pure white, strikingly marked with the bright green forms an attractive contrast. COQUETTE—Large and fine flower, bright cherry-red, with large white blottches and white bands in petals. GENERAL PHIL. SHERIDAN—Fiery-red, white line running through each petal, and a large, pure white blotch on the lower division. JOHN BULL—White, slightly tinged yellow and marked violet-rose. A grand old favorite. LAMARCK—Cherry-scarlet, tinged orange, pure white stamens. A fine variety for bunching. EUGENE SCHRIB—A superb sort. Flower large and wide, tender rose, blazed and striped carmine. GOLDEN SCEPTRE (Isaac Newton) Large, beautiful, fine, clear yellow. Spikes large, perfect. Great favorite. MAY—Lively white flower, finely flaked. Rosy crimson, long-stalked.
HARDBY PERENNIAL PLANTS.

ANEMONE ALBA and ROSEA—Single. Price, 10 cents each.

ANEMONE WHIRLWIND, NEW DOUBLE WHITE—Beautiful semi-double form of the Autumn-blooming Anemone. The flowers are two and one-half inches across, with several rows of large white petals. Very desirable. One of the best plants for cemented terraces, for fashioned borders, and for cut flowers. Price, 10 cents each.

ACHILLEA PEARL—One of the best pure white flowered plants for the border. The flowers are borne on tall stalks throughout the Summer. Price, 10 cents each.

ASTILBE JAPONICA—Compact, branching foliage, from above rich pinkish panicles of small, feathery white blossoms. Give them a half-shaded position. Price, 15 cents each. 2 for 25 cents.

COREOPSIS LANCEOLATA, GOLDEN WAVE—Should be in every garden. The flowers are clear, bright yellow, and certain to attract attention. It flowers profusely and thrives in any position. Price, 10 cents each.

DAISY NEW GIANT DOUBLE WHITE, SNOW CREST—Gigantic pure white flowers, born on long stems. Fine for cut flowers and perfectly hardy. Price, 10 cents each.

FUNKIA ALBA—(White Day Lily.) Flowers large, pure white, bell-shaped, fringed. Very fragrant. Price, 15 cents each.

HARDY PLUMSBAGO, LADY LACE—Dwarf-growing, covered all Summer with violet flowers. Price, 15 cents.

HOLLYHOOKS—For planting in rows or groups on the lawn or in the border. The flowers are invaluable. Lovely shades of crimson, yellow, pink, white, etc. They require a deep, rich soil. Price, 10 cents each. 25 for 50 cents.

HARDY PHLOXES—There is no class of hardy plants more desirable. They will thrive in any position and can be used to advantage in the hardy border in large groups on the borders of the most brilliant shrubs. They will be a mass of bloom the entire season. We offer two distinct varieties. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

IRIS GERMANIARUM—Large, hardy, herbaceous, early-blooming plants, with large ornamental flowers of richly and evenly blended colors, and are admirably adapted for borders. Price, 10 cents each.

IRIS KAEMPFERI (FLEUR DE LIS)—The rainbow hues of these grand flowers rival the finest Orchids. Deemed worthy by the Kings of France to be placed on the royal banner. Improved varieties. Price, 10 cents; 3 for 25 cents.

INNISFALLEN SUPREME IMPERIAL PANSY PLANTS—favorites everywhere. The plants we offer are grown from choice and hardy, the flowers on four or five stems, when well grown will often measure three inches in diameter, and of the most brilliant and beautiful hues imaginable. Price, 10 cents each; 25 for 50 cents.

NEW RUBBECKIA, "GOLDEN GLOW"—A glorious new hardy plant, tall growing, branching freely and bearing by the hundred steady flowers on two foot tall stalks; when well grown will often measure three inches in diameter, and of the most beautiful and golden colors. Price, 10 cents each; 3 for 25 cents.

PAONIES HARDY HERBACEOUS—Are among the show-est and most useful of hardy plants. We offer 10 distinct varieties. Price, 20 cents each; 3 for 50 cents.

HARDBY ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS.

ALTHEA, or ROSE OF SHARON—The flowers are of large size, very double and full. Two kinds. double white and rose. Price, 10 cents each.

AZALEA MOLLIS—Beautiful large flowers of fine shape. The colors run through all the shades of orange, yellow or crim. Extra bushy plants. Price, 50 cents; $1.00 each.

CAMPANULA, GIANT FABRICEI—The flowers are of splendid shape. Price, 15 cents each; 2 year size, 36 cents.

DEUTZIA GRACILIS—A charming shrub. Flowers pure white, bell-shaped, delicately fringed and borne in such profusion as to make a mass of blossom. Price, 10 cents each.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA—See page 54 for description. Price, 15 cents; 2 year size, 36 cents.

LILAC PERSIAN, PURPLE AND WHITE—Of more slender growth and finer foliage than the common lilac. Flowers in immense sized spikes. Price, 10 cents.

YUCCA FILAMENTOSA, ADAM'S NEEDLE.

A hardy evergreen plant, with long, narrow leaves that are bright green the whole year. The flowers are creamy white, bell-shaped, produced on long spikes. A grand lawn plant. Price, 15 cents; 2 for 25 cents.

PURPLE FRINGE OR SMOKE TREE—Beautiful and distinct. Much admired for feather like, airy clusters; has the appearance of being covered in a cloud of smoke. Price, 25 cents each.

PHALEREUS, GRANDIFLORA OR MOCK ORANGE—Flowers profusely, snow white, in dense, double clusters. Price, 15 cents.

PHALEREUS, PRIMUM, ELOFUS, DOUBLE-FLOWERING MOCK ORANGE—Flowers large, of delightful fragrance, double white. Price, 15 cents each.

PYRUS JAPONICA, OR BURNING BUSH—A splendid lawn plant; bright, scarlet flowers. Price, 15 cents each.

RHODOERON (Rose Bay). One of the hardiest valuable hardy decorative plants. The leaves are broad, glossy and evergreen. In June, when the masses of luxuriously-green leaves are surmounted by scarlet, purple and white bloom, each cluster large enough for a bouquet, the display is worthy of admiration. The plants we offer are from 15 to 30 inches high, well established, mostly set with buds. Assorted colors. Price, 10 cents, each; plants, two feet high, with large flowers, one dollar. Will be sure to bloom this Spring. Price, $1. By express.

SPECIAL OFFER—For $3.00 we will send 4 fine sorts by express, at your expense, selected from the above colors. No Further Discount.

SPIREA, ANTHONY WATERS—The new crimson. Charming; perpetual blooming. Price, 10 cents each.

BLUE SPIREA, CARPOPTERIS MASTAANCHUS—Of very vigorous growth, producing flowers in great profusion the whole length of branches. Color a rich lavender or blue sky. Price, 15 cents each.

PHLOXES—Beautiful plants in cottage or border gardens. Price, 10 cents each; 25 for 50 cents.

SPIREA PRUNIFOLIA—Flowers like double small white Daisies, known as Bridal wreath. Price, 10 cents.

SPIREA, VAN HOUTTE—A strong grower, flowers a pure white, in clusters. Price, 10 cents each.

SPIREA BILLARDII—Flowers in spikes of pink and rose color. Price, 10 cents each.

WIEGELIA ROSEA—Flowers large and rose-colored, borne in such profusion that the whole plant appears a mass of lovely blooms. Price, 10 cents.


VIBURNUM PLIATUM, JAPAN SNOWBALL—A new variety; one of the grandest shrubs in existence. The flowers are white and compact, and produced through the Summer, but towards Fall it turns much darker and remains on the plants for many weeks. Price, 15 cents each; 25 for 50 cents.

VIBURNUM OPULUS, SNOWBALL—Attaining a height of eight feet, produces its snow-white flowers in large balls or masses in June. Price, 10 cents.

HARDBY CLIMBING PLANTS.

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII—(Boston Ivy.) The most popular of all climbing plants, entirely hardy. The most exposed places. Strong growing, clinging to stone, brick or woodwork with the greatest tenacity. During the Summer the leaves are in the full blaze of a bright crimson, and change to the brightest tints of scarlet, crimson and orange. Price, 10 cents each; extra large plants, 25 cents.

CHINESE HARDY MATRIMONY VINE—A strong and vigorous hardy climbing vine. Price, 10 cents each; flowers, which are succeeded by brilliant scarlet berries nearly an inch long, every branch being covered with them. Price, 15 cents each.

CHINESE BLUE WISTARIA—A popular hardy vine; grows very rapidly; desirable for porches, trellises, etc., and is also excellent for the traveller. Price, 10 cents each.

HONEYSUCCULE AUREA RETICULATA—(Golden-leaved.) A variety with beautiful variegated foliage. Price, 10 cents each.

HONEYSUCCULE CHINESE EVERGREEN—Bloom nearly the whole season, 'coral flowers, with, yellow and white. Price, 10 cents each; extra large plants, 25 cents.

HONEYSUCCULE CHINESE SCARLET TRUMPET OR RED CORAL—A rapid grower, with bright red, trumpet-shaped flowers. This is the old, well-known variety. Price, 10 cents each.
VABLE SMALL FRUITS FOR THE GARDEN.

SIX SELECT NEW STRAWBERRIES.

BISMARCK—An improvement on the well-known Buckinga Mott. berries are larger, more robust and stocky and more productive. Berries very large, firm, full- colored, succulent, deep red, and of excellent quality. Grand in every way.

BRANDYWINE—World famous; receives praise over a century. The berries are of large size, glossy scarlet, very firm, solid and shapely, of delightful aroma, rich, sweet and luscious and productive. Perfect.

GLYDE—A great shipper, gardeners' money-maker and a boon to the fruit grower. Berries roundish-conical, bright scarlet, fine quality, very productive. Early to midseason. Perfect.

NO. OHMER—A giant among all strawberries, is never misshapen. Dark, glossy red, firm and of excellent flavor. Plant large and healthy, sending out a wealth of runners and producing large crops.

SEAFORD—Strong and vigorous plant; produce a marvelous crop of handsome fruit of great size. The color of the berries is deep bright and glossy; the flavor is good, very little acid. Quality very superior for a large fruit.

WM. BELT—For size alone it ranks among the best, producing berries, twelve of which will fill a quart measure. The fruit is conical, bright scarlet, firm, and of excellent quality; is excellent, plant strong and prolific; perfect

Price $2.50 per dozen for any of the above varieties.

SPECIAL OFFER—$1.00 net. No further discount. Write for prices on 1000 lots, by express.

THE BISMARCK APPLE.

Tree of short, stocky growth; thick, healthy foliage; makes beautiful specimens grown in pots for decorative purposes. Fruit, large, handsome, yellow, sometimes shaded red cheek; flesh tender and juicy; a delicious apple, entirely new in its remarkable quality of producing crops on young trees, seldom failing to bear when two years old.

Price 25 cents each. SPECIAL OFFER—$6 for 1000, net.

THE NEW EVERBEARING PEACH.

A most remarkable variety for its long continued bearing period. The first ripening begins about in July, and successive crops are produced until the beginning of November. Fruit in all stages of development—ripe and half-ripe—may be seen upon the tree at the same time. An immense crop is produced in a long period, a complete failure of fruit has never happened since the original tree began to bear ten years ago. The fruit is creamy white, mottled and spotted with light purple and with pink veins; oblong in shape, and tapering; flesh white, with red veins near the skin. A large fruit, and of excellent quality. Freestone type. Price, 25 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—$1 for 1000, net.

NEW RASPBERRIES.

CUMBERLAND—The "business black cap." Largest Raspberry, 

produces large, firm, sweet, and luscious. Fruit quality and wonderfully productive. Perfectly hardy. Large plants six to ten, 15 cents each; 4 for 50c.

SPECIAL OFFER—$1 for 1000, net.

COLUMBIA—Standard at the head, for most purposes, making jam, jelly, evaporating, etc. Fruit dark red, rich, juicy and of delicious flavor. Has produced over 5,000 quarts to the acre, and abundant, entire from July to the middle of August. Price, 10 cents each; 6 for 50c.

SPECIAL OFFER—$1 for 1000, net.

THE FAMOUS

JAPANESE RASPBERRY-WINEBERRY

Too well known and popular to need any description. It belongs to the Raspberry family, and is perfectly hardy; produces deliciously flavored fruit. Fine for preserves. Price, 6 cents each; 6 for 25c.

SPECIAL OFFER—25 fine plants for $1.00, net.

DWARF ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHERRY.

From the mountains of Colorado. Hardy as a Wroming sage bush. With its deep green willow-like leaves, mass of pure white flowers in Spring and bright red fruit. Suitable for the rocky soil, worthless cultivation for an ornamental shrub. Makes a bush four to five feet high, usually fruiting in two years, producing large quantities of dark colored fruit, and ripening after all other cherries are gone. Price, 15 cents each; 5 for 50c.

CHOICE HARDY GRAPES.

Price, 15 cents Each, 4 for 60 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—The set of 12 Varieties $1.00, net.

CAMPBELL'S EARLY—In full maturity the middle of August; keeps for weeks both on and off the vine, unequaled for shipping. Black and luscious. Free from foxiness.

BRIGHTON—Small, light scarlet, sort, also a very beautiful one. Color, bright red; sweet, delicious, highly aromatic.

CONCORD—This fine old variety has so many good qualities that it is justly called the Grape for the million. The bunches large; color, blackish purple.

CATAWBA—Berries large and round; when fully ripe of a dark copper color; sweet, rich, musky aroma.

DELAWARE—Bunches small, compact. shouldered; berries rather small, round; skin thin, light red; flesh is very juicy, sweet, spicy and delicious.

EATON—Has vigorous growth and is productive and healthy. Berries unusually large; borne in immense clusters. Black.

EMPIRE STATE—New. A strong, vigorous grower and entirely hardy; bears large bunches of juicy white berries in the sweetest firm; Free from rot, very prolific.

MOORE'S EARLY—Best early black grape; a healthy grower; berries large, juicy and luscious; very prolific.

MOORE'S EARLY-BLACK—A fine white variety, of excellent quality; skins smooth and clear. Considered one of the best.

NIAGARA—The best white grape. Bunches large, compact; color, pale green at first, changing to pale yellow when fully ripe; firm, hardy and sweet. Very productive.

THE MOYER—Hardy and productive. Rapid grower, thrives in any soil or climate. Berries fair size, thin skin, amber color; sweet, melting and delicious.

WYOMING—Hardy, healthy and robust; color, beautiful amber or red, in size nearly double that of the Delaware; tender, juicy and sweet. Ripens before Delaware.

NEW BLACKBERRIES.

ICEBERRY, New White Blackberry—Bears large clusters of snowy white transparent berries; delicious flavor, tender, melting. Superb grower; productive. Price $2.50 each; 4 for 50c. SPECIAL OFFER—$1.00, net.

RATHBUN—New giant berry, measuring 11/4 to 13/4 inches in length; has excellent flavor. Price, 16 cents each; 6 for 50c. SPECIAL OFFER—16 for $1.00, net.

EMPIRE—New Industry—By far the heaviest crop yet known, free from mildew; berries 1 to 1 1/4 inches in diameter. Color, handsome dark red. Price, 25 cents each.

SPECIAL OFFER—4 for 50c.; 12 for $1.25, net.

GOOSEBERRIES.

THE DOWNING GOOSEBERRY—Is king of all for profit and general planting. Fruit large, green and of fine quality. Very strong grower; perfectly hardy and always productive. Bears paying crops soon after planting. Price, 10 cents each. SPECIAL OFFER—6 for 50c; 15 for $1.00, net.

FA'S PLYMOUTH—A superb variety, grown, bright chest-cherry red and four times as productive as any other red currant. The bushes are a perfect mass of blossoms and berries.

JAPAN, OR GIANT CHESTNUT.

Planted by hundreds like apples; nuts large; sell at highest prices. Price, 25 cents each. SPECIAL OFFER—for $1.00 we will send, post-paid, 6 fine trees. No further discount.
Flower Seed Novelties, Choice Varieties of Special Merit.

A New Departure—Flower and Vegetable Seeds at Less Than Half Price!

A PACKET OF PURE AND RELIABLE SEEDS FOR TWO CENTS.

Our Liberal Seed Premiums or Discounts—On all Orders for Seeds, in packets only, purchaser may select 60 cents worth, extra, for each packet, provided he spends us $1.00 can select Seeds in packets amounting to $1.50, and upwards. This premium applies to Seed Orders alone. We cannot allow you to select any premium on a Seed Order for less than 50 cents.

Our Warranty—That our Seeds are as Good as the Best in the Market, and that we stand ready to replace any which do not prove satisfactory, through defect in the Seed, or in quality or purity. We do not guarantee that our Seeds will not be killed by drought, heavy rains, neglect, insect depredations, accidents, or frosts, after they are planted. CULTURE PRINTED ON ALL PACKETS.

Please Remember To Keep Your Seed and Plant Orders Separate. It will greatly facilitate the filling and packing of your orders promptly. Use our Order Sheet. If you need more, write us, and we will gladly mail them to you at once.

NEW LARGE FLOWERING ASTERS

Price, per Packet, 5 Cents, except where noted.

ASTER NEW ROSE—Flowers large, double incurved, recurved like a rose. Mixed colors.

COMET—A handsome new very distinct Aster, resembling Japanese Chrysanthemum. Petals long, beautifully curved, a delicate pink, bordered white, bright pink, light blue borders, other mixed colors.

DWARF WHITE QUEEN—Grows only 10 to 12 inches high, with spotless white flowers. Fine for pot culture as well as bedding out.

DWARF CHRYSANTHEMUM—Flowered are only 10 to 15 inches high, producing large, double flowers, resembling Chrysanthemums, and valuable on account of profuse late flowering.

DWARF BOUQUET—Only 6 to 8 inches high. Each plant furnished with handsome flowers and looks like a bouquet set in the ground.

NEW ASTER, RED HUSSAR—This is a new and brilliant flowering Scotch Aster, free from the magenta tinge usual in red Asters; the flowers measure from 3 to 4 inches across, are of regular globose form, perfectly double to the center and borne freely on sturdy, candelabra branching plants about 15 inches high; an exceedingly effective bedder. Price; per pkt, 10 cents; 3 for 25 cents.

NEW WHITE BRANCHINGASTER—A new variety of American origin. Of branching character; the magnificent, large, double white flowers, quite four inches in diameter, are borne upon long stems, making them excellent for cutting.

NEW ASTER, DAYBREAK—A grand new variety of American origin. Of symmetrical growth and habit, it attains a height of 18 to 20 inches, and produces lavishly its perfect globular-shaped flowers of beautiful shell-pink color, similar to that of the Daybreak Carnation. A magnificent variety, either for bedding or for cut flowers. Per pkt 10 cents, 3 for 25 cents.

NEW DIAMOND ASTERS—Flowers from 2 to 2½ inches across, perfectly double, each petal distinctly incurred. Particularly valuable for borders. 18 to 20 inches in height; perfect mass of bloom; colors. rich, varied. Pkt 10 cents, 3 for 25 cents.


NEW JAPANESE, or TASSEL ASTERS—The beautiful flowers form a striking contrast with those of any other variety. Immense size, 5 to 6 inches across; long curiously waved and curled petals; resembles the most desirable Japanese Chrysanthemum. Vigorous growing. 14 to 15 inches high, producing a number of enormous flowers. Colors, beautifully rich and soft.

NEW OSTRICH FEATHER ASTER.

So Beautiful, so Varied in Colorings. Unsurpassed for Cutting during the Summer Months.

NEW GIANT WHITE ASTER, OSTRICH FEATHER—This magnificent new Aster has been added to the Queen of Giants. Grows to the same height as the Giant White Comet. But its greatest merit is found in its flowers, which are immense in size, averaging 6 inches in diameter, and a beautiful form, made up of much longer, more closely formed petals, equaling the best Japanese Chrysanthemums. A gem among Asters. Price, per pkt, 10 cents; 3 for 25 cents.

NEW YELLOW ASTER—This new color is of the Old Type. Form of the double flower is a perfect ball; quills close together, brightest sulphur yellow, not a mere indication of the color, as in former productions. Border petals are broad and seem to enclose the flower like bouquet paper. Flowers borne on long, erect stems, excellent for cutting. Pkt, 10 cents.

NEW AMERICAN BRANCHING ASTER, SEMI-TALL FLOWERING—This is an American novelty, unusual merit—sure to be popular. Of branching habit, large, double flowers, during August and September. Grows 2½ feet high and each plant produces 100 or more flowers, for cutting or border. Flowers are of deep crimson red color, and very large.

PRINCE OF WALES—New, very fine. Plants about 15 inches in height, branching freely in all directions. Flowers are of a deep crimson red color, and very large.

PRONY—FLOWERED PERFECTION—Very double, large and beautiful flowers. Mixed colors.

QUEEN OF THE MARKET—The earliest blooming of all the Asters, fully two weeks earlier than any other sort. Large flowers, free blooming and graceful spreading habit. We have them in separate colors, white, flesh, crimson, dark blue; also mixed. Pkt, each 25 cents.

VICTORIA—Flowers large, quite double, beautifully reflexed and dwarf. Over twenty colors mixed.

WASHINGTON—Very fine, large flowers, frequently reaching 5 inches across, semi-tall, perfect form. Pkt. each 25 cents.

EXCELSIOR MIXTURE OF TALL ASTERS—A mixture of all the most beautiful, striking and delicate colors of all tall-growing Asters, selected from the cream of the Truf-Sel, Queen of the Market, Victorias, and other most desirable sorts. It has been specially prepared by us.

EXCELSIOR MIXTURE OF DWARF ASTERS—Like above strain is a mixture of the finest varieties, but consists of dwarf and half-dwarf sorts in choicest colors specially adapted for edging, for ribbons and for potting. Mixed.

SUPERFINE MIXTURE—Of all varieties. 1-2 oz 60 cts.
NEW MASTERPIECE, or
"Ruffled Giant" Pansies.

A remarkable strain that comes nearer to Double Pansies than anything ever introduced. The outline of the flower is large and full and that the broad petals seem to be "gathered" to the stem, causing them to be undulated and frilled from center to circumference. They are not unlike "frilled" velvets. The unusual substance of the flowers, aided by these corrugations, thus enable them to present bold, open and handsome faces, even when windy, or contrary summers, which was either extra large Pansy flowers drop or will. The flowers are extraordarily large in size, and has strong stems well able to hold the foliage; they are nearly all five blotched on the "Odier" pattern, and contain some rich combinations of coloring, including large petals and bright leaves. Pansies. The plants are vigorous, sturdy and bushy; foliage unusually large and healthy; they root deeply, thrive under extremes of temperature, flower continuously and abundantly and will give our customers great satisfaction. Price per packet, 20 cents; 3 for 60 cents.

THE INNISFALLEN NEW SUPERB PRIZE PANSIES.

Mixture of the finest French and German Prize Exhibition Varieties. The labor of many years of careful cultivation and constant selection has resulted in an assortment that is an almost 100 cents. A variety of constant shades of color and extra large sized flowers. Embrace all solid and self-colors, delicately shaded, five spotted on backgrounds of every color; large and extra large bordered, flowers of various colors, each with distinct rim of white, yellow or blue; dark and light maroon varieties; striped flowers of striking beauty, blotched, veined, mottled and marbled in combinations that would be thought impossible. Price, per packet, 10 cents; 3 for 26 cents.

STANDARD PANSIES.

All of the following at 3 cents per packet.


Extra Fine Mixed—Above thirteen varieties, mixed, per packet, 6 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER—We will send one package of each of the above 13 varieties, priced at 5 cents each, for 30 cents.

NEW IMPROVED IMPERIAL PANSIES.

BLACK PRIZE—The flowers enormous, of great substance and quite distinct in color. The rich, glossy black has peculiar shape, velvety appearance, hitherto unknown. The flowers are of fine circular form, carried upright, well above the foliage. Packet 10 cents.

GIANT TRIMARDEAU PANSIES—Remarkable for large size, flowers, long thick and sturdy stems and glossy leaves. The flowers are of immense size, splendid shape and stand erect above the foliage, each flower distinctly marked with three large blotches. Packet 10 cents.

ODIER—Superb five-blotted flowers, Packet 10 cents.

PHELARGONIFLORA—Flowers showing the beautiful shades and markings of Pelargonium. Packet 10 cents.

RED RIDING HOOD—Flowers of fine circular form and of the most brilliant solid red; novelty. Packet 10 cents.

IMPROVED STRIPED—Very large, perfectly formed flowers of the most brilliant and exquisite tints of coloring each flower distinctly marked with large blotches. Packet 15 cents.

RAINBOW—Upper petals sky blue, edged with violet; lower petals mostly purple, sometimes white, or on opposite ground, marked with white. Packet 15 cents.

FIERY KING—Three lower petals have each a large blotch of deep brown-red or magenta, margined with yellow, while the upper petals have a bright reddish brown of a really fiery shade. Packet 10 cents.

PEACOCK—A grand fancy colored flower; petals edged with a thin white line, within which is a space of purplish crimson, passing into the center of each blotch of deep blue, shading to black. Packet 10 cents.

YELLOW PRIZE—Of perfect form and color; pure gold; very new, with white, yellow or blue, each petal with a large, double, purplish blotch. It is of very compact, bushy growth and free flowering. Packet 10 cents.

MALTA BUTTERFLY—A most beautiful strain of Pansies with matchless form of the flower. Packet 10 cents.


SPECIAL OFFER—We will send One Packet Each of the above New Improved Imperial Pansies, Including One Packet of the Innisfallen "New Superb" Prize Pansy Mixture for 75 cents.
Our List of New and the Finest Sweet Peas.

Price for any Variety per Pkt., 5 Cts.

AMERICA—Its color is a white ground and through the center of the standard is a wide crimson scarlet bar, veined with nine scarlet lines toward the edges of the standards.

BLANCO—Flowers very large, of fine substance, three and four on a stem. Color, blended and striped with bright orange salmon on a white ground.

PINK AND WHITE OUPID SWEET PEAS

PRIMA DONNA—A beautiful rose pink of giant merit.

ROYAL ROSE—Pink and blush white; about twice as good as Apple Blossom.

RED RIDING HOOD—Color, rose pink, shaded blush white. The most productive and sweetest of all.

DEAR BREAK—Flowers, as white ground and on the back of the standard is a crimson scarlet cloud, which shows through in fine veils and network, giving the front a watered effect; wings white, slightly flaked with crimson.

SPECIAL OFFER—For 76 cents we will send you the entire set of 20 sets of the newest New Sweet Peas. This offer is without parallel. Compare it with others. No Further Discount.

PERFECTION MIXTURE OF THE NEWEST SWEET PEAS—This mixture is made by ourselves in equal proportions of the above varieties, the result is an assured getting of the best assortment it is possible to obtain. Pkt. 6 cts; oz. 15 cts; 1 lb. 30 cts; 10, $1.00, postpaid

THE BEST STANDARD OF SWEET PEAS.

At the Uniform Price of 3 cts per Packet, Ounce 10 cts., Except Where Noted.

APPLE BLOSSOM—Large flowers, shaded pink and rose.

BOREALITY—Splendid deep dark maroon blossom.

BLANCO FERRY—Large pink and white flowers.

BLUSHING BEAUTY—A blushing pink of exquisite form, and immense size. Pkt. 5 cts, oz. 15 cts.

COUNTESS OF RALPH—Light and dark mauve.

CAPTAIN OF THE BLUES—Wings attractive blue.

EMILY HENSON—Pure white; very choice.

FLAMINGO—Intense brilliant carmine scarlet; finest red.

INVINCIBLE CARMINE—Intense crimson scarlet.

LOTTIE ECKFORD—Large, creamy-white flowers, distinctly marked with a narrow edge of blue.

LADY PENZANCE—A beauty; rose pink, touching orange; wings darker and purer pink. Pkt. 6 cts, oz. 15 cts.

LEMON QUEEN—Flowers of the largest size; coloring is white, tinted softly with lemon. Pkt. 6 cts, oz. 15 cts.

BEGONIA VERNON—Plants grow rapidly and thrive magnificently, giving us our highest Summer bloom. The flowers are borne in constant profusion from early Summer until late Autumn. The color is deep red, magnificently set off by the abundant and vigorous foliage, which is waxy and glossy, and stained, spotted and margined bronze purple. Few other flowers and plants as rich and handsome can be so easily raised from seed and come to full perfection in so short a time. Per pkt 10 cts, 3 pkts for 25 cts.

BEGONIA VERNON, SINGLE TUBEROUS-ROOTED HYBRIDS—These charming and lovely Begonias, with their orchid-like flowers and rich tropical foliage, can be raised from seed planted in light, moderately rich soil, with a liberal mixture of sand. Seedlings raised from seed early in the year will bloom freely in the course of the Summer. Fine mixed. Pkt 10 cts.

BEGONIA VERNON, NEW GIANT IMPERIAL JAPANESE—A vigorous hybrid, with large flowers, varying in size from 6 inches to 1 foot, the size depending on the variety. The flowers are of splendid form and color, and are produced freely from early in the Summer until late in the Autumn. The color is of various shades of crimson, with a beautiful accessory of yellow and gold. The flowers are produced in great profusion, and are larger and more numerous than those of the ordinary Japanese Begonias. Pkt 10 cts.

OYOLUEN RONSON.
Alphabetical List of Choice and Reliable Flower Seeds.

At a Uniform Price of 3 Cents Per Packet, except where noted. "The Best and the Cheapest,"
Any purchaser may select 50 cents extra, on every $1.00 sent us for seeds, in packets only.

ABUTILON, ROYAL PRIZE—Well known, showy greenhouse shrub with bell shaped orange, red or white flowers. Packet 10 cents.

AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS (African Lily)—Large umbels of bright blue flowers. Packet 5 cents.

AGERATUM IMPERIAL DWARF—Grows to a height of about 6 inches. Blue or white. Packet 5 cents.

AGERATUM MEXICANUM—The species most extensively grown. Blue, red or white. Packet 5 cents.

AGERATUM BLUE PERFECTION (New)—This new variety is the darkest colored of all large flowering kinds. Color is deep amethyst blue; dwarf, compact growth; very valuable plant for borders of walks, flower beds, etc. Packet 10 cents.

ALYSSUM, LITTLE GEM—Plants are very dwarf; each species produces clouds of flowers 1 1/2 inches wide. Packet 6 cents.

AMARANTH CAUDATUS (Love Lies Bleeding)—Blood red, drooping pancakes of flowers, pretty for decorations. Packet 6 cents.

ANTIRRHINUM (Snapdragon)—Useful border plant with brilliant colors. Packet 5 cents.

ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS—Useful border plant. Blue, red, orange and green, elegantly contrasted. Height 3 feet. Makes a good vase plant.

ANTIRRHINUM TRICOLOR (Joseph’s Coat)—Grand plant for summer exhibition; height to a height of 2 feet, with crimson, yellow and green foliage. Packet 5 cents.

ANTIRRHINUM VARIETY—A fine mixture. Packet 5 cents.

BALSAM, BALSAMUM—Dwarf growing variety; 6 or 7 inches. Fine for bedding. If sown early they will bloom the first of the season. Packet 5 cents.


BALSAM, BONSAI—A fine mixture. Packet 5 cents.

BALSAM, BALSAM, FINEST MIXED—a first-class mixture. Packet 5 cents.

BALSAM, BALSAM, MASSIVE—Many colors. Packet 5 cents.

BALSAM, BALSAM, SUPERB MIXTURE—The finest large flower, perfectly double Balsam in cultivation. Frequently over 2 inches in diameter. Bright yellow, red, orange and white, brilliant self colors: also superbly mottled and striped varieties. All colors mixed. Packet 5 cents.

BALSAM, FINEST DOUBLE MIXED—a first-class mixture. Packet 5 cents.

BRACHYCOME IBERIDIFLORA (Swan River Daisy)—Very effective, dwarf growing plants; blue and mixed; 6 inches. Packet 5 cents.


CALENDULA METEOR—Bright yellow, striped orange, fine and distinct. Packet 5 cents.

CALENDULA ORIOLE—Large flowering, bright yellow. Packet 5 cents.

CALLIOPSIS, FINE MIXED—Shades of yellow, orange and reddish brown. Packet 5 cents.

CALLIOPSIS, GOLDFORSENN (Golden Wave)—Compact plants, covered with bright golden flowers, 2 inches across, dark brown center. Packet 5 cents.

CRINUM, NEW DWARF CANNAS—Bloom freely the first year from seed. Very effective, finer and more uniform than the usual species. Packet 5 cents.

CROZY'S NEW DWARF CANNAS—Bloom freely the first year from seed. Very effective, finer and more uniform than the usual species. Packet 5 cents.

CUTIFOLIA (Morning Glory)—Notable both for purity of color and gigantic size of flowers. Broad petals overlap each other producing perfectly circular flowers of spindly substance, which measure 4 inches across, some even reaching 9 inches in diameter. Packet 10c, 3 for 25c.

COSMOS (New Yellow)—Distinct new variety, beautiful yellow flowers, blooming from early summer to late in the fall. Packet 10 cents.

COSMOS (The Kloride, New)—This variety from Mexico, now introduced, produced during the past summer magnificent bunches of flowers, 2 to 3 inches in diameter, and was greatly admired. Packet 10c, 3 for 25c.

DIANTHUS CHINENSIS (Double Chinese Pinks)—Very double, large flowers; magnificent color. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS, DWARF—Pure white flowers, immense size; very double; fringed. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS CRIMSON BELLE—Very large, single, red flowers. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS DWARF FIBEBALL—Brilliant blood red, perfectly double, laciniate flowers. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS MOURNING CLOAK—Large, double flowers; very dark mahogany, almost black; edged pure white. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS HETDEWIIGI (Japan P'ri)—Splendid double flowers for growing in beds or borders. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS LACINATUS—Large, single, fringed flowers; mixed. Packet 5 cents.

CENTAUREA MOSCHATUS (Sweet Sultan)—Showy border plant—Mixed colors.

CENTAUREA MARGARET—Very handsome plant; grows about 1 inch high; each flower of sweetest fragrance: produced on long, stiff stems, flowers are most admirably adapted for bouquets, vases, etc. They keep in good condition for a week after being cut. Packet 5 cents.

CELOSIA (Cockscomb)—Most showy and brilliant of annuals. Combs of best varieties often grow a foot or more across the top show to the most brilliant. Packet 5 cents.

CELOSIA, OSTRICH FEATHER (New)—This new Feathered Celosia has very large, bright crimson and orange plumes, which are extremely showy and of enormous beauty. Packet 5 cents.

CINERARIA—Almost a must have at all times, a very valuable plant for bedding or borders. Packet 5 cents.

CINERARIA MARITIMA (Dusty Miller)—Ornamental bedding and decorative plant. Dwarf, compact habit; handsome, silvery white foliage.

CACTULIS (Tassel Flower)—Small, tassel like blooms, often called Flora’s Paint Brush. Useful for cutting. Bright silver and yellow, Packet 5 cents.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, ANNUAL VARIETIES—These are the flowers which win so many prizes at Autumn shows. Our list is said to include every color and variety. List 10 cents.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, PERENNIAL VARIETIES—Almost a must have at all times, a very valuable plant for bedding or borders. Packet 5 cents.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, TRICOLOR, MIXED VARIETIES—Distinct and valuable for cut flowers.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, MIXED VARIETIES—ALLIGATOREUM, N—Almost a must have at all times, a very valuable plant for bedding or borders. Packet 5 cents.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, BUCCANEER—French Marguerite” or “Painted Daisies”—The plants grow 12 to 18 inches high and produce in abundance a beautiful, large flowers of many bright colors, having the appearance of being laid on with a paint brush. Packet 5 cents.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, SUPERB—Flowers of imperial size and profuse. Packet 6 cents.

CONVOLVULUS MAJOR (Morning Glory)—See page 72.

CONVOLVULUS MINOR (Dwarf Morning Glory)—Grows to a height of about 3 inches tall. Packet 5 cents.

COMBETELIA CELESTIS (Blue Day Flower)—Lovely sky blue color; blooms freely from seed sown in the open ground, while indoor grown plants can be taken up and kept through winter like dahila roots.

CLEOME PUNGENS (Gaunt Spider Plant)—Curious heads of bright, rose colored flowers.

COLUMBA—Notable both for purity of color and gigantic size of flowers. Broad petals overlap each other producing perfectly circular flowers of spindly substance, which measure 4 inches across, some even reaching 9 inches in diameter. Packet 10c, 3 for 25c.

DIANTHUS CHINENSIS (Double Chinese Pinks)—Very double, large flowers; magnificent color. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS, DWARF—Pure white flowers, immense size; very double; fringed. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS CRIMSON BELLE—Very large, single, red flowers. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS DWARF FIBEBALL—Brilliant blood red, perfectly double, laciniate flowers. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS MOURNING CLOAK—Large, double flowers; very dark mahogany, almost black; edged pure white. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS HETDEWIIGI (Japan P'ri)—Splendid double flowers for growing in beds or borders. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS LACINATUS—Large, single, fringed flowers; mixed. Packet 5 cents.
DIANTHUS LACINATUS, fl. pl.—Large, perfectly double and deeply fringed flowers; finest mixed. Packet 6 cts.

DIANTHUS HARDY—See Perennials.

DIEHLA—DOUBLE FLOWERING—Grown easily from seed and flower in the same season. We have the choicest seed, which, if sown in the spring, will give a magnificent display of the brightest colors in August. Large flowering dwarf. Packet 5 cts.

DAHLIA, SINGLE FLOWERING VARIETIES—in great variety of bright colors. Packet 5 cts.

DAHLIA DOUBLE—Dahlias are easily raised from spring sown seed and come into flowering very early. With protection they will withstand the winter. Fine double mixed. Packet 5 cts.

DAISY LONGFELLOW—Remarkable for the unusual size and doubleness of its dark rose flowers. Packet 10 cts.

DAISY SNOWBALL—Large flowers, perfectly double, of purple. Packet 5 cts.

DOUBLE DAISY (GIANT Flowered White) New—A distinct feature of this new variety is the size of its beautiful flowers, which have flat petals of a very showy white color and are truly double. The plant is of such great magnitude that the abundance above the foliage, which is much larger than in the older varieties. Valuable plant for spring decoration, grown either in the open ground or in pots. Packet 10 cts.; 8 for 25 cts.

DELPHINIUM (Larkspur) DOUBLE DWARF ROCKET—Flowers are profuse.

DELPHINIUM (LARKSPUR) TALL ROCKET—Double mixed.

DELPHINIUM (LARKSPUR) EMPEROR—Really splendid, a tall single variety of very erect or more erect spikes of flowers. Delicate mixed colors.

DELPHINIUM HARDY—See Perennials.

DATURA—(Angel's Trumpet, or Sweet Nightingale.) Very showy flowers, on tall slender stems, growing to five feet high, bearing immense trumpet-shaped flowers six inches in length and very fragrant. They bloom freely from seed sown in the open ground the first season. Mixed varieties, 5 cts.

DATURA DOUBLE—Mixed colors. pkt 5 cts.

DATURA WRIGHTII—Large single white, pkt 5 cts.

DATURA CALIFORNIA POPPY—Flowers yellow, orange and white; leaves finely cut; height, 10 to 12 inches. Very showy.

ESCHSCHOLTZIA MANDARIN—The inside of petals rich orange, outside mandarin scarlet.

EUPHORIA MARGINATA—(Snow on the Mountain.) Beautiful foliage, elegantly veined and margined with white.

EUPHORIA HETEROPHYLLA—“Annual Poinsettia,” or Mexican Fire Plant. Grows two to three feet high, with smooth, glossy leaves, and bears on first entire growth, but about midsummer, at the end of each one appears greenish-white flowers, enveloped in beautiful orange-tinged leaf bracts, and the surrounding leaves are either blotched with vivid lime green or are carmine with green tips. pkt 5 cts.

FORGET-ME-NOT—See Myosotis.

FOUR O'Clock—See M. Peruv.

FREESEA GIGANTEA GRANDIFLORA—The flowers are double the size of the ordinary Freesia; the colors are pure white with yellow throat, cream yellow with orange throat, cream shaded lavender and white with lavender. pkt 10 cts.

FEVERFEW—The well-known double white variety. Splendid for cutting. pkt 6 cts.

GLADIOLUS—New Hybrids—The case with which new varieties of this magnificent flower can be raised from seed shows incomparable to any other. Packet containing 1,000 select named varieties, saved from one of the finest collections, comprising over 1,500 different named varieties. Carefully hand-hybrids, and the flowers are of the utmost richness and variety of color, substance of flower, as well as the strength of plant, up to highest point, and the product may be expected to please by ranking but sorts of the highest merit. pkt 10 cts., 8 for 25 cts.

GERANIUM ZONALE—Extra Fine Mixed—This seed has been developed from a collection of choice named sorts, and is sure to produce new and choice sorts.

GERANIUM, APPLE-SCENTED—Leaves are very fragrant. pkt 10 cts.

GERANIUM, BLANKET FLOWER) Salmon Red.—(Sun-kissed.) Large, single flowers, salmon red, distinctly edged with bright orange. pkt 5 cts.

GAILLARDIA PICTA LORENZIANA—Large, gay-colored, double, double-flowered and single flowers. Packet 5 cts. valuable for cutting. The colors embrace sulphur-yellow, orange, amaranth and claret.

GAILLARDIA—Fine Mixed—Including all the above and other varieties. oz 25 cts.

GODETIA—Fine Mixed—Many varieties. pkt 6 cts.

GODETIA, GIANT—GIANT ROBUSTA—(Silk Oak.) A beautiful ornamental plant, with fern-like foliage; easily grown from seed. pkt 5 cts.

HEL IANTHUS—(Sunflower.) The Dahlia. Produces numerous bright golden-yellow flowers.

HEL IANTHUS—Mammoth double flowering.

HEL IOTROPE—Choeist Mix.— pkt 6 cts.

HEL IOTROPE—DWARF—The flowers heads are intensely dark blue in color and most deliciously fragrant. It comes true from the seed, pkt 5 cts.

HEL IOTROPE—The Black King—Can be sown in the open ground with entire equality and produce rich, deep purple, nearly black; undoubtedly the darkest yet developed. pkt 5 cts.

HEL IOTROPE—Lady In White—A fitting companion to the Black King. The same vigorous, heaythy growth, while the superb, large clusters of deliciously fragrant flowers are pure, spotless white. pkt 5 cts.

HEL IOTROPE—NEW—(Lemoine’s Giant Hybrids)—On one mammoth flower-head we counted twelve thousand nine hundred and seventy-one flowers, and several hundred buds. The trusses measure from ten to fifteen inches across. Their fragrance is delicious. The colors are from pure white through all shades of violet and blue to indigo. Even before it comes into bloom the foliage is most noticeable; its large and glossy leaves frequently measure from 5 to 7 inches long, and borne on leafy erect stems, growing about two feet in height. pkt 10 cts., 3 pktis for 25 cts.

HARDY PINKS—See Perennials.

HOLLYHOCKS—See Perennials.

IPE PLANT—Meyendorff’s Crystalflum. Fine for vases; singularly icy foliage. pkt 5 cts.

LOBELIA—Elegant and useful, and well adapted to bedding, edging pots or rockeries. Fine mixed.

LOBELIA, WHITE—GIANT—The compact annual Lobelia grows only four to five inches high, and is densely covered with pure white flowers. pkt 5 cts.

LOBELIA, STAR OF ISCHL—A very dwarf, erect growth, only four to six inches high, and forming dense balls of charming dark blue flowers. pkt 5 cts.

MALOPE GRANDIFLORA—The plants grow 18 to 20 inches high, and bear beautiful, large single flowers. Mixed. Crimson, rose and white. pkt 5 cts.

MARVEL OF PERU—Mirabilis, or Four O’Clock. Is one of the most brilliant and showy of annuals. Planted in beds or borders they go the distance, in flower from the first of June to the first of October. Mixed colors. oz 15 cts.

MARIGOLD AFRICAN—The African varieties are stronger and produce larger flowers than the French. Double mixed. All varieties.

MARIGOLD, ELDORADO, OR DAHLIA-FLOWERED—The flowers are globular, as perfect as possible, and are show Dahlias, varying in color from the very rich golden yellow and deep, glowing orange.

MARIGOLD FRENCH COMPACT GOLD STRIPE—Plant is thickly studded with handsome flowers, generally striped regularly with brown on yellow ground.


MIGNONETTE, NEW GIANT-FLOWERED RED—Of beautiful pyramidal form, compact and vigorous grower, 12 to 15 inches high; an abundant bloomer. Flower spikes of the largest size, colored violet, with very square, large blossoms, the color of the lightest primrose, lemon. Rich golden yellow and deep, glowing orange.

MIGNONETTE, FRENCH COMPACT GOLD STRIPE—Plant is thickly studded with handsome flowers.

MIGNONETTE, MACHET—A dwarf French variety, with broad spikes of very fragrant red flowers.

MIGNONETTE, GOLDEN MACHET—Golden-yellow flowers, dense dwarf, oz 40 cts.

MIGNONETTE, WHITE GIANT SPIRAL—Quite showy in growth with very long spikes of bloom. pkt 5 cts.

MIGNONETTE, MIXED—All varieties mixed.

MYOSOTIS—(Forget-Me-Not.) These charming little flowers succeed where handfulls of flowers generally fail, but thrive well in almost any soil. Blue flowers. pkt 5 cts.

MYOSOTIS, VICTORIA—Very large blue flowers: fine for pot culture. pkt 5 cts.

MIMULUS MOSCHATUS—(Musk or Monkey Flower.) Singularly shaped and brilliant-colored flowers, bloated and spotted in every conceivable variation. pkt 5 cts.

MIGNONETTE—(Love-in-a-Mist.) The plant has finely cut foliage, curious-looking flowers and seed-pods; of easy culture. All varieties and colors.

MIGNONETTE, MACHET—A hybrid Mignonette, comprising all the old varieties of Mignonette, and many new. pkt 5 cts.

MIGNONETTE, MEDUSA—Poppies, ornamental for rockwork, hanging-baskets, floral borders, etc. Flowers resemble the Dwarf Convovulus.

MIGNONETTE, KING OF THE TOM THUMB.—Bluish-green foliage. pkt 5 cts.

MIGNONETTE, KING THEODORE—Bluish-green foliage and almost black flowers.
SCABIOSA, TALL GERMAN—(Mourning Bride)—The petals of this small flower are gracefully borne on long, slender stems above the foliage.

SCABIOSA SNOW BALL—Elegant double white flowers, very chaste and charming for bouquets. Packet 6 cents.

SCABIOSA, NEW MIXTURE—contains several species of very elegant double flowers, with rich purple-black flowers. Packet 5 cents.

SWEET SULTAN—See Centaurea, page 70.

SMILAX—Grown principally for its elegant green foliage, so indispensable to coffee, tea and spice vines. Packet 10 cents.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, or BUTTERFLY, or CHRISTMAS ORCHID—Elegant and very free blooming annuals, of much interest to flower growers. They are especially beautiful in the conservatory; the conservatory house should be a little colder than the living room; the plants need more water, and the leaves should be partly removed. Very pretty and fragrant. Packet 10 cents.

SCHIZANTHUS, or BUTTERFLY, or CHRISTMAS ORCHID—Elegant and very free blooming annuals, of much interest to flower growers. They are especially beautiful in the conservatory; the conservatory house should be a little colder than the living room; the plants need more water, and the leaves should be partly removed. Very pretty and fragrant. Packet 10 cents.

SCHIZARIA—Many species, have a rich beauty of colors. For flower borders or in the rock garden. Packet 6 cents.

SCHIZARIA, NEW MIXTURE—contains several species of large flowers, very fragrant and long lasting. Packet 5 cents.

SCHIZARIA, ROSE—contains several species of large flowers, very fragrant and long lasting. Packet 5 cents.

SCHIZARIA, ROSE, SPECIAL MIXTURE—contains several species of large flowers, very fragrant and long lasting. Packet 6 cents.

SCHIZARIA, ROSE, SPECIAL MIXTURE—contains several species of large flowers, very fragrant and long lasting. Packet 6 cents.

SCHIZARIA, ROSE, SPECIAL MIXTURE—contains several species of large flowers, very fragrant and long lasting. Packet 6 cents.

SCHIZARIA, ROSE, SPECIAL MIXTURE—contains several species of large flowers, very fragrant and long lasting. Packet 6 cents.
SEEDS OF ANNUAL CLIMBERS.

ADLUMIA CHRRHOSA—[Mountain Fringe or Allegheny Vine]—Beautiful plant, flowering the first season. Of great beauty, for climbing, delicious white and crimson flowers. Fifteen feet. Packet 5 cents.

AMPELOPSIS BELOPIODA—Beautiful woody vine, bearing old fashioned flowers of small rosylilac. Fifteen feet. Packet 5 cents.

ARISTOLOCHIA SUGAR GOURD—[Boston Gourd]—Valuable plant, for hanging baskets, very attractive. Packet 5 cents.

CYPRESS VINE—[GOURD]—Beautiful, tender, and long flowering. Packet 5 cents.

CYPRESS VINE, WHITE—Purest paper-white.

CENTROCEMA GRANDIFLORA—[The Butterfly pea]—A hardy vine of great beauty; blooms early in June and bears fragrant flowers. Packet 5 cents.

CONVOLVULUS STRIPE,—[Morning Glory]—Large, handsome flowers of great beauty; are variously striped and marked. Packet 5 cents.

CONVOLVULUS FINE MIXED—Embracing a great variety of colors. Ounce 10 cents.

CLEMATIS PANICULATA—One of the finest hardy perrenials, for summer flowering, with large flowers from food to summit with white, deliciously fragrant flowers. Packet 5 cents.

CLEMATIS HYBRIDA MIXED—Rapid growing climbers, fine for the arbour. Packet 5 cents.

CLEMATIS FLAMULA—(Virgin’s Bower) Beautiful clusters of small, white, fragrant flowers. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS CHINENSIS—Beautifully colored, with exceedingly rapid growth and luxuriant foliage. Fine mixture.

DIANTHUS CORDATA—The tough, spongy lining makes an admirable lasting dischloth.

DIANTHUS POMPOM—Beautiful, curled and fringed, white, completely double, with pointed, bright yellow centers Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS POMPOM MIXED—[Hardy Feathered Phoeas’s Eye Pink]—Large, single, fragrant flowers of beautiful colors and large size;

DIANTHUS PLUMARIUM—[Pink Pinks] Double Mixed—Fragrant, beautiful and of white, crimson or purple shades, spotted and variegated. Packet 5 cents.

DIANTHUS, FANCY ORIENTAL BEAUTIES [New, Large]—A splendid mixture of flowers measuring from 3 to 4 inches in diameter. Exquisitely formed, the petals being full, overlapping, crinkled and bunched. They range in color from pure white, through shades of pink and crimson, the coloring and m-rvines being rich beyond description. They are perfectly hardy, perpetual bloomers, needing only to be cut back early in the season to bring on a new crop of flowers. Packet 16 cents, 2 for 25 cents.


DELPHINUM [LARKSPUR] FORMOSUR—Flowers very deep blue, in tall, much crow-wed spikes.

DELPHINUM [LARK-PUR] HYBRIDUM—[See Larkspur]—The grandest of the perennial species. Tall spikes, 3 to 4 feet, of light or dark blue flowers, each with a black, be like spot in the center.

DELPHINUM [LARKSPUR] CHINESE [Dwarf Chinese Larkspur]—These grow to a height of 1½ feet and are very free blooming. Mixed colors.

MOON FLOWER, WHITE—Immense growth of vine and dense foliage; must be started early to flower in the north. Packet 5 cents.

MINA LOBATIA—Beautiful climber, profuse bloomer; flowers scarlet, changing to orange and creamy white. Seeds should be started in pots early and become pot bound; will bloom early. Packet 5 cents.

TROPIC OLIOU (LOBBIANUM) LUCIFER—Richest velvet deep crimson in bloom. Packet 5 cents.

TROPIC OLIOU (LOBBIANUM) SPITFIRE (New)— Entirely true from seed; brightest and most glowing in color of all. Packet 5 cents.

TROPIC OLIOU (LOBBIANUM) FINEST MIXED—From dark velvety to the brightest gay colors in mixture. Ounce 25 cents.


SEEDS OF PERENNIAL FLOWERS.

ALYSIUM SAXATILE (GOLD DUST) —Small, golden yellow flowers.

AQUILEGIA (COLUMBINE) SINGLE MIXED—Great variety of colors.

AQUILEGIA (COLUMBINE) FINE DOUBLE MIXED—Very choice assortment of the best.

AQUILEGIA CHRYSANTHA—Beautiful, long, golden yellow spurred flowers. Packet 5 cents.

ADONIS—Ornamental garden plants of easy culture, doing freely; graceful, long lasting foliage.

ACONITUM (Monkshood)—Free growing plants for borders or windows. Mixed colors.

ANEMONE CORONARIA—A hardy perennial, for borders, large showy white flowers. Packet 5 cents.

ANCHUSA ITALICA—Intense blue flowers, large panicles. Packet 5 cents.

ARABIS ALPINA—One of the earliest of all spring flowers; spreading tufts with pure white flowers. Packet 5 cents.

CAMPANULA (CAMPION) [CAMPION BELLIS] Fine Single Mixed Choice assortment of colors.

CAMPANULA, Choice Double Mixed—all double varieties; mixed.

CARNATION—Not being difficult of cultivation, the plant should be found in every garden, where its scarlet, crimson, rose and pink make a wonderful show of tints. Fine mixed. Packet 10 cents.

CARNATION, MIXED—[New Dwarf]—Like its parent, this Carnation blooms in 4 months from sow, but is much in advance of the older type: flowers are larger, more fragrant, blooms profusely profuse, needing only to be cut back early in the season to bring on a new crop of flowers. Packet 16 cents, 2 for 25 cents.

CARNATION, MIXED—[New Dwarf]—Like its parent, this Carnation blooms in 4 months from sow, but is much in advance of the older type: flowers are larger, more fragrant, blooms profusely profuse, needing only to be cut back early in the season to bring on a new crop of flowers. Packet 16 cents, 2 for 25 cents.

CARPEPSE LANCEOLATA—Large, golden yellow flowers; profuse bloomer; keeps in flower throughout the summer; one of the best hardy plants.

DICRANUM PLUMANTHUS MIXED—[Hardy Feathered Phoeas’s Eye Pink]—Large, single, fragrant flowers of beautiful colors and large size;

DICRANTHUS PLUMARIUM—[Pinky Pinks] Double Mixed—Fragrant, beautiful, mixed colors and white, crimson or purple shades, spotted and variegated. Packet 5 cents.

DENPHNUN [LARKSPUR] FORMOSUR—Flowers very deep blue, in tall, much crown-wed spikes.

DELPHINUM [LARKSPUR] HYBRIDUM—[See Larkspur]—The grandest of the perennial species. Tall spikes, 3 to 4 feet, of light or dark blue flowers, each with a black, be like spot in the center.

DELPHINUM [LARKSPUR] CHINESE [Dwarf Chinese Larkspur]—These grow to a height of 1½ feet and are very free blooming. Mixed colors.
GOLDEN ROD (America's National Flower)—The favorite yellow wild beauty.

CAPROSOPHILA LEGEND—White perennial for bouquets; 6" in size. 25 cents.

GYPSOPHILA PANICULATA—Graceful plant, fine for cutting; 6" in size. 25 cents.

HOLLYHOCK, X CARTIERT'S SUPER, DOUBLE MIXED—Brightest and best colors; perfect and magnificent large flowers. 25 cents.


HOLLYHOCK, N. W. DOUBLE FингED ALLEGIENCE—Magnificent cut flowers. large, handsome, flesh pink, fully variegated. A strain are remarkable for their extra large size, novel forms and graceful arrangement upon the stems. Hardy plants, fine in the flower garden. Mix colors. Packet 10 cents, 3 for 25 cents.

HIBISCUS CALIFORNICUS—Strong growing plants of very easy culture and exceedingly magnificent flowers. These large cupped flowers are measured 6 inches across. White, yellow, red, deep carmine. Packet 5 cents.

IRIS KEMPINA—One of the finest blue and white bulbs. 50 cents.

PAONY, DOUBLE MIXED—Grand, hardy plants, well known ornamens of our gardens, with large, double flowers of various colors. Pink, Crimson, Lavender, Rose. Packet 5 cents.

PIOCETTE—Pink, hardy fancy double; mixed superb flow- ers. Packet 25 cents.

PENSTEMON, MIXED [All Varieties]—Flowers resemble Gladioli in shape. Mottled in crimson, pink, blue, white, purple, etc. Best for cutting. The finest plants, strong growing; from 2 to 3 feet high; bears clusters of large heads of large waxy flowers of lovely shades of color. Packet 50 cents.

POPPY, ORIENTALE—Immensely flowers of brilliant scarlet, white, with a purple center. Packet 5 cents.

POWDER PUFF, MIXED—Dwarf; flowers varying from white to deepest orange yellow. Very free blooming, admirable for pots. Packet 5 cents.

PLATYCODON GRANDIFLORUM—Grows upright, producing very handsome, bright, deep blue, lavender and white flowers of extra large size. Flowers freely the first year; perfectly hardy; one of the finest border plants known. Packet 50 cents.

SWEET WILLIAM, PERFECTION [Mixed, Single]—Splendid strain of the finest varieties; flowers of many bright colors. Packet 50 cents.

SWEET WILLIAM, Finest Double Mixed.

TRITOMA, "Hot Hot Poker Plant" or "Torch Flower"—Serves as a decorative plant for the lawn, garden, or flower border. Single spikes, crimson, red. Packet 50 cents.

VIOLA ODORATA, SWEET VIOLET—Popular Sweet Viol- et, very early, being early in spring, different from the other. Very easily raised from seed, and one packet will produce an almost endless variety. Packet 10 cents.

SEEDS FOR GREENHOUSE OR HOUSE

ACACIA MIXED—Deciduous greenhouses shrubs, with elegant foliage: flowers yellow, white or red. Pkt 6 cts.

ASPARGUS PLUMOSUS NANUS—A greenhouse perennial, the most beautiful and graceful of all, resembling the Italian lilac, extensively grown by florists for decorating purpose. 50 cents a packet of 5 seeds 10 cents.

ORTHODORAS—One of the best plants to grow in suspended baskets for greenhouse or for outdoors in the Summer. The flowers grow 4 feet long, and are movable in both directions; flowers in all fine decorations; grows readily from seed. Packet 10 cents.

SWEET OLIVE—Rosy carmine flowers. In long spikes; magnificent clusters. Grows well outside in Summer. Pkt 5 cts.

TULIPA, LARGE-LEAVED—The foliage is beautifully lacquered, of intensely brilliant colors, variegated in every conceivable shade. Very easily raised from seed, and one packet will produce an almost endless variety. Pkt 10 cts.

OACTUS, MIXED VARIETIES—Beautiful plants for pot culture in the window or greenhouse. pkt 5 cts.

CALCEOLARIA, PRIZE SHAIN—The blooms are remark- able for their richness of color, their size and for richness, diversity and delicacy of coloring. Seed may be sown anytime from March until November.

CINERARIA HYBRIDA—One of the brightest and best plants, blooming most profusely during the late Winter and Spring. A most charming plant for the window and table. Pkt 10 cts.

CYCLAMEN PERICUM—Most charming bulbous-rooted plants, with beautiful foliage, variegated in different shades of blue, pink, rose, magenta, violet, blue, white, and variegated. Keep the plants in a cool, shady place during the Summer. Large flowering. Finest mixed. Pkt 5 cts.

DRAŽENA INDIVISA—A foliage plant, used extensively for window decoration, and for Winter culture. Thin, arching leaves; two to three feet high. Pkt 5 cts.

ERYTHROIA—(Coral Plant) Forms a shrub about five feet high, with large leaves of deepest scarlet, peac- shaped blossoms. Pkt 5 cts.

GLOBEIA—A most charming free-flowering green- house plant, with bright, double, flowers. Large bulbous flowers are produced in greatest profusion, and of the most exquisite and gorgeous colors, many of which are magnificently spotted, mottled and bladed. Under the commonest culture they bloom continuously for months. Pkt 10 cts.

JOINTHIA—In the Spring produces a double, white, petal-shaped flower, Hyacinth, of robust growth, producing spikes three feet long, of white, bell-shaped flowers, five feet, bulbs keep- ing true for years. Pkt 10 cts.

LINARIJA CALYBARIA—(Kennilworth Ivy.) A hardy and perennial trailing variety, suitable for baskets, vases, peacock rock, etc.

LANTANA, FINEST MIXED—Well-known shrubby plants, with clusters of Verbena-like flowers, making a grand display in the flower garden. Pkt 5 cts.

MUSA ENSETTE—(The Abyssinian Banana Tree.) Striking- ly effective as single specimens upon the lawn, as well as in the flower garden. It can be grown under glass with the greatest of ease. Pkt 10 cts.

NERIUM ODORATUM—A shrubby evergreen flowering plant, which flowers in white spikes, producing a most estum- tonishing. If the seed is sown early in hot beds and re- moved to the greenhouse when three to four inches high, it flowers in seven to eight feet the first Summer. The leaves are magnificently long, broad and massive, of a beautiful bright green. Pkt 10 cts.

PASSIFLORA, PASSION FLOWER—Handsome, rapid- growing perennial climber, for greenhouse decoration or for the garden. Flowers freely in the Summer and ground in Summer. Several sorts mixed. Pkt 10 cts.

PRIMULA ALBA MAGNIFICA—Flowers borne in large terminal clusters, white, the color a shade of pure white with bright yellow eyes. Pkt 10 cts.

PRIMULA, BRIGHT RED, Pkt 10 cts.

PRIMULA, FINEST FRINGED—Large flowering. A grand mixture, embracing the finest fringed, large-flowered varieties. Pkt 10 cts.

PRIMULA OBCONICA—A lovely and profuse ever- blooming Primrose, bearing beautiful single flowers—white, shaded with light yellow. Pkt 10 cts.

PRIMULA FORBESI—(Baby Primrose) I think this the freest- flowering Primula we know of. The seed comes up very large, and the flowers are white, with a yellow throat; it is evergreen and will bloom, if cut down, when only a few weeks old. These, however, should be pinched off, and the plants kept growing until October, when they should be cut down. If the plants are then left on until late in Spring they produce their sprays of beautiful rosy lilac flowers in seemingly never-ending profusion. Pkt 10 cts.


TORENIA, FOURNIERI—Lovely velvety-blue flowers, with three large spots of the darkest blue and a bright yellow throat, blooming from early Summer to late Fall. Pkt 10 cts.

TORENIA, WHITE WINGS—Dainty and distinct flowers, very white, delicately tinted rose at throat. Pkt 5 cts.

EVERLASTINGS

MIXED EVERLASTINGS—A single packet will give in abundance enough material for the most of the attractive Everlast- ing Flowers. Pkt 5 cts.

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES—3 cts per pkt.

VYSNERIUM ARGENTIUM—Pampas Grass. Flowers the second season after planting. pkt 5 cts.

MIXED ANNUAL VARIETIES, ORNAMENTAL GRASSES—All should have at least a pack of this mixture. It contains several of the very best sorts of Grasses. pkt 10 cts.

WILD-FLOWER GARDEN SEEDS

WILD-FLOWER GARDEN MIXTURE—These wild flower seeds embrace more than a hundred varieties of such everlasting flowers as Poppies, Gypsophila, and others. A grand mixture for sowing a wild-flower garden. They are very useful for window walks, roadsides, railroad embankments, and for sowing along sides of fences and on any untidy spots of ground which are so frequently unsightly, and which, if properly cared for and kept free from weeds, can be made to produce a most charming and picturesque display during the entire Summer. Large size packet, 10 cts.
New Introductions in Vegetables of Tested Merit.

VENOURSURY—Our seeds are the best in the market, and we stand ready to replace any seeds that do not live. Our produce is thoroughly tested in the seed as in quality or purity. However, we do not warrant the crop. Nor can we be held responsible for failure of the seeds, due to the causes mentioned above.

IMPORTANT NOTICE—Seeds in bulk, ozs., pds., pts., or qts. are always net and not subject to any discount. If ordered by the dozen, each dozen may be selected $3.00 worth and upwards. This offer, together with our already low-priced packages of seeds, is the biggest reduction ever offered. Do not order more than 10 lbs. of seeds at a time. This will save you time and money. Do not order all orders some “extra” of our own selection—often of rare, new varieties. Nothing for which money is expended makes so large a return as seeds, if they be good. Nothing causes greater vexation than worthless seeds.

OUR LIBERAL DISCOUNT—On all orders for Seeds in PACKETS ONLY, either Vegetable or Flower; the purchaser may select 90 cents worth on every dollar sent us. Thus anyone sending us $1.00 may select seeds in packets of value $1.00 or more, for the same price of $1.00. For orders of $5.00 or over may select $3.00 worth and upwards. This offer, together with our already low-priced packages of seeds, is the biggest reduction ever offered. Do not order more than 10 lbs. of seeds at a time. This will save you time and money. Do not order all orders some “extra” of our own selection—often of rare, new varieties. Nothing for which money is expended makes so large a return as seeds, if they be good. Nothing causes greater vexation than worthless seeds.

FRESH STOCK—if you wish to avoid disappointment, do not rely on seeds peddled over the country and sold on commission—the chances are against their vegetating. The thoughtful cultivator will provide himself with a surplus quantity of the seeds he wants, to aold a reserve for replanting, as dry weather, beating rains and insect depredation often destroy the first sowings.

BURPEE’S STRINGLESS GREEN PINT BEAN
Is most highly named, as it is quite unique—the only stringless green pint Bush Bean in cultivation. Grows on the bush without tying, with the ordinary garden tools. Beautiful, straight, green pods; all are absolutely stringless, and without exception, perfectly filled. A startling novelty, ready to market two weeks earlier than Early Valentine. Pkt 10 ozs., $1.75; 5 lbs., $5.00.

EARLIEST LARGE SWEET CORN, EARL. Champion. Produces ears 12 inches long in 80 days from planting and answering the question, the earliest large Sweet Corn yet introduced, and is the most productive and largest small sorts. The stalks are round and even and filled with tender, juicy meat, deliciously sweet and full of milk; yielding two and three ears to the stalk. Pkt 10 cts., 3 for 25 cts., 25 cts., 30 cts.

THE GRADUS OR PROSPERITY PEAS. An extra early variety; three rows of close pods; dwarf growing and is a great advance. It combines the finest quality with extreme earliness, and is also very productive, and is the first to market for long, and is the first extra-early wrinkled pea. It is very hardy and can be planted as the first peas, grows vigorous and productive, and is resistant to any variety of pea plant, in fact, is sometimes better than it. Pkt 10 cts., 3 for 25 cts., 25 cts., 30 cts.

NEW SQUASH, GOLDEN HUBBARD. This is a well established variety on the old Hubbard, which it resembles very closely in shape and size. It is much more attractive, however, in appearance, on account of the color, which is a deep orange. The skin is golden yellow, fine grained, of excellent flavor and cooks dry. An excellent keeper. Pkt 5c, oz 15c, ½ pd 25c, pd $1.00.

This novelty is both unique and useful. It is very early, being a Twenty Day Radical, almost perfectly round, and having orange skin. The tops are cut off, and the seeds are thus freed from leaves and solidly, and following the Cabbage closely, it becomes one of the most profitable early sorts. Market Golden Hubbard or Clear Top Dwarf is a very good “seller,” round Cabbages receiving always the preference if offered in competition with pointed heads. Pkt 10 cts., oz 30 cts., ½ pd 85 cts., pd $3.00.

NEW TOMATO, FORDHOOK FIRST. Fordhook First is a perfectly smooth, solid Tomato, of first-class appearance; also extremely early—ready to market nearly as soon as the rush, unshapely fruits of poor quality we have never offered, as we consider their appearance, and the position of the tomato or home use. Per pkt 5 cts., oz ½ 25 cts., 40 cts.

NEW TOMATO, HONOR BRIGHT. A peculiar bright color of Cherry Tomato, the top color variety of color it undergoes during development, is the most beautiful color and color is the symbol of health. This is a rich bright red, tender and melting; does not crack; very handsome and strong. Pkt 1c, oz 2c, ½ pd 7c, pd 50c.

NEW CUCUMBER, ELECTRIC. This is the best and most prolific variety of Cucumbers for producing pickles of about 4 inches in length for home use; for market in quick pickles, and for quick pickles, and for conservative growers, yielding large numbers of fruits if they are kept gathered at the proper stage and remaining in a fresh, healthy growing state longer than any of the small early types. The skin is very thin and tender, being quite free from any toughness when pickled; excellent also for table use. Per pkt 5 cts., oz 10 cts., ½ pd 30 cts., pd 60 cts.
**Selected List of Choice and Reliable Vegetable Seeds.**

Their Standard of Excellence too Well Known to Need Extended Description or Illustration.

**ARTICHOKE.**

The undeveloped flower-heads are used. They are botted and served with Mayonaise dressing.

**ASPARAGUS—pkt. 3 cents.**

Colossal—The shoots are of the largest size, very productive, of the best quality. oz 10c, ½ lb 20c, 1 lb 50c.

Palmetto—New—Superior to the Colossal in being more erect and stringless. In its growth, and condition a week or two earlier. oz 10c, ½ lb 20c, 1 lb 50c.

**BEANS—pkt. 5 cts.**

BUSH VARIETIES WITH YELLOW OR WAX PODS.

- Golden Wax—Pods large, long, brittle, stringless. of a rich, golden wax color. pt 25 cts, qt 40 cts, pk $1.50.
- Saddle-Back Wax—As early as the Black Wax and nearly twice as large. Productive and most prolific. pt 25 cts, qt 40 cts, pk $1.50.
- Yosemite or Smooth Yellow—The largest pods of all the wax sorts, productive and of good quality. pt 30 cts, qt 50 cts, pk $2.00.
- Early Yellow Long—The pods are handsome, long and flat, stringless, and of exquisit flavor. Does not rust. A heavy yielder. pt 25 cts, qt 40 cts, pk $1.50.

**BUSH VARIETIES WITH GREEN PODS.**

- Early Extra Valentine—The earliest variety, the pods being in eating condition five weeks from planting. pt 25 cts, qt 40 cts, pk $1.75.
- Burpee's Bush Lima—The best of all new Bush Lima Beans. It is a sure cropper, and an immense yielder. Large pods, excellent flavor, solid. pt 25 cts, qt 40 cts, pk $2.00.
- Henderson Bush Lima—Smaller than Burpee's, but a little earlier. It is a heavy yielder, and the beans are of unsurpassed flavor. pt 25 cts, qt 40 cts, pk $1.75.

**POLE OR RUNNING.**

- Challenger Lima—Thick and productive, the best of all. pt 30 cts, qt 50 cts, pk $2.00.
- Dutch Caseknife—Pods long, green and flat. Can be either snapped or shelled. pt 25 cts, qt 40 cts, pk $1.75.
- King of the Garden Lima—Large in pod and bean. Productive pt 30 cts, qt 50 cts, pk $2.00.

**BEETS—pkt. 3 cts.**

- Extra Early Turnip—Dark red, and of fine flavor, productive. oz 8 cts, ¼ lb 20 cts, pt 50 cts.
- Early Egyptian—Very early; and of dark red color. oz 8 cts, ¼ lb 20 cts, pt 50 cts.
- Early Arlington—Very early, fine turnip shape, smooth, with small top root, foliage small and dark red; flesh deep red and of fine flavor. pkt 5 cts, oz 10 cts, ¼ lb 25 cents, pt 75 cts, postpaid.
- Mammoth Direct—Dark red, fleshy and hard-grained; small foliage, hence fine for forcing. oz 10c, ¼ lb 20c, pt 60c. [Also see Novelties.]

**MANGLE WURZEL—pks. 10 cts.**

**GROWN FOR FEEDING STOCK—8 to 8 Pounds Will Sow One Acre.**

Golden Tankard—Bright yellow, one of the finest. oz 8 ¼ lb 20 lb, pt 60 cts.

**Mammoth Long Red—For sugar making or stock feeding. oz 8 cts, ¼ lb 20 cts, pt 50 cts.**

**NEW RED TOP SUGAR BEETS—pks. 10 cts.**

New Red Top Sugar—Productive, handsome, hardy and well shaped 20 tons to the acre, containing about 5 per cent sugar. oz 5 cts, ¼ lb 15 cts, pt 45 cts.

**CABBAGE—pkt. 3 cts., except where noted.**

All Seasons—One of the finest for second early or late, growing to a large size quickly and surely. Oz 1½ cts., ¼ lb 50c., ½ lb $1.00.

All-Head Early—Most uniform in color, shape and size of any early variety. Oz 20c., ¼ lb 75c., pt $2.25.

**BRUSSELS SPROUTS.**


**SWEET CORN—Pkt. 5 Cents.**

Pt. 20 Cents, Qt. 35 Cents, Pk. $1.00. Except Where Noted.

Amber Cream—Very rich, sugary and tender. Extra large ears.

- Early Fordhook—(New)—This is the largest eared extra early corn, averaging 7 inches in length; grains pure white; eight rowed, with small cobs, deep grains: two ears to the stalk; fine, sweet flavor. Pkt 10 cts, pt 20 cts, qt 35 cts, pk $1.25, by express.

- Early Minnesota—The standard early sweet corn; good size; sweet and well flavored.

- Large White Cob— Very early, large and well filled; superior to the red cob and as early.

- Marlbehead—One of the earliest; good quality for an early variety.

- Early Evergreen—This has all the valuable charac- teristics of Stowell's Evergreen, but produces ears corn for use ten days to two weeks earlier. Ears about 7 inches long, rather thick, two to four rowed; made of large grains. Pkt 10 cts, pt 20 cts, qt 35 cts, pk $1.25.

- Stowell's Evergreen—Remains green a long time; highly prized. Pkt 15 cts, qt 75 cts, pt 75 cts.

- Stilbier Pedigree—Noted for earliness and great sweet- ness. Fine market variety.

**SECONd EARLY OR INTERMEDIATE.**

Columbus Market—Although it comes in with the second early, it crops twice in the season, and sweet flavored; pro- lific and continues long in bearing.

- Shaker Early—Quite early; large, delicious, sweet flavor.

- LATE SORTS.

- Counting Gentleman (Shoe Peg)—One of the sweetest greens of large ears, delicious quality.

- Egyptian, or Washington Market—Large and superior- ly large.

- [Also see Novelties.]
POPCORN.
Queen's Golden—It pops perfectly white, and a single kernel will expand to a diameter of nearly one inch; exceedingly tender and fluffy. pkt 5 cts, oz 40 cts.
Silver Lace—A single kernel will produce three to four stalks, handsome ears, 6 inches long, with 16 rows of smooth, metallic white grains. pt 25 cts, qt 40 cts.

COLLARDS.
Georgia Collards—Also known as "Cole" and "Collowort." Extensively grown in South for "greens." as they are an easy, sure crop, and afford an abundance of food for man and beast. It forms a mass of leaves on a tall stem, and in the South continues in growth all Winter. As leaves are pulled off the plant, it increases in height, producing new leaves. pkt 3 cts, oz 15 cts, 1/2 lb 60 cts, lb $1.50.

CELERY—pkt. 5 cts.
Golden Self-Blanching—Resembles White Plume, except color, which is bright yellow. oz 25 cts, 1/4 lb 75 cts.
Giant Pascali—Easily blanched and fine-keeping sort, of superior flavor and quality. oz 20 cts, 1/4 lb 50c.
Improved White Plume—Very earliest, and the handsomest celery in the market. The tops being naturally almost white, require little blanching. oz 20 cts, 1/4 lb 50c.

CAULIFLOWER.
Extra Early Paris—Very early; good forcing. pkt 5 cts, 1/5 lb 60 cts.
Extra Early Erfurt—Very dwarf, with solid, pure white heads of superior quality. pkt 5 cts, 1/2 oz $1.25, 1 oz $2.
Improved Snowball—The best Cauliflower known for the market. Unexcelled for its private use. A week earlier than any other variety, is more dwarf in habit; the head is large and a sure cropper. pkt 10 cts, 1/2 oz 75 cts, 1 oz $2.25, 2 oz $4.50.

CUCUMBERS—pkt. 3 cts, except where noted
Cool and Crisp—Very early and prolific; one of the best forms at any time a table variety. oz 10 cts, 1/2 lb 30 cts, lb 60 cts.
Early Frame—Handsome, tender and crisp flesh, good for pickles. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 20 cts, lb 50 cts.
Early Fortune—Extra fine for pickling, very productive and uniform, small size. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 25 cts, lb 60c.
Early White Spine—Early and good for pickling or table use. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 20 cts, lb 50 cts.
Improved Spine—Round, the most valuable for pickling; has yielded at the rate of 200,000 per acre. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 20 cts, lb 60 cts.
Long Green—Long and crisp, a popular variety. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 25 cts, lb 60 cts.
Long White Spine—Very fine shape for the market; splendid for table use. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 20 cts, lb 50 cts.
New Everbearing—Very early, enormously productive; value is great. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 26 cts, lb 50c.
New Japanese Climbing—Early and productive, excellent for table or pickling, vigorous climber in habit. pkt 10 cts, oz 15 cts, lb 50 cts.

CORN SALAD, or VETTIKOST.
Large Round-Headed, Large Seeded—A small, hardy salad, extensively used during the Winter. It is often used as a substitute for lettuce; also cooked and served like Spinach. In warm weather it will mature in from 4 to 6 weeks. pkt 6 cts, oz 10 cts, 1/2 lb 20 cts, lb 65 cts.

CRESS, or PEPPER GRASS.
Curled Garden—Pkt 3 cts, oz 10 cts, 1/2 lb 50 cts.
Water Cress—Used as a salad or raw. pkt 10 cts, oz 35c.

CARROT—pkt. 3 cts.
Early Fortune—Best for early and late crops and frames. oz 10 cts, 1/2 lb 20 cts, lb 75 cts.
Improved —Good for early and late crops, fine quality; productive. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 20 cts, lb 60 cts.
Oxeheart—Of the finest quality for table use. oz 8 cts, 1/2 lb 20 cts, lb 65 cts.

EGG PLANT—pkt. 5 cts, oz. 36 cts.
Improved New York Purple—The most graceful sort, and grown ten to one everywhere. Fruit large and good. Early Long Purple—Distinct; of fine quality.

ENDIVE—pkt. 3 cts, oz. 15 cts, 1/4 pd 40 cts.
Green Curled Winter—The standard sort.
White Curled—Fine and crisp; for Fall and Winter.

GERKERIN.
Gherkin West India—(True)—Also known as Jerusalem Pickle. Very small, oval-shaped, prickly fruits. Used exclusively for pickling. pkt 5 cts, oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 36 cts.

KOHl RABI.
Early White Vienna—Fleshy and tender. Should be used when the root is three or four inches in diameter. pkt 15 cts, oz 50 cts, 1/4 pd 30 cts.

KALE, or FORECOLE.
Dwarf Green Curled—Though less than 1 inches high, a single plant is often three feet in diameter. The best variety. pkt 3 cts, oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 25 cts.

LEEK.
American Flag—The variety most grown. pkt 5 cts, oz 15 cts, 1/4 pd 46 cts.

LETTUCE—pkt. 3 cts.
American Gathering—Twisted and curled leaves. An excellent sort for early or late. oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 30 cts.
Boston Curled—Highly ornamental, and of great beauty. oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 30 cts.
California Cream—Round heads; rich, creamy yellow colored leaves; rich and buttery. oz 15 cts, 1/4 pd 40 cts.
Denver Market—An early variety for forcing or outdoor culture; very private tender, beautiful leaves. oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 30 cts, lb $1.00.
Early Prize Head—A popular and good variety; large heads of good flavor. oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 35 cts, lb 65 cts.
Grand Rapids Forcing—Large, tender heads, one of the best for early forcing. oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 30 cts, lb $1.00.
Green Fringed—Very ornamental; the leaves are beautifully crinkled and fringed. oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 30 cts, lb $1.00.
Head—Very solid heads, long standing. Fine flavor, beautiful appearance. oz 15 cts, 1/4 pd 40 cts.
Hanson—Compact heads, sweet, crisp and tender; withstands hot sun and heat of the greenhouse. oz 15 cts, 1/4 pd 46 cts.
Iceberg—(New)—Quick growing; heads hard and handsome. The outer leaves having heavy main ribs, the heads do not open and expose the center, which is constantly thoroughly blanched. Always crisp and tender, even in hottest Summer. pkt 5c, oz 15c, 1/4 pd 40c, lb $1.
New York—Large, solid heads, often weighing 3 to 4 pounds. Crisp and delicious. oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 40 cts.
Silver Ball—Very firm, solid compact heads of a beautiful silvery white color. oz 15 cts, 1/4 pd 45 cts.
Tomhannock—Early, and remaining good for cutting for weeks. Does not head. oz 10 cts, 1/4 pd 30 cts. [Also see Novelties]

MARTYNA, or UNICORN PLANT.
Martynia Probusidea—The best variety for pickles. It is well worth growing, as the large plants, with their handsome flwers and unique pods, attract great attention. Per pkt 5 cts, oz 25 cts, 1/4 pd $1.00.

MUSTARD—pkt. 3 cts.
Black or Brown—oz 10 cts, 1/2 pd 20 cts, pd 40 cts.
White—Best for salad or culinary purposes. oz 10 cts; 1/2 pd 20 cts; pd 40 cts.

MELON, WATER—pkt. 3 cts.
Black Spanish—Early. Dark red flesh; large, roundish, nearly black. oz 8 cts, 1/2 pd 20 cts, pd 60 cts.
Black Diamond—(New)—The most prolific ever planted. Its color is rich dark green, almost black, of uniform roundish to bluntly oval form; vine vigorous. Per pkt 10 cts, oz 16 cts, lb 50 cts, lb $1.00.
Cuban Queen—Productive, large and solid; excellent quality. oz 8 cts, 1/2 pd 20 cts, pd 50 cts.
Fordhook Early—Earliest of all. Bright red flesh as very sweet. oz 10 cts, 1/2 pd 30 cts, pd $1.00.
Florida Favorite—Early. Red flesh, of fine flavor. oz 10 cts, 1/2 pd 20 cts, pd 50 cts.
Gispy, or Georgia Rattlesnake—Oblong; bright red flesh; dark and striped. oz 8 cts, 1/2 pd 20 cts, pd 50 cts.
Ice Cream—Red flesh; an old and reliable sort. oz 8 cts, 1/2 pd 50 cts, pd 60 cts.
NINSFALLEN GREENHOUSES, URBANA, OHIO.

Kleckley Sweets—(New)—Without exception the sweetest Melon raised. Oblong, bright red flesh, remarkably solid. pkg 20 cts., $1.00; oz. 8 cts.

Kolb's Gem—Bright red flesh, of fine flavor; large. A good shipper. oz. 20 cts., $1.00.

Mammow Ironclad—Red flesh; late, very large. oz. 3 cts., $1.00.

The Boss—Deep scarlet flesh; very sweet and sugary. Superior quality. oz. 2 cts., $1.00.

Vick's Early—Very early. Bright pink flesh, solid and sweet. oz. 20 cts., $1.00.

White Gem—The skin is cream white; rich, bright red flesh. Superior quality. oz. 2 cts., $1.00.

---[Also See Novelties]---

MELON, MUSK pkt. 3 cts.

Banana—Very long; delicious flavor. oz. 6 cts., $2.00.

Champion—One of handsomest Cantaloupes, light green flesh; superior quality. oz. 10 cts., $2.00.

Hawkensack—Exquisite flavor and very productive. oz. 6 cts., $2.00.

Jenny Lind—Green flesh, very early and of good quality. oz. 6 cts., $2.00.

Long Island Beauty—The earliest, finest in quality, and a beautiful melon. oz. 10 cts., $2.00.

Melon—Reddish, vigorous growth, strong bearers. Melons average about four pounds; thick, light green, sweet flesh, pkg 10 cts., $1.00.

Netted Gem—Pale green flesh, densely netted; very early, oz. 8 cts., $2.00.

Osage, or Miller Cream—Flesh rich salmon, thick and sweet. oz. 20 cts., $2.00.

Paul Rose—Run very evenly in size. The flesh firm and the whole very handsome in appearance. The flavor is sweet and very luscious, the flesh thick, of a deep orange color. pkg 10 cts., $1.00.

Rocky Ford—Flesh light green, melting and luscious in flavor. Strong, healthy grower; very prolific and early bearing. pkg 10 cts., $1.00.

Winter Pineapple—An extraordinary melon that can be had. kept in store condition for months after pulling. oz. 10 cts., $1.00.

---[Also See Novelties]---

OKRA, OR GUMBO—pkt. 3 cts., oz. 10 cts.

White Velvet—Pods white; long, smooth; very tender.

Dwarf Green—Early and productive.

ONION—pkt. 3 cts., except where noted.

Australian Brown—(New)—Will keep in good condition longer than any other Onion known. Color is a deep amber brown; very productive. oz. 10 cts., $2.00.

Barletta—Early. White. For picking. oz. 25 cts., $2.50.

Danvers' Yellow Round—Round sort and a good keeper. oz. 10 cts., $1.00.

Danvers' Yellow Globe—Globular shape. Keeps well. oz. 10 cts., $1.00.

Early White Queen—Small white variety. oz. 25 cts., $2.50.

Extra Early Red—Pale red flesh and skin. oz. 16 cts., $1.00.

Giant White Tripoli—A good variety of quick growth. oz. 16 cts., $1.00.

Giant Rocco of Naples—Large, handsome, globular; mild and delicate. oz. 16 cts., $1.00.

Large Red Weathersfield—Productive; large size; a good keeper. oz. 16 cts., $1.00.

Large Red Globe—Very handsome; a great favorite. oz. 20 cts., $1.00.

Mammow Pompei—The largest Onion: handsome and very good. oz. 20 cts., $1.00.

Prize Taker—Very handsome; immense size; mild, delicate flavor. pkg 5 cts., $1.00.

Silver King—Bulbs often weigh four pounds; white skin; mild, pleasant. pkg 5 cts., oz. 20 cts., $1.00.

---[Also See Novelties]---

PEAS—pkt. 5 cts. Except Where Noted.

EXTRA EARLY VARIETIES.

American Wonder—Extra early: productive; fine quality; wrinkled; no support needed. Pkt 25c., $1.00.

Extra Early Market—Stands at head of earliest; matures in 45 days; sticks not needed. Pkt 25c., qts 40c., pkt $1.00.

Nott's Excelsior—The most valuable of all Dwarf Early Wrinkled Peas. Supplied in all varieties, yield and quality. Unusually sweet flavored. It is extra early, usually ready for the table from 10 to 45 days from planting. Grows about 1 inches high. of vigorous constitution and wonderfully productive. pkt 10c., pt 20c., qt 35c.

MEDIUM EARLY VARIETIES.

Champion of England—Wrinkled; a well known variety; sow thick. Pkt 5c., $1.00.

Everbearing—Long pods and large peas; wrinkled; sow thin. Pkt 25c., qts 40c., pkt $1.00.

Heroine—Wrinkled; large, full pods; enormously productive. Pkt 25c., qts 40c., pkt $1.00.

LATE VARIETIES.

Melting Sugar—One of the best edible pod sorts. Pkt 30c., qts 50c., pkt $1.00.

Profusion—Continuous bearer; pods produced in great numbers and are well filled with large, luscious and very sweet peas. Pkt 10c., pt 30c., qt 50c., pkt $1.00.

Stratagem—A blue wrinkled variety of very superior flavor. Pkt 25c., qts 40c., pkt $1.00.

---[Also See Novelties]---

PEPPER—Pkt. 3 cents.

Gayenne, Long Red—Bright red; productive. Oz. 25c.

Golden Dawn—Yellow and very mild. Oz. 25c.

Large Bell—Large and very mild. Oz. 25c., qts 75c.

Red—Beautiful bright red; large; mild. Oz. 25c.

Spanish Monstros—Very large French sort. Oz. 25c.

Sweet Mountain—Mild flavor; very large. Oz. 25c.

PARSNIP—Pkt. 3 cents.

Oz. 10 cents, $1.00, 20 cts.; pkg 65 cts.

Parsley—Pkt. 3 cents; oz. 10 cts., $1.00, 20 cts.; pkg 65 cts.

PARSNIP—Pkt. 3 cents.

Oz. 10 cents, $1.00, 20 cts.; pkg 65 cts.

PARSLEY—Pkt. 3 cents.

Oz. 10 cents, $1.00, 20 cts.; pkg 65 cts.

Pumpkin—Pkt. 3 cents.

Calhoun—One of the best for pies. Oz. 10c., pt 75c.

Cashaw, or Crookneck—Very productive and large size. Oz. 10c., qts 75c., pt 75c.

Common Field—Productive; grown for stock. Oz. 10c., qts 75c., pt 75c.

King of the Mammoth—Immense size; smooth and handsome. Oz. 15c., qts 75c., pt 75c.

Long Scarlet Turnip—Deep scarlet; excellent flavor. Oz. 10c., qts 75c., pt 75c.

Round Red—Deep red skin; beautiful shape. Oz. 10c., qts 75c., pt 75c.

---[Also See Novelties]---

RHUBARB—PIE PLANT.

Myatt's Victoria—An excellent cooking variety. Pkt. 3 cents; oz. 15 cts., $1.00, 20 cts.; pkg 75 cts.

---[Also See Novelties]---

RADISHES—pkt. 3 cents., except where noted.

Cincinnati Market—(New)—They grow perfectly straight and smooth, and from six to seven inches in length. Their attractive, glossy, scarlet-colored skin is very thin, and the flesh is crisp and brittle and of delightfully pungent flavor. It has a clear, waxy translucent appearance. pkt 25c., oz. 50 cts., qts 75c., pt 75c.

Early Scarlet Button—The earliest reddish grown; mild flavor, crisp and tender. oz. 15 cts., $1.00.

Early Scarlet Turnip—Deep scarlet; fine flavor; one of the best. oz. 10 cts., qts 75c., pt 75c.

---[Also See Novelties]---

French Breakfast—Of olive shape, tipped with white; very attractive; tender. oz. 10 cts., qts 75c., pt 75c.

Giant White Stuttgart—Very early and very large. oz. 10 cts., qts 75c., pt 75c.

---[Also See Novelties]---
THE C. A. REESER CO.,

SEEDSMEN AND FLORISTS.

Long Cardinal—(New.) The earliest of all. Shape very regular, smooth and conical; color most fiery scarlet; firm, close-grained, and of the most delicious quality. pkt 5 cts., oz 10 cts., ½ pd 30 cts., pd 75 cts.

Long White Vienna—(Or Lady Finger.) Crisp and delicious. oz 15 cts., ½ pd 30 cts., pd 75 cts.

Ruby Pearl—(New Early)—Uniform in size, smooth, round form and bright red skin: in striking contrast to the white with white tints. pkt 4 cts., oz 10 cts., ½ pd 30 cts., pd 75 cts.

Shepherd's Charter—One of the very best all-season Radishes. Quick growth: keeps tender and crisp two months. Long shape; scarlet, shading to white. oz 10 cts., ½ pd 20 cts., pd 60 cts.

White Strasbourg—Handsome, tapering shape. Flesh and skin pure white: very firm and tender. Excellent for Summer use. oz 10 cts., ½ pd 40 cts., pd 60 cts.

WINTER VARIETIES.

Chinese Rose Winter—Bright rose color. oz 10 cts., ½ pd 20 cts., pd 60 cts.

California Mammoth—The largest of all Radishes: white flesh. oz 10 cts., ½ pd 20 cts., pd 65 cts.

(Same See Novelties.)

SQUASH—pkt. 3 cts., oz 10 cts.

EARLY SORTS.

Delicate— Said to be the earliest. ½ pd 25 cts., pd 75 cts.

Early Yellow Bush—Fine for Summer use; deep orange flesh. ½ pd 20 cts., pd 50 cts.


Early Crookneck—Very productive. ½ pd 20 cts., pd 60 cts.

FALL AND WINTER VARIETIES.

Boston Marrow—Bright orange-yellow flesh. Fine. ½ pd 20 cts., pd 50 cts.

Fordhook—The flesh is dry and mealy, of fine flavor; long keeper. oz 16 cts., ½ pd 30 cts., pd $1.00.

Hubbard—Of superior quality; well known and liked for late use. ½ pd 20 cts., pd 60 cts.

Mammoth Chili—Grows to an enormous size; rich orange flesh. pkt 5 cts., oz 15 cts., ½ pd 40 cts., pd $1.25.

Winter Crookneck—A good keeper, with yellow flesh. ½ pd 20 cts., pd 75 cts.

SPINACH.

New Zealand—Very de-irable and distinct variety: grows well in hot weather. Should be transplanted 8 feet apart each way. Pkt 5c, oz 10c, ½ pd 35c, pd $1.00.

The following varieties at the uniform price: Pkt 3c, oz 10c, ½ pd 15c, pd 35c.

Round Top: Long Leaved; Long Standing Prickly; New Long Standing That Leaved. Hardy and stands through winter.

SALISFY, OR VEGETABLE OYSTER.

Long White French—The common variety. Pkt 3c, oz 10c, ½ pd 30c, pd $1.00.

Mammoth Sandwich Island—Larger and equal flavor. Pkt 3c, oz 15c, ½ pd 40c, pd $1.25.

TOMATOES.

Packet, 3 cts.; Ounce, 20 cts.; One-Quarter Pound 60 cts.; except where noted.

Atlantic Prize—Red, smooth, good; earliest of all. Acme—Smooth, bright red, medium early. Early Advent—Red, smooth, solid, early. Early Essex—Handsomer, profitable bright pink. Early Ruby—Very early, rich crimson, large, smooth. Favorite—Crimson, rich, productive; good shipper. Golden Queen—The only first-class, large yellow Tomato. Mammoth—Prolific, early, large, deep red. Ponderosa—The largest Tomato grown; rich red, solid, smooth. Pkt 5c, oz 30c, ½ pd $1.00.

Peach—Fruit flavor for preserves and pickles. Stone—Large, smooth, bright red, solid, good shipper. Trophy—Standard late sort; fruit large and smooth. Tree—Tree-like long, plump, rich, red fruit. Trucker’s Favorite (New)—The best main crop of this color, which is a purplish red, with very solid, firm flesh; spiny. Trucker’s Champion: not subject to rot or crack; enormous cropper. Pkt 10c, oz 40c, ½ pd $1.00.

Red and Yellow Cherry—Fruit about one inch in size. Yellow Plum—Bushy, deep yellow, used for pickles. Also see novelties.

TURNIPS—Price per pkt, 3 cts.

Extra Early Milan—The earliest of all. Flat, three to four inches in diameter and about an inch deep; white, with reddish purple top. oz 10 cts., ½ pd 25 cts., pd 75 cts.

Early Snowball—Round, pure white; of medium size and matures in six weeks. oz 10 cts., ½ pd 22 cts., pd 60 cts.

New Early White Milan—The entire bulb, inside and out, is clearly white in color. It grows so quickly that even the outer surface is quite tender. Table qualities unequaled. pkt 5 cts., oz 16 cts., ½ pd 35 cts., pd $1.00.

Red Top Strap Leaf—The most extensively grown for early use. The lower portion of the root is white, that around the top purple. oz 10 cts., ½ pd 20 cts., pd 60 cts.


The following well-known varieties are offered at the uniform price. oz 10 cts., ½ pd 20 cts., pd 80 cts.

Red Top Globe Shape, Early White Dutch, Golden Egg, Champion Purple Top, Monarch, Large White.

RUTA BAGA, OR SWEDISH TURNIP.

Extensively grown for feeding stock, though also well suited for table use. They keep sound and good until Spring, and are extremely productive. Any of the following well-known varieties. Price per pkt 3 cts., oz 8 cts., ½ pd 15 cts., pd 60 cts.

Pot, Sweet and Medicinal Herbs.

Pkt. 3 cts.

A bed of these is always useful in the kitchen garden—Anise, Balm, Basil, Sweet Borage, Coriander, Fennel, Sweet, Horehound, Lavender, Marjoram Sweet, Pennyroyal, Rosemary, Rue, Saffron, Sage, Summer Savory, Thyme, Tarragon, Tansy, Wormwood.

LAWN GRASS SEED—Evergreen Velvet.

As a guide for the proper quantity to order, we may state that one quart of Lawn Grass is sufficient to thoroughly sow an area twenty by fifteen feet—three hundred square feet; three to five bushels will be required for one acre. It should be borne in mind that in order to produce the best results, grass seed for lawns should be sown twice as thickly as if sown for hay—one quart of seed to about one and one-half square rods. At the price per bushel and per peck we deliver to Express Company here, or on board of Cars. No charge for bags or packing. By the quart we prepaid Postage.

VELVET LAWN MIXTURE—It is a compound of Grasses that ripen successively, thereby always presenting a cheerful appearance. Lawned even with only one or two grasses turn brown under our hot sun and remain in that condition until the cool months of autumn revive them. The mixture that we offer is one of the best on the market and can be relied upon to produce the very best results. Sow four bushels to the acre. Weight, per bushel, fourteen pounds. Price, per quart, 25 cts., postpaid; peck, $1.00; bushel, $3.00, net. No discount allowed.

CRIMSON CLOVER.

Grows at all times except when the ground is frozen, and may be planted in Spring, Summer and Autumn. The best clover for green manuring especially valuable for planting in orchards and berry patches, for sowing among cabbage, corn, tomatoes, tobacco, potatoes, etc., or in the open field. When manuring with clover, the result is a most magnificent sight; resembles a sea of scarlet flame. Price, per pound, 25 cts.; 3 pounds for 60 cts, Postpaid. Special prices on large quantities.

MUSHROOMS.

The comparative ease with which a crop of Mushrooms can be grown in an ordinary house cellar, woodshed or barn, and the astonishing success of so many who have taken up this new line of horticulture, proves the merit and their own use, gives them well-deserved popularity.

ENGLISH MUSHROOM SPAWN—It comes in bricks, of a pound and a quarter each. These, before planting, are usually divided into a dozen parts and the pieces inserted in the bed, eight to ten inches apart each way. Prices on Spawn are net and not subject to discount. Per single brick, 25 cts. postpaid. By express or freight 10 lbs., $1.50; 25 lbs., $3.50; 50 lbs., $6.00, net. No discount.

---
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Our 50 Cent Special Bargain Collections

OF PLANTS, BULBS AND "SEEDS THAT GROW." Sent Postpaid.

These collections are all fine, strong plants of the best varieties. The choice of the varieties must invariably be left to us, the purchaser simply naming the number of the set or sets desired. Every plant is plainly labeled, and there are no two plants alike.

When ordering use both Number and Name. List must contain 15 names in these Collections. Remember that these Collections are ALL CASH and must not be included for premiums or discounts. We grow only THE BEST, so you can be assured of getting THE BEST.

ANY THREE SETS FOR $1.25. ANY FIVE SETS FOR $2.00.

COLLECTION 1—12 Beautiful Ever-Blooming Roses. In this collection we will send the very best varieties and distinct colors, such as will give the best results in your locality.

COLLECTION 2—10 Hybrid Perpetual Roses. Distinct colors. The Roses offered in this collection are perfectly hardy; stand the severest Winter without protection.

COLLECTION 3—5 Elegant Moss Roses, all distinct sorts.

COLLECTION 4—8 Hybrid Perpetual, 2 Hardy Climbing and 2 Polyantha Roses. Entirely hardy, of strong growth, increasing in size and beauty every year.

COLLECTION 5—8 Double Climbing Hybrid Perpetual, 1 Moss, 1 Polyantha and 1 Hardy Climbing Roses.

COLLECTION 6—6 New and Novel Roses. This collection is a great bargain and will consist of the newer and finer Roses; none are priced at less than 10 cents in our Catalogue.

COLLECTION 7—10 Choice, Assorted Carnation Pinks. Next to a bouquet of Rose buds is a bunch of Carnations.

COLLECTION 8—5 Ever-Blooming Roses, 5 Carnations.

COLLECTION 9—10 Choice, Double Flowering Geraniums, labeled.

COLLECTION 10—10 Single Flowering Geraniums, labeled.

COLLECTION 11—10 Geraniums, 5 Double, 5 Single.

COLLECTION 12—10 Plants of the magnificent semi double scarlet bedding Geranium, "Braunti." A rare bargain.


COLLECTION 14—10 Plants of lovely double Pink Geraniums. This is a grand bedding color, especially attractive when planted with Braunti and Pearl Gem for a border.

COLLECTION 15—10 Assorted Geraniums. This collection embraces 1 Ivy-Leaved, 1 Scented, 1 Bronze, 1 Silver-Leaved, 3 Double and 3 Single Flowering Geraniums.

COLLECTION 16—15 Assorted, Mammoth Flowering Veronica, beautiful colors and flowers, as large as a silver quarter.

COLLECTION 17—10 Fine Flowering Begonias. In this collection will be found our finest varieties.

COLLECTION 18—6 Beautiful Dwarf, Ever-Blooming Can- nias.

COLLECTION 19—10 Fine Fuchsias, double and single.

COLLECTION 20—12 Chrysanthemums. Gold and Silver Medal Prize Winners. All distinct, large-flowering varieties. Very one a gem. Our list of varieties cannot be beaten.

Crispa—A very beautiful species, bearing an abundance of pretty bell-shaped, fragrant lavender flowers with white center. Blooms from June until frost. Price, 25 cents each.

Cocinea—A very handsome, hardy climber, bearing thick, bell-shaped flowers of a bright, coral red color; blooms with wonderful profusion from June until frost. Price, 25 cents each.

Paniculata—A vine of very rapid growth, quickly covering trellises and arbors with handsome, clean, glossy green foliage. Flowers of medium size, pure white, borne in immense sheets, and of a most delicious fragrance, appearing in August, when very few other vines are in blossom, adding greatly to its merit. Price, 25 and 50 cents each.

Flamula, Virgin's Bower—A general favorite, hardy, rapidly growing, graceful, small, bright green foliage, almost hidden in clusters of fine, fragrant white flowers. Price, 15 cents each.

Get Up a Club and Get Your Collections Free. It is Easy to Do at These Prices.

REMEMBER—We GUARANTEE our Plants to reach you safely by MAIL at any Postoffice in the United States. We pay the postage, thus you can have a GREENHOUSE AT YOUR DOOR.
THE WONDERFUL NEW LEMON, PONDEROSA.

NOTHING that has ever been brought to our notice in the plant line has caused half the commotion that this wonderful Lemon has. It is a true ever-bearing variety. On a plant six feet high no less than eighty-nine of these ponderous fruits grow at one time. It was a beautiful sight to see. The tree was blooming and at the same time had fruit in all stages of development, from the size of a pea up to the ripe fruit, showing the tree to be a true ever-bearer. Fruit has been taken from this tree weighing over four pounds. Added to its fruiting qualities, this Wonderful New Lemon makes a grand specimen plant for the vine and a prize winner at every fair and flower exhibition. The dark green foliage is very large, aromatic and handsome. The flowers are pure waxy white, with yellow stamens and petals as large as a tube rose and as highly fragrant as orange blossoms. The Lemons have very thin rind for such large fruit. It is the juiciest of all Lemons, makes delicious lemonade and for culinary purposes cannot be excelled. It is not uncommon to make twelve lemon pies from one lemon. We have the entire stock of this ponderous lemon, and guarantee the trees to produce the same amount of fruit. No budding or grafting necessary. Ponderosa Lemon is sure to become popular when it is known. It bears with extreme small and makes a lovely house plant. Everybody can grow their own lemons; it will fruit freely the second year.

Price, for good young plants, 25 cents each; large plants, to bloom and fruit at once, 30 cents each; extra large plants, by express only, $1.00 each.

THE NEW KIN KAN—KUMQUAT OR CHRISTMAS ORANGE.

This is likely to create a greater sensation than the now well-known Otahiti Orange. The plants imported from Japan several years ago have been much admired by connoisseurs. They are always eagerly snapped up at fancy prices when in fruit. What could be more fascinating than one of these little plants, a couple of oranges, to be decorated with fancy ribbons and covered with dainty little oranges, as a center piece for a dinner table? And when it is known that the fruit is delicious to eat, one's delight is still greater. Today to bloom and fruit about the size of a large plume rind sweet, juicy acid and very refreshing; delicious preserves are made from the fruit. It is exceedingly productive.

Price, 50 cents and $1.00 each.

The Grandest Geranium Novelty Ever Offered.

New Double Pink Bruant Geranium, Jean Viaud, or Pink Beaute Poitevine.

This magnificent new Geranium, from the establishment of that world renowned hybridizer and specialist, M. Bruant, belongs to the class that is distinguished from the ordinary Geraniums by their extra large flowers and long stiff stems, the thick, heavy foliage and the robust constitution of the plant. They grow and bloom continually, even in the hottest and driest weather. Jean Viaud is the finest Geranium for blooming we have ever grown. The flowers are semi-double; color is a bright rose pink, something entirely new in this class of Geraniums with two white blotches on upper petals, which add greatly to the freshness and beauty of the coloring. A dwarf, stocky grower, with long rigid stems, unusually large trusses, with perfect florets. A continuous and persistent bloomer, the plant being covered with flowers throughout the entire season. It has an iron constitution and withstands the sun and rain better than any other known Geranium. As a pot plant we are certain it will equal any other variety and will rank high with the best for size, color and bloom of any color, if it does not prove to be the leader of them all, when its exceptionally fine qualities become known. M. Bruant, the originator, says it is the counterpart of Beaute Poitevine in all except color, but really thinks it is much better. Every one who knows Beaute Poitevine will understand what the opinion means to a Bruant Geranium. It is yet very scarce and high priced, but as we were able to secure quite a large stock and have been successful in its propagation, we are able to offer it to our customers at the wholesale price of 20 cents each; or 3 for 50 cents.